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Introduction 

 

LUIZ OOSTERBEEK 

RENALDAS GUDAUSKAS 

LAURENT CARON 

 

The main theme of the APHELEIA Seminar in 2017 was the transmission, transference and 

transformation of knowledge through education, training and communication.  

After having focused the dilemmas of sustainability (2015) and the sociocultural matrices in the 

territories (2016), the current publication deals with knowledge circulation and transformation. This 

threefold sequence intends to provide clues for assessing: (1) the need to move from a problem-solving 

short term driven agenda, that still dominates global activities in contemporary societies, towards a 

mid-long term reasoning on dilemmas, the choices required to be made, focusing on past experiences 

and foresight visions – this was discussed in the book edited in 2016; (2) the need to assess how 

societies organize themselves, beyond formal institutions, through kinship, neighborhood and other 

sociocultural matrices, through which debates and major choices are made – this was the focus a three 

volumes book published earlier in 2017; (3) based on an understanding that at all levels of human 

action, knowledge is the key driver that conditions perceptions and choices, the need to approach the 

various layers of knowledge circulation – its production/transmission/transformation in education, its 

reproduction/dissemination/application through training and its global socialization through 

communication, including the dimensions of language and translation.  

In the framework of Cultural Integrates Landscape Management, Education (including training) and 

Communication are two out of its four pillars (the others being sociocultural matrices and 

interinstitutional networking). The articles should also bring some reflection on the core components of 

basic education in the domains of the Humanities. 

This book is organized in two sections. Section 1 includes 21 chapters on global theory (L. Oosterbeek; 

Renaldas Gudauskas and Saulė Jokūbauskienė; Benno Werlen; Michel Depeyre), on specific 

dimensions of education (Inguelore Scheunemann and Lívia Scheunemann, Margalit Berriet, Renata 

Sequeira; Isabel Moreels and Jose Júlio Garcia Arranz; Pam Peters and Kate Burridge; Cristina 

Eugenia Íscar Gamero), on the communication of new paradigms for understanding sustainability 

(Helena Henriques; Maurizio Quagliuolo; Roberto Messias Franco), on specific themes of sustainability 

(António Carvalho) and on case studies (Ivo Boháč; Sara Cura, Vanda Serra and Rosário Whanon; 

Helena Zemánková; André Soares; Neide Barrocá Faccio and Luís Antonio Barone; Gaia Marnetto; 

Laurent Caron) 

This second section includes papers delivered by students during the Apheleia Seminar on the topic. 

They have been clustered in 3 parts: 11 papers focusing on transformations and their conceptual, 

didactic and operational dimensions (part A); 11 papers on knowledge as conveyed through sites, 

museums and exhibitions (part B); and 11 papers on communication and education for sustainability, 

concerning concepts and mechanisms. 
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Geographies of Education for Sustainable Development: Conceptions 

of space in the UN-Decade 2005 - 2014 

 

CHRISTIANE BÜTTNER, KATJA WILLNER 

Abstract 

Due to the UN-Decade of Education for sustainable development (ESD), the scientific and non-scientific 

community has a rising interest for ESD. During the decade, several programs have been initiated to implement 

ESD locally. Starting from a theoretical discussion of different concepts of sustainability, we explore the use of 

‘space’ and spatial concepts and its implications in the documents of the mid-Decade report and the final report 

of the UN-Decade by a qualitative content analysis based on a scheme of categories derived from the spatial 

key concepts. In conclusion, the concepts of sustainable development are diverse and do not follow one specific 

conception of space. The obtained findings are highly relevant for Integrated Cultural Landscape Management 

as well as for transdisciplinary researches regarding sustainability. 

 

Abstract 

Das Interesse an Erziehung zu nachhaltiger Entwicklung (ESD) hat aufgrund der dazugehörigen UN-Dekade 

sowohl in der nicht- als auch der wissenschaftlichen Gemeinschaft deutlich zugenommen. Ausgehend von einer 

theoretischen Diskussion konkurrierender Nachhaltigkeitskonzepte analysieren wir auf Grundlage einer 

qualitativen Inhaltsanalyse die Berichterstattung der UNESCO hinsichtlich der dominierenden Konzeptionen von 

Nachhaltigkeit und Raum. Summa summarum werden sowohl raumwissenschaftliche als auch 

handlungstheoretische Ansätze verfolgt, woraus sich teilweise Widersprüche zu den ESD-Zielen ergeben. Die 

hier gewonnenen Erkenntnisse sind sowohl für Integriertes Kulturlandschaftsmanagement als auch für 

transdisziplinäre Forschungen zum Thema Nachhaltigkeit von höchster Relevanz. 

   

Key words: global understanding, global thinking, education for sustainable development, understanding of 

space, regionalisation, sustainability 

Schlüsselwörter: Globales Verstehen, Globales Denken, Erziehung zu nachhaltiger Entwicklung, 

Raumverständnis, Regionalisierung, Nachhaltigkeit 

 

1 Introduction 

The discussion is no longer whether the climate change exists but about how to transfer knowledge about current 

lifestyles’ consequences for the economic, social and ecological environment to the people instead. To know 

about the impacts of one's own actions on current and further generations, economic interdependencies and 

environment is a precondition to be capable to choose freely one’s own everyday routines and actions with 

respect to sustainability. As Al-Nashif (2017: 13) puts it: “societal and environmental challenges cannot be 

described in terms of physical, environmental and biological dynamics alone. Rather, what needs to be grasped 

is how society shape their environment – by their values, their practices, their institutions – and are in turn shaped 

by them.” Starting from there, findings have to be transmitted to the public in order to create awareness, because 

“public awareness, education, and training are key to moving society toward sustainability” (UNESCO 2006: 9). 

By emphasizing the key role of education, the need for UNESCO’s Decade of Education for sustainable 

development (DESD, 2005-2014) becomes obvious. Furthermore, the International Year of Global 

Understanding (IYGU) initiated by Benno Werlen took place in 2016. While using a new paradigm of 

sustainability, the IYGU focuses on the “ways we live in an increasingly globalized world, and endeavours to 

view the transformation of nature from a global sustainability perspective” (Werlen et al. 2016: 604). Therefore, 

the precondition for sustainable development is to generate the knowledge of global thinking and local acting 
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that lead to global understanding (Werlen 2016: 111). A further initiative dealing with sustainability is the 

Apheleia-project aiming at “a properly Integrated (as opposed to dispersed) Cultural (i.e. human and diverse) 

Landscape Management (rooted in human understandings and leading towards governance through awareness 

and critical thinking) for Local and Global Sustainability” (Oosterbeek et al. 2017: 25). Both initiatives underpin 

the importance of sustainable development and the need for ESD. Moreover, numerous theoretical approaches 

towards sustainability have been elaborated in the last decades. In the most concepts of sustainability, the 

starting point are pre-given spaces rather than a constructed, meaning made by actions, spatiality which leads 

to problematic implications. Therefore, it is necessary to question the fundamental understanding of spaces 

regarding sustainability to uncover shortcomings and consequent difficulties in the realisation of sustainability 

programs. That opens the necessity to analyse how the theoretical frameworks are translated into 

understandings and realisations of ESD by UNESCO. Therefore, this essay aims to figure out on which 

sustainability approaches and understanding of space the thinking and implementations of the UN-Decade in 

several local contexts are based. After giving a short literature review about the meanings of sustainability and 

sustainable development, we will illustrate our method and material. Following the discussion of our results, the 

conclusion sums up the relevance for ICLM and its participating disciplines. 

 

2 Theoretical frameworks – sustainability, container-spaces and action-oriented concepts 

According to Hopwood et al. (2005: 38) ‘sustainable development’ is a “widely used phrase and idea, has many 

different meanings and therefore provokes many different responses.” Because of the different disciplines “with 

different assumptions about the basic relationship between society and nature” (Elliot 2006: 7) this statement is 

not really surprising. Furthermore, there has been an important change in the meaning of sustainability. First, 

we need to clarify where the concept ‘sustainability’ comes from and how its meaning has changed over time in 

order to provide a basis for our analysis. Second, it is important to illustrate some understandings of ‘space’ and 

spatial concepts and their implications for ‘sustainability’. 

 

2.1 Sustainability and sustainable development – history of a term 

The first use of the term ‘sustainable’ (‘nachhalten’) took place in 17th century by the German Hans Carl von 

Carlowitz, an administrator for mining in Saxony (Grober 2015: 10). He focused on forestry and the problem of 

consuming wood faster than it grows back. He did not consider interregional trade as a solution for the shortages 

on wood as he was also concerned about the steadiness of nature (George et al. 2016: 283). ‘Sustainable’ in 

this sense means keeping balance between consumption and (re)production of resources in a specific, 

determined space to ensure the resources’ availability in the future (Grober 2015: 11). The idea behind can be 

concluded as ‘think locally about the future and act locally”. Modern concepts of sustainable development 

extended this idea in several ways. 

 “The Limits of Growth” (1972) and the Brundtland-Report (1987) are seen as starting points of nowadays 

sustainability discourse (George et al. 2016: 284). Both publications deal with the respectively current situation 

of mankind regarding ecological issues, social inequalities, and the implications of economic growth. With those 

publications, the idea of sustainable development became a geopolitical notion as the focus switched to a global 

perspective in the sense that everybody everywhere is concerned and responsible. This modern conception of 

sustainability is often only associated with environment protection (Grunwald & Kopfmüller 2012: 54f). Its 

predominant relevance is justified with the need for persisting ecosystems and the survival of all species (Pufé 

2014: 106f). Apart from this ecological dimension, economical issues regarding i.e. the economic survival of 

companies are considered as well as social and cultural aspects (Pufé 2014: 105f). Thereby social justice, but 

also participation and questions about cultural heritage are of importance (Grunwald & Kopfmüller 2012: 35f). 

Due to the discussion whether the cultural dimension is an interpretative frame or an equally autonomous 

dimension (George et al. 2016: 289f), we stick to the notions of cultural aspects and cultural differentiation. With 
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respect to the Apheleia-program, we stress that culture refers predominantly to time while the social dimension 

is rather related to space. 

The interdependencies of the dimensions of sustainability can be ranged in strong and weak autonomy (ib.: 65f.) 

where the extreme cases are characterized by considering only one of the named dimensions (Pufé 2014: 111). 

The basic assumptions for weak sustainability are given by the neoclassical economy and anthropocentrism. It 

is supposed that real capital can substitute natural capital and that humankind is in the centre of attention. This 

idea imposes several difficulties and man-made dilemmas as natural resources are tradable but not substitutable 

by workforce or monetary capital. The strong sustainability as the opposite extreme does not accept the 

exchange of sustainability in one dimension with another and is dominated by the eco-centric perspective. 

Following this, protection of the nature needs to be realized whatever happens (ib.) and the other dimensions 

are on a lower hierarchical level.  

Very briefly, we showed how the meaning of the term ‘sustainability’ keeps changing over time. Grober 

(2015: 15) summarises this as follows: “Sustainability is not […] a rigid term, […] to be defined once and then 

simply implemented. It is not a cookbook […] with instruction to do this or that, and then you're sustainable. It is 

not a state; it is a process […], a compass providing orientation for a journey into an unknown future.” In order 

to uncover the underlying conceptions of space in the UN-Decade, the two following chapters distinguish two of 

them and derive their implications for sustainable development. 

 

2.2 Container-spaces and sustainable development 

The conception of space as “container” is a common concept in everyday life: Space is divided in single units 

by, i.e. physical boarders or administrative boundaries (Freytag 2014: 14). Those units of space then contain 

specific cultural and economic characteristics which are easily (and mistakenly) perceived as homogenous 

inside the container-space (ib.). The conception of space as a composition of containers standing one near the 

other implies that there are no relations between those and that the boundaries in question are naturally given 

(in opposition to be constructed). Inside such a container, the space is on the one hand a product of natural and 

anthropogenic processes that created the landscape and on the other hand a landscape in which human 

activities take place (Wardenga 2002: 5). By doing so, meaningful constructions of socio-cultural and natural 

realities are excluded (Werlen 2015: 6). 

The following arguments regarding sustainability are linked to this conception of space: The spatial dimension 

declared by Carlowitz is clearly a container-space as the spatial reference is a given unit of space limited by 

administrative borders which are extended to all areas of life and living beings. Neither interregional exchange 

nor consequences in distant regions are considered. The second idea linked to the conception of a defined unit 

of space with biophysical, material 'content' is a hierarchical order of sustainability dimensions with ecological 

aspects being considered at first. It is linked to container thinking because those approaches refer “to life forms 

with clear local and regional borders, and certainly [do] not include the global reach of the social and economic 

sphere” (Werlen 2015: 6). The third idea connected to container-space is equalisation. This can be derived by 

understanding the world as the container and thus understanding the world as a homogeneous space where 

global dilemmas can be solved with a one-fits-all solution. Therefore, the neglect of cultural contexts is clearly 

connected to container-space thinking. 

 

2.3 Action-orientated approach to sustainability 

As Werlen (2015: 3) states “we cannot continue to try and solve twenty-first century ecological problems with 

problem-solving strategies derived from theories designed for nineteenth century problems”. That’s why the 

transformation through global processes has to be considered. Hence, we want to illustrate an alternative 

approach that is linked to the action-orientated social geography. 

Reflecting the previous chapter, several problems and inaccuracies arise by the container-space conception: 

Not everything that is observable regionally or locally has only a regional or local context, further it can be the 
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result of globally dispersed consequences. If geography is too fixed on the spatial, the presentation of social 

processes can’t be focused appropriately (Werlen 2010: 32) Hence, there is a need for understanding social 

geography as action science where space no longer is the centre of research but actions and how they reproduce 

and create constructions of space and cultural landscapes (Werlen 2010: 33). Furthermore, this perspective 

yields an extensions of the expression “making geography” introduced by Hartke 1962. Therefore, the focus lies 

on the reasons for human acting which is influenced by enabling and constraining aspects of socio-cultural, 

subjective and material components of acting, including political and economic situations too (ib.). Those 

conditions are consequences of previous actions as well (Werlen 2010: 34). Moreover, the focus should be on 

the individual human acting, because everyday everyone is making his own geography. But we cannot choose 

the conditions of our acting because of our embeddedness in social, cultural and economic context (ib.). By 

doing this, we have to think, firstly, about the reasons and social context for human acting. Secondly, we can 

ask which meaning the spatial conditions have regarding the specific acting (ib.). Acting under certain spatial 

conditions and their embedding in the dialectic of global and local become now central for social geography 

(Werlen 2010: 35). This understanding of doing social geography is the second approach for our analysis.  

While globalisation means more possibilities for acting and experiencing, it also brings many challenges for the 

world like inequalities on diverse levels, i.e. poverty, disparities in right of co-determinations (Scheunpflug 2001: 

1f.). It is obvious that “human action induces most ecological [and all other mankind related] problems” (Werlen 

2015: 7), why an action-orientated concept of sustainability is necessary. It takes the difference between local 

and global effects induced by human acting into account (Scheunpflug 2001: 2): While local effects only consider 

explicit space, global effects are not really locatable as they have both local and global consequences and only 

their causes might be locatable (ib.). Furthermore, all consequences of local-acting are time-displaced (ib.) and 

thus have a cultural dimension. Therefore, the following explanation is important: “Today, global sustainability is 

needed, and global sustainability requires global understanding. To think globally and act locally, we require a 

better understanding of our local, daily activities’ impacts on a global level. Reaching true global understanding 

is a prerequisite for a more sustainable planet through everyday practices” (Werlen 2015: 7). 

Taking a look back on the ideas about sustainability, the following aspects are linked to action-orientated 

understanding of space: By relating local actions to non-local consequences, people become capable to make 

informed decisions where space is not a pre-given category, but becomes a dimension of action (Werlen et al. 

2016: 605). While with the container-space conception, the environmental dimension merits more than the 

economic, social or cultural one, all dimensions needs to be equally considered according to the already 

mentioned holistic sustainable development. “The world’s climate, ecosystems, biodiversity, economic system, 

and socio-cultural well-being are at stake” (ib.). Thus, the purpose of sustainability needs to generate ideal life 

conditions for everyone on earth. Finally, it is necessary to think about the “culturally differentiated pathways 

towards global sustainability” (Werlen et al. 2016: 606). Because of the cultural differentiated contexts, there is 

not “the one” solution as described for container-spaces. This should be visible in the reporting about ESD. 

The subsequent analysis tries to answer our research question: Which of the presented implications of space-

conceptions dominate first in the global (meaning UN) definition and reporting about ESD and secondly in the 

local understandings of ESD?  

 

3 Methods and material 

During the UN Decade of ESD, several official reports were published. Hence, we chose the content analysis 

according to Mayring (2014) to study an extract of them. Because of its capability to deal with large texts this 

analysis seems to be the most suitable (Flick 2011: 416). 

First, the text material has to be defined (Mayring 2014: 56). As we want to uncover the understanding of 

sustainable development in local contexts, our analysis focusses on the mid-decade report “Review of Contexts 

and Structures for Education for Sustainable Development. Learning for a sustainable world” (UNESCO 2009) 

and the final report “Shaping the Future We Want. Monitoring and evaluating” (UNESCO 2014). This choice is 
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reasoned by the fact that the two reports enable a better impression about the proceedings during the UN-

Decade. In the next step the circumstances of the material origin are presented (Mayring 2014: 57). Both reports 

were published by UNESCO. Generally, they could be understood as a self-representation of the United Nations 

regarding the organisation’s engagement in educational issues. They serve also as a justification for grants and 

donations by several governments and governmental organisations worldwide. The mid-report is supposed to 

be good for reflecting the happenings during the UN-Decade. It is “a moment to take stock of what has been 

achieved so far, to consider the key lessons learned and to decide on priority measures towards achieving the 

goals of the Decade” (UNESCO 2009: 3). The report serves to give a review on regional and national level about 

the meaning of ESD and “related forms of education and learning” (ib.). The final report contains among other 

things several examples of local actors talking about their situations, dilemmas and projects with respect to 

sustainable development. Following the foreword, the report targets the average citizen as well as governments 

and policy-makers (UNESCO 2014: 3). This assumption is supported by the fact that all reports about the UN-

Decade are available for free online. 

Formally characterised (Mayring 2014: 57), the material contains numerous examples of participating countries, 

citations from participants, and links to other UNESCO-publications. Furthermore, the report is illustrated with 

photographs and short citations in order to give some examples of the implementation. Our direction of analysis 

is to find arguments about the conceptional ideas of the authors and the cited authorities. According to the 

content-analytical communication model (Mayring 2014: 49) we are interested in the communicators’ principles 

on sustainability. 

Our theory-oriented differentiation of the problem (Mayring 2014: 59) follows the outlined theoretical framework 

(Chapter 2) and leads to the before mentioned research question. It seems appropriate to use the technique 

“structuring-deductive category assignment” (Mayring 2014: 95) for our research study. It has the purpose to 

select all components “addressed by [specific] categories […] from the material systematically” (ib.). The next 

step during the analysis is to build categories deduced from theory. Hence, these categories can be seen in the 

following coding guideline including category definitions and anchor examples.  

 

Table 1: Coding guideline (own figure according to Mayring 2014: 97). 

Category label Category definition Anchor example 

Container-spaces 

Space as 

container 

Defined units of space with 

focus on issues inside of it; 

issues with broader spatial 

dimensions are not 

considered  

“regional strategies for the development 

and implementation of ESD have been 

developed in each of the UN-defined 

regions” (UNESCO 2009: 16) 

Overemphasising 

ecological issues 

The ecological dimension is 

the most important one  

“ESD was primarily focused on 

environmental issues” (UNESCO 2014: 

45) 

Equalisation Solutions are not local 

context-related.  

 “lack of relevant, culturally appropriate 

educational materials” (UNESCO 2009: 

20) 

Action-orientated 

Informed 

decisions 

Capability of taking decisions 

based on knowledge about 

the globally dispersed 

consequences of everyday 

acting (global understanding) 

“empowers everyone to make informed 

decisions” (UNESCO 2014: 20) 

Balanced 

presence of all 

dimensions 

All dimensions – ecological, 

economic, social dimension – 

are equally important  

“…for environmental integrity, economic 

viability and a just society for present and 
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future generations, while respecting 

cultural diversity.” (UNESCO 2014: 20) 

Cultural 

differentiation 

Cultural contexts are taken 

into account  

“there is a general understanding that the 

local realities and manifestations of 

‘unsustainability’ are often quite different 

and deeply rooted in local histories and 

political and cultural traditions” (UNESCO 

2009: 16) 

 

Finally, some thought about the limitations of the material are necessary. Because of the self-representing 

character of the material, the reports do not really inform about failures. Hence, difficulties during the decade 

while implementing ESD cannot be analysed. 

 

4 Results and discussion 

4.1 Understanding of ESD according to UNESCO 

Referring to the superior understanding of ESD, the UNESCO follows mainly the action-orientated concept. 

First, the phrase “we need a fundamental change in the way we think and act” implies the action-orientation 

towards humans as actors. Another catch-phrase in this respect is the demand for “informed decisions” 

(UNESCO 2014: 20) what is closely related to the approach of global thinking and local acting. By ESD, people 

should become capable to reflect their own acting at different levels (UNESCO 2014: 42). The following citation 

underpins this assumption: “ESD as a means to develop people’s capacities and opportunities to engage with 

sustainability issues so that they themselves can determine alternative ways of living” (UNESCO 2009: 27). 

Secondly, the ecological, economic and social dimension are equally important in the understanding of ESD. 

Since the three dimensions and their interdependencies with each other were mentioned very often in both 

reports (i.e. UNESCO 2009: 26), we can assume that this aspect of the action-orientated concept is a 

fundamental part of the UNESCO’s idea of ESD. In the final report, UNESCO emphasises the protection of 

nature as one goal (2014: 21) besides “economic viability” (2014: 20) under the premise that “ESD is based on 

values of justice, equity, tolerance, sufficiency and responsibility” (2014: 21). Furthermore, it is important to 

generate “democracy and human well-being” (ib.) which can be summed up to the social dimension.  

Thirdly, ESD seems to be adapted to cultural diversity since phrases like “respecting cultural diversity” (UNESCO 

2014: 20), “appreciation of cultural diversity and of culture’s contribution to sustainable development” (UNESCO 

2014: 40), as well as “different sustainability challenges” (UNESCO 2014: 44) were stressed. Moreover, the next 

citation shows the need for cultural differentiated implementations: “Although both the challenge of sustainable 

development and the call for ESD is worldwide, there is a general understanding that the local realities and 

manifestations of ‘unsustainability’ are often quite different and deeply rooted in local histories and political and 

cultural traditions” (UNESCO 2009: 16). Because of the differences in culture and suchlike, there are diverse 

approaches to deal with it. The following statement by UNESCO shows the intended way of implementation: 

“Much as global policy influences national commitments, regional processes also help to shape and guide policy 

development in countries sharing common interests and concerns at the regional or sub-regional levels. ESD-

related policies and frameworks have varied considerably due to the salience of different sustainability 

challenges in each region” (2014: 44).  

 

4.2 Regionalization by UNESCO 

The reports are based on several regionalisation in order to simplify and aggregate single units of space, i.e. by 

using the category of national states or defining of own regions (UNESCO 2009: 16). By referring to such space-

units, UNESCO creates container-spaces by talking about regions that are physically delimited. This kind of 
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thinking becomes very problematic when it is used to argument in a geo-deterministic way: “The geographical 

size of large country” is given as reason for difficulties that in fact result from “large populations and diverse 

languages” (UNESCO 2009: 18). Also, the UNESCO homogenises the regions by implicating the same cultural 

values for the defined regions, i.e. by formulations as “African culture” (UNESCO 2009: 17). On the other hand, 

the awareness of heterogeneity within the regions is shown by statements as “the huge diversity that exists 

within each of these regions” (UNESCO 2009: 17). Those diversities are also acknowledged referring to 

countries as “[e]ach national context is unique” (UNESCO 2014: 48). Container-spaces are used as 

categorisation which is contradictory to the accentuation of “inter-regional learning” (UNESCO 2009: 24). 

After uncovering the underlying understandings of space, the next chapter focuses on the meanings of ESD 

regarding the UN-Regions. By doing so, on the one hand we reproduce the regionalisation done by the UN, on 

the other hand, as we are aware of this, we can uncover whether this regionalisation is taken as a given 

categorisation of space by the actors located in the so constructed regions. 

 

4.3 Understanding of ESD in the several UN-defined regions 

In case of the Sub-Saharan Africa regions most of the references found imply the action-orientated concept. 

ESD is seen as a mean “stimulating creative thinking in society that can produce new economic models to benefit 

more people and new social responses to changes in culture, social structures and lifestyles that help people to 

protect their natural resources for current and future generations” (UNESCO 2009: 17). The report also suggests 

that it is necessary to integrate region-specific aspects to ensure the implementation of ESD (UNESCO 

2014: 45). By speaking about “region specific” aspects, the cultural aspects are reduced to spatially fixed and 

determined attributes. According to UNCESCO the integration of the “African cultures, knowledge systems, 

languages, ways of life” (ib.) is very important. This statement shows that culture differentiation is respected, but 

also that the Sub-Saharan Africa is considered to contain (!) cultures that are spatially determined by the attribute 

“African”.  

In case of the Asian-Pacific regions we could only identify quotations regarding the category “balanced presence 

of all dimensions” as there are thematic SD priorities given for social, cultural, economic and environmental 

issues which belongs to the action-orientated approach (UNESCO 2009: 19). In the specific case of China, the 

call “for the integration of a higher level of creative thinking and problem solving, action research and social 

participation “(UNESCO 2014: 51) was mentioned. This is related to a new way of thinking and thus can be 

classified as “informed decisions”. 

The Arab States regions are a specific case as their engagements in ESD have to face problems that exists due 

to container-thinking in the past. As for example “ESD was primarily focused on environmental issues” (UNESCO 

2014: 45). Furthermore, “[r]egional and sub-regional cooperation (…) has no history in the region” (UNESCO 

2009: 20) which is clearly related to the imagination of and even self-understanding as container-spaces. 

Equalisation is a further reason for dilemmas that is induced by using the container-space approaches and 

shows up in the current “lack of relevant, culturally appropriate educational materials” (ib.). In the second-half of 

the UN-Decade their understanding of sustainable development has changed towards the action-orientated 

approach. Hence, they began to address their “SD challenges – which [now] fall into three interrelated categories 

– economic, social and environmental” (UNESCO 2009: 20). The Arab States regions are quoted to understand 

ESD “as the acquisition and practice of knowledge, values and skills that ensure balance between the economic, 

social and environmental aspects of development, and the observance of both individuals and society 

development and progress in life” (UNESCO 2014: 45). Regarding the cultural differentiation, they purpose to 

integrate “the values and traditions of the Arab States in the planning and implementation of ESD” (UNESCO 

2009: 20). Nevertheless, the fact that the Arabic culture is mentioned as spatial located related to the 

containerisation has to be seen critically.  

In the case of the “Latin America and the Caribbean”-region (LAC), we identified a dominance of the 

environmental dimension referring to the container-space concept. Indeed, there is a shift to a more integrated 

approach of the three dimensions but “environmental dimension of ESD has received considerable attention, 
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the social and equity aspects are still not well elaborated” (UNESCO 2014: 46). Therefore, the “LAC Regional 

Strategy acknowledges that the concept of sustainability has a potential to integrate and create synergies 

between diverse educational themes” (UNESCO 2009: 23). One of the given examples about specific local 

understandings of ESD was from Chile. In order to reach a sustainable society, education shall be empowered 

to “re-think itself and to work in favour of the democratization of knowledge, [and] the collective construction of 

an ethic of human action which promotes the development of participatory and supportive educational 

communities” (UNESCO 2009: 26). This call for critical self-reflection concerning education and for ‘ethics of 

human action’ could be an indication of informed decision-making and therefore belongs to action-orientated 

approaches. Another example was from Colombia where ESD is understood “as process that allows the 

individual to understand the interdependence between himself/herself and the environment, based on the critical 

and reflective knowledge of his/her bio-physical, social, political, economic and cultural reality” (UNESCO 

2009: 27). It stays unclear whether “environment” in this use refers to the natural environment only or includes 

the economic, social and cultural surrounding as well. Additionally, the following was mentioned: “Necessary 

global strategy that proposes indispensable changes in the ways we think, feel and act as human beings so that 

the economic, social, cultural and spiritual development is to the benefit of the entire human family while at the 

same time saving and preserving the Planet Earth as a home for all beings that inhabit it.” (UNESCO 2009: 27). 

This understanding correlate with the assumptions of the three action-orientated categories given above.  

In the case of the “European and North-American”-region, the action-orientated categories dominate the 

understanding of ESD. The only category of container-space that could be found was the dominance of the 

ecological dimension in the past which was a challenge for the implementation of ESD for the second term of 

the decade (UNESCO 2009: 21). It can be discussed whether the following quotation should be understood as 

aiming at informed decisions or equalised solutions as “changing lifestyles” does not imply informed, free choice 

of own actions but rather judgements in the kind of “that’s right, that’s wrong”: “The success of sustainable 

development (SD) depends to a great extent on changing lifestyles and patterns of consumption and production” 

(ib.). Understanding this as equalisation seems contrary to the mentioning of the “rich cultural diversity” and 

“different socio-economic and political conditions” (ib.) which is clearly a recognition of cultural differences. By 

taking a look at the key themes of SD, it becomes obvious that all dimensions are considered somehow (ib.). 

Last but not the less remarkably, the “European and North-American”-region is the only region where 

“responsibility in local and global contexts” is mentioned as one of the key themes of sustainable development 

(ib.). This is the only explicit formulation regarding global understanding as it is promoted by the IYGU in the 

analysed extracts of the reports. 

 

5 Conclusion 

This essay aimed to clarify which concepts of space dominate in the UN-Decade on ESD based on two chosen 

UNESCO-reports. Therefore, an overview about the development of the issue sustainable development was 

given which implicates that the principle meanings have changed and hence new interpretations are necessary. 

In general, sustainable development should integrate ecological, economic and social dimensions and cultural 

aspects without putting them in a hierarchical order. While previous concepts of sustainable development based 

on the understanding of container-spaces seems to be obsolete, a shift to the action-orientated social geography 

is needed. The former contains basically three categories: space as container - by focusing issues defined by a 

unit of space, the overemphasising of ecological issues – by identifying the ecological dimension as more 

important and equalisation – referring solutions which are not local context-related. The later focuses on: 

informed decision – implying a new way to think including the knowledge about globally dispersed consequences 

of everyday acting, balanced presence of all dimensions – ecological, economic and social, as well as cultural 

differentiation – consideration of cultural contexts. Based on these categories we used the deductive approach 

of the content analysis according to Mayring in order to analyse the two UN-reports regarding the dominating 

conception of space.  

In conclusion, the following statements can be made:  
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The general understanding of ESD by UNESCO is predominately related to the action-orientated approach since 

all defined categories were found. It is noticeable that the balanced dimensions were mentioned the most. 

Moreover, UNESCO stressed that ESD means to enable mankind to make informed decision. Lastly, the goals 

include the understanding of differentiated cultural contexts, which submits for cultural adapted programs. In 

contrast, the container-space approach was also present. This becomes clear by the fact that the UNESCO 

defined regions and refers only to countries (not to actors) whereby containers were created which are 

mistakenly supposed to have the same cultural values. 

Apart from the main understanding of ESD by UNESCO we analysed the different understanding by the defined 

regions. Both the Sub-Sahara-African-region and the Asia-and-Pacific-region manifest mostly only categories 

according to the action-orientated concept. While former includes all, the latter seems to focus on the balanced 

presence of the three dimensions. The Arab-states-region could be characterised by a shift from a container-

space point of view to the action-orientated approach. Considering the LAC-region, the attempt to change exists, 

but the ecological dimension still seems to be the most important. For Europe and North-America, the aspects 

of sustainable development that are action-orientated dominate at the same time as the dominance of the 

environmental dimension in the past has to be faced. While in other regions informed decisions and the 

necessary steps toward those where recognised, only the European-North-American region explicitly formulated 

the responsibility in local and global contexts as a key issue of sustainable development. Because of the cultural 

diversity within these regions different understanding of ESD by administrations on national- and sub-national-

level exists as well. 

Addressing these issues, further research is still necessary, i.e.by considering the micro level regarding the 

implementation of ESD. Questions could be how educators are realising ESD in schools and how the students 

are dealing with it. Then, we should ask how the action-orientated concept of sustainable development is 

included in everyday life. Moreover, there is a need to check how human acting has changed based on their 

understanding that all their acting could have global consequences. Accompanied, the knowledge-action-gap 

regarding global understanding should be analysed in detailed case studies. Because of the overlapping 

research interests regarding sustainable development and related topics, the concepts of spaces are relevant 

for other disciplines and particularly for Integrated Cultural Landscape Management as the understanding of 

space as dimension of action is the prerequisite to understand that cultural landscapes are constructed and 

reproduced by cultural interpretation and everyday routines. We showed how an inconsistent use of space 

conceptions create obstacles in realising sustainable development and global understanding. Furthermore, the 

ideas of different human sciences and natural sciences should be combined to establish a more transdisciplinary 

working space.  
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The Sustainability Discourse in the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable 

Development 

 

MARTINA WILM-KIESEL 

Abstract 

The Apheleia project takes place in Macao, Portugal. The main aims is to establish a consortium for students 

from different disciplines and non-academic partners to train them in transdisciplinary in sustainability. This year, 

the Education of Sustainability is the major issue. Disciplines like archeology, economy, law, sociology, 

geography and history are part of this project. Together they will collect and analyze the major issues. In this 

way, all competences are integrated in this project (Apheleia 2017). This essay first describes a sustainability 

discourse by Thomas Jahn and then, how it is used by the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable 

Development. In this essay, the focus is put on Chapter 3 „the policy“, which is described in the final report of 

the UN Decade called „Shaping the Future We Want“.  

 

Abstract 

Das Treffen des Apheleia Projekt findet in Macao, Portugal statt. Der Grundgedanke dieses Projektes ist es ein 

Gremium für Studierende aus unterschiedlichen Disziplinen und nicht wissenschaftlichen Partnern auszubauen, 

um sich in Transdisziplinarität in der Nachhaltigkeit zu üben. Dieses Jahr ist das Thema vor allem Erziehung zur 

Nachhaltigkeit und die Umsetzung dazu. Verschiedene Disziplinen wie Archäologie, Wirtschaftswissenschaften, 

Rechtswissenschaften, Soziologie, Geographie und Geschichte sind Teil dieses Projektes (Apheleia 2017). In 

diesem Essay wird zuerst ein Nachhaltigkeitsdiskurs und die Wichtigkeit von Transdisziplinarität erklärt. 

Anschließend werden Schlüsselwörter des Diskurses ausgewählt und als Inhaltsanalyse am Final Report der 

UN Decade “Shaping the Future We Want” untersucht. Eine Reflektion mit Fazit runden das Essay ab.  

 

Sustainability discourse and discourses 

German Chancellor Angela Merkel proclaimed the year 2012 as Germany´s Year of Sustainability Research. 

This was very important for the scientific community in general as there is still no precise definition of 

sustainability. Even so, the research of sustainability is intertwined with a much broader political debate and with 

education of sustainability as well. One interesting approach in this respect is Jahn’s idea of ‚societal relations 

to nature’. This means that one society is not comparable to another because of its culture, its historical 

development and its location on Earth. Therefore, the research has to differentiate spatially and temporally. 

Some of the numerous approaches for research on sustainability can be classified as problem-oriented  ones. 

It may be, that research on sustainability will be established as a independent discipline like geography or history. 

By doing so, it would be not important whether one accepts a Popperian or a Kuhnian conception of science 

because the issues will be able to be investigated without fences of disciplines. (Jahn 2015: 30-40).  

Transdisciplinary sustainability research 

Sustainability research has to aim at changing the social perception, responsibility and, above all, social 

behavior. People will be more motivated if there is a mission statement. How have societies to change to 

maintain themselves in the long term? How can we design various strategies of sustainability development for 

the future? The sustainability research needs integrative concepts without the fences of the disciplines. 

Moreover, the researchers have to differentiate sustainable social changes regarding their spatial dimension, 

i.e. between local, regional and global As well as their temporal dimension, i.e. between terms of office, lifespan 

or for the next generations. Never the less, according to Jürgen Mittelstrass (Becker, Jahn 2000: 67-84) the 

problem solution should be transdisciplinary : 
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„Mit Transdisziplinarität ist Wissen oder Forschung gemeint, die sich aus ihren fachlichen beziehungsweise 

disziplinären Grenzen löst, die ihre Probleme mit dem Blick auf außerwissenschaftliche Entwicklungen 

disziplinunabhängig definiert und disziplinunabhängig löst.“ (Mittelstrass 1992) 

Mittelstrass describes that transdisciplinarity is knowledge or research which not only breaks down fences 

between scientific disciplines, but also defines and solves researched problems and dilemmas independently 

from single disciplines with regard to non-scientific developments. Egon Becker and Thomas Jahn go one step 

further and proclaim that the elaborated and practical suggested solutions have to be integrated in the society 

as well as the newest results of research. Those solutions are generated during the whole research process and 

are incorporated into different parts of society. Therefore, problem-oriented interdisciplinary research implies 

transdisciplinary theories, if these should not stay episodical (Becker, Jahn 2000: 67-84). Moreover, Jahn, 

Bergmann and Keil developed a model which shows how societal problems and scientific problems are linked. 

Only by combining the scientific and the societal discourse, new knowledge can be created which can then be 

used to provide practical solutions for real life problems. The research pursues basically its own goals but the 

production of new knowledge and theories from the researchers give advices regarding the societal problems.  

 

Figure 1: Transdisciplinary research process by Jahn, Bergman and Keil (2012). 

Transdisciplinary is further relevant, as it helps to shed light on socialization processes which are crucial to make 

societies more sustainable. Socialization here should be understood as the way we do thing due to our growing 

up, the cultural and social context in which we were born, and the religious considerations we learn from our 

parents. Transdisciplinary research is dependent on societal involvement and how sustainability is embedded 

in research cultures because to change the lifestyle of a part or the whole society, research has to understand 

how they work. The communication in multi-stakeholder processes is very important but researchers have to 

differentiate between national and regional contexts. Nevertheless. transdisciplinary research is a new 

methodology for the future (Bunders et al. 2015: 17-50). At least one of the sustainability dilemmas are that  

transdisciplinary seems not to be fully integrated in cultural landscapes management yet (Oosterbeek et al. 

2016). But it has to be integrated for a successful management of sustainability.  

Three levels of the sustainability discourse 

Sustainability is frequently divided in three columns: the ecological, economic and social dimension. Thomas 

Jahn supplemented these tree columns with political-institutional, cultural-symbolic and, the most emphasized, 
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the relations between humans and the environment. He called this also ‚societal relations of nature’. In his 

sustainability discourse he distinguishes between three discourse levels, namely the normative, operative, and 

descriptive one. They are very important for the identification of theoretical and methodical issues. These three 

discourse levels should be distinguished carefully.  

The normative level contains what people should do for sustainability. It is the most important one because 

there are very intensive controversies in the sustainability discourse. Those controversies result especially from 

the various natural and social perceptions of living conditions and lifestyles and their valuation in different ways. 

This is reflected by the achievement of the set goals  because the normative orientation of the actors shows 

which condition is practicable in individual countries and regions. Justice belongs to the sustainability discourse. 

Jahn states „Ungerechte Gesellschaften können sich nicht nachhaltig entwickeln“ (Jahn 2015). which can be 

translated as „unfair societies are not able to develop in a sustainable way”. Therefore, international justice 

between the North and the South, social justice inside individual societies and inter- and intra-generational 

justice will be challenged. Nevertheless, there are many more issues on the normative level. One is moral 

principles and their interpretations to design criteria and indicators for sustainable development which are linked 

with the three ecological, economic and societal sustainability dimensions. Even so how can we justify 

standards? Another question is how can international and intercultural understandings about several points of 

opinions of justice be realized? For solving these issues, the research should observe the normative level of the 

discourse. As a result, this reflexivity intensifies the sustainability discourse.  

The International Year of Global Understanding (IYGU) and the Apheleia project – Cultural Integrated Landscape 

Management for Sustainable Development and Global Understanding for students – are projects helping to 

realize international and intercultural understandings. This is very important, because only by knowing and 

understanding our differences we can change our thinking and behavior. There are a lot of normative instructions 

from policy and institutions. Nearly everybody knows them, but the knowledge of their existence does not lead 

to change the everyday actions. Institutions like UNESCO or National Governments have to integrate the 

knowledge about problems of sustainability into education programs. Hardly anything can change our behavior, 

if we are not educated about the conditions about the dimension of sustainability (Werlen et al. 2016: 604).  

The operative level contains what people can do. Here it is necessary to have knowledge of actions and 

transformation. Knowledge of the researchers and from the non-academics have to be integrated in political, 

institutional and business processes. The sustainability criteria should be implemented by coordinated social 

actions. This assumes that goals and completed actions are fixed. Even so that financial resources, practical 

concepts and executive actors are existing. Following this, the sustainable discourse can change from the 

normative level to the operative level. Social integration is also necessary for being successful. The difference 

between the common knowledge and the scientific and technological knowledge inhibits sometime the work in 

progress. Therefore, it is important to make practical and feasible designs and integrate knowledge for the 

actors.  

Projects like Apheleia where researcher generate knowledge about education, training and communication of 

sustainable development in the management of cultural landscapes are very important because this knowledge 

can be integrated in political, institutional and business processes. That should change the social actions of 

people (Apheleia 2017). 

The descriptive level questions what is true. In this level the researchers analyze which sustainable 

development concept is possible. Sustainability has to connect the moment with the future and that is an 

important issue because it is difficult to make this transformation. Also the necessary of the knowledge how 

systems work will be neglected. The main characteristic of this descriptive level of discourse is to describe the 

integration of primarily scientific knowledge for a better understanding of complex effective contexts of 

sustainability.  

The UN Decade of education for sustainable development from 2005 till 2014 seems to be a very good example 

for an evaluation or reflection. The final report should uncover the development about nine years working. It can 

also show which sustainable concept is possible.  
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Method: Qualitative content analysis 

This chapter explains the method called qualitative content analysis by Philipp Mayring (Mayring 2002). The text 

will be analyzed according to key words derived out of the theory. Afterwards the text will be searched for this 

keywords. Finally, the results of the analysis will be presented. For a more detailed discussion of this method, 

cf. the contribution of Büttner & Willner in this volume and Mayring (Mayring 2016). 

Definition and the range of the key words 

The Text which I analysis is the final report from the UN Decade of education for sustainable development titled 

”Shaping the Future We Want“. This final report describes the results of the 10 years’ work by education of 

sustainable development. It is addressed to national governments, NGO´s and average people who are 

interested in. Due to the large amount of text, my analysis focuses only on chapter 3 about „Policy“. The chapter 

is divided into sub-chapters for global, regional, national/subnational and local policy. The main part of these 

four sub-chapters is an overview of progresses and implications for the future. The goal to implement education 

for sustainable development in the global policy is as important as its implementation in local policy. 

The keywords would be acquired from the three levels of the sustainability discourse created by Thomas Jahn. 

For the normative Level the keywords are international justice between the North and the South, social justice 

inside individual societies and inter and intra-generational justice. For the operative level they are financial 

resources, social actions and executive actors. For the descriptive level it is only one keyword and this is 

reflection of the sustainable development.  

 

Results of the analysis 

The word ”justice“ is in one case located in Chapter 3. The word „society“ or „societies“ is located in the text but 

in different contexts. Only one case describes the context social justice. The text contains the word generation 

but they speak only from the future generation.  

The keywords from the operative level ”financial resources“ is embedded in the subchapter national/subnational 

policy. ”Social action“ does not exist in the whole document just as „executive actors“.  

„Reflection“, the keyword for the descriptive level, is not in the chapter either.  

 

Interpretation and Conclusion 

The normative level from the sustainability discourse by Thomas Jahn with the chosen keywords is not found in 

the chapter analyzed. Only Sweden has a Higher Education Act which integrates social welfare and justice . 

Nevertheless, by the interpretation of the whole chapter, the importance to embed society in policy  for a 

successful education of sustainable development becomes obvious. The knowledge of inter- and intra-

generation is not realized. The text only writes about the future generation.  

The keyword from the operative level “financial resources“ is located but it is descripted that the policy not 

supplies money often.  

If there is a reflection about the working projects like Thomas Jahn claims, it is not really clear. The text tells a 

lot of things how the global, regional, national/subnational and local policy supported the education of sustainable 

development but if there is a reflection from the policy is not be recognized.  

Maybe the keywords for the analysis are not well chosen or the chapter 3 was not a good choice. The results 

are very insignificant. Or the words from Thomas Jahn are not the words used by UNESCO. If there will be a 

new analysis of the sustainability discourse created by Thomas Jahn in the future from the same Final Report 

the chapter and the keywords should be changed or transmitted in word which are used by the UNESCO with a 

similar meaning like the words which are used by Thomas Jahn. Or the keywords should be differentiated 
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anymore. Another approach which could be more successful is the formation of semantic word families for the 

keywords in order to cover a broader linguistic range.  
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Didactical Implementation of Education for Sustainable Development – 
An Analysis of the Final Report of the UN-Decade of Education for 
Sustainable Development 

 

RODICA SIMINIUC 

 

Abstract 

This research shows the relevance and the connection of education and education for sustainable development 

with sustainability and sustainable development. This includes the ascertainment of the most appropriate ways 

of their implementation in the didactic framework as the knowledge about the correlation between them affords 

a suitable approach to current dilemmas. Education was identified as a key process of sustainability and of 

orientation of society to a sustainable future. To identify these proceedings, I applied the qualitative content 

analysis according to Mayring (2003) to the Final Report on the UN-Decade of Education for Sustainable 

Development.  

 

Key words: Sustainability, Education for Sustainable Development, didactical implementation 

 

 

Abstract 

Die hier vorgestellte Forschung verdeutlicht die Relevanz und die Interdependenzen von Bildung und Bildung 

für nachhaltige Entwicklung mit Nachhaltigkeit und nachhaltiger Entwicklung. Dabei werden auch geeignete 

Wege zur Implementierung dieser Thematik in bestehende Bildungssysteme und didaktische 

Rahmenbedingungen berücksichtigt, da dies die aktuellen Dilemmata in den Gesellschaften dieser Erde 

erfordern. Es zeigt sich, dass Bildung einer der Schlüsselprozesse ist, um eine Neuorientierung der Gesellschaft 

hin zu nachhaltiger Entwicklung umzusetzen. Um diese Prozesse im Einzelnen aufzudecken, wurde der 

Abschlussbericht der UNESCO zur UN-Dekade „Bildung für nachhaltige Entwicklung“ mit einer qualitativen 

Inhaltsanalyse untersucht. 

 

 

Schlüsselbegriffe: Nachhaltigkeit, Bildung für nachhaltige Entwicklung, didaktische Implementierung 

 

1. Introduction 

The concept of sustainability has a wide approach; everybody currently talks about it, as environmental 

dilemmas caused by various human activities require serious solutions. The concept of ‘Sustainability’ was 

discussed globally for the first time in 1987 in the report of the World Commission on Environment and 

Development (Brundtland Commission). As founder of the modern theory of sustainability is seen Hans Carl von 

Carlowitz, who said that “we have to find the right balance between resources used and the regeneration of 

natural capital” (Enders / Remig 2015). The sustainable development is a continually evolving concept and has 

been defined in many ways, but the most frequently cited is the Brundland Commission’s definition. According 

to them, “Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without compromising 

the ability of future generation to meet their own needs” (UNESCO 2006: 10, World Commission on Environment 

and Development 1987: 43). The idea of sustainable development, which is based on the three components 
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environment, society, and economy, became one of the internationally most successful approaches. Generally, 

sustainability supports the economic and social development as well as it underlines the importance of protecting 

natural resources and the environment. Therefore, to understand and to be able to implement the principals of 

sustainable development, people need fundamental knowledges from the natural, social and humanities science 

in a transdisciplinary way. 

At the Earth Summit in Rio (1992), education was identified as one of the key processes of sustainable 

development during the 21st century (Blewitt / Cullingford 2004: 1). People around the world recognize that the 

current economic developments are not sustainable and that the public awareness, education and training are 

the essential tools to move society toward sustainability” (Tilburyet al. 2002: 13). The United Nations 

Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), the responsible institution for the “United Nations 

Decade of Education for Sustainable Development” (DESD) (2005–2014) aimed at the implementation of the 

principles and practices of sustainable development in various ESD contexts. Member States and stakeholders 

had to be encouraged to develop and incorporate the program of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) 

in all disciplines and educational systems (UNESCO 2014: 9) by respecting and integrating local understandings 

and traditional knowledge (UNESCO 2012: 22). Those aims raise the following question: What would be the 

most appropriate way to implement sustainable development in various educational and cultural contexts from 

the didactical point of view? 

To analyze this topic, I will discuss the concept and the role of Education for Sustainable Development (ESD) in 

the following. Chapter 3 gives than an overview of my methods and analyzed materials. Afterwards, I present 

my results and finally sum them up in the conclusion.  

 

2.    The role of education for sustainable development 

Education for Sustainable Development is relatively new, nevertheless, it became the key of sustainability. This 

topic has been widely approached along three crucial periods related to sustainable development, namely:  

 United Nations Conference on Environment and development (UNCED) (1992) 

 The UN decade of education for sustainable development (2005 - 2014) and 

 The Global Action Program on Education for Sustainable Development for 2016 - 2030. 

The UN-Decade on ESD was also called "a decade for change" as it emphasized that the social inequalities, 

climate changes, environmental degradation, biodiversity loss and disruption caused by natural disasters, in 

other words, the critical situation which we are facing nowadays, should be considered. Moreover, that with 

those dilemmas and this critical situation “more than ever, this is the time when education can – and must – play 

a decisive role in providing learners across the world with the knowledge, skills and values, to discover solutions 

in today’s sustainability challenges" (UNESCO 2014: 3).  

According to UNESCO (2006:18), education is a socially transforming process that equips people with 

knowledge, skills, perspectives, and values through which they can participate and contribute to their own well-

being, their community and nation. The challenge is then, to educate without increasing the individual 

consumption but rather to transfer knowledge in favor of sustainable consumption patterns. This is the main 

difference between education and education for sustainable development. For the future, it is very important 

what is learnt and how it is transmitted: ”The education for sustainability should remind lifelong learners of the 

linkages between the human and natural worlds” (Blewitt / Cullingford 2004: 36). 

Indeed, the ESD plays a substantial role in the implementation of sustainability because it helps to advance the 

changes in teaching and learning processes across all levels and types of education. It offers a high degree of 

awareness and global understanding, transfers approaches that stimulate pupils to pass to a participatory 

learning. Participatory Learning is based on analyzing, critical thinking and decision making, which enables 

pupils to explore and develop new concepts and visions on a rather cooperative basis than a competitive one. 

ESD approaches are more student-centered rather than teacher-centered. (UNESCO 2014: 65). “A global 
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understanding of our life is necessary to bridge the gap in awareness between local action and global effects” 

(Werlen 2016: 109). The central goals of ESD are: to learn, to live, to consume and to work sustainably 

(UNESCO 2014: 3). The educational institutions and pedagogues are responsible to develop the capacities of 

children, youths and students and to offer knowledge and values which are significant for their behavior 

(UNESCO 2014, UNESCO 2012b). Some authors, as Jones, Selby, and Sterling (2010: 9) mentioned that 

curriculum and pedagogical development at university and colleges appears to be the principal player, that 

enables to create the conditions allowing change. Besides this, the role of families and communities is extremely 

important, because parents are and have always been the first educators for children while the communities 

offer the context for living and learning (UNICEF 2014: 70). 

 

3.    Methods, material, analyzing categories 

As already mentioned, the aim of this essay is to determinate the most effective methods to implement ESD in 

the pedagogic frame in the various educational contexts. TESD is a relatively new program and it is still in a 

continuous process of development. A possibility to analyze the material from a qualitative point of view offers 

the content analysis by Mayring. This method aims to describe the qualitative content of the material as a basic 

procedure for systematization of information, text compression and text interpretation (Mayring 2003: 56). 

Therefore, it is necessary to follow some certain steps: to finding the key words, the presentation and analysis 

of the material regarding its original background, following two steps to reducing the information and finally, 

interpret it (Mayring 2003: 61).  

 

      3.1   General analysis of the material 

The chosen material is the ‘Final Repot’ of the UN DESD published in 2014 by UNESCO which offered a great 

meaning to education, aimed at integrating the principles and practices of sustainable development into all 

aspects of education and learning encouraging the reorientation of education to a more sustainable future 

(UNESCO 2014: 9). A big part of this report (85 pages from 187) is dedicated to "Pedagogy and Practice", which 

seems to enable the best implementation of conditions to advance toward sustainability. This chapter is divided 

in six subchapters: Early childhood care and education (ECCE); primary and secondary education; technical, 

vocational education and training; higher education; non-formal education and finally capacity-building and 

training. The report provides an assessment of the progresses concerning reorientation and implementation of 

ESD aspects, as well as successful realizations in education system at global, regional, national and local levels, 

but also within all areas and levels of education. Besides, this report offers information about participation and 

influence from community - based on organizations, international NGOs, public and private sector, civil society 

and multi-stakeholder approaches, but also about challenges, issues, and future actions (UNESCO 2014). 

 

     3.2     Categories of Analysis 

For a successful implementation of ESD in educational program, I identified four major aspects: 

1. The improvement of basic education 

2. The reorientation of education to address sustainable development 

3. The development of the public understanding awareness 

4. The training for workers (UNESCO 2006: 15). 

In the following content analysis, I will focus mainly on the first two aspects as they imply changes for the 

processes, meanings, and types of educational systems (UNESCO 2014: 65) which I will use as proxies to 

uncover the reorientation to and implementation of ESD in the different levels of education. The specific codes 

for the categories are illustrated in table 1 based on the remarks by Mayring (2003).  
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Table 1: Categories developed according to the qualitative content analysis by Mayring (2003). 

ID Category Definition Anchor examples Interpretation 

 Improvement 

of basic 

education 

It refers to 

education and 

care of 

children up to 8 

years  

The early years are the 

foundation not only of later 

success in learning, but for 

a child’s capacity to 

participate effectively in a 

community, workplace and 

society (SDSN 2014, 

UNESCO 2014: 70) 

The building of 

fundamental attitudes 

and values 

C2 Focus on the 

pupils 

Reorientation 

of educational 

goals and 

contents 

towards pupils 

and students. 

“One of major 

developments in education 

reforms is the introduction 

of achieved teaching 

methods in schools. The 

main goal is to move the 

center of teaching from 

teachers to pupils” 

(UNESCO 2014: 87) 

Change of the focus of 

educational programs 

concerning the target 

group (pupils and 

students instead of 

teachers). 

 

C2a 

Reorientation 

of curricula  

The inclusion 

of new ESD 

programs in 

curricula 

“60% wanted to learn more 

about sustainability, with a 

preference for a reframing 

of curriculum content 

rather than additional 

content or courses (NUS / 

HEFCE 2013: 3, UNESCO 

2014: 119) 

The active 

engagement of 

students in hands-on 

projects aimed at 

environmental 

education 

C2b New types of 

teaching and 

learning 

 

The change of 

instruction 

from learning 

by heart to 

participatory 

learning. 

“ESD offers a variety of 

themes related to real life 

challenges […] so it serves 

as bridge between fields of 

study […] to the reality” 

(UNESCO 2014: 65) 

The new types of 

learning favor the 

implementation of 

ESD 

C3 Teachers’ 

training 

It is one of the 

most important 

challenges to 

address in the 

coming years 

"Teacher educators have 

the potential to bring about 

change that will shape 

future generations and 

their abilities to create a 

more sustainable world" 

(UNESCO 2014: 93) 

Teacher are key 

agents for change in 

ESD 

C3a Training for 

leaderships 

This is the 

central 

strategy for 

preparation of 

framework and 

“where leadership is 

present, significant 

advances can be made. 

[…] the leadership deficit 

continues to impede the 

The promotion of ESD 

and sustainability 

depends directly on 

the preparation for 

leadership 
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continuing 

ESD 

progress (UNESCO 2014: 

118). 

C4 The 

contribution of 

non-formal 

education 

The key role 

has media 

"The numbers of the top 

four social media canals is 

significant: Facebook: 1 

billion; Twitter: 560 million; 

Google+: 400 million ...” 

(UNESCO 2014: 143). 

The media may be 

used to increase the 

public awareness 

 

 

4.    Presentation of results 

The presentation of the passages is accompanied by examples found in the "Final Reports" by UNESCO (2014). 

The final summary and interpretation follows in the next chapter. 

 

C1  

The first category deals with the importance of improving early childhood care and education (ECCE) at the 

global levels, because ECCE is the foundation and the beginning point for ESD and sustainable development 

(UNESCO 2014: 68). To have the best results in implementation and reorientation of the current ESD, first of 

all, the basic education at the global level needs to be improved. Despite increasing enrollment rates in primary 

education, the level of education in some countries is too low if primary school is considered as the basic 

education. The number of compulsory years of education   differs hugely around the world (twelve years in 

several European countries, six in Latin America, five in India and Pakistan, and only a few months in parts of 

Africa), and stands in severe contradiction to some countries’ national plans for a sustainable future (UNESCO 

2014). 

The program is normally designed for children from birth up to 8 years and offers a structured set of learning 

activities as well as care-taking in formal institution (UNESCO 2014: 69). Especially for children, a new method 

to learn with images and drawing was developed. The instructors encourage the children to learn and engage 

in environmental issues in a playful manner through play and hands-on activities that give children the 

opportunity to develop their deductible skills and solution-orientated thinking. Recent researches suggest that 

play and outdoor games are an important component for ESD and ECCE that influence and promote 

environmental awareness (UNESCO 2014: 76). The Scandinavians made tremendous advances in this direction 

by building many pre-schools in the woodlands (UNESCO 2014:76), by giving children the opportunity to be in 

direct contact with nature and to learn to respect it. 

 

C2  

“The […] DESD aimed at integrating the principles and practices of sustainable development into all aspects of 

education and learning, to encourage changes in knowledge, values and attitudes with the vision of enabling a 

more sustainable and just society for all” (UNESCO 2014: 9). “ESD facilitates interactive, learner-driven 

pedagogies” (UNESCO 2014: 9), and „enhancing learning outcomes” (UNESCO 2014: 87). „Nearly one-fifth of 

the world’s population – 1.24 billion students – are enrolled in primary and secondary education” (UNESCO 

2014: 82). 

Therefore, the reorientation of education through ESD has become very important at every level of education 

starting from nursery school up to university. For this reason, it was proposed to approach the following top five 

issues through education: Health, Water, Biodiversity, Climate Change and Energy, sustainable production and 

consumption (UNESCO 2014: 64). The research has shown that children have the greatest capacity to learn 
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and that many of our fundamental attitudes and values are taken over in this period of life. “Children between 

the ages of 0–8 represent the highest percentage of affected populations in today’s global emergencies” 

(UNESCO 2014: 69). That’ s why it is so important that the children receive the fair education adapted to the 

present and future challenges. 

 

C2a 

The reorientation of curricula across a broad range of disciplines is necessary. This begins with those more 

typically aligned with sustainability, such as geography, environmental/earth sciences and engineering, and 

goes further to the full spectrum of university teaching in social work, health, economics, business, law, media 

and cultural studies, theology and languages because “every student, regardless of discipline or career focus, 

should learn to contribute to a more sustainable world” (UNESCO 2014: 120). 

The relevance of life skills was emphasized in the curricula in Vietnam where they were categorized as follows: 

cognitive skills (including critical thinking, problem solving, decision-making, self-awareness, valuing); coping 

skills to manage emotions (including the sense of responsibility, commitment, stress resistance, emotion control, 

self-managing, self-adaptation); and social, or interactive skills (including communication, assertiveness, 

cooperative skills, ability to recognize others’ good will). Life skills help students to become more competent in 

dealing with the present consumer society as well as with the challenges of sustainable development (UNESCO 

2014: 85). 

 

C2b 

Across all levels and types of formal, non-formal, and informal education, ESD helps to advance change in 

teaching and learning processes, provides approaches that stimulate pupils and students to ask questions, 

analyze, thinking critically and take decisions, to explore and develop new concepts. The ESD pedagogies are 

moving instructions from rote memorization to participatory learning (UNESCO 2014: 65). The suggested basic 

principles demand to move from traditional discipline, conceptually and theoretically abstract knowledge, to 

explorative approaches focusing on community problems through interdisciplinary studies, project based 

approaches, practical coordination and out-of-school work. ESD is also moving the learning experience beyond 

the classroom and into the community (UNESCO 2014: 65). The top three types of learning, considered most 

conducive for ESD, are participatory and collaborative learning, critical thinking, and problem-based learning 

(UNESCO 2014: 65).  

 

C3 

Teachers play a key role in education: “Teacher educators have the potential to bring about change that will 

shape the future generations and their abilities to create a more sustainable world: they educate new teachers, 

principals and school administrators […] and contribute to curriculum development"(UNESCO 2014: 93). 

Teacher education referring to the initial preparation of teachers as well as their continued professional 

development, should include not only competencies but also promotion and understanding of sustainability 

values (UNESCO 2014: 93). To ensure a high-level teaching ESD in the schools, more teacher trainings are 

needed. First, they must acquire the necessary knowledge, skills, attitudes and values and then they can past 

those to the new generation. This does not only require proper training of teaching staff but also the development 

of programs for instructors, trainers, and staff members from various private institutions. 

 

C3a  

The training of leaders with a vision and capability to lead their organization to sustainability play an important 

role, due to a leadership deficit in many institutions which impedes progresses (UNESCO 2014: 118). The 

increase of capacities to develop HEI (higher education institution) leadership should be considered a priority 
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because the number of students who want to learn more about sustainable development is increasing. The 

students are aware of the current challenges for mankind and the planet, and they want to learn and do more 

(UNESCO 2014: 118). The higher education is based on theoretical programs that include the provision of 

sufficient qualifications to advanced study and research programs. The major responsibilities of HEIs are 

focused on: preparing students for the future, defining the global challenges’ causes and solutions, 

demonstrating excellence in sustainable development practices through good governance and community 

relations (UNESCO 2014: 114). 

 

C 4 

The fourth category focuses on non-formal education and it refers to the role of media and Internet as means of 

lifelong learning. “The Stakeholder results from the Questionnaire suggest that public awareness is second only 

to teacher education in respect to what needs to be addressed in the post-DESD Global Action Program” 

(UNESCO 2014: 143). The media and internet can contribute to the implementation of sustainability and may 

be used to increase the public awareness, as “the numbers of users of the top four social media channels are 

significant: Facebook: 1 billion; Twitter: 560 million; Google+: 400 million; and LinkedIn: 240 million” (UNESCO 

2014: 143). The influence of social media on individual understanding and actions is on the rise. The 

considerable technological development in the recent years and accessibility to information sources facilitated 

the access and transfer of data to teachers and students. Therefore, it is very important to improve the 

information’s quality but also to produce new materials as radio and television programs or internet publicity, 

that would contribute to sustainable development and would increase awareness for lifelong learning programs 

among young people.  

 

5.    Summary, conclusion and critic 

According to the analysis, education can promote changes in people's mindsets in orders to leverage their ability 

to make our world safer, healthier and more prosperous, thus improving the quality of life. Education can be the 

key for orientation of society to a sustainable future but also to achieve global sustainable development. 

However, this involves a comprehensive approach to educational reforms. Primarily, it requires a reorientation 

of curricula towards ESD starting from nursery school through university as well as more training and support 

for teachers. Many educational reform movements depend on the capability and cooperation of those who lead 

it and should help the implementation of national sustainable plans. The basic sustainability principles were the 

moving from traditional theoretical disciplines to interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary studies but also the 

appearance of new types of learning, as participatory and collaborative learning, critical thinking and problem-

based learning. ESD is a lifelong process and it extends beyond the boundaries of educational institution. It is 

evident that through education a greater public awareness can be obtained.  The problem is that it is not enough 

to increase the amount of teaching material in educational institutions, but a change in quality is even more 

important. For a successful reorientation and the implementation of ESD, activities onnational, regional, 

provincial, and local levels are required as well as the exchange of experience between countries, societies and 

educational institutions.  

Certainly, the main role to promote sustainability belongs to formal education but also non-formal and informal 

education as society, family and media play a substantial role. According to the analyzed data from the 

UNESCO, the implementation of ESD into formal curricula indicates a significant progress (3,5 of 5 points), 

however more should be done to ensure the acquirement of the necessary knowledges that promote the 

understanding and engagement to sustainability and responsible consumption. The Apheleia project identified 

two major errors in the UNESCO’s program. The first error is the idea of ‘a common future’ instead of ‘convergent 

different futures’ which refers to the approach of global and local dilemmas from a unique point of view not taking 

into consideration cultural differences that often have different and even contradictory understandings and needs 

for different strategies and attitudes. The second error regards the education namely “when Universities and 
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technology became perceived as providers of solutions, then focusing education on a problem-solving agenda 

that reduced the space for critical thinking and alienated most part of society from the cognitive tools for 

autonomous agency” (Oosterbeek et al. 2016: 21). On the strength of ‘failure’ of the ‘sustainable development’ 

agenda the next UNESCO’s program ‘The Global Action Program’ (GAP) on Education for Sustainable 

Development for 2016 – 2030 was proposed. It aims at a worldwide sustainable future, to help and train citizens 

and especially the new generation to face the challenges of the present and the future. 
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Individual Consumption in the UN-Decade of Education for 
Sustainable Development 
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Abstract 

 

In science, there is largely consensus about the fact that local anchored actions have global effects in our 

globalized world. This insight is fundamental to be able to achieve sustainability goals. But often it becomes 

apparent, that pure transfer of knowledge about the consequences of our daily practices not necessarily leads 

into pro-environmental behavior. In this case, also subjective space perceptions are an issue. The promotion of 

environmental awareness by means of a diffusion of knowledge is also a central part within the programs of the 

UNESCO. By reference to a structured content text analysis, this paper tries to examine how instruments of the 

UNESCO for the transfer of knowledge are designed and how eventually occurring gaps between knowledge 

and actual daily practices have been taken into account. Summarizing it can be sad that the importance of a 

global environmental awareness has definitely been recognized in the UNESCO programs for ESD. But 

instruments that are offering more than a pure knowledge transfer, for instance trying to implement more ethical 

consumption patterns, are very rare.   

 

Abstract 

 

In der Wissenschaft besteht weitgehend Konsens bezüglich der Tatsache, dass lokal verankerte Handlungen in 

unserer globalisieren Welt auch globale Effekte nach sich ziehen. Diese Erkenntnis ist elementar um 

Nachhaltigkeitsziele erreichen zu können. Häufig zeigt sich jedoch, dass reine Wissensvermittlung über die 

Konsequenzen unserer Alltagspraktiken nicht automatisch umweltbewusstes Handeln nach sich zieht. Hier 

spielen auch subjektive Raumwahrnehmungen eine Rolle. Die Förderung von Umweltbewusstsein durch die 

Diffusion von Wissen spielt auch in den Programmen der UNESCO eine zentrale Rolle. Anhand einer 

strukturierten qualitativen Inhaltsanalyse wurde in dieser Arbeit untersucht, wie Instrumente der UNESCO zur 

Wissensvermittlung gestaltet sind und wie auf eventuell auftretende Lücken zwischen Wissen und tatsächlichem 

Handeln reagiert wird. Zusammenfassend lässt sich sagen, dass die Wichtigkeit eines globalen 

Umweltbewusstseins definitiv erkannt worden ist in den UNESCO-Programmen für ESD. Instrumente, die über 

eine bloße Wissensvermittlung hinausgehen und zum Beispiel auf die Implementierung eines ethischen 

Konsums abzielen, scheinen jedoch rar gesät.  

 

Key words: Think global act local - sustainable consumption - education for sustainable development - 

knowledge-action gap - sustainability 

 

Schlüsselwörter: Denke global, handle lokal – nachhaltiger Konsum – Bildung für nachhaltige Entwicklung – 

Knowledge Action Gap - Nachhaltigkeit 

 

1. Introduction 
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Sustainability. Meanwhile, this multifarious term has become the iridescent synonym for everything which is 

decorating itself with the predicate „ecological” or „fair-trade” et cetera. The horror scenario of a collapsing planet 

in sight, a sustainable economy and society model embodies the human hopes for a livable future on our earth 

– the last exit ramp on the way to the ecological and therefore social ruin. The term made career: Originating 

from its roots in the Saxon forestry, it established itself through the stations Club of Rome 1968, Brundtland 1987 

and Rio de Janeiro 1992 as a synonym for a counter draft to the capitalistic growth tenet. Sustainability. In the 

comprehensive catalogue of what sustainability is, which accrued meanwhile, especially the following sentence 

needs to be highlighted: „Sustainable development is development that meets the needs of the present without 

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland 1987). As a decisive 

determinant, which contributes to success or failure by achieving sustainability goals the rapidly increasing 

resource consumption and its consequences have been identified. In consequence, individual consumption 

practices experience a lot of attention in the current debate. Quantitative aspects are not the only relevant ones 

thereby. In our globalized world, consequences of our conduct are not spatial and temporal limited. Most of our 

daily actions have global effects. Consequently, the adjustment of individual consumption patterns offers 

enormous potential for the achievement of sustainability goals. They are elementally to correspond the demands 

for more ecological life designs and social justice (Werlen 2016: 111). But exactly the fact that the actual practice 

and its consequences are often spatial separated from each other makes it difficult for people to adjust their 

everyday-practices. There is simply a lack of necessity. However, the human is a society led being, shaped 

through norms and conditions, which policy makers and pedagogics try to use to convert awareness into action. 

The aim of the present paper is to examine exactly these illustrated issues on the example of the final report of 

the UN-Decade for education for sustainable development. As the driving force the UNESCO has originated this 

program to implement principles of sustainable everyday-practices in the education systems of all member states 

and within that, creating an awareness for the global consequences of our daily consumption. After about ten 

years, balance has been struck by means of this report in which way sustainability goals could have been 

achieved. Which role took the individual consumption within that process? What where instruments to create a 

better awareness for a sustainable consumption? How imponderables of the human psyche have been 

considered, for example that knowledge no necessarily leads into pro-environmental behavior? To contribute to 

the clarification of these questions, following work stages have been applied:  

 

The theoretical basement for the topic has been laid, as in the first part of the paper the relevance of everyday-

practices in a globalized context have been illustrated. Remarks referring to the special role of the consumption 

as an expression of a lifestyle are functioning as a specification of the first chapter. Subsequently a short 

introduction into spatial legitimation patterns regarding everyday consumption decisions is given. On the 

fundament of this theoretical preliminary considerations, analysis categories have been constituted, with which 

a qualitative content analysis of the text extract have been realized. The results have been summarized and 

interpreted in a conclusion.  

 

2. Everyday Geography-Making, Sustainability and Consumption 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to sensitize for some contact points of late-modern societies, sustainability aspects 

and geography. Therefore, a short introduction into theories of practice-centered social geography shall be 

given, which also serves as the starting perspective for this paper. A popular one in this context is the concept 

of daily geography- making from B. Werlen. Because it is such a wide spread topic and the frame of this paper 

is limited, it is only possible to tear some important basics of it. Simplifying it can be sad that a central point of 

this model is the renunciation from the determination thought of classic environmental scientists. Following 

Werlen, our living worlds are social constructed ones, which we affect daily by our individual practices (Werlen 

2007: 35ff.). Starting from this perspective, Werlen’s considerations about the different implications are finalized 

in three respectively six different types of how daily regionalizations could be classified and examined in social-

geography, which are: Productive-consumptive regionalizations, normative-political regionalizations and 
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informative-significant regionalizations (Werlen 2007: 69 ff.). For this research report, especially the geographies 

of the consumption are relevant. To contribute to a better understanding of the connection between sustainability 

and geographies of the consumption it is necessary to take a look at Werlen’s remarks to global regionalized 

living world’s first. In difference to traditional societies, nowadays individual activities on a local level do have 

global consequences, as well as global phenomena affect local practices (Werlen 2007: 14). Based on the 

assumptions above, a core statement is that in a globalized world local consume can affect the geography of a 

far distant subject. The consumption thus represents a special form of an individual world-connection (Werlen 

2007: 285). If the general principles of sustainability are considered at the same time, it is becoming evident, 

that the result of this fact are significant implications, referring the responsibility of the consumer. Especially the 

ecological and social effects of consumption practices in a western way are here the obvious ones to look at. In 

a globalized world, the consequence of these assumptions is a responsibility of every consumer regarding to 

the preservation of nearby and far distant cultural landscapes. 

 

2.1 Consumption as a Lifestyle Expression 

 

As lifestyles are foremost image based, the implementation of ecological and ethical sustainability aspects in 

consumption patterns seems to contain significant potentials (Werlen 2007: 289). Visualizing the space and 

temporal often outsourced consequences of western consumerism is already contributing to consumption 

practices, which are more sustainable (Schmid & Gäbler 2013: 18). As a summary of this short excursus to daily 

geography-making, consumption and sustainability it can be said, that the global effects of local consume are 

very topical in the current discourse. The implications of this fact for sustainability goals in form of a responsible 

consume are reasonable obvious and therefore it is worth examining the final report of the UN-Decade regarding 

to how exactly this knowledge has been taken in to account by the participants. But as well as knowledge about 

the global effects of local consume exists, it is acknowledged that environmental awareness is not to be 

compared with displaying pro-environmental behavior (Kollmuss & Agyeman 2002: 1). The number of people 

who are aware of the consequences of their lifestyle is as big as the number of people acting against their 

conscience. This Phenomenon found entrance in the science in many different disciplines and shapes and can 

be described as a form of a gap between knowledge and action. A short introduction and its implications for ESD 

will be the object of the following chapter.  

 

 

2.2 Knowledge, Action and Space 

 

The strong impact of psychological aspects on pro-environmental behavior has already been recognized and 

analyzed through many examinations, which produced lots of different perspectives referring this issue. As a 

detailed overview about this topic is not possible incidentally, the concept of the tragedy of the commons shall 

be introduced as an example. The central point of this concept is the conflict between individual consumption 

and the responsible usage of resources and why waiver in favor of environmental issues is often difficult for the 

single agent. It is possible to illustrate spatial legitimation patterns as well by means of this model (Kals & 

Hellbrück 2012: 91). The waiver on the personal car can be considered as an example for that phenomenon. 

The disadvantages of not using the car occur immediately, like loss of time, while a recognizable improvement 

of the local living conditions is not noticeable. The long-term consequences in form of ecological damage are 

spatial and temporal uprooted and therefore often affecting future generations or far distant people (Kals & 

Hellbrück 2012: 92). The same argumentation pattern could be used for nearly all the goods we are consuming 

in a world with globalized production structures. The prioritization of the own in opposite to far distant living words 

is a highly problematic issue by implementing pro-environmental behavior in the society. Therefore, it can be 
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assumed that parallel to the important knowledge about environmental issues in education programs, there are 

other relevant psychological aspects, which need to be considered for achieving sustainability goals. But it must 

be considered that this perspective limits the dimension of human acting to a pure rational one. Traditional 

theories of the knowledge action gap pre-assume the model of homo economicus to every of our decisions. 

Following this perspective, knowledge about sustainability must lead into pro-environmental behavior, which is 

obviously not the case. The acknowledgement of an irrational dimension in human acting and cultural diversity 

is highly relevant to design appropriate instruments to promote pro-environmental behavior (Joas 1992: 2). 

 

3. Method - Qualitative Content Analysis 

 

After giving the theoretical frame for this essay, this chapter serves to justify the methodic approach for analyzing 

the selected text. Because of ESD is a comparatively new program and its approaches are not that systemized 

yet, the character of this examination is an explorative one, which should find its expression in an interpretative-

understanding way of analyzing the corpus (Mattissek et al. 2013: 35).  A possibility to analyze a text from a 

qualitative point of view is the qualitative content analysis of P. Mayring (1980) which will be applied in this essay.  

The aim is not to discover quantitative connections, but more the highlighting and classification of latent and 

implicit content in given texts and its embeddedness in the context (Mayring 2010: 9). Therefore, strengths of 

quantitative approaches have been kept and combined with qualitative aspects to get a systemized interpretation 

tool as the result to ensure validity and comparability (Mayring 2010: 48). Basic steps of this model are the 

presentation of the starting material, containing its origin background as well as the general targets of the 

publisher. Because the general interrogation of this paper already has been presented in the introduction, 

analysis categories will be constituted immediately after this. Therefore, a deductive proceeding has been 

chosen, because the target is to structure the text, taking especially key statements containing information about 

consumption into account. (Mayring 2010: 98). 

   

3.1 Definition and General Analysis of the Starting Material 

 

The subject of the qualitative content analysis will be the final report of the UN decade for education for 

sustainable development from 2014. The publisher of this text is the United Nations Educational Scientific and 

Cultural Organization. Even if the background of this international organization possibly can be described as a 

neutral one in a political way of thinking, there are specific interests also this organization follows. The human 

responsibility for the degradation of worlds ecosystems is still often being contested by various agents and 

parties, while urgency of global environmental problems is increasing rapidly. The main goals of the UNESCO 

referring to sustainability and as an expression of them the UN-Decade of Education for Sustainable 

Development, are the direct converse to that (UNESCO 2006: 10). Right before negotiations about the post-

2015 sustainability goals are taking place, this report needs to conclude the results of ten years of effort, trying 

to underline the importance of the sustainability paradigm thereby (UNESCO 2014). The decade of ESD aimed 

at raising sensibility for sustainability in national education systems (UNESCO 2014: 9). Thus, it can be sad that 

the superficial target audiences are national governments and NGO’s, but also a broad community is addressed 

by this report, if the relatively simple design and the fact, that there is free access is taken into consideration. 

Following the instruction from the responsible professor of this module, a text extract from about 70 pages has 

been considered. Regarding to the topic of this paper, above all the fourth chapter, „Pedagogy and practice” 

seems to be the most profitable to take a closer look at. The segment is articulated into five parts which are: 

Early childhood care and education (ECCE); primary and secondary education; technical and vocational 

education and training (TVET); higher education; non-formal education, public awareness campaigns and 

media; and capacity building and training. As this essay is basically about individual matters of consumption, the 

chapter of capacity building and training will not be considered as it is mainly taking the production side into 

account.  
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3.2 Constitution of the Analysis Categories 

 

Due to the first chapters, it became obvious that individual consumption plays a grave role for a successful 

implementation of sustainable principles. Within the remarks about theories of the gap between knowledge and 

action it certainly became obvious as well, that knowledge and actual practice is often not compatible. The result 

from these insights is, that pure diffusion of knowledge about sustainable acting seems insufficient to achieve 

sustainability goals. It is necessary, to consider ethical aspects as well in a context of globalized societies for 

the design of education programs.  These facts were decisive and led to the constitution of two main and two 

minor analysis categories: The first category complex is about consumption aspects. How where they taken into 

account in the text and what are explicit instruments to adjust individual consumption practices? The second 

complex considers issues of spatial legitimation patterns of everyday-practices. Are they considered in general 

and if, what are the resulting instruments for the programs of education? The exact definitions and specific 

analysis codes for the categories are illustrated in the following analysis guideline based on the remarks of 

Mayring (2010: 107). 

 

 

 

 Category Definition Anchor example Coding rules 

C1 - Responsible 

Consumption 

Responsible 

individual 

consumption as a 

central aspect of 

ESD 

„Sustainable 

development is 

therefore a 

particularly 

important area 

[…] which ECCE 

might focus on in 

the future” (S. 77) 

Responsible 

consumption 

accepted as a 

central, or at least 

important point for 

achieving 

sustainability 

goals 

C1a – Consume reduction Specification of 

how sustainable 

consumption 

could be realized 

„Consumers must 

be guided in 

choosing green 

energy options 

[…].” (S. 140) 

Explicit proposals 

of practices which 

lead to a reduced 

usage of 

resources 

C2 – Recognize/ reduce the 

Knowledge Action Gap 

Awareness of the 

fact that 

knowledge not 

compulsory leads 

into pro-

environmental 

behavior 

„Evidence 

remains limited 

[…] between 

awareness and 

people’s behavior 

and lifestyle” (S.  

130) 

Mentioning of 

gaps between 

knowledge a. 

action/ Proposals 

for the actual 

application of pro-

environmental 

behavior 

C3 – Turn to a more ethical 

lifestyle 

Overcoming 

spatial 

legitimation 

patterns by a 

„Adult learning 

and education are 

also imperative 

[…] for an 

equitable […] 

Explicit illustration 

of how/ why 

ethical matters 

could/ should be 

implemented for 
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global-ethical 

approach 

knowledge-based 

society. “(S. 136) 

sustainable 

consumption  

 

Chart 1: Analysis guideline following Mayring (2010: 107); own illustration 

 

3.3 Presentation of the Results 

 

The presentation of the extracted passages takes place category by category, while an interpretation with a 

wider perspective, given together with a summary and the conclusion, follows in the final chapter of this paper 

due to organization reasons. In consequence of the limited frame of this essay and a better readability, different 

text passages with equivalent content are shown with a maximum of three representative examples for each 

category. Nevertheless, the quantitative aspect has been considered in the conclusion.  

 

C1 

 

The first category (C1) aimed at analyzing how the importance of individual consumption is being assessed in 

the considered text in general. Following the prior constituted coding rules, three text passages could be 

identified. As characteristically the following two can count: 

 

„Across a wide range of sustainability challenges listed in the GME Questionnaire, Member States identified 

Health, Water, Biodiversity, Climate Change and Energy as the top five issues being addressed through 

education, with other stakeholders adding sustainable production and consumption to that list.” (S. 64) 

 

“Yet, for most early childhood educators, parents and children, the day- to-day activities most significantly 

influencing sustainable development are at the level of consumption.” (S. 77) 

 

As the results show, consumption has been identified as a central aspect of sustainable every-day practices, 

which is indispensable as an element of ESD. Remarkable is the fact that all the findings originate from the first 

chapter of ECCE.  

 

C1a 

 

The purpose of the minor category C1a was to specify the first category with illustrating explicit instruments of 

how sustainable consumption patterns could be implemented in daily life. Four text passages could be identified 

of which three are presented:  

 

„Play based learning for sustainable development contributes to a child’s acquisition of social understanding and 

nature awareness” (S. 68) 

 

„Changes in consumer demand for greener products and services” (S. 105) 
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„Informal education includes the raising of public awareness for sustainable development, throughout work, 

family life and leisure. Raising public awareness encompasses a wide range of means: print and online media, 

television, radio, campaigns, street theatre, social media, viral messaging, i.e. anything that can be done to 

inform the public.” (S.132) 

 

General concepts for the implementation of sustainable consumption in to people’s awareness could be found 

in all considered chapters. Gaining awareness about ecological and social impact of consumption is the 

superficial instrument through the text. 

 

C2 

 

The grave role of responsible consumption in ESD became evident within the first two categories. But as shown 

in chapter 2.2, knowledge about sustainability not necessarily leads to pro-environmental behavior. To examine 

whether this fact is considered in the present paper was the purpose of the second main category. Four 

passages have been extracted of which two are presented:  

 

„It has long been considered that raising awareness by itself is not sufficient to cause change in choices.” (S. 

144) 

 

„As UNICEF, and indeed several others, have noted: ‘Many communication initiatives have succeeded in 

enhancing public awareness, but have failed in going beyond awareness, to stimulate positive changes in 

attitudes and practices toward creating lasting social change.” (S. 144) 

Especially within the chapter about non-formal education, remarks about knowledge-action-gap issues occur. 

The existence of the phenomenon is not new and widely recognized as a challenge for establishing sustainable 

lifestyles. 

 

C2a 

 

Category C2a is a specification of category C2, to highlight potential approaches which contribute for overcoming 

behavior-patterns, which are attributable to knowledge-action-gaps.  One explicit passage has been identified. 

  

However, the OECD report also observed that compelling drivers for behavioral change are more often economic 

and that norms, more than information, have significant influence on choices. The OECD suggests that ‘further 

work on the origin of norms and how they interact with decisions could be usefully carried out.” (S. 144) 

 

Compared to the other categories, instruments to cope with the knowledge-action-gap are less present in the 

overall text. 

 

4. Interpretation, Summary and Conclusion 
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Following the chosen method in chapter 3.1, the extracted passages will be summarized and interpreted within 

the context to contribute to a better understanding of the role of consumption in the final report of the UN-Decade. 

At the beginning of this paper the importance of individual consumption and its implications for sustainable 

development have been highlighted. Considering the results of the text analysis is can be said that the before 

illustrated impact of consumption and its potential for sustainable development have been completely admitted 

from participating agents of ESD-Programs. Remarkable seems the fact that the explicit findings of the 

importance of consumption origin altogether from the chapter to ECCE. Forming the awareness of children on 

an early stage seems to be central for ESD. Actual proposals of how awareness for sustainability matters could 

be converted into actual practices are then existing all over the considered text extract. They are adapted to the 

specific living conditions and capabilities of the target group and are implemented on many different levels of 

daily life. Referring to the implementation of sustainable practices in the society it seems appropriate to speak 

about a holistic approach. Pure knowledge about pro-environmental behavior is often not leading into 

corresponding practices of the individual. The extracted passages are displaying that the existence of this 

phenomenon seems known already for a while now, but solutions for this shape of a knowledge-action-gap are 

hardly provided. From a sustainability perspective, this topic seems to be a little unexplored yet. This impression 

even gets strengthened if one considers the quantitatively aspect: While the first three categories occurred in 

about equal shares, category four in comparison to that was relatively underrepresented. Whether information 

or norms have the bigger influence on daily practices is a point which requires deeper exploration. Particularly 

the above illustrated importance and potential of late-modern lifestyles is being ignored as a leverage point for 

implementing ethical matters into consumption patterns. First and foremost, social consequences of western 

consumption patterns seem to be widely ignored within the abstract about pedagogy and practice.  

Sustainable development in its different shapes is widely admitted as the holy grail to prevent our one planet 

from the ecological collapse. The final report of the UN-Decade for sustainable development is therefore a crucial 

instrument as it displays the results of ten years of effort and the effects that the investment of a large amount 

of resources has left behind. Pedagogy and practice is the most comprehensive part of the final report of the 

UN-Decade. Considering this and the diverse findings of consumption matters within this chapters it can be said 

that individual consumption is a relevant part of ESD. This importance found its expression in a variety of good 

practices for the implementation of sustainability principles in the daily life of different agents considering age 

classes as well as education levels. Also, the for the achieving of sustainability goals highly problematic issue 

of the knowledge-action-gap found its consideration in the text. As the results show, answers to this dilemma 

are few and far between yet. This could be a result of the fact that the irrational dimension of human acting does 

not seem to be considered very much in the assumptions how knowledge could be transferred into pro-

environmental behavior. Overcoming spatial legitimation patterns for consumption decisions is therefore still a 

big conceptual challenge for policy makers and pedagogics to contribute to an integrated cultural landscape 

management.   
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Abstract: The comparison of paleoenvironmental data with archaeological results has proven to be a fruitful 

way of discovering actual motives behind the major change trends in human adaptation strategies. One good 

example of these strategic innovations could be observed from the lithic industries data from The Last Glacial 

period in Europe. The shifts in global climatic conditions and the consequent environmental transformations (e.g. 

faunal and floral diversities) resulted in introduction of several distinctive and to the most part, similar 

developments in terms of lithic industry in two major chronological sequences in Europe: the Western Europe 

“classical sequence” and the Epigravettian sequence in the South. The second part of this report addresses this 

matter with a different point of view; the distinctive and exclusively unique aspect of Homo sapiens populations: 

culture. Using a multi-disciplinary approach, we are able to define socio-culturo-economical strategic transforms 

within Neolithic European populations reflected, for instance in a shift from hunter-gatherer subsistence to 

agriculture and domestication. This phenomenon, being caused by a global climate could presumably be tracked 

down in other areas on the planet earth as well. The relatively instant emergence of innovations in living 

strategies and the type of established settlements contemporaneous with climatic shifts across the Balkan 

Peninsula since the Early Neolithic times until the Iron Age could be taken as another good case of human 

adaptation, in the face of environmental adversities. 

 

 

Introduction 

The present presentation is an attempt to answer to the following questions: 

A. Did landscape transformations following climate changes, play a role in human behaviors and 

motivate adaptation strategic changes? 

B. If they did, how? 

In the present paper, we try to find answers to these questions through studying three case studies, brought 

from a compilation of several articles in fields of archaeology and prehistory.  The articles are focused for the 

most part on studying and identification of human adaptation strategies at various periods in Europe.  

It goes without saying that answering these two apparently straightforward questions, at a global scale would 

require a lot more comprehensive understanding from numerous sites all around the world. In addition, due to 

environmental and historical specificities of each site and area, usually theses sort of studies end up being quite 

site-specific and not comparable or relatable to one another.  

For this, we tried to avoid any comparative conclusions and instead, we tried to stay focused on interpreting the 

evidences in order to find the actual “motives” behind the adaptation changes in each case study. Perhaps the 

simplest ways of finding motives, are those that relate every change in human behavior to the climatic and 

environmental transformations. However, knowing the distinctive complexities of Homo sapiens such as cultural 

and social aspects, such answers would sound oversimplified. That is one of the reasons why we must seek the 

answer to our questions not only among the effects of external agents (e.g. climate, habitat features, neighboring 

fauna and flora, etc.) on human societies, but internal agents within every human community as well. 
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As mentioned above, our next step was to find an answer to the “how” question. Of course, it would be beyond 

the scope of this paper to discuss the means and the ways of human adaptation strategies throughout the human 

history. Thus, we will only go over some adaptation examples including the ones in terms of socio-cultural 

developments and shifts in lithic industries. We will also discuss the “direction” of this adaptation trends, i.e. 

whether each of these adaptive moves in human behavior is to be considered a “progressive” step in human 

history or a step backwards? Progressive or regressive? 

 

 

1. Climatic changes during the Late Glacial in Western Europe and their effects on technology and 

societies 

During the second half of the Upper Paleolithic, Europe seems to have been divided in two vast techno-cultural 

entities with their particular chronological sequence: the Western Europe “classical sequence” and the 

“Epigravettian sequence” in the South. We could take Alps as the boundary between Epigravettian and the 

Western Europe sequence. 

Due to the imbalance of data and differences in methodologies between these two regions, their Upper 

Paleolithic sequences have rarely been compared. N. Naudinot et al. (2016) attend to address this challenging 

exercise of comparing these two sequences, by using the results from studies in lithic industries or in other words 

by using the “lithic data”. 

By “lithic data” here we mean : All the information from raw materials procurement strategies to discard the tools, 

including production methods, tool curation and tool function; and in short: looking for information about the 

objective of production and methods, for every single artifact; following a methodology called: “Technologie 

Lithique”. 

 

 

Having the lithic industries data from these two long sequences based on recent technological studies, allows 

us to arrange a comparison between Epigeravettian sequence and The Western Europe classical sequence. 

From the early to the late Epigravettian 

Early Epigravettian assemblages show a homogeneous techno-economic structure; In short: around 16,000 cal. 

BP three main changes occurred in industries:  

Fig. 1- Prehistoric Europe between ca. 25,000 cal. 

BP and 11,000 cal. BP (Google Earth) 
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1. Soft hammer-stone replaced organic hammer.  

2. Both specific blades and bladelet productions are replaced by an integrated blades/bladelets 

scheme. 

3. Raw material selectivity decreases. 

 

The Early Upper Magdalenian (Western Europe) 

1. The continuation of blade production with high standards. 

2. The entire blades and bladelets reduction sequences are realized using an organic hammer. 

3. The bone industry is marked by the development of points with forked-base. 

The first part of the late Epigravettian 

1. The generalization of an integrated blades/bladelets production into a single reduction scheme.  

2. Hammer-stones are used exclusively. 

3. Blades are irregular, short and quite straight in profile. 

Late Upper Magdalenian (Western Europe) 

1. The systematization of an integration of the blades and bladelets productions into the same 

reduction sequence. 

2. Easing off of blade production complexity. 

3. The bone industry is still composed of generalized barbed points and harpoons. 

The Azilian 

1. Disappearance of blades, a diminution of blank qualitative standards and a gradual simplification 

of production methods.  

2. The generalization of the use of soft hammer-stone and the disappearance of soft hammers, the 

disappearance of the bladelet objective, the disappearance of backed bladelets, the generalization of 

axial points and the signs of a simplification of the reduction methods.  

3. A clear decrease in lithic raw material selectivity and an increase in the use of local raw materials. 

The terminal Epigravettian 

• Some Epigravettian characters (as the persistence of microgravettes) and some innovations, 

which will carry on in the Sauveterrian (geometrics, flakes productions schemes, blades disappearance) 

or not (bladelet specific scheme of production). 

The Flat Blades Techno-complex (FBT) in Western Europe 
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• A significant return of a blade industry 

along with very sophisticated methods with 

careful shaping and maintenance of the 

cores. Usually longer in length, regular, 

normalized, straight in profile but above all 

very “flat” in section blades with very acute 

cutting edges. 

 

Moreover, the climatic records and the vegetation 

history of both two areas have been very well 

recorded and published (Grafenstein Von et al., 

1999; Elliot et al., 2002; Rasmussen et al., 2006, 

2014; Svensson et al., 2006; Lotter et al., 1992; 

Sanchez Goni et al., 2000; Wick, 2000; Vescovi et al., 

2007; Samartin et al., 2012; Finsinger et al., 2006; 

Ammann et al., 1993). Referring to these in-text-cited 

articles, the climatic and environmental 

transformations of Europe since Late upper 

Pleniglacial until present may be summarized as 

follows: A rapid warming at the onset of the GI-1 

(Bølling-Allerød (B-A)), a cooling during GS-1 

(Younger Dryas (YD)), followed by a rapid warming 

at the beginning of the Holocene (Preboreal), consist 

the major climatic shifts during the Late Glacial. 

Along with these climatic changes, the recorded 

vegetation variations in Northwestern Europe, 

during the GI-1 (B-A) warming include an initial 

afforestation by Juniperus, Betula, and Pinus. North 

of the Alps, the climate cooling of the GS-1 (YD) 

resulted in timberline shifts to lower altitudes and to a 

more or less severe forest opening in the lowlands. South of the Alps, first afforestation occurred a few millennia 

earlier than in the north of the Alps at low altitudes in previously glaciated environment. The subsequent GI-1 

(B-A) is marked by a gradual forest expansion associated with increasing rates of mesophilous trees, such as 

Quercus, at low altitudes. The GS-1 cooling (YD) is not systematically well-reflected in the lake sequences    

located south of the Alps, but the expansion of mesophilous trees, initiated during the GI-1 (B-A), slowed at that 

time or oak populations were set back. 

N. Naudinot et al. (2016) abstracts all mentioned-above data, along with isotopic curves of the Late Glacial to 

construct a comparative diagram (fig. 2). 

The exceptional phase of azilianization 

This study suggests a common “azilianization process” both in northwestern Europe and in the northern 

Mediterranean Basin with a probable earlier start of the azilianization in the southern European “Epigravettian”. 

The azilianization process took place at a period during which we can witness a progressive disappearance of 

blades, a diminution of blanks and qualitative standards, and a gradual simplification of production methods. 

This process is proposed to be a direct or indirect response to Late-Glacial climatic changes. 

Mammals of the steppe-tundra (e.g. bison or musk ox) were replaced gradually by mammals of the forests (e.g. 

elk or red deer). 

Fig. 2- Isotopic curve with Western and Southeastern 

Europe chrono-cultural sequences (N. Naudinot et al. 2016) 
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The change in hunting strategies from Magdalenian collective drive hunting to Azilian individual stalking hunting 

was an essential driving force leading to a change in the lithic production industry. 

Replacement of composite weapons (bone/antler structure with lithic implements) that required a high 

investment of time and energy with normalized, easily replaceable lithic projectile points. Above evidence can 

be summarized as the diagram below (Fig.3).  

Fig. 3- The azilianization 

(Adapted from N. Naudinot et al.) 
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2. Climatic and environmental changes: oscillations of Neolithic populations in Apulia region (Italy) 

The present research aims to define a possible human-environment interaction during Neolithic period (spanning 

from 6,500 to 3,700 BC), focusing the attention on a south-eastern Italian region: Apulia region.  

The goal is to highlight how human population is influenced by climatic and, consequently, environmental 

changes.  

Choosing to work on Neolithic period and data is an important step, as it is possible to define in which measure 

human groups faced climatic changes and which cultural and adaptation strategies they applied in a time span 

characterised by new great impulses, such as agriculture and domestication. 

The authors used a multidisciplinary approach, mainly based on paleoenvironmental and paleoclimatological 

data coming from natural archives and archaeological sites, comparing both regional and Mediterranean scales. 

In addition, authors gave attention to settlement dynamics as well as paleoeconomic reconstruction of Apulia 

region.  

The choice of a study on Apulia region is due to its role played during the passage from Mesolithic to Neolithic 

periods, as it is one of the first areas in the peninsula experiencing substantial changes in anthropic dynamics, 

related to resilience of the first farmers in the area.  

The authors started in pointing out the regional setting, in order to give a better as possible framework, enhancing 

the understanding of Neolithisation process in southern Italy through settlement patterns and natural resource 

exploitation strategies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4- Geological map 

of Apulia and the 

locations of the 

archaeological sites, 

geomorphological 

districts and offshore 

cores (Fiorentino et al. 

2013) 
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Seven regional districts are identified, basing on geological and geomorphological parameters: Gargano mount, 

Tavoliere plain, plateau of Murge, Brindisi plain, Taranto Murge, Salento hills and Taranto-Metaponto plain 

(Fig.4). They are characterised by diverse geomorphological aspects, which dictates local micro-climate 

dynamics, in a general framework encompassing the entire Mediterranean area, influenced in turn by three main 

pressure systems: Icelandic low, Azores High and the Siberian High.  

Besides, because of its geographical position, Apulia region was a boundary of two climate regions during 

Holocene, reflecting in a great variability of phytocenoses. As these regional climates changed during middle 

Holocene, they could have led to peculiar modifications in water availability for vegetation growth and, 

consequently, the sustainability of environmental management for the Neolithic human groups.  

The work carried out by the authors was in line with an interdisciplinary approach.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5- Multisample probability 

curves of archaeological 

occupation for the Apulia regione 

(Fiorentino et al. 2013) 
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The chronological framework is based on a radiocarbon database for Neolithic Apulia, including 121 14C 

calibrated dates from 40 sites. A multi-sample probability curve of archaeological occupation (Fig.5) was 

obtained by means Calib 5.0.1 program, in order to use it as a proxy to describe the fluctuation of Apulian 

population dynamics during Neolithic in the region.  

The offshore data includes different proxies coming from two cores drilled in southern Adriatic sea (Fig.5); they 

are used as chronological data for the chosen period because of their high sensitivity proxies to the 

paleoenvironmental and climatic changes.  

Two cores drilled near the Neolithic settlement considered in the present work, yielding a quite good 

paleobotanical sequence, achieve the offsite data.  

Finally, the onsite archaeobotanical data were from 35 multi-stratified or monophasic settlements whose 14C 

dates come from.  

Thanks to these 

data the authors 

defined certain 

indicators, such 

as paleo-

vegetational 

indicator and 

paleo-

agronomical 

indicator.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 6 – Table comprehending Neolithic period (6200-3700 cal. yr BC). Comparison between: (a) probability curve of 

archaeological occupation of Apulia region; (b) δ18O curve from Soreq cave; (c) δ18O curve from Ioannina Lake; (d) 

Accesa lake-level oscillation; (e) δ18O from Pergusa Lake; (f) reconstruction of seasonal paleoagricultural indicators; 

(g) Gaussian smoothed ion proxy for the Siberian High (Fiorentino et al. 2013) 
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The resulting crossed data gave a timeline distinguished into four main periods, representing the most important 

climatic changes on which the whole research is about: 6,200-5,600 BC, 5,600-5,000 BC, 5,000-4,300 BC, 

4,300-3,700 BC (Fig.6).  

In the first individualised period (6200-5600 BC) Apulia region is characterised by wet conditions, which steady 

sloped into dry condition in a time-span between 5,600 and 5,200 BC. Hereafter and until the next change (end 

of 6th millennium), dry conditions appear to be predominant, and they seem to be related to Mediterranean 

climate dynamics of that time. Archaeobotanical data coming from the archaeological sites suggest a period with 

good water availability, where the Triticum is the best represented taxon, followed by other minor cereals and 

suggesting the occurrence of harvest during spring and summer. Only after 5,600 BC it is recorded a change of 

taxa used, in favour of naked cereals above all. An oscillating and decreasing trend in winter rainfall regime is 

noticed on the GISP2 curve (Fig.6g), parallel to the appearance of new paleobotanical taxa used in harvest. This 

data are furnished by oxygen isotope curves used in the research, showing a progressive decrease in rainfall, 

as well as by sequence of lake Accesa, which seems to have a progressive decline of water level during the last 

centuries of 6th millennium. From an archaeological point of view, the analysed districts show a high sensitivity 

to climate change and a consequent depopulation, above all in Tavoliere plain.  

The second period given into account (5,000-4,600 BC) is the driest period of the whole Neolithic in Italy, only 

interrupted by a short-term of cold-wet phase at around 4,800 BC. Archaeobotanical data show a reduced 

taxonomic richness in harvest, maybe related to changed eco-edaphic conditions. Archaeological data reflect 

an increase in drastic reduction of occupation of Tavoliere plain, whereas the others seem to register a less 

severe depopulation, possibly related to sub-regional climate diversity and changes of occupation, as well as 

land control dynamics. This evident decline is proved by the study of a higher scale of climate changes: indeed, 

in a Mediterranean scale, it is recorded an arid phase.  

The following (4,600-4,300 BC) period is instead characterised by wetter conditions, although a low level of 

winter rainfall is recorded. These data are available from the GISP2 curve, and it seems to have a positive period 

starting at around 4,800 BC, also confirmed by oxygen isotope curves. Archaeologically, it is recorded a good 

population increase in Apulia, in which Salento district suggests the most frequented area of that region for the 

considered time-span. The Tavoliere plain shows a slight increase in occupation, while Gargano records the 

lowest population levels, possibly related to a decline of demand for chert as raw material.  

The last period considered in the quoted research (4,300-3,700 BC) is characterised by an initial decrease of 

wetness peaked at around 4,000 BC, then followed by a new wetter phase localised at the end of the period, 

straddling the end of Neolithic and the beginning of Copper Age. Archaeobotanical data suggest an increase of 

naked cereals and that harvest occurred in the spring, while the GISP2 curve exhibits a discontinuous increase 

of winter rainfall. Besides, thanks to offsite paleobotanical data two main phases are distinguished: a first one 

characterised by plants associated with a low-precipitation regime (4,000 BC), and a second one with a trend 

towards diffusion of typical plants of limited water availability environment. A dry phase is in fact registered on 

oxygen isotope curves between 4,200-4,000 BC. The archaeological remains suggest a decline of frequentation 

of Apulian districts for this last period, except for the Murge area. 
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In conclusion, it is seen how the first development of Neolithic culture in Italian peninsula has a correlation with 

minor Holocene climatic oscillations; by means the analysis of different proxies, coming from onsite and offsite 

areas, paleoclimatic changes are assessed, showing how from a first period of wet conditions a progressive 

declining and drying phase followed. A parallel situation is recorded in archaeological sites located in studied 

districts, where after a first important settlements expansion shown during the early Neolithic (c. 5,500 BC), then 

a progressive depopulation is registered. The authors found a good correlation between cultural and climatic 

features, especially during the arid phases recorded when archaeological studies register a cultural and material 

gap.  

Besides, as a future perspective, the authors’ analysis propose a more detailed reconstruction of diversity in 

subregional climatic conditions, in order to find a deeper cause-effect relationships between climatic changes 

and human responses during certain time frames of Neolithic period. 

3. The settling and environment-driven adaptation of the first Neolithic farmers in the Balkans and 

Macedonia. 

Agriculture and sedentism originated in the Fertile Crescent around 12,000 years ago, as accepted by majority 

of the scholars today. Its’ origins of course are multiple, but climate probably played one of the most important 

roles. Around 11,500 years ago climate amelioration started, shifting from postglacial to Mediterranean climate, 

with drier summers, wet winters and stable climate, which allowed for the development of agriculture (Poschold, 

2015). But, during the IX millennium cal BP the Mediterranean basin was struck by a major environmental and 

societal event. A major climatic crisis occurred in the Northern Hemisphere around 8,200 years ago, leading to 

arid conditions along the tropical zone between 15º and 40 º north, cooler and wetter conditions in western and 

central Europe, and climatic irregularity in the northern Mediterranean basin (Berger & Guilaine, 2009). This 

environmental transformation caused a period of draughts in western Asia, which was in great deal responsible 

for the great migration of the first farmer societies from the Fertile Crescent to the west, to Anatolia, and further 

to the Balkan Peninsula. This movement started almost simultaneously at many places, or as Ozdogan (2002) 

describes this: “Almost all of a sudden we see more habitation in the west…In the east however there is a 

decrease in the number of settlements…There is clearly a kind of momentum to migrate in masses…” (as cited 

in Poschold, 2015). Abrupt climate change would make a 

good candidate for being this momentum. 

On the other hand, on the Balkan Peninsula, this is 

documented with an almost synchronous appearance of red 

monochrome pottery on sites over a distance of almost 1,000 

km. This would suggest a movement of populations 10 times 

faster than previously estimated by Ammerman and Cavalli-

Sforza (Berger & Guilaine, 2009). This climatic impact has 

shown variation with latitude, where changes linked with 

desiccation are evident in the tropical zone (15º-40º north), 

while those linked with fresher and wetter climate appear 

more frequently in temperate and continental zones (40º-60º 

north) (Berger & Guilaine, 2009). 

What will concern us in this part is the choice of these first 

farmers of a seemingly inhospitable, marshy environment, in the central part of the Balkan Peninsula, particularly 

Macedonia (40º-42º north)(Fig.7.), where they would establish a thriving network of settlements which will be 

lasting for centuries, and with some gaps, even for millennia. 

The new landscape 

The territory of Macedonia is marked with different relief structures, made up of high mountain ranges, valleys, 

bordered by river terraces and hills. This diversity is a result of the neo-tectonic movements of the terrain, the 

hydrographic potentials and the climatic conditions.  These geographic factors contributed to the creation of 

certain eco-systems represented by separated micro-regions which are composed of precisely determined flora 

and fauna (Fidanoski & Tolevski, 2009). 

Fig. 7- Map of Macedonia with the valleys treated in this text. The 

valleys are indicated with red ovals (according to Naumov, 2016) 
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With the above, it needs to be mentioned that the Neolithic settlements in Macedonia can be seen in different 

geographic landscapes such as: river and lake coasts, valleys and enclosed micro regions suitable for primary 

agriculture and animal husbandry, near the strong springs of drinking water, on the hills or the marshy parts, on 

the hills’ platforms, as well as in the higher plateaus closer to the mountain pastures and stone quarries.  

 

 

Types of settlements according to the surroundings 

Two prevalent types of settlements have been defined so far, the tumba or tell type, an artificial short hill made 

by stratification of different levels of human occupation, and a flat type of settlement, usually on a river terrace. 

The Early Neolithic phases in Macedonia correspond to the last centuries of the VII millennium BC (Fidanoski 

2009; Naumov 2016). 

The tumba/tell type of settlements were built on marshy terrain which suffered from frequent seasonal flooding 

during spring rains and snow melting from the surrounding mountains, which resulted in construction of multilevel 

stratified tells with a form of a cut cone, with an elongated or round base. These man-made hills as topographic 

elements appear under the common name tumba (Санев 1978, 74, as cited in Tolevski, 2009, 37).  They 

represent small lonesome hills (in some cases they are clustered in small complexes), built on the topsoil level, 

1 to 5 meters high. The tops of these hills were flat, thus shaped by the constant leveling of the terrain, which 

was conditioned by the need of periodical renovation of the houses.  

Characteristic for these settlements is that life, on some of them, continued during the following periods such as 

Chalcolithic and Iron Age, sometimes reused again during roman times. In Macedonia, these types of 

settlements are mostly found in the Pelagonia, Polog, and Skopje valleys (Fig.8), in southwestern, northwestern 

and northern parts of the country, respectively (Tolevski, 2009). For the region containing the biggest 

concentration of such settlements, the Pelagonia valley, 

it is interesting to note that some of these “hills” were 

reused as cemeteries in the medieval period. Modern 

local variants of the toponym tumba are the terms 

mogila or chuka, so the local names of these sites are 

made up of the name of the modern settlement and the 

aforementioned words, such as the eponymous site of 

the Veushina-Porodin group - Velushka Tumba (5,750 

cal BC), then Tumba Porodin (6,255-5,720 cal BC) 

(Naumov, 2016), Vrbjasnka Chuka, Tumba Karamani 

and others. Also, it is worth mentioning, that the term 

mogila in most Slavic languages exists as a term for a 

grave or cemetery under a hill, in this sense 

synonymous with kurgan, the “indo-european” tumulus; 

this is noted in order to further show the broad 

importance of these elements of the landscape across many centuries and between different peoples. 

The quality and the fertility of the soil in Pelagonia valley is contributed by the Quaternary deposits of alluvial-

proluvial sediments, which measure from 5 up to 15 meters (Naumov, 2016). This was one of the primary motives 

for the dynamic habitation and continued exploitation of Pelagonia since the Early Neolithic. Rainfall rich periods 

combined with the underground waters appearance caused by snow melting created large marshy areas and 

small lakes which were used throughout the year for fishing, hunting birds and providing building resources for 

the houses and for weaving. The wetlands in the valley within the encircled landscape of mountains in Pelagonia 

were more of a challenge to the newly arrived farmers or to the indigenous population that rapidly absorbed 

Neolithic ways of life. Constant access to fertile fields, confrontation with floods and isolation from other regions 

by high mountains enabled a solid focus on local identity and particularly a genuine understanding of the human 

Fig. 8- Ceramic house model & anthropomorphic house model (according to 

Naumov, 2016) 
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body and the landscape. The latter is represented with the highly developed pottery production of vessels, and 

the characteristic objects known as anthropomorphic house models (Fig.8) (Fidanoski, 2009; Naumov 2016). 

Although Pelagonia valley was intentionally drained in the 1960s, recent floods have confirmed that even today 

marshes and swampy lakes are created in the areas where no Neolithic tell settlements are registered, which 

further confirms the similarity of the present hydrogeology of the region to the Neolithic one. Although a more 

wide scale paleoecological research is needed to 

prove this.  

In the northern parts of Macedonia, the Skopje 

Valley with its geographic placement - open plain 

with marshy areas - made it possible for the 

Neolithic man to create settlements of the tell type. 

Adapting the soil in the marshland the Neolithic 

man created hilly settlements, barely recognizable 

today. Some examples include sites whose local 

topographical names are Barica (swamp) or 

Shamak (wet area, swamp), which even today 

literally describe the environment in which 

Neolithic people lived. 

The situation is similar in Polog valley, in north-

western Macedonia, where in several localities are 

located in marshy areas which absorbed the water during the flooding of the river Vardar, as well as from the 

snow melting from the Shar Planina mountain range, where tell type settlements were founded on the limited 

areas of dry soil (including the sites of Tumba Brvenica, Tumba Saracino, etc.) 

Solutions for the inhospitable environment 

Marshy environment is considered as a possible source of malaria, but new research shows that particular 

communities might have developed cultural, dietary and behavioral adaptations to reduce the risk of death 

(Sabattini et al., 2010). While of course the most relevant adaptive measures of populations against malaria are 

mainly of genetic and biological origin, some cultural adaptation might be possible. 

According to Sabattini (2010) elevated number of contributions point out that a low dietary intake of iron 

represents a sort of adaptive measure against malaria. This is due to the fact that iron is an essential element 

in enabling plasmodia virus replication in humans.  

Another example includes the type of preservation of the currently employed food. Namely, during the IV and VI 

centuries BC in Nubia, agricultural products such as wheat barley and millet were stored in pottery shaped from 

mud. The stored seeds then were colonized by a type of bacteria, which produces natural antibiotics 

(streptomycines) (Sabattini et al. 2010). Consumption of such food or beer, most probably unconscious, would 

allow for a greater diminishing of death risk.  

Egyptians were the first ancient population who has transmitted written knowledge about the preventive 

measures, where a hieroglyphic inscription in Denederah temple warns the reader to not go out after sunset 

during the weeks following Nile river floods. Also another implemented prevention is using the fishing nets during 

the night for protection of the bed (Sabattini et al. 2010). 

According to the abovementioned preventive measures, the marshy landscape of Pelagonia can be considered 

as an ideal place for the first agricultural communities. 

Thus, considering the examples mentioned earlier, particular visual representations of the archeological material 

that is uncovered, as well as the preferential landscape transformation practice of these Neolithic communities 

gives us the information that a strong collective identity was present in these geographical micro regions, and in 

some cases it remained for centuries. This for sure provided for a strong social bonding which would have played 

a crucial role in the transfer of knowledge and skills for survival. 

Fig. 9- Possible reconstruction of one of the tells in Pelagonia (3D model: Ivica 

Stoimanovski, Naumov et al. 2016) 
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Towards the hills 

According to the available data, the late Neolithic (5,200- 4,500 BC) population at some point started abandoning 

the settlement in lower latitudes in favor of those positioned on hill plateaus, frequently accompanied by 

palisades and trenches. The new settlement situation provided a natural defensive position, at the cost of limited 

living space for constructing houses (Tolevski, 2006). This probably led to the change of the subsistence 

strategies, i.e. from mainly agricultural dependence to a more pastoralist life, as is the case with many site 

around Europe (Rottoli & Castiglioni, 2009). Also, this would probably mean worsening the communication 

intensity between neighboring settlements, thanks to the more numerous geographic obstacles. 

The V millennium BC is a period in which the climatic optimum lasting from VIII to V millennium BC gradually 

started to end. The climate became colder and dry periods followed (Tolevski, 2009). This caused decrease of 

the tree line in central Europe and Alpine region (Frenzel 1966; Wick, Tinner 1997 as cited in Poschold, 2015) 

and expansion of the glacier in the Alps (Joerin et al. 2006 as cited in Poschold, 2015), as well as decrease in 

the dominant tree species Tilia and Ulmus accompanied by average temperature drop in central Europe by 1º 

or 2º C (Poschold, 2015).  

On the other hand, in the Balkans, the level of the underground waters started rising and in the valleys permanent 

marshes appeared, thus further diminishing the area of arable land. Also, a the longer lasting and bigger 

marshlands could have lowered the fertility of the soil by leaving behind huge amount of mussels, whose 

chemical composition rich in calcium would make the soil more alkaline, which type is not preferred by the cereal 

species available during the Neolithic. While significant changes took place in the economy and the culture of 

the Neolithic populations, at the same time a demographic collapse happened that resulted in successive 

movement of population mainly from North towards South (Todorova & Vajsov, 1993; Tolevski 2009). These 

new populations brought with them a developed technology of melting copper, which would mark the end of the 

Neolithic, and the beginning of the Chalcolitic. 

Conclusions 

Technological, cultural and social-life adaptations were only three examples of many aspects of human 

communities that could be studied in the framework of the Quaternary science.  

Besides, showing the mentioned archaeological study cases we can assess how actually human population is 

not completely extraneous to climatic, and, consequently, environmental oscillations. We can also point out that 

these adaptations were not always progressive and we could deduce that in several cases humans followed a 

highly opportunistic strategy. 

Some tend to see our past as a static, finite moment. However, the disciplines dealing with it tend to follow 

contemporary trends and conform to the new societal and cultural issues and dilemmas. From day to day, we 

come to realize that we are surrounded by immense amount of information about the past environmental 

changes and their influence on human culture. In this context, knowledge transmission emerges as a crucial tool 

in our ability to adapt to the new circumstances and eventually – survive. 

We showed that finding links between these adaptations in the past and the challenges of the modern societies, 

whether environmental issues or cultural crisis, may prove to be beneficial in the future. Furthermore, we would 

like to stress that the study of our past relationships with the surrounding environment will be crucial in 

understanding and resolving present, as well as future issues of sustainable management of landscape.  
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Résumé 

L’économie fondée sur la connaissance se traduit par une réorientation de structure économique, qui résulte 

d’un choc entre l'avènement de la technologie et l'accroissement de la part immatérielle. Bien qu’elle se soit 

intégrée dans la plupart des pays développés, son effet économique demeure difficilement mesurable à cause 

de ses caractéristiques particulières en tant que bien économique. En prenant pour exemple la municipalité de 

Mação au Portugal, récemment devenue membre du « Réseau mondial UNESCO des villes apprenantes », 

cet essai explore les tendances et les enjeux actuels de ce modèle économique. 

Mots clés : économie, connaissance, TIC, durabilité, paysage 

 

Abstract 

The knowledge-based economy is characterised by a reorientation of economic structure that results from a 

shock between the advent of technology and the increase of intangible capital. Although it has been integrated 

in most developed countries, its economic effect remains difficult to measure because of its particular 

characteristics as economic goods. Taking as an example Mação in Portugal, which recently became a 

member of the "UNESCO World Network of Learning Cities", this essay explores the current trends and 

challenges of this economic model. 

Key Words: economy, knowledge, ICT, sustainability, landscape 
 

I. Introduction 

L'économie fondée sur la connaissance—apparue au cours des deux dernières décennies dans diverses 

organisations européennes et internationales—est un nouveau modèle de développement économique. Elle se 

traduit par une réorientation de la structure économique dans le monde de la recherche, de l'administration 

publique et de l'entreprise, et elle vise à souligner le rôle de l'innovation et du savoir. 

Nous constatons par exemple ce changement structurel dans l'Union européenne (UE). À la suite du Sommet 

économique et social de Lisbonne en mars 2000, l'UE s'est tournée vers une nouvelle stratégie pour devenir « 

l’économie de la connaissance la plus compétitive et la plus dynamique du monde à l’horizon 2010, capable 

d’une croissance économique durable accompagnée d’une amélioration quantitative et qualitative de l’emploi et 

d’une plus grande cohésion sociale » (Conseil européen, 2000). Aujourd'hui, l'UE envisage encore « une 

croissance intelligente : développer une économie basée sur la connaissance et l'innovation » (Conseil 

européen, 2010) comme l'un des trois piliers de la stratégie de l’Europe 2020. 

Lorsque la connaissance rencontre la croissance, nous pouvons alors parler d’un véritable « développement 

durable ». Dans le cadre de la gestion intégrée de paysages culturels, la notion de durabilité est entendue 

comme la gouvernance autonome basée sur le savoir partagé (Oosterbeek, 2017), et de cette façon le 

développement est directement lié à la croissance économique. Ainsi, l'économie fondée sur la connaissance 

peut être un modèle puissant et utile pour le monde incertain et pressant dans lequel nous vivons actuellement. 

Pourtant, la relation entre la connaissance et la croissance est complexe. Robert Solow, prix Nobel d'économie, 

a souligné le fameux « paradoxe de la productivité » où l'impact de la connaissance sur la croissance n'est pas 

immédiat. En effet, pour que les technologies de l'information et de la communication (TIC) puissent être 
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efficaces, il faudrait un processus de réorganisation et d’apprentissage à tous les niveaux de l'économie (Harfi 

et al., 2002). En outre, bien que l'UE vise à prospérer une nouvelle fois en tant que société d’économie fondée 

sur la connaissance, la plupart des objectifs proposés dans la stratégie de Lisbonne n'ont pas été réalisés, ce 

qui illustre la difficulté du lien entre la connaissance et la croissance. 

Dans cette perspective, cet essai veut tenter d’explorer la relation entre la connaissance et la croissance. Nous 

préciserons, dans un premier temps, ce qu'est le savoir dans le domaine de « l'économie de la connaissance », 

puis nous essaierons de restituer la théorie concernant l’économie fondée sur la connaissance. Dans un 

deuxième temps, nous prendrons pour étude de cas Mação au Portugal, récemment devenue membre du « 

Réseau mondial UNESCO des villes apprenantes ». Finalement, à l'aide de cet exemple, nous aborderons les 

enjeux actuels de ce modèle et proposerons un champ d’études dans la gestion intégrée de paysages culturels. 

 

II. Approche théorique de l’économie fondée sur la connaissance 

II.1 Tendances de l'économie fondée sur la connaissance 

L'économie fondée sur la connaissance s’est amorcée suite à une réorientation des structures économiques, 

qui résulte d'une relation étroite entre une tendance à accroître le capital immatériel comme la formation, la 

recherche et le développement (R & D) et la diffusion des TIC telles que Internet (Blanc, Dusfour, & Langevin, 

2013). 

De manière peu remarquée, le capital intangible a déjà eu un impact sur la croissance économique depuis les 

années 1920. L'augmentation de la part immatérielle résulte de la reconnaissance de la formation et de la 

productivité du capital ainsi que de la R & D. Par exemple, aux Etats-Unis, la valeur du capital intangible dépasse 

celle du capital tangible dans les années 1960 (Kendrick, 1994). D'autre part, le développement et la diffusion 

des TIC ont commencé aux États-Unis dans les années 1950. Cela nécessitait une réorientation des structures 

productives et contribuait ainsi à accroître la formation et la R & D. Cette tendance s'est encore accélérée à la 

fin des années 1990, dans un contexte de mondialisation avec la convergence de nouveaux secteurs tels que 

les médias et encore des nouvelles TIC (Blanc et al., 2013). 

Cependant, ces remarques ne semblent que se concentrer sur un domaine particulier de la connaissance, à 

savoir la connaissance technologique. Cela pose clairement des questions, car le domaine de la technologie 

n’est pas clairement défini et la connaissance n'est pas seulement liée à la technologie (Harfi et al., 2002; 

Langlois, 2001). Par ailleurs, le terme connaissance dans la littérature est souvent utilisé de manière 

incohérente, ou sans préciser quel genre de connaissance elle est, voire sans distinguer entre connaissance et 

information. Par conséquent, il est nécessaire tout d’abord de clarifier quel savoir nous discutons dans le 

contexte de l'économie de la connaissance. 

 

II.2 : Propriétés de la connaissance dans le domaine d'économie 

La première approche économique de la connaissance a été faite par Kenneth Arrow, prix Nobel d'économie en 

1972, qui l'articule dans la notion d'économie de l'information. Dans son modèle, le savoir est produit au sein 

d'un certain secteur spécialisé, comme la R & D des entreprises privées et les industries du savoir. Depuis lors, 

les économistes ont essayé de regrouper le secteur. Fritz Machlup regroupe des activités d'éducation, de 

communication, de traitement de l'information, de services d'information et d'autres activités liées à l'information 

dans ce secteur (Harfi et al., 2002). Marc Porat (1977) distingue les secteurs des matériaux et de l'énergie de 

ceux de l'information. Dans la même perspective, l'OCDE définit les industries de la connaissance comme « 

celles qui sont directement fondées sur la production, la distribution et l'utilisation de la connaissance et de 

l'information » (OCDE, 1999), ce qui signifie qu’un certain secteur seul est considéré comme producteur de la 

connaissance. 

Deux problèmes existent dans ces approches. Tout d'abord, les approches mentionnées ci-dessus assimilent 

la connaissance à l'information, alors que la connaissance est plus que l’information. Plus précisément, le savoir 

donne des capacités cognitives, c'est-à-dire « des actions permettant de changer le monde qui nous entoure » 
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ou « des actions permettant de produire de nouvelles connaissances et des informations », alors que 

l'information reste un ensemble de données qui est inerte et inactif (Foray, 2009). Deuxièmement, la définition 

de la connaissance entraîne également des critiques. L'un des premiers était Polanyi (1958, cité par Langlois, 

2001), qui soulignait que beaucoup de connaissances technologiques sont inarticulées et tacites, donc elles ne 

sont pas facilement transmises à d'autres comme sur le marché. 

De ce point de vue, il est utile de faire une distinction entre la connaissance codifiée et la connaissance tacite. 

La connaissance codifiée est une connaissance qui peut être convertie en symboles pour la transmission, la 

réplication et le stockage, alors que la connaissance tacite est attachée aux individus, ce qui ne peut être 

transmis que par apprentissage. Ce processus d'apprentissage, souvent associé à l'expérience de l'utilisation 

d'une nouvelle technologie, conduit à une augmentation de la productivité lorsqu'il se fait collectivement. En 

outre, la productivité augmente beaucoup plus lorsque ce processus est partagé entre les producteurs 

(apprentissage par la pratique) et les utilisateurs (apprentissage par l'usage) (Foray, 2009). 

Cela nous amène aux propriétés de la connaissance en tant que bien public. Que ce soit tacite ou codifié, le 

savoir est « non rival » car il peut être consommé par beaucoup en même temps sans coût supplémentaire, et 

« non excluable » car il peut se transporter facilement dans les mains des autres. Une autre propriété de la 

connaissance est la « cumulativité » comme dans le cas de l'apprentissage, mais aussi la « progressivité » sous 

la condition que le produit de la connaissance soit utilisé par d'autres sans être dévié de son premier but (Foray, 

2009). Comme il s'agit d'un bien public et donc d’un bien non marchand, la connaissance est à l'origine d'une 

externalité positive où le marché privé concurrentiel ne peut pas atteindre une répartition optimale des 

ressources. 

Compte tenu de ces propriétés que possède la connaissance, nous discuterons maintenant de la relation entre 

la connaissance et la croissance. 

 

II.3 : L'économie fondée sur la connaissance: la relation entre la connaissance et la croissance 

La plupart des économistes conviennent que les biens publics tels que le savoir ont besoin d'interventions 

publiques. Deux solutions classiques existent pour rendre ces externalités optimales (Blanc et al., 2013). La 

première est un système de taxation / subvention (cf. Pigou), ce qui est le cas pour les institutions publiques 

engagées dans des activités liées à la connaissance. La deuxième est un système de rétablissement des droits 

de propriété exclusifs et transférables sur toutes les ressources (cf. Coase). Ce système est particulièrement 

développé aux États-Unis sous la forme de brevets. Or, les deux solutions ne concernent que la connaissance 

codifiée et elles prennent rarement en compte le côté tacite de la connaissance. De plus, la sphère du public et 

celle du privé restent confrontées, ce qui empêche la circulation de la connaissance entre les deux (Blanc et al., 

2013). 

Le nouveau modèle économique, l'économie fondée sur la connaissance, évite de créer des contraintes pour la 

diffusion de connaissances, comme des brevets, afin de maximiser la production du savoir et de l'innovation. 

Dans ce modèle, les institutions publiques jouent un rôle majeur dans le système économique, en produisant 

les connaissances et en renforçant leur circulation. Ce modèle permet également aux institutions privées de 

s'intégrer aux institutions publiques, formant une sorte de communauté. Cela utilise efficacement la « 

cumulativité » et la « progressivité » de la connaissance. Elle reste ouverte dans cette communauté « dont le 

respect n'est pas fondé sur la loi, mais sur la capacité d'une communauté professionnelle ». Cette « 

connaissance ouverte » est informelle, flexible et relativement efficace (Foray, 2009). 

Certes, les TIC jouent également un rôle important car elles permettent de codifier les connaissances, puis de 

les reproduire et de les stocker. Toutefois, selon Langlois (2001), la connaissance réside plutôt dans les 

organisations et les institutions que dans la technologie, car la normalisation—un élément important de la 

productivité—est implémentée dans le comportement humain plutôt que dans la technologie physique. 
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Le rôle de la connaissance dans ce modèle donne une piste de réflexion sur la fonction de la croissance 

économique, comme indiqué dans la figure 1. Selon le modèle de croissance néoclassique, compte tenu d'une 

quantité fixe de main-d'œuvre et de technologie statique, la croissance économique cessera à un moment 

donné, car la production continue atteint un état d'équilibre basé sur les facteurs internes de la demande. Mais 

dans le nouveau modèle de croissance (souvent appelé modèle de croissance endogène), les retombées de la 

connaissance servent de sources de rendements croissants (Vincente, 2012). Par conséquent, l'économie 

fondée sur la connaissance est plus durable car elle se développe de manière endogène. 

Dans la section suivante, nous étudierons l’économie fondée sur la connaissance dans le cas de Mação au 

Portugal. 

                

[Fig. 1] Gauche : le modèle de croissance de Solow ; droite : Les modèles de croissance endogène (Vincente, 

J., 2012, Economie de la connaissance.) 

 

III. Mação, du développement industriel au développement basé sur la connaissance 

Mação est une municipalité du district de Santarém, située dans une région centrale et sous-région du Tage 

moyen au Portugal. D'une superficie de 399,98 km², elle a une population estimée de 6,794 habitants en 2014. 

La municipalité comprend six paroisses dont trois sont face à un phénomène du vieillissement ; plus de 40% de 

la population est âgée de 65 ans ou plus (AM&A, 2016). 

Avant l'avènement du troisième secteur, 

l’économie de Mação avait été soutenue par 

les activités agraires et industrielles. 

Dès le début, les activités liées au secteur 

primaire ont été majeures dans l’économie de 

la municipalité de Mação. Mais dans les années 

1860, des machines industrielles ont été introduites 

dans les productions de cardage et de filature, ce qui 

a entraîné une concurrence progressive, 

notamment entre Francisco Bispo Salgueiro et 

Vicente Mendes Mirrado. Cette concurrence a 

continué jusqu’au 3 février 1911 lorsque les 

deux ont acheté la part des héritiers dans l'usine 

qui est à la fondation d’une fameuse entreprise 

Vincente Mendes Mirrado, Herdeiros (Rodrigues, 1936). 

Depuis lors, l’entreprise a rapidement augmenté sa présence à tel point que l'usine a marqué l'industrie comme 

l'un des établissements du type de crédit le plus fort du pays en 1917 (Rodrigues, 1936). A l’époque de Dr José 

Pedro Mendes Mirrado, le fils de Vicente Mirrado, la gestion de l’usine est encore améliorée, et joue un rôle très 

important dans l'économie de Mação. D’autres industries ont été développées autour de l’usine comme l’élevage 

[Fig. 2] L’économie industrielle de Mação en 1860-2005 
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de bétail laineux, l'exploitation forestière, la fabrication des peintures et des huiles, les machines, etc. Comme 

indiqué dans la figure 2, la croissance était soutenue par la concurrence sur le marché. 

Cependant dans les dernières décennies, les activités industrielles ont connu une forte décroissance causant 

la diminution du nombre de salariés. L’usine est fermée en 2005, licenciant 32 employés sans compensation (O 

Mierante, 2005). 

Suite à la chute de l’économie industrielle, la 

municipalité de Mação a pris en charge 

l’établissement d’une nouvelle stratégie : « Plano 

de desenvolvimento estratégico de Mação – 2025 

». Ce plan part de l’idée que la connaissance elle-

même donne des solutions aux problèmes et crée 

de nouvelles activités économiques.  

La figure 3 montre que le marché privé concurrentiel 

est remplacé par les institutions publiques et 

privées. Plus précisément, toutes les principales 

institutions publiques sont fortement liées les unes 

aux autres : le musée, la bibliothèque publique, la 

galerie d'art et l'université des seniors. D'autres 

instituts tels que l'Institut de la Terre et de la 

Mémoire, l'Institut Polytechnique de Tomar et les 

entreprises locales coopèrent avec ces services, 

qui articulent des programmes d'activités liées aux connaissances à tous les niveaux de l'éducation (AM&A, 

2016). Pour plus d’informations, consultez « Mação and UNESCO Global Network of Learning Cities » (2017) 

et AM&A (2016). 

 

IV. Enjeux de l’économie fondée sur la connaissance 

La section précédente montre la réorientation des activités économiques à Mação. Nous pouvons constater que 

toutes les institutions sont interconnectées, sur une base communautaire, ce qui crée un environnement très 

favorable à la connaissance et à l'innovation. En effet, 26,5% des employés sont engagés dans le secteur de 

l'éducation, de la santé et de la culture en 2011 (AM&A, 2016). Toutefois, il existe trois problèmes liés aux 

difficultés du lien entre la connaissance et la croissance. 

Tout d'abord, la connaissance n'est pas entièrement mesurable sur la base d'indicateurs quantitatifs. 

Incohérence de la définition, hétérogénéité des éléments de la connaissance, limite de la mesure par prix, 

mesure des stocks: elle soulève de nombreuses questions dès que nous essayons de le mesurer comme 

d'autres biens économiques (Foray, 2001). Pour cette raison, jusqu'à présent, il n'existe pas de modèle stable 

qui assure la conversion des connaissances en effets économiques. 

Nous ne devons pas nous en tenir à la mesure quantitative du savoir, car l'intangibilité est la nature de la 

connaissance, mais aussi car l'économie fondée sur la connaissance ne peut pas être caractérisée par la 

quantité de connaissances produites. Ainsi, bien que nous devrions utiliser les données quantitatives comme 

point de départ de la discussion, il est plus utile de se pencher sur la fonction de l'organisation et la dynamique 

de la production du savoir. 

Deuxièmement, pour la conversion de la connaissance en effets économiques dans le modèle de croissance 

endogène, la main-d’œuvre et la formation devraient être peu mobiles, de sorte que la croissance soit localisée 

à l’endroit de la production de connaissances (Vincente, 2012). La municipalité semble avoir de la difficulté dans 

ce sens, car elle fait face à la diminution de la population. Il est donc nécessaire de vérifier l'efficacité de la 

[Fig. 3] L’économie fondée sur la connaissance de Mação 
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transmission des connaissances dans la population locale, tout en renforçant une augmentation de l'entrée des 

professionnels grâce à l'amélioration du transport. 

Troisièmement et surtout, nous devrions être conscients que l'économie fondée sur la connaissance devient de 

plus en plus la norme. La plupart des métropolitains bénéficient d’une dynamique circulation des connaissances. 

D’autres villes près de Mação planifient aussi leur projet municipal dans l’optique de l’économie fondée sur la 

connaissance. Huit municipalités au Portugal, y compris Mação, sont déjà membres de « Réseau mondial 

UNESCO des villes apprenantes » en 2017. 

Pour envisager un futur prospère à Mação, nous sommes devant la nécessité d’une différentiation. À ce stade, 

la gestion de paysages culturels peut être un outil et un exemple de démarche à suivre. Afin de trouver quelles 

connaissances sont à accumuler et transmettre, nous avons besoin de chercher une valeur commune au sein 

de la population locale. Dans le cas de Mação, cette économie basée sur le savoir est nouvelle par rapport à la 

période industrielle, donc il est nécessaire que la population locale soit prête à trouver une nouvelle identité liée 

à la connaissance qu’elle produit.  

Seulement avec la connaissance partagée par la population locale pouvons-nous réaliser l'économie durable 

basée sur la connaissance. 

 

V. Conclusion   

Au cours des deux dernières décennies, nous avons observé une réorientation de l'économie industrielle à 

l'économie fondée sur la connaissance. Dans le domaine de l'économie, la connaissance est considérée comme 

un bien public qui nécessite des interventions publiques en raison des défaillances du marché. De nombreuses 

approches ont été prises par les économistes, mais étant donné qu'il existe la connaissance codifiée et tacite, 

celle qui peut être quantifiée n'est que la pointe de l'iceberg. De plus, une augmentation de la quantité de 

connaissances ne signifie pas nécessairement que l'économie repose sur la connaissance. En outre, la 

littérature se concentre souvent sur les TIC, mais les organisations et les institutions ont un rôle plus important 

pour la production de connaissances. Ainsi, l'économie organisationnelle et communautaire permet une 

augmentation de la productivité et de la production, de façon plus durable (la croissance endogène). 

En ce sens, au cours des dix dernières années, la municipalité de Mação est passée de l'économie industrielle 

à l'économie fondée sur la connaissance. Cependant, pour que la croissance soit endogène, le travail et la 

formation ne devraient pas être très mobiles, de sorte que la croissance soit localisée à l’endroit de la production 

de connaissances. Cela concerne le renforcement de transmission de connaissances et une augmentation des 

entrées des emplois qualifiés. Enfin, au fur et à mesure que l'économie fondée sur le savoir devient standard, il 

est indispensable de considérer le type de connaissances que la communauté cherche à accumuler et à utiliser. 

C'est à ce stade qu’une approche de gestion intégrée de paysages culturels peut contribuer à trouver la valeur 

partagée, vis-à-vis de la connaissance et sa production, au sein de la population locale afin de soutenir ce 

modèle économique durable. 
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de ses caractéristiques particulières en tant que bien économique. En prenant pour exemple la municipalité de 

Mação au Portugal, récemment devenue membre du « Réseau mondial UNESCO des villes apprenantes », 

cet essai explore les tendances et les enjeux actuels de ce modèle économique. 

Mots clés : économie, connaissance, TIC, durabilité, paysage 

 

Abstract 

The knowledge-based economy is characterised by a reorientation of economic structure that results from a 

shock between the advent of technology and the increase of intangible capital. Although it has been integrated 

in most developed countries, its economic effect remains difficult to measure because of its particular 

characteristics as economic goods. Taking as an example Mação in Portugal, which recently became a 

member of the "UNESCO World Network of Learning Cities", this essay explores the current trends and 

challenges of this economic model. 

Key Words: economy, knowledge, ICT, sustainability, landscape 

 

I. Introduction 

L'économie fondée sur la connaissance—apparue au cours des deux dernières décennies dans diverses 

organisations européennes et internationales—est un nouveau modèle de développement économique. Elle se 

traduit par une réorientation de la structure économique dans le monde de la recherche, de l'administration 

publique et de l'entreprise, et elle vise à souligner le rôle de l'innovation et du savoir. 

Nous constatons par exemple ce changement structurel dans l'Union européenne (UE). À la suite du Sommet 

économique et social de Lisbonne en mars 2000, l'UE s'est tournée vers une nouvelle stratégie pour devenir « 

l’économie de la connaissance la plus compétitive et la plus dynamique du monde à l’horizon 2010, capable 

d’une croissance économique durable accompagnée d’une amélioration quantitative et qualitative de l’emploi et 

d’une plus grande cohésion sociale » (Conseil européen, 2000). Aujourd'hui, l'UE envisage encore « une 

croissance intelligente : développer une économie basée sur la connaissance et l'innovation » (Conseil 

européen, 2010) comme l'un des trois piliers de la stratégie de l’Europe 2020. 

Lorsque la connaissance rencontre la croissance, nous pouvons alors parler d’un véritable « développement 

durable ». Dans le cadre de la gestion intégrée de paysages culturels, la notion de durabilité est entendue 

comme la gouvernance autonome basée sur le savoir partagé (Oosterbeek, 2017), et de cette façon le 

développement est directement lié à la croissance économique. Ainsi, l'économie fondée sur la connaissance 

peut être un modèle puissant et utile pour le monde incertain et pressant dans lequel nous vivons actuellement. 

Pourtant, la relation entre la connaissance et la croissance est complexe. Robert Solow, prix Nobel d'économie, 

a souligné le fameux « paradoxe de la productivité » où l'impact de la connaissance sur la croissance n'est pas 
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immédiat. En effet, pour que les technologies de l'information et de la communication (TIC) puissent être 

efficaces, il faudrait un processus de réorganisation et d’apprentissage à tous les niveaux de l'économie (Harfi 

et al., 2002). En outre, bien que l'UE vise à prospérer une nouvelle fois en tant que société d’économie fondée 

sur la connaissance, la plupart des objectifs proposés dans la stratégie de Lisbonne n'ont pas été réalisés, ce 

qui illustre la difficulté du lien entre la connaissance et la croissance. 

Dans cette perspective, cet essai veut tenter d’explorer la relation entre la connaissance et la croissance. Nous 

préciserons, dans un premier temps, ce qu'est le savoir dans le domaine de « l'économie de la connaissance », 

puis nous essaierons de restituer la théorie concernant l’économie fondée sur la connaissance. Dans un 

deuxième temps, nous prendrons pour étude de cas Mação au Portugal, récemment devenue membre du « 

Réseau mondial UNESCO des villes apprenantes ». Finalement, à l'aide de cet exemple, nous aborderons les 

enjeux actuels de ce modèle et proposerons un champ d’études dans la gestion intégrée de paysages culturels. 

 

II. Approche théorique de l’économie fondée sur la connaissance 

II.1 Tendances de l'économie fondée sur la connaissance 

L'économie fondée sur la connaissance s’est amorcée suite à une réorientation des structures économiques, 

qui résulte d'une relation étroite entre une tendance à accroître le capital immatériel comme la formation, la 

recherche et le développement (R & D) et la diffusion des TIC telles que Internet (Blanc, Dusfour, & Langevin, 

2013). 

De manière peu remarquée, le capital intangible a déjà eu un impact sur la croissance économique depuis les 

années 1920. L'augmentation de la part immatérielle résulte de la reconnaissance de la formation et de la 

productivité du capital ainsi que de la R & D. Par exemple, aux Etats-Unis, la valeur du capital intangible dépasse 

celle du capital tangible dans les années 1960 (Kendrick, 1994). D'autre part, le développement et la diffusion 

des TIC ont commencé aux États-Unis dans les années 1950. Cela nécessitait une réorientation des structures 

productives et contribuait ainsi à accroître la formation et la R & D. Cette tendance s'est encore accélérée à la 

fin des années 1990, dans un contexte de mondialisation avec la convergence de nouveaux secteurs tels que 

les médias et encore des nouvelles TIC (Blanc et al., 2013). 

Cependant, ces remarques ne semblent que se concentrer sur un domaine particulier de la connaissance, à 

savoir la connaissance technologique. Cela pose clairement des questions, car le domaine de la technologie 

n’est pas clairement défini et la connaissance n'est pas seulement liée à la technologie (Harfi et al., 2002; 

Langlois, 2001). Par ailleurs, le terme connaissance dans la littérature est souvent utilisé de manière 

incohérente, ou sans préciser quel genre de connaissance elle est, voire sans distinguer entre connaissance et 

information. Par conséquent, il est nécessaire tout d’abord de clarifier quel savoir nous discutons dans le 

contexte de l'économie de la connaissance. 

 

II.2 : Propriétés de la connaissance dans le domaine d'économie 

La première approche économique de la connaissance a été faite par Kenneth Arrow, prix Nobel d'économie en 

1972, qui l'articule dans la notion d'économie de l'information. Dans son modèle, le savoir est produit au sein 

d'un certain secteur spécialisé, comme la R & D des entreprises privées et les industries du savoir. Depuis lors, 

les économistes ont essayé de regrouper le secteur. Fritz Machlup regroupe des activités d'éducation, de 

communication, de traitement de l'information, de services d'information et d'autres activités liées à l'information 

dans ce secteur (Harfi et al., 2002). Marc Porat (1977) distingue les secteurs des matériaux et de l'énergie de 

ceux de l'information. Dans la même perspective, l'OCDE définit les industries de la connaissance comme « 

celles qui sont directement fondées sur la production, la distribution et l'utilisation de la connaissance et de 

l'information » (OCDE, 1999), ce qui signifie qu’un certain secteur seul est considéré comme producteur de la 

connaissance. 
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Deux problèmes existent dans ces approches. Tout d'abord, les approches mentionnées ci-dessus assimilent 

la connaissance à l'information, alors que la connaissance est plus que l’information. Plus précisément, le savoir 

donne des capacités cognitives, c'est-à-dire « des actions permettant de changer le monde qui nous entoure » 

ou « des actions permettant de produire de nouvelles connaissances et des informations », alors que 

l'information reste un ensemble de données qui est inerte et inactif (Foray, 2009). Deuxièmement, la définition 

de la connaissance entraîne également des critiques. L'un des premiers était Polanyi (1958, cité par Langlois, 

2001), qui soulignait que beaucoup de connaissances technologiques sont inarticulées et tacites, donc elles ne 

sont pas facilement transmises à d'autres comme sur le marché. 

De ce point de vue, il est utile de faire une distinction entre la connaissance codifiée et la connaissance tacite. 

La connaissance codifiée est une connaissance qui peut être convertie en symboles pour la transmission, la 

réplication et le stockage, alors que la connaissance tacite est attachée aux individus, ce qui ne peut être 

transmis que par apprentissage. Ce processus d'apprentissage, souvent associé à l'expérience de l'utilisation 

d'une nouvelle technologie, conduit à une augmentation de la productivité lorsqu'il se fait collectivement. En 

outre, la productivité augmente beaucoup plus lorsque ce processus est partagé entre les producteurs 

(apprentissage par la pratique) et les utilisateurs (apprentissage par l'usage) (Foray, 2009). 

Cela nous amène aux propriétés de la connaissance en tant que bien public. Que ce soit tacite ou codifié, le 

savoir est « non rival » car il peut être consommé par beaucoup en même temps sans coût supplémentaire, et 

« non excluable » car il peut se transporter facilement dans les mains des autres. Une autre propriété de la 

connaissance est la « cumulativité » comme dans le cas de l'apprentissage, mais aussi la « progressivité » sous 

la condition que le produit de la connaissance soit utilisé par d'autres sans être dévié de son premier but (Foray, 

2009). Comme il s'agit d'un bien public et donc d’un bien non marchand, la connaissance est à l'origine d'une 

externalité positive où le marché privé concurrentiel ne peut pas atteindre une répartition optimale des 

ressources. 

Compte tenu de ces propriétés que possède la connaissance, nous discuterons maintenant de la relation entre 

la connaissance et la croissance. 

 

II.3 : L'économie fondée sur la connaissance: la relation entre la connaissance et la croissance 

La plupart des économistes conviennent que les biens publics tels que le savoir ont besoin d'interventions 

publiques. Deux solutions classiques existent pour rendre ces externalités optimales (Blanc et al., 2013). La 

première est un système de taxation / subvention (cf. Pigou), ce qui est le cas pour les institutions publiques 

engagées dans des activités liées à la connaissance. La deuxième est un système de rétablissement des droits 

de propriété exclusifs et transférables sur toutes les ressources (cf. Coase). Ce système est particulièrement 

développé aux États-Unis sous la forme de brevets. Or, les deux solutions ne concernent que la connaissance 

codifiée et elles prennent rarement en compte le côté tacite de la connaissance. De plus, la sphère du public et 

celle du privé restent confrontées, ce qui empêche la circulation de la connaissance entre les deux (Blanc et al., 

2013). 

Le nouveau modèle économique, l'économie fondée sur la connaissance, évite de créer des contraintes pour la 

diffusion de connaissances, comme des brevets, afin de maximiser la production du savoir et de l'innovation. 

Dans ce modèle, les institutions publiques jouent un rôle majeur dans le système économique, en produisant 

les connaissances et en renforçant leur circulation. Ce modèle permet également aux institutions privées de 

s'intégrer aux institutions publiques, formant une sorte de communauté. Cela utilise efficacement la « 

cumulativité » et la « progressivité » de la connaissance. Elle reste ouverte dans cette communauté « dont le 

respect n'est pas fondé sur la loi, mais sur la capacité d'une communauté professionnelle ». Cette « 

connaissance ouverte » est informelle, flexible et relativement efficace (Foray, 2009). 

Certes, les TIC jouent également un rôle important car elles permettent de codifier les connaissances, puis de 

les reproduire et de les stocker. Toutefois, selon Langlois (2001), la connaissance réside plutôt dans les 

organisations et les institutions que dans la technologie, car la normalisation—un élément important de la 

productivité—est implémentée dans le comportement humain plutôt que dans la technologie physique. 
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Le rôle de la connaissance dans ce modèle donne une piste de réflexion sur la fonction de la croissance 

économique, comme indiqué dans la figure 1. Selon le modèle de croissance néoclassique, compte tenu d'une 

quantité fixe de main-d'œuvre et de technologie statique, la croissance économique cessera à un moment 

donné, car la production continue atteint un état d'équilibre basé sur les facteurs internes de la demande. Mais 

dans le nouveau modèle de croissance (souvent appelé modèle de croissance endogène), les retombées de la 

connaissance servent de sources de rendements croissants (Vincente, 2012). Par conséquent, l'économie 

fondée sur la connaissance est plus durable car elle se développe de manière endogène. 

Dans la section suivante, nous étudierons l’économie fondée sur la connaissance dans le cas de Mação au 

Portugal. 

                

[Fig. 1] Gauche : le modèle de croissance de Solow ; droite : Les modèles de croissance endogène (Vincente, 

J., 2012, Economie de la connaissance.) 

 

III. Mação, du développement industriel au développement basé sur la connaissance 

Mação est une municipalité du district de Santarém, située dans une région centrale et sous-région du Tage 

moyen au Portugal. D'une superficie de 399,98 km², elle a une population estimée de 6,794 habitants en 2014. 

La municipalité comprend six paroisses dont trois sont face à un phénomène du vieillissement ; plus de 40% de 

la population est âgée de 65 ans ou plus (AM&A, 2016). 

Avant l'avènement du troisième secteur, 

l’économie de Mação avait été soutenue par 

les activités agraires et industrielles. 

Dès le début, les activités liées au secteur 

primaire ont été majeures dans l’économie de 

la municipalité de Mação. Mais dans les années 

1860, des machines industrielles ont été introduites 

dans les productions de cardage et de filature, ce qui 

a entraîné une concurrence progressive, 

notamment entre Francisco Bispo Salgueiro et 

Vicente Mendes Mirrado. Cette concurrence a 

continué jusqu’au 3 février 1911 lorsque les 

deux ont acheté la part des héritiers dans l'usine 

qui est à la fondation d’une fameuse entreprise 

Vincente Mendes Mirrado, Herdeiros (Rodrigues, 1936). 

Depuis lors, l’entreprise a rapidement augmenté sa présence à tel point que l'usine a marqué l'industrie comme 

l'un des établissements du type de crédit le plus fort du pays en 1917 (Rodrigues, 1936). A l’époque de Dr José 

Pedro Mendes Mirrado, le fils de Vicente Mirrado, la gestion de l’usine est encore améliorée, et joue un rôle très 

[Fig. 2] L’économie industrielle de Mação en 1860-2005 
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important dans l'économie de Mação. D’autres industries ont été développées autour de l’usine comme l’élevage 

de bétail laineux, l'exploitation forestière, la fabrication des peintures et des huiles, les machines, etc. Comme 

indiqué dans la figure 2, la croissance était soutenue par la concurrence sur le marché. 

Cependant dans les dernières décennies, les activités industrielles ont connu une forte décroissance causant 

la diminution du nombre de salariés. L’usine est fermée en 2005, licenciant 32 employés sans compensation (O 

Mierante, 2005). 

Suite à la chute de l’économie industrielle, la 

municipalité de Mação a pris en charge 

l’établissement d’une nouvelle stratégie : « Plano 

de desenvolvimento estratégico de Mação – 2025 

». Ce plan part de l’idée que la connaissance elle-

même donne des solutions aux problèmes et crée 

de nouvelles activités économiques.  

La figure 3 montre que le marché privé concurrentiel 

est remplacé par les institutions publiques et 

privées. Plus précisément, toutes les principales 

institutions publiques sont fortement liées les unes 

aux autres : le musée, la bibliothèque publique, la 

galerie d'art et l'université des seniors. D'autres 

instituts tels que l'Institut de la Terre et de la 

Mémoire, l'Institut Polytechnique de Tomar et les 

entreprises locales coopèrent avec ces services, 

qui articulent des programmes d'activités liées aux connaissances à tous les niveaux de l'éducation (AM&A, 

2016). Pour plus d’informations, consultez « Mação and UNESCO Global Network of Learning Cities » (2017) 

et AM&A (2016). 

 

IV. Enjeux de l’économie fondée sur la connaissance 

La section précédente montre la réorientation des activités économiques à Mação. Nous pouvons constater que 

toutes les institutions sont interconnectées, sur une base communautaire, ce qui crée un environnement très 

favorable à la connaissance et à l'innovation. En effet, 26,5% des employés sont engagés dans le secteur de 

l'éducation, de la santé et de la culture en 2011 (AM&A, 2016). Toutefois, il existe trois problèmes liés aux 

difficultés du lien entre la connaissance et la croissance. 

Tout d'abord, la connaissance n'est pas entièrement mesurable sur la base d'indicateurs quantitatifs. 

Incohérence de la définition, hétérogénéité des éléments de la connaissance, limite de la mesure par prix, 

mesure des stocks: elle soulève de nombreuses questions dès que nous essayons de le mesurer comme 

d'autres biens économiques (Foray, 2001). Pour cette raison, jusqu'à présent, il n'existe pas de modèle stable 

qui assure la conversion des connaissances en effets économiques. 

Nous ne devons pas nous en tenir à la mesure quantitative du savoir, car l'intangibilité est la nature de la 

connaissance, mais aussi car l'économie fondée sur la connaissance ne peut pas être caractérisée par la 

quantité de connaissances produites. Ainsi, bien que nous devrions utiliser les données quantitatives comme 

point de départ de la discussion, il est plus utile de se pencher sur la fonction de l'organisation et la dynamique 

de la production du savoir. 

Deuxièmement, pour la conversion de la connaissance en effets économiques dans le modèle de croissance 

endogène, la main-d’œuvre et la formation devraient être peu mobiles, de sorte que la croissance soit localisée 

à l’endroit de la production de connaissances (Vincente, 2012). La municipalité semble avoir de la difficulté dans 

ce sens, car elle fait face à la diminution de la population. Il est donc nécessaire de vérifier l'efficacité de la 

[Fig. 3] L’économie fondée sur la connaissance de Mação 
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transmission des connaissances dans la population locale, tout en renforçant une augmentation de l'entrée des 

professionnels grâce à l'amélioration du transport. 

Troisièmement et surtout, nous devrions être conscients que l'économie fondée sur la connaissance devient de 

plus en plus la norme. La plupart des métropolitains bénéficient d’une dynamique circulation des connaissances. 

D’autres villes près de Mação planifient aussi leur projet municipal dans l’optique de l’économie fondée sur la 

connaissance. Huit municipalités au Portugal, y compris Mação, sont déjà membres de « Réseau mondial 

UNESCO des villes apprenantes » en 2017. 

Pour envisager un futur prospère à Mação, nous sommes devant la nécessité d’une différentiation. À ce stade, 

la gestion de paysages culturels peut être un outil et un exemple de démarche à suivre. Afin de trouver quelles 

connaissances sont à accumuler et transmettre, nous avons besoin de chercher une valeur commune au sein 

de la population locale. Dans le cas de Mação, cette économie basée sur le savoir est nouvelle par rapport à la 

période industrielle, donc il est nécessaire que la population locale soit prête à trouver une nouvelle identité liée 

à la connaissance qu’elle produit.  

Seulement avec la connaissance partagée par la population locale pouvons-nous réaliser l'économie durable 

basée sur la connaissance. 

 

V. Conclusion   

Au cours des deux dernières décennies, nous avons observé une réorientation de l'économie industrielle à 

l'économie fondée sur la connaissance. Dans le domaine de l'économie, la connaissance est considérée comme 

un bien public qui nécessite des interventions publiques en raison des défaillances du marché. De nombreuses 

approches ont été prises par les économistes, mais étant donné qu'il existe la connaissance codifiée et tacite, 

celle qui peut être quantifiée n'est que la pointe de l'iceberg. De plus, une augmentation de la quantité de 

connaissances ne signifie pas nécessairement que l'économie repose sur la connaissance. En outre, la 

littérature se concentre souvent sur les TIC, mais les organisations et les institutions ont un rôle plus important 

pour la production de connaissances. Ainsi, l'économie organisationnelle et communautaire permet une 

augmentation de la productivité et de la production, de façon plus durable (la croissance endogène). 

En ce sens, au cours des dix dernières années, la municipalité de Mação est passée de l'économie industrielle 

à l'économie fondée sur la connaissance. Cependant, pour que la croissance soit endogène, le travail et la 

formation ne devraient pas être très mobiles, de sorte que la croissance soit localisée à l’endroit de la production 

de connaissances. Cela concerne le renforcement de transmission de connaissances et une augmentation des 

entrées des emplois qualifiés. Enfin, au fur et à mesure que l'économie fondée sur le savoir devient standard, il 

est indispensable de considérer le type de connaissances que la communauté cherche à accumuler et à utiliser. 

C'est à ce stade qu’une approche de gestion intégrée de paysages culturels peut contribuer à trouver la valeur 

partagée, vis-à-vis de la connaissance et sa production, au sein de la population locale afin de soutenir ce 

modèle économique durable. 
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Approche participative de la gestion du patrimoine culturel : le 

patrimoine culturel comme facteur d'insertion socio-professionnelle 

des jeunes en situation d’exclusion 

 

SONGRE PEGDWENDE ESTELLE 

 

Résumé: 

La définition du patrimoine fait appel à l'idée d'un héritage légué par les générations qui nous ont précédés, et 

que nous devons transmettre intact ou augmenté aux générations futures, ainsi qu'à la nécessité de constituer 

un patrimoine pour demain. On dépasse donc largement la simple propriété personnelle car il relève du bien 

public et du bien commun. 

« En tant que biens communs, les ressources patrimoniales exigent un cadre évolué de gouvernance participative (à 

plusieurs niveaux et parties prenantes). Cela devrait reconnaître le rôle de tous les acteurs publics et privés et les droits 

des groupes de citoyens intéressés à participer activement à l'entretien, la gestion et le développement du patrimoine 

commun »1.  

La préservation du patrimoine local, matériel et immatériel, est l’affaire de chacun : population, institutions 

spécialisées, gouvernements locaux, visiteurs.  Entre promotion et protection, le patrimoine culturel requiert dès 

lors un effort collectif et une prise de conscience individuelle. En outre, il est à garder à l’esprit que ce patrimoine 

n’est pas éternel : c’est le défi de notre génération de savoir le sauvegarder et de le transmettre aux générations 

futures. 

La gestion de ce patrimoine culturel fait donc appelle aux "futurs héritiers" (la jeunesse d’aujourd’hui) à qui 

incombera cette lourde charge. Il est donc nécessaire de trouver une forme de participation et d’implication de 

leur part et faire du patrimoine une affaire pour tous et une responsabilité pour chacun. 

Cependant, on constate que bon nombre de jeunes, au niveau des zones urbaines sensibles, ne sont ni en 

emploi, ni en éducation ni en formation. Cette jeunesse est donc très défavorisée et pose problème, d’où 

l’urgence de penser aux dispositifs adéquats d’accompagnement et de valorisation pour leur réinsertion socio-

professionnelle. 

De nos jours, tout le monde reconnait l'importance de la culture et du patrimoine culturel pour le développement 

de la qualité de la vie de ses habitants.2 C’est donc considéré la culture et le patrimoine comme outil 

complémentaire et levier d’insertion pour les jeunes défavorisés. 

Le constat est que les jeunes ont une action citoyenne, notamment que lorsqu’ils ont des responsabilités ou des 

relations spécifiques au bien considérés.3 Il s’agit de les intégrer aux différents programmes afin de stimuler 

chez eux une prise de conscience de l’intérêt patrimonial des biens, de favoriser l’émergence d’un lobby en 

faveur de la sauvegarde du patrimoine culturel et d’encourager une gestion participative en amont et en aval. 

 

Mots clés : Education, culture, éducation artistique et culturelle, transmission, formation, emploi, gestion 

participative, patrimoine culturel, économie, développement durable. 

 

                                                           
1 Conférence « Patrimoine Commun: Vers une gouvernance participative du patrimoine dans le troisième millénaire », Septembre 2014. 

2 PONTIER Jean-Marie et al. Le droit de la culture, Paris, Dalloz, 1996. 
 
3 SIMMEL Georges. Sociologie. Etude sur les formes de sociologie, Paris, PUF, 1999. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

La gestion du patrimoine implique et exige, la participation efficiente de toutes les couches sociales, notamment 

les jeunes qui constituent la force et l’avenir de toute Nation. Pour permettre la participation des jeunes à la 

préservation et conservation de leur  patrimoine, les conditions de leur intégration et leur plein emploi doivent 

être réunies. 

Il s’agira d’intégrer la population, surtout la jeunesse désœuvrée, défavorisée ou en situation d’exclusion dans 

la gestion des biens publics à vocation culturels et patrimoniaux afin de susciter l’intérêt, de responsabiliser les 

jeunes et de promouvoir leur participation citoyenne. 

Notre étude s’inscrit dans le cadre de la loi d’orientation relative à la lutte contre les exclusions du 29 juillet 

1998 qui stipule, dans l’article 140, que « l’égal accès de tous, tout au long de la vie, à la culture, à la pratique 

sportive, aux vacances et aux loisirs constitue un objectif national. Il permet de garantir l’exercice effectif de la 

citoyenneté.4 » 

Il est désormais communément reconnu que l’accès à la culture constitue un réel vecteur d’insertion au même 

titre que l’accès au logement, à l’emploi et à la santé. Apportant un nouveau regard sur soi et son environnement 

et contribuant à enrayer une spirale négative chez des personnes en situation d’exclusion, la culture doit être 

intégrée dans une démarche globale d’insertion. 

Les pratiques artistiques et patrimoniales permettent d’offrir des opportunités visant à améliorer la qualité de vie 

de tous les citoyens et de fournir des voies d’accès pour sortir de la marginalisation et du chômage. Cette vision 

fera l’objet de notre premier point à travers l’analyse de l’approche participative de la gestion du patrimoine 

culturel. 

Les festivals sont également considérés comme des vecteurs d’intégration sociale.5 C’est tout du moins l’avis 

des organisateurs du Festival "Wed-bindé" au Burkina Faso, dont nous analyserons l’impact dans le second 

point de notre travail. 

Nous terminerons notre essaie par la conclusion qui démontrera à travers les précédentes analyses, les 

procédés par lesquels, le patrimoine culturel, à travers les arts vivants, notamment le festival basé sur la 

formation des jeunes aux anciennes techniques de réduction traditionnelle de fer, peut être considéré comme 

facteur d’intégration socio-culturelle et professionnelle des jeunes en situation défavorisée. 

La transmission d’un tel savoir faire ancestral à la jeune génération revêt un triple avantage, d’abord c’est un 

moyen de préserver un grand pan de l’histoire de la paléo-métallurgie, c’est-à-dire la production traditionnelle 

de métaux et de montrer le rôle qu’elle a joué dans l’organisation des sociétés précoloniales en Afrique de 

l’Ouest (notamment au Burkina Faso ancienne Haute-Volta). Comme le mentionne si bien Luiz Oosterbeek dans 

un de ces articles « L’archéologie joue un rôle majeur dans le processus de transmission […] ».6 

Ensuite, c’est une façon de perpétuer cette technique à travers la transmission aux générations futures. Et enfin, 

cela constitue une forme d’initiation aux jeunes à des métiers, par l’apprentissage d’activités génératrices de 

revenus durables chez ces jeunes. 

 

 

I.Quelques définitions 

Avant toute chose, il importe de clarifier les concepts et de nous entendre sur les définitions de l’éducation, de 

la culture, et de l’éducation artistique et culturelle. 

                                                           
4 La loi d’orientation relative à la lutte contre les exclusions du 29 juillet 1998, dans l’article 140. 
 
5 CHALAGUIER Claude, L'art comme mode d'intégration. Le Groupe signes, VST - Vie sociale et traitements, (no 84), p. 11-15, 4/2004. 

6 OOSTERBEEK Luiz. (2011). Is There a Role for the Humanities in Face of the Global Warming and Social Crisis? Journal of Iberian Archaeology, vol. 
14, pp. 97-103. 
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1. Education 

Selon Wikipédia, L'éducation est, étymologiquement, l'action de « guider hors de », c'est-à-dire développer, 

faire produire. 

Le mot « éducation » est directement issu du latin educatio de même sens, lui-même dérivé de ex-ducere 

(ducere signifie conduire, guider, commander et ex, « hors de ») : faire produire (la terre), faire se développer 

(un être vivant).  

Enseigner, c'est transmettre à la génération future un corpus de connaissances (savoir et savoir-faire) et de 

valeurs considérées comme faisant partie d'une culture commune. Il est souvent facile de confondre 

enseignement et éducation. 

 

2. Culture 

En sociologie, la culture est définie comme "ce qui est commun à un groupe d'individus" et comme "ce qui le 

soude". Ainsi, pour une institution internationale comme l'UNESCO :  

« Dans son sens le plus large, la culture peut aujourd'hui être considérée comme l'ensemble des 4 traits 

distinctifs, spirituels et matériels, intellectuels et affectifs, qui caractérisent une société ou un groupe social. Elle 

englobe, outre les arts et les lettres, les modes de vie, les droits fondamentaux de l'être humain, les systèmes 

de valeurs, les traditions et les croyances. »  

Ce "réservoir commun" évolue dans le temps par et dans les formes des échanges. Il se constitue en manières 

distinctes d'être, de penser, d'agir et de communiquer. 

a. La culture individuelle : la culture individuelle de chacun, construction personnelle de ses 

connaissances donnant la culture générale ; 

b. La culture collective : la culture d'un peuple, l'identité culturelle de ce peuple, la culture collective à 

laquelle on appartient. 

 

 

3. Education culturelle et artistique 

On désigne par ce concept, un ensemble d’enseignements - les enseignements artistiques - et d’activités les 

prolongeant pendant et en dehors du temps scolaire. L’ensemble des champs artistiques et culturels est pris en 

compte. 

L’ensemble des enseignements doit également être mis à contribution. L’enjeu majeur de toute politique 

d’éducation artistique et culturelle est d’insérer une dimension culturelle et une dimension artistique dans tous 

les enseignements. 

 

 

II.L’approche participative de la gestion du patrimoine culturel 

 

1. Les arts, la culture et le patrimoine culturel comme leviers d’insertion 

La culture peut être considérer comme un outil complémentaire permettant de conduire à la transformation de 

la situation de l’individu par le biais de mécanismes divers : travail sur l’identité de l’individu, sur sa place dans 

la société, son rapport à l’autre, son estime de soi, son projet de vie, son bien-être7, etc. 

Notre objectif est de contribuer à travers cette analyse, à des réflexions conduisant à la mise en valeur du 

patrimoine culturel local par de nouvelles approches en phase avec l’évolution des pratiques culturelles, 

                                                           
7 URFALINO Philippe. L’invention de la politique culturelle, Paris, La Documentation Française, 1996. 
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citoyenne des jeunes. Cela consiste à mener une réflexion sur l’accompagnement des pratiques artistiques et 

culturelles des jeunes qui implique de repenser l’offre artistique et culturelle en termes d’appropriation, de 

participation, d’expérimentation et d’autonomie. 

Au-delà de l’accès à la culture, la volonté est de faire des pratiques et des engagements artistiques des jeunes 

un vecteur d’insertion sociale mais surtout  professionnelle. Les acquis des pratiques culturelles et artistiques 

constituent en effet une plus-value en termes de compétences, de savoir-faire et de savoir-être transférables 

dans la vie active.  

Il s’agit par ailleurs de favoriser la découverte des métiers culturels porteurs de débouchés et d’orienter les 

jeunes vers ces filières. 

En effet, les animations collectives s’appuyant sur un support culturel peuvent faire émerger une parole, solliciter 

les échanges et ainsi tisser du lien social, processus nécessaire dans la démarche de remobilisation des 

publics.8 

Il importe  de consolider les moyens mis en œuvre pour que l’ensemble des jeunes puisse s’engager dans des 

activités artistiques et culturelles et bénéficier du rôle essentiel de cet investissement dans la construction de 

soi, en tant que sujet autonome engager dans un processus collectif.  

Une gestion participative des communautés locales contribue non seulement à la reconnaissance d’appartenir 

à un même territoire, une culture mais aussi à bénéficier des soins attentifs de ceux qui ont la charge directe de 

l’entretenir.9 

À de nombreux égards, l’accès et la participation aux activités culturelles peuvent jouer un rôle clé dans la 

promotion d’une plus grande inclusion sociale. 

A travers l’organisation des programmes de sensibilisation au patrimoine telles que des activités sociaux-

culturels liées à la préservation de l’environnement et du patrimoine bâti, on peut arriver à inculquer aux jeunes 

une meilleure appréhension leur environnement. Pour cela, ils apprennent à identifier et utiliser les lieux culturels 

et patrimoniaux. 

 

 

2. L’orientation des jeunes dans les métiers artistiques 

Les projets artistiques qui ont pour objectif spécifique d’encourager l’emploi des jeunes dans les industries 

créatives et axés sur la promotion de la participation aux activités culturelles peuvent développer la confiance 

en soi et l’estime de soi, accroître la participation à la société et au marché du travail et consolider un sentiment 

d’identité positive chez des groupes exposés à un risque d’exclusion, comme les jeunes défavorisés. 

Les activités culturelles dans le spectacle vivant par exemple peuvent encourager les jeunes en rupture avec 

les systèmes traditionnels d’enseignement et de formation à trouver un emploi ou à suivre une formation 

complémentaire dans le secteur des arts du spectacle.10 

En effet, l’investissement des jeunes dans ces diverses activités culturelles contribue à les tirer d’une sorte 

d’isolement. Cette participation, motivée par l’aspect ludique des animations proposées, nécessite de la rigueur 

et de l’implication. 

                                                           
8 GALARD Jean, Le regard instruit, Action éducative et action culturelle dans les musées, La documentation Française, Musée du Louvre, Paris, p-16, 
2000. 
 
9 PRYEN S. Injonction à l’autonomie et quête de supports dans les actions culturelles à visée sociale. In Caradec V., Martuccelli D. Matériaux pour une 

sociologie de l’individu. Perspectives et débats. Villeneuve d’Ascq : Presses universitaires du Septentrion, p. 95-114, 2004. 

10 ROUXEL S. L’insertion par la culture : une articulation en co-construction qui ne va pas de soi. Les cahiers du travail social, n°65, IRTS, Franche Comté, 

Janvier, p.9-17. 2011. 
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Le résultat de ces actions combinées sera de réussir à susciter de nouvelles vocations chez les jeunes en 

situation d’exclusion et les réorienter vers des métiers du patrimoine pour les sortir de leur situation et les assurer 

un avenir radieux. 

Aussi, prenant en compte, la nécessité d’une adéquation entre la formation des jeunes et les besoins de 

l’économie, une stratégie de généralisation de la formation professionnelle sera mise en œuvre avec une forte 

implication des collectivités territoriales. 

Les collectivités territoriales locales doivent prendre en compte l’importance de la culture — un moyen 

permettant d’améliorer la confiance en soi, de renforcer l’identité, de prévenir l’exclusion sociale et de mettre un 

certain nombre de personnes sur la voie de l’emploi dans les industries créatives et dans d’autres secteurs11. 

Pour ce faire, le développement des compétences des jeunes en lien avec les potentialités économiques et 

l’élargissement des opportunités d’emplois productifs, notamment en faveur des jeunes s’avèrent nécessaires. 

Au niveau politique, il s’agira d’engager des actions concrètes d’implication par des projets sociaux-

professionnels. Et aussi, élaborer et mettre en œuvre des politiques qui reconnaissent et apprécient le rôle de 

l’accès aux activités et aux services culturels dans la lutte contre l’exclusion sociale. 

Les politiques d’éducation doivent fournir un mécanisme clé permettant de faire valoir une grande variété de 

cultures et de faire découvrir aux enfants et aux jeunes un large éventail d’activités et de services culturels. 

Les festivals sont également considérés comme des vecteurs d’intégration sociale. C’est tout du moins ce que 

nous tenterons de démontrer dans ce second point en prenant l’exemple du festival "Wed Bindé" au Burkina 

Faso comme facteur de transmission du patrimoine géologique, en l’occurrence, la paléo-métallurgie. 

 

 

III.L’exemple du Festival "Wed Bindé" comme facteur de transmission du patrimoine géologique / la paléo-

métallurgie au Burkina Faso. 

Le patrimoine est aussi transmission de savoirs, de valeurs identitaires et représentatifs d’une culture et de 

pratiques culturelles. Il interroge indiscutablement la permanence et la transmissibilité de la culture. « La 

production traditionnelle de fer au Burkina Faso, constitue un savoir-faire artisanal menacé de nos jours avec la 

disparition progressive des derniers détenteurs de ce savoir technique ».12 Cette production de fer a aussi légué 

en héritage un patrimoine matériel et immatériel inestimable. 

Du fait de la tradition de la transmission orale (et non écrite) et d’un contexte socioculturel assez défavorable 

(pauvreté) cette ressource culturelle tend à disparaître. Sans patrimoine pas de création, sans création pas de 

diversité : la préservation et la valorisation des patrimoines culturels constituent de véritables enjeux pour les 

pays africains, notamment le Burkina Faso qui est confronté à un risque de dépossession et de dégradation 

accélérée. 

Cependant, on relève la faiblesse de la "chaîne patrimoniale", des métiers du tourisme et de l’éducation. La 

formation et la sensibilisation sont donc un enjeu essentiel qui concerne tous les acteurs du domaine. Cette 

situation a stimulé des hommes et des femmes à mettre en place le Festival "Wed-Bindé", organisé par 

l'Association culturelle "Passaté" ("ne finira jamais" en langue "mooré"), nous ne devons pas laisser disparaître 

ce que nous avons reçu comme richesse de nos parents. 

 

1. Un festival – vecteur de transmission du savoir faire de la métallurgie du fer 

                                                           
11 MAUGER G. Les politiques d'insertion. Une contribution paradoxale à la déstabilisation du marché du travail. Actes de la recherche en sciences sociales, 

n°136-137, mars, p.5-14, 2001.  

 
12 KIENON-KABORE, T., La métallurgie ancienne du fer au Burkina Faso, Province du Bulkiemdé, 2005, Ed. Harmatan, Paris, 328 p. 
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Le Festival "Wed bindé" a été créé à la faveur d’initiatives locales visent à entretenir la transmission des gestes 

ancestraux du fer africain. Il a lieu tous les deux ans, à Kaya, localité située au Centre-Nord du Burkina Faso. 

L’un des temps forts de ce festival constitue le rassemblement de sidérurgistes qui reconstruisent et font 

fonctionner des fourneaux ainsi que les animations culturelles au Musée africain des hauts fourneaux de Kaya 

(Burkina Faso). En effet, la conservation sur le site des fourneaux construits édition après édition a donné 

naissance à un "musée africain des hauts fourneaux" à ciel ouvert qui participe à la réappropriation par les 

habitants d’une histoire millénaire. 

Les sites de métallurgie ancienne de réduction du fer  sont de véritables  témoins d’une tradition culturelle et 

technique aujourd’hui en voie d’extinction mais dont quelques animateurs sont encore en vie. Le mode 

opératoire de ces structures de réduction du fer, les techniques qui y sont liées, constitue un véritable patrimoine 

culturel et technique qu’il importe de sauvegarder et d’expliquer à la jeune génération. La conception et la mise 

en service des fourneaux revêtent des valeurs culturelles qui, associées aux différentes appréhensions du rôle 

social des forgerons, sont révélateurs du génie africain en matière de transformation de la nature pour le bien-

être du groupe social.13 

 

 

2. Des activités d’insertion socio-culturelle et professionnelle 

Dans le souci d’inclure la jeune génération à la gestion et la préservation de ce patrimoine, ainsi que la 

conservation et la mise en valeur des biens culturels, les organisateurs de ce festival s’attachent à organiser 

des activités en parallèle au festival comme des ateliers d’initiations et de formations. 

Les ateliers de formation ont comme finalité, le développement des compétences nécessaires pour entreprendre 

des activités génératrices de revenus et des celles visant la préservation du patrimoine culturel. 

 

Les objectifs d’un tel festival sont entre autre : 

• Montrer aux jeunes générations comment nos ancêtres produisaient du fer avant la colonisation ; 

• Animer des ateliers d’initiation aux différents savoir-faire traditionnel: extraction et réduction traditionnelle 

du minerai de fer ; 

• Initier les jeunes défavorisés aux métiers d’arts traditionnels et modernes (à la fabrication de matériaux, 

à la réduction de fer, à la construction de fourneaux, à la poterie, etc.) ; 

• Former des personnes en situation d'handicap moteur à la fabrication de foyers améliorés et des seaux 

métalliques ;  

• Former des filles-mères en situation difficile à la fabrication d’objets décoratifs (pots de fleurs, boucles 

d’oreilles et divers objets utiles de maison) ; 

• Organiser une exposition de poterie et une rue marchande des produits artisanaux, notamment la 

maroquinerie pour valoriser le travail des enfants ;  

• Créer un site touristique par la conservation des différents fourneaux qui seront réalisés par les enfants ; 

• Contribuer à la promotion de l'économie locale (site d'exposition des produits artisanaux de la région, 

notamment la maroquinerie, les tenues traditionnelles, la poterie, etc.). 

Depuis sa création, le Festival "Wed-Bindé" a contribué à la formation d’une centaine de jeunes en situation 

d’exclusion, à travers les ateliers de formation des enfants, la pépinière du future, les filles mères en difficultés 

pour leur apprendre une activité génératrice de revenu rentable, de personnes en situation de handicap ont 

bénéficié de ces formations. 

Pour les organisateurs de ce festival, un tel projet artistique est nécessaire pour la valorisation de la technique 

traditionnelle et constitue une « Véritable école pour les jeunes générations et témoin vivant de la haute 

                                                           
13 Dr SIMPORE Lassina, Maître de conférences en Archéologie à l'Université de Ouagadougou – En ligne - http://www.bibracte.fr/nl/venir/agenda/fete-

de-lafrique-de-louest - (Lu le 20/04/2017). 

http://www.bibracte.fr/nl/venir/agenda/fete-de-lafrique-de-louest
http://www.bibracte.fr/nl/venir/agenda/fete-de-lafrique-de-louest
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technicité des africains pour les dépositaires des traditions, ce patrimoine constituait le maillon unificateur entre 

la tradition et la modernité »14. 

Avec la disparition progressive des derniers détenteurs de ce savoir technique, c'est tout un pan du patrimoine 

immatériel du Burkina Faso qui risquait de disparaître sans l'intervention décisive de la création d’un tel festival 

par l’Association Culturelle "Passaté". 

 

 

 CONCLUSION 

Au terme de cet essai qui a consisté à analyser l’approche participative de la gestion du patrimoine culturel, en 

prenant en compte le patrimoine culturel comme facteur d'insertion socio-professionnelle des jeunes en situation 

d’exclusion, il nous a paru judicieux de mener une analyse sur la problématique de la transmission culturelle et 

du rôle des jeunes dans l’éducation culturelle. 

Il en ressort que la transmission culturelle utilise tous les canaux de l’éducation à la vie, la culture et les arts en 

général peuvent être considérés comme des outils complémentaires et des leviers d’insertion sociale mais 

surtout professionnelle pour les jeunes défavorisés. 

Convaincue que la culture est un bien commun inaliénable qui doit être accessible à tous les habitants, des 

actions concrètes en faveur des jeunes à travers la création des programmes d’éducation et de formation sont 

nécessaires.  

En effet, de telles initiatives peuvent stimuler chez eux une prise de conscience de l’intérêt patrimonial des biens, 

susciter de nouvelles vocations chez eux et les conduire vers des métiers du patrimoine, à travers la valoriser 

patrimoine culturel par le spectacle vivant. 

C’est le cas du festival cité en exemple, qui est destiné à mettre en lumière l’un des pans les plus remarquables 

du patrimoine au Burkina Faso et de faire perdurer un tel savoir-faire : les sites de métallurgie ancienne qui 

conservent les vestiges emblématiques d’une histoire méconnue des cultures africaines. 

Ces actions vers la jeunesse sont destinées à favoriser leur implication dans une telle démarche et aussi stimuler 

un intérêt à long terme à la jeune génération, en leur donnant la possibilité d’avoir une initiation et une formation 

aux différentes méthodes mais aussi à entretenir la mémoire fragile d’un patrimoine menacé. Comme le dit un 

proverbe africain « c’est au bout de la vieille corde qu’on tisse la nouvelle  »15. 

Nous espérons qu’elle provoquera une prise de conscience plus aigüe de l’importance du patrimoine lié au 

travail du fer, témoin d’une technologie ancestrale mais aujourd’hui méconnue et sérieusement menacée par 

l’homme, les animaux et le temps. 

Si l’Unesco n’a encore inscrit aucun site de métallurgie traditionnelle sur la liste du Patrimoine mondial de 

l’humanité, plusieurs pays, comme le Burkina Faso, les ont inclus à leur liste nationale indicative et se mobilisent 

pour faire connaître ces témoins du passé et les transmettre aux générations futures. 

L'inscription sur la liste indicative du Patrimoine Mondial de l’UNESCO peut être l'occasion de la protection et la 

promotion de ce patrimoine et lancer ainsi des actions-pilotes dans différents domaines : expérimentation de 

techniques de médiation (notamment vis à vis de la jeunesse). 

 

 

                                                           
14KOUDOUGOU Jean Paul, Directeur du Musée africain des hauts fourneaux de Kaya – En ligne - 
http://www.festivalwedbinde.org/index.php?Wedbinde=2&id_actu=11 - (Lu le 20/04/2017) 
15 Proverbe africain. Ce proverbe signifie que c'est étape par étape que les choses doivent se faire. 
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The role of the Public Archaeology as a part of the Landscape 

Management.  

 

MARIA CRISTINA ENJUTO CRESPO 

 

As we will discuss in Aphaleia 2017, Integrated Cultural Landscape Management can be studied and its 

knowledge is build thanks to a multidisciplinary approach. With this paper we would like to expose the importance 

of the Archaeology as a tool to educate and communicate what is the Landscape Management, and the ways 

of how this topic is directly connected to sustainability and why this is important to understand in our society. To 

do this we will first define the term of Landscape Management, to later show its relation with Archaeology with a 

practical example based on a project in an Archaeological site in the Philippines. Finally, we will discuss the 

responsibility of the Archaeologist in the education of the society. 

Como discutiremos en Aphaleia 2017, la Gestión del Territorio es estudiada y su conocimiento está construido 

por medio de un acercamiento multidisciplinar. Con este estudio queremos exponer la importancia de la 

Arqueología como instrumento para educar y comunicar que es la Gestión del Territorio así como razonar cómo 

este tema está íntimamente relacionado con la sostenibilidad y el porqué de conocer su importancia. Para hacer 

esto, definiremos el término de Gestión del Territorio, mostrando qué relación guarda con la Arqueología. 

Ofreceremos un  ejemplo práctico de un proyecto en yacimiento arqueológico en Filipinas. Finalmente 

incidiremos en el papel del Arqueólogo en la educación de la sociedad.  

Keyword 

Archaeology, Landscape Management, Integration, Education 

Arqueología, Gestión del Territorio, Integración, Educación 

Introduction  

Between the different possibilities to define Landscape Management we have based our paper in the concept 

employed in the The Little Sustainable Landscape Book (2015). This book was written to propose ways to 

achieve sustainable landscapes. Below we show some of the definitions that we have used as a material 

reference.  

Integrated landscape management: A way of managing the landscape that involves collaboration among 

multiple stakeholders, with the purpose of achieving sustainable landscapes. The governance structure, size 

and scope, and number and type of stakeholders involved (e.g. private sector, civil society, government) can 

vary. The level of cooperation also varies, from information sharing and consultation, to more formal models with 

shared decision-making and joint implementation. 

Landscape: A landscape is a socio-ecological system that consists of natural and/or human-modified 

ecosystems, and which is influenced by distinct ecological, historical, economic and socio-cultural processes 

and activities (Denier et al. 2015, 10).  

Following these definitions, we suggest that Archaeology, and Public Archaeology in special, can contribute to 

ensuring the protection of the territory via the sharing of knowledge and the understanding of our past. It is 

important for conservators, archaeologist, and cultural resources managers to know how to deal with the theory 

and as well to understand the site in their context, and to be aware of the impact of their investigations in local 

communities. This includes issues related to tradition and sustainability. Moreover, preservation involves more 

than one discipline (Matero, 2008; Oosterbeel et al. 2016) and in this paper we will focus on the archaeological 

approach to work on the protection of tradition towards a sustainable word.  

As we will see using the example of Ille Cave there are the two main ways to protect the heritage; spreading the 

knowledge about the territory where we live and remark the utility of the Archaeology, integrating the locals with 

their own heritage and at the same time, looking for  the suitability of the territory to find an equilibrium between 
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anthropogenic activities and nature. Because Archaeological remains are part of the landscape heritage we will 

focus on exposing a good practice to protect and to understand our past.  

2. Materials. 

To better understand a good practice of landscape management using as a tool the archaeology, we have 

chosen a practical example. Ille Cave is located in Palawan, Philippines. The investigation has been co-directed 

by H Lewis (UCD), V Paz (U Philippines) and W Ronquillo (National Museum Philippines).  

The directors, aware of the importance of making the knowledge available for the Public and spreading the 

information, have focused most of the efforts on involving the community in the activities related to knowing and 

understanding their own past. A local archaeological museum has been opened on the site, with an exposition 

about the site, and furthermore two community museum in Sibaltan have been opened. Moreover, some 

activities have involved children to show them what Archaeology entails. To date two main objectives have been 

achieved; understanding the later Prehistory in Southeast Asia, understanding the relation between Asia and 

Australasia and on the other hand it has been an engagement by the community that is growing every year. This 

participation is based on employing local people, between 30-50 people, working with some archaeological 

researches from The Philippines and from outside and national students and international ones. Some of the 

local people have continue studying on this issue. Others have become in local guides, taking part in ecotourism 

projects such as mangrove tours. This project has been working the relations with the municipality government 

of el Nido bringing tourist all around the world. As well community participation have created partnership with 

the local and regional governments, promoting the creation of natural heritage parks and involving in a project 

of World Heritage deep reef site (Paz et al., 2013; 2014) 

To sum up, Ille Cave project is a practical example of how archaeology can be used to protect the landscape. 

Archaeological projects can be used to involve a local community in a way that they become more aware of their 

own history but at the same time, these can be projects that connect a region with the rest of the world. They 

can make an archaeological site a part of ecotourism, where people from around the world get to know different 

cultures. And as we indicated before, knowledge and understanding are the bases to integrating different 

cultures in the era of the globalization.  

3. Discussion; who is the public? What is the objective of the discourse in Archaeology?  

As we have discussed in this paper, education and spreading knowledge is fundamental to maintaining the 

landscape in equilibrium, what to preserve, and how, what to research and why, is fundamental to finding 

sustainability.  

In this part of the paper, we analyse, what are we doing when we investigate the past, and if the approach that 

we use is the best one to approach current local communities and to investigate past communities in the context 

they were created. Because as we said, the landscape is the product of our history. But how we approach that 

history is the key to later understanding the process in which a community has been built. That is why we 

consider it very important to first make the correct approach and the right interpretation. Cultural heritage is one 

of the areas, as we saw in the introduction, of the Cultural integration Landscape management. And at the same 

time, cultural heritage includes sites, monuments, paintings, but as well non material phenomena like memories, 

values, and customs. As Molyneux (1994) said we are not just preserving, we are creating, explaining. And 

these interpretations and representation is as well a way that people use to define their own position in the world 

(Maaranen, 2003).  So what we want to remark is that heritage is more than transmit how the past was, it is a 

view from the present (Graham et al. 2000). Archaeological material remains, as part of that heritage, provide a 

link between the present and the past. They are good tools to recreating the past landscape and human impact 

on the past. And here it is the key of our question, as Lowenthal (1998) affirmed these tools are used to know 

the past but as well to use for our own uses in the present. As Hernando or Maaranen say, knowing the history 

will help to maintain the present.  

Archaeology and ethnoarchaeology contribute to legitimate the current social drift of the western world because 

they take part in the truth regime (in Foucault’s terms) of capitalism. At first the ‘others’ of the past (and the 

present) were considered inferiors. Subsequently they were considered as equals (Hernando, 2015, 22).  
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Most of the Archaeologist and Etnoachchaeologist are not conscious of how far our job can have influence and 

the implications of understanding the cultures that we analyse and interpretate. The discourse in which we 

socialize, has taught us to read the dynamics related to the community and the relations with some inferiority 

connotations, as something that our society surpassed and left behind, this is defended by the Historical 

Archaeology. Our discussion about the past is a projection of our discussion about the present, and in both 

cases, the discourse corresponds to the truth, or the truth-power that characterizes the financial capitalism that 

governs us. The academical world has a fundamental transcendence in the construction of the destiny of our 

group and the design of our future because it establishes the “truths” that legitimates the power that governs. 

Only when we will be conscious about the responsibility that we have, assuming that “the others” studied by 

archaeology and etnoarchaeology are different from today’s logic of the market economy, when the belonging 

to a community does not make people inferior (Hernando, 2015) we will find the way to a sustainable world. It 

means, as IYGU promotes, to find the way to achieving the Global Understanding and respect for the differences 

of the others. We consider that the IGYU or Apheleia are excellent ideas to fight for all human rights. We live in 

an era, where the individualism, promoted by the capitalism, has promoting distance to the recognition as a part 

of the community and where our self-recognition is based in remarking the distance with the “other” , with the 

culture that is different from us. And as Hernando says archaeologists must attend to the material evidence of 

communal dynamics in the past not only in order to understand their cultural processes, but also in order to stop 

legitimizing the dehumanized social order we are constructing in the present (2015, 10).  

As a solution to this discussion, we would like to remark the importance of the ethics to work in public 

archaeology, because we should remember that apart from studying material culture, that constitutes the 

material heritage, we are creating hypothesis about humans. And this can have positive and negative 

consequences. It is essential for public archaeology, as we are not dealing only with material remains, or 

heritage, if not as well with human beings. That is why we have remarked the big responsibility that archaeologist 

have to work for the sustainability, looking for protecting the multiculturalism, trying to find a consensus between 

the needs of the communities and the work (Richardson et al. 2015). 

Conclusion 

The objective of this paper was to show that Archaeology is a very important tool to protecting our heritage. 

Material and nonmaterial heritage are part of our landscape and as such it is important to protect it, which is the 

responsibility of for example Landscape Integration Management. 

Protecting the heritage implies having knowledge and understanding of the place per se and the people that 

were living or live in that area. We have focused our paper on the role of the Archaeologist to recognize the 

dynamics of the past societies and to be aware of their own ideas. Because this discourse is not just about the 

past if not as well about the present. Archaeologist have the responsibility to share that knowledge, to create a 

community based on understanding.  

To explain this issue, we have focused on a project at an archaeological site in the Philippines. In this project, 

archaeologist have focused most of the resources on making the local community part of their own heritage. 

Together they have built museums and put in practice ecotourism respecting the territory. This is a good example 

of good practice in Archaeology: promoting the integration of the local community and multiculturalism, 

synonymous with working for a sustainable society, where “the others” have been recognised as different but 

not as inferior.  

This essay is written under the supervision of Marta Arzarello to participate in the IP APHELEIA 2017. I am a 

student from Ferrara University. 
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" The social role of cultural heritage in the post conflict period in 

Colombia" 

 

JOSÉ HERNÁNDEZ 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

When the cultural heritage is attacked and damaged, the memory and identity of the people are being afected.   

However, this work wants to show a different side of the relationship between heritage and conflict, so it is 

focused to show how cultural heritage has become as an important ally for the reconstruction of the communities 

in places which has been affected by violence, war or lack of opportunities.    

 

Colombia has been for more of than five decades  in an internal armed conflict, which has affected many 

communities and also the country´s cultural identity.  Likewise, the geographic territory and community 

relationship has been affected and fragmented by the forced displacement that more than 7 million of people 

have suffered.  Today, the country is in a transition process, a period of hope and faith, and here, both, education 

and culture have an important role in the reconstruction of the country, and in the reparation of the people 

involved in this conflict.  

 

This paper aims to highlight the social role of cultural heritage in two aspects:  the first one, the cultural heritage 

as a tool for memory, reflection and forgiveness. And the second one, the cultural heritage as a tool to build and 

do project towards the future, with opportunities for the development of these affected communities.  In order to 

do this, this article cites some significant experiencies deveolped by communities, where children, youth, adults 

and older adults, through the education, communication and transference, have worked with cultural heritage as 

an element for memory, refelction and forgiveness, in addition to project themselves towards the future, 

identifying in their cultural legace, a development option for their communities.  

 

KEY WORDS: Cultural heritage – Postconflict - Violence – Territory, memory and identity – Social reconstruction 

– Social participation – Social role - Memory, reflection and forgiveness - Education, communication and 

transference. 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

 

When thinking about heritage, "we refer to inheritance and memory, it is also the first treasure that we have at 

birth and that we inherit from ours, so it will help us to grow with confidence and self-esteem."16.  The cultual 

heritage is part of our identity,  assuming it does not only mean divulguing or preserving it as a past, it must be 

assigned to everything that associates it with everyday life, with the present and the future of the societies and 

communities where it has emerged.  

                                                           
16 Convenio Andrés Bello. Somos patrimonio. Texto resumen de la reunión internacional de expertos en 

patrimonio cultural y natural. Bogotá, 1999. 
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To assume the cultural heritage, is also to undertand its complexity, and to front facing its possibilities and 

weaknesses that are faced.  The cultural heritage is part of our cultural identity, in addition of the danger of 

indifference, forgetfulness and lack of awarness about its values, the war is a huge risk and threat.  

 

The cultural heritage has always been threatened by internal, regional or international conflicts.  To attack the 

cultural expression of a community, means a profound moral injury.  When buildings, landscapes, places, 

traditions and customs are destroyed, those are painful events that affect people, their memory and identity.  

Althoug this context refers to the exposure of cultural heritage to danger, it is also important look at the relation 

between conflict versus heritage, and recognize the cultural legacy as an important ally for the reconstrucion of 

the social fabric in places affected by violence, war or lack of opportunities, specially in Colombia.  

 

In Colombia, there has been an internal armed conflict – civil war – for more than fifty years, a war considered 

to be the oldest in the Western Hemisphere.  As result, this situation has left more than 260.000 deads, many 

missiing people, more than 7.000.000 displaced people, this events have affected the society, the economy and 

politics of the country.   Due to violence and forced displacement many people who belonged to a place where 

they had their life and a huge sense of belonging, they had to abandon it, because of violence.  

 

After a long process, in which all faith was put to end the war, today Colombia have the signing of peace.  

Nowadays, there is in a period of transit, which is sure to take a long time, but this is an unique moment to 

rebuild, to heal and forgive, an unique opportunity where culture and education will be importans allies to 

contribute in the reconstruction of peace.  Also, to generate conditions of security and optimism for people 

affected by the armed conflict, through education and culture. Here, can be advanced actions to create scenaries 

that allows to communities to improve their qualitiy of life. In fact, this is a strategic choice of cultural creation 

that would best respond to the needs of rebuilding cultural identity in a post – conflict context.  Here, culture can 

also strengthen the economy and human development policies, which are covered by international agreements.   

 

In education and culture are possibilities for carrying out activities addresed to rebuilding the social fabric, and 

here the tangible and intangible cultural heritage is undoubtedly a tool to undertake this work.  In this escenary, 

everyone, government, chiildren, youth, adults, merchants, etc, can collaborate to do that work.  Through the 

management of cultural heritage, this legacy can be made meaningful in this post conflict process, which also 

helps as a driving force for the development of communities affected by violence.  So, the cultural heritage can 

help in this escenary, in three sens sens17: 

 

1. Involvement of the population in the process of appropriation of their cultural heritage, in order to 

guarantee success in post conflict peace processes, it is necessary that people can participate and thus, they 

take ownership of them, so that the community is committed to the process and can sustain it in the long term.  

 

2. Reparation of interpersonal relations destroyed by the armed conflict. It helps to repair of social fabric.  

 

3. Reduction of cultural and structural violence.  

 

                                                           
17 Mouly, Cécile y Giménez, Jaime. (2017). Oportunidades y desafíos del uso del patrimonio cultural inmaterial en la construcción de paz en el 

posconflicto. Implicaciones para Colombia. Estudios Políticos (Universidad de Antioquia), 50. DOI: 10.17533/udea.espo.n50a15 
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Also, the social funtion of cultural heritage in this transit process, it becomes a tool to build and to do projects 

towards the future, to look for opportunities for the development of affected communities.   In this sense, through 

edutaion, communication, and the transfer of the knowledge on cultural heritage, can contribuite to work in 

memory, reflection and forgiveness, and alos to project to the future, identifying in their cultural legacy a 

development option for their communities. And also, the concept of social innovation is important in this process.  

 

2. TO KNOW, RECOGNIZE, VALUE, EDUCATE ANT COMMUNICATE THE CULTURAL HERITAGE, 

ACTIONS THAT LEAD TO REMEMBER, REFLECT AND FORGIVE.  

 

To involve the community, to repair their interpersonal relationships and to reduce of cultural violence, the 

cultural heritage can contribute.  In this escenary, everbody have a special space of participation, to recognize, 

appropiet and define actions of sustainability of cultural heritage.  When educatin and informing about the values 

and importance of cultural legacy, one can also approprieta, think about how to care for it and make it know 

throgh communication strategies.  

 

The education to raise awareness about the values of cultural heritage and to learn from the past. 

 

The social funtion of cultural herigate in Colombia, is important in this moment of transit from wor to peace.   It 

is here, through actions to raise awareness of cultural heritage with the education and communications the 

cultural legacy has a real meaning.  For that, cultural heritage must be known, recognized and valued, creating 

a space and opportunity for the involvement of the affected population.  

 

The education can be undertaken through the investigation of cultural or heritage elements which are or were 

part of a territory and that belong or belonged to a groupe of people.   Insofar as this knowledge about the 

importance and values of cultual heritage is taught and shared, these elemets are also appropriated.  

 

The communication a way to share the knowledge of cultual hertige and share a sense of belonging 

 

Once the process of identification and recognition of these cultural elements has been advanced, the 

dissemination and the comunication must be undertaken.  Here, through strategies suchs as workshops, 

conversations, recitalas, tours, museums, etc.  So, it is possible to share experiences, share knowledge about 

that legacy, tell its value and its importance to the local community.  This would be a space where it contribute 

to the repair of the interpersonal relations destroyed by the armed conflict, tha is to the repair of the social fabric.   

 

Nowaday the cultural heritage is not an untouchable piece, it is not a museum piece, today the cultural heritage 

is alive, it is transformed, it is adapts, it is reinvented, it servers for the memory, it serves to reflect on facts of 

the past.  Rethink our present and strengthen our future.  Whith the development of these actions of education 

and communication of the cultural heritage, we work the memory, the reflection, the forgivess.   

 

To remember is a pleasure: a meaningful experience based on a sad past, whiche seeks to reflect on violent 

events, to not to repeat that story again.  
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War and conflict, as well as victims, also leave memories and places for memory 18.  In the department of 

Putumayo, in the Amazon region of Colombia, there is a municipality called El Placer, which was affected by the 

war caused by coca production.  There was born an initiative in 1996, a museum of the memory that remembers 

the violence through its objects:  A shotgun, parts of bomb cylinders, bullet-shaped pots, uniforms and clothes, 

telling the story of soldiers, guerrillas and civilians who died in the middle of the conflict. 

 

Today, the community appropriate this museum, that is still standing.  There, a groupe of students from the 

school José Asunsión Silva, has created this project called: To remember is a pleasure.  They have been in 

charge of doing a research project on each one of the pieces that are part of the museum.  The students have 

done together with diferent people of the community, a job to know a little bit of the history and the meaning that 

each one of these pieces has to show, to learn, for the local community.   

 

Each of the pieces has its name and are classified.  The youngs mention that this place, where the education of 

people began, is today where the most paintful, duly labeled and classified memories are kept, but it is also a 

place that has served for the memory, to reflect, to train and not to commit the same mistake.  

 

3. PLANING AND MANAGE CULTURAL HERITAGE, TO BUILD A FUTURE WITH OPPORTUNITIES FOR 

THE DEVELOPMENT OF LOCAL COMMUNITIES. 

 

In the post – conflict period, in addition to forgiving, healding wounds and reflecting, actions should be identified 

to provide better living conditions, for people who were affected by the conflct, so that faith and trust in the 

community can be regained.   

 

Once the actions of recognition and enhancement of this cultural legacy, have been advanced, through 

education and communication actions, management tools for this cultural heritage should be designed and 

implemented, leading to options for the development of local communities.  

 

It is here, where the community is called so that through team work, creativity and management capacity, they 

can find in their cultural heritage an option to re – identity themselves, to join their efforts, dreams and ideas, 

and to project towards the future.  This is also part of the social function of cultural heritage; serve as the engine 

to ensure a future with opportunities for the benefit of people.   

 

La Casa Arana, a genocide place turned into a place for hope and education.  

 

The case of Casa Arana, located in the town of La Chorrera, Amazonas.  Although this place is not associated 

with the internal war in Colombia, if it is part of a paintful episode in the rubber season in Colombia.  According 

to historial data, more than 30.000 natives were massacred in this place at the beginning of the 20th century.  

 

Today, the Casa Arana works as an educational institution, where indigenous chilldren and young people from 

the region are educated.  This building that is part of the cultural heritage of Colombia, despide having a tragic 

                                                           
18 Taylor, Ken. Landscape and memory: cultural landsapces, intanbible values and some thoughts on Asia.   2008 
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history, today is a place for hope, to dream, to buid, a place with an opportunity to think about a future with 

opportunities for children and young boys.  

 

Women and young entrepreneurs from the practice of traditional techniques 

 

Women entrepreneurs 

It is an initiative that seeks to train, through training processes, women affected by the armed conflict over 

traditional techniques, so that they become future entrepreneurs.  This project contributes also to the 

preservation and dissemination of traditional prectices, which in turn serve to create a source of income for 

women and their families.  

 

Schools Workshop, tools of peace 

This is a social project which offerts to young people between 18 to 25 years, a procces of training and 

appropriation of traditional techniques, such as cooking, carpentry and jewelery, and in this way prepare this 

part of the Colombian community affecty by the conflict to undertake and find a better future, based on the 

knowledge and practice of the intangible cultural heritage.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

It has to emphasize the importance of involving not only the people affecty by the conflict, in this kind of initiatives.   

In a In a post-conflict period, different actors of the society must be linked, in order to create links between the 

people affected and not affected bye the civil war, it is a process of insertion.  

 

It must exist a communication strategy, with the aim of dissemination of successful experiences related with 

memory, conflict and heritage.   

 

These processes must be supported by academia and local, regional and national governments. The academy 

must carry out an accompaniment and facilitate through its knowledge and expertise that the strategies to be 

undertaken count with a structure, methodology, objectives and times, to ensure good development and achieve 

goals. On the part of the governments, plans, programs and projects must be guaranteed to give continuity to 

these initiatives, which in turn will last in time. 

 

Foster in academic spaces the participation of experiences of community that has been linked to cultural heritage 

and post – conflict.  This with the idea of sharing their experience and disseminating the importances of culture 

in the reconstruction of social fabric.  This is also a way to involve community.  
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Orient sur Occident, Impact culturel de l’Asie de l’Est en Europe. Les 

échanges interculturels de l'histoire ancienne aux tendances 

culturelles populaires d'aujourd'hui  

 

LIAO ZHIXIAO  

 

 

RESUME 

Cet essai analyse l’impact culturel populaire de l’Asie de l’Est en Europe, à travers des points de vue historique, 

culturelle, économique, sociale, en montrant la présence asiatique en Europe ainsi que la communication entre 

la civilisation occidentale et celle orientale. Elle nous offre des nouveaux regards et réfléchissements sur la 

durabilité culturelle, diversité culturelle et une tendance du transfert du centre culturel vers l’Asie dans la société 

d’aujourd’hui. La communication interculturelle, comme une méthode importante à la résolution du problème, 

aide aussi à la compréhension et à la gestion du paysage culturel. 

Mots clés : communication, diversité culturelle, paysage culturel, transformation mondiale 

 

This essay analyses the popular cultural impact of East Asia in Europe, through historical, cultural, economic 

and social points of view, with showing the Asian presence in Europe and the communication between Western 

and Eastern civilizations. It offers us new insights and reflections on cultural sustainability, cultural diversity and 

a tendency of transference of the cultural centre to Asia today. Intercultural communication, as an important 

method of solving the problem, also helps to understand and manage the cultural landscape. 

Key words: communication, cultural diversity, cultural landscape, global transformation 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 L’Aise de l’Est, une des régions les plus populeuses du monde, abrite de véritables puissances en tous 

domaines. Chine, Japon et Corée du sud sont les principales économies du monde, occupant une position 

indispensable dans le commerce international. En 2011, les trois pays ont atteint un total de 14 billions d’US 

dollars au niveau de la valeur globale de l’économie nationale, représentant environ un cinquième de l’économie 

mondiale. À part du domaine économique, en tant que les centres de la culture orientale, ces trois pays sont un 

fort attrait pour d’innombrables étrangers. Cet essai analyse l’impact culturel exercé par cette région culturelle 

de l’histoire ancienne jusqu’à la mode populaire d’aujourd’hui, divisée en trois parties : aperçu historique, culture 

populaire en Europe contemporaine, communication interculturelle et paysage culturel. Avec un regard 

interculturel de l’est-ouest, nous cherchons à sensibiliser l’importance de la diversité culturelle, qui se trouve 

dans une situation assez dangereuse à cause de la mondialisation non seulement commerciale, économique 

mais aussi culturelle, ainsi à revisiter le concept et les règles actuels dans le domaine du paysage culturel, visant 

à mieux connaitre, comprendre et gérer le paysage culturel.   

APERÇU HISTORIQUE 

    La communication entre l’Orient et l’Occident n’a jamais cessé et elle a commencé depuis l’histoire ancienne. 

L’apparition culturelle d’Asie de l’Est remonte très loin dans l’histoire en Europe. Marco Polo, le célèbre voyageur 

italien dévoila aux Européen le monde oriental, Comme « pays de soie », la Chine fit rêver les intellectuels 

occidentaux. D’ailleurs, à partir de l’ouverture du Japon (le terme de japonisme, pour désigner cette mode, 

remonterait à 1872), à l’égard des estampes d’abord dont Félix Bracquemond aurait découvert des exemplaires 
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signés Hokusai sous forme de papier d’emballage, en 1856. Puis envers l’expression plus profonde et épurée 

dont témoignent des statues et des peintures de la Haute-Époque, soit du Xe au XVe siècle. Offert par les 

créations de Vallotton, de Bracquemond, de Loti dans le domaine littéraire, de Puccini dans le domaine musical 

(Madame Chrysanthème de Loti signant, nous dit-on, l’aube du japonisme et Madame Butterfly son déclin à 

l’heure des « japonaiseries ») 

La Route de la Soie 

Nous ne pouvons pas analyser les échanges culturels entre l’Orient et l’Occident, sans considération de la route 

de la soie, car celle occupe une partie essentielle dans l’histoire. La Route de la Soie était un réseau de routes 

commerciales entre l'Asie et l'Europe allant de Chang'an (actuelle Xi'an) en Chine jusqu'en Turquie puis suivant 

la mer méditerranée vers Venise en Italie. Elle doit son nom à la plus précieuse marchandise qui y transitait : la 

soie, dont seuls les Chinois connaissaient le secret de fabrication. Cette dénomination de 'route de la soie' est 

due à un géographe allemand du XIXe siècle. Normalement, on croit que Zhang Qian a ouvert la route de la 

soie, qui est le premier officier envoyé par l’empereur chinois vers l’Occident. En outre du commerce de la soie, 

à travers cette route terrestre intercontinentale, les caravanes roulaient avec les pierres précieuses, l’or, les 

céramiques, les porcelaines, etc.19 Pourquoi la route de la soie exerce une influence si importante dans l’histoire 

de la communication est-ouest? À part de l’échange commercial, les idées, les pensée philosophiques, 

religieuses, tout de long de cette route, étaient sans cesse de rencontrer, d’unifier, de mélanger. Par exemple, 

l’expansion du bouddhisme à cette époque a atteint sa cime. Le long de la route, dans les oasis au milieu des 

déserts, les pays d’Asie centrale, on pourrait s’apercevoir facilement les monastères bouddhistes, les arts 

rupestres religieux et d’autres présences évidentes. Ce qui compte plus, la route de la soie a permis de maintenir 

une culture internationale qui liait ensemble des peuples très divers; elle eut un fort impact d'intégration dans 

les régions traversées sur les tribus qui vivaient auparavant isolées. Le bouddhisme, l’islam, l’nestorianisme 

étaient introduit en Chine, ainsi, les techniques avancés chinois comme la fabrication du papier, de la poudre 

noire vers l’occident. Ce ruban a longtemps été le lien unique entre la Méditerranée et la Chine, l'Orient et 

l'Occident. On peut y voir la première « mondialisation » des échanges. Marchandises mais aussi croyances, 

connaissances et idées ont emprunté ses 8 000 km sur les pas des caravanes, des envahisseurs ou des 

pèlerins. La route de la soie reprend vie en ce XXIe siècle sous la forme d'un réseau dense de voies ferrées et 

de routes reliant les deux extrémités de l'Eurasie.20   

 

CULTURE POPULAIRE ORIENTALE EN EUROPE CONTEMPORAINE 

 

K-pop, pop coréenne 

La K-pop, l’abréviation de pop coréenne, est un terme désignant un genre musical originaire de Corée du Sud, 

caractérisé par une large variété d'éléments audiovisuels. Même si le terme désigne tous genres de « musiques 

populaires » sud-coréennes, il désigne principalement une forme moderne de musique pop sud-coréenne 

recouvrant notamment les genres dance-pop, électronique, rock, hip-hop et R&B. Un sondage est fait par le 

ministère coréen de la culture, du sport et du tourisme au mois du mars 2015 nous montre une réalité que la K-

pop est déjà devenue un symbole de la culture populaire coréenne. 5600 interviewés venant de Chine, Japon, 

États-Unis, Grande Bretagne… ont répondu à la question : Quand on parle de la Corée, à quoi pensez-vous ? 

                                                           
19 WANG Wei (2016) The Silk Road Before Han Dynasty. In Learning skills and understanding cultural diversity: silk roads and sino-western exchanges international seminar 

Mação Portugal 

 

20 Oosterbeek, L. (2016). Shaping a scientific culture through the territories of the silk roads: the dawn of Portuguese scientific archaeology. In: Territori della Cultura, vol. 23 

pp. 39-45 
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La plupart d’entre eux disent la K-pop.21 Pour remonter à la source de la K-pop, nous constatons qu’elle vient 

de la culture classique qui est issue du confucianisme chinois, de la modernité japonaise et de la médiatique 

américaine. Cependant, pour certaines raisons, par exemple, la blessure laissée par la séparation d’avec le 

Nord ou la rancœur gravée par l’occupation japonaise, les Sud-Coréens parlent plus de leur indépendance que 

la pluralité culturelle. Donc, les chansons de la K-pop, malgré les titres et les refrains en Anglais en vue de 

l’exportation, portent toujours les valeurs coréennes ou racontent les histoires d’amour à la coréenne. Après la 

guerre, la reconstruction accompagnée de modernisation est menée dans ce nouveau pays, simultanément la 

culture populaire coréenne s’est développée sous une forte influence de son homologue occidental basé sur le 

capitalisme et la commercialisation. La mondialisation est certainement un des facteurs primordiaux qui explique 

la rapidité du développement et le succès de la culture populaire sud-coréenne. La mondialisation facilite la 

communication des informations. Les artistes d K-pop à la diffusion de leurs nouveaux albums, en profitant du 

site international YouTube, publient par leurs comptes officiels des extraits de vidéo musique et même la vidéo 

originale simultanément22. 

Pour la situation de K-pop en Europe, on peut voir un grand succès, surtout chez les jeunes européens. Grâce 

au développement de la technologie et au progrès de l’internet, la communication culturelle brise les entraves 

du temps ainsi que de l’espace. Les européens de ce côté du monde peuvent recevoir les informations et 

apprécier le banquet visuel et 

auditif de l’autre côté de la 

planète sans aucun décalage. 

Cette expansion culturelle se 

manifeste particulièrement 

évidente en France, comme le 

premier pays européen 

importateur de la K-pop. À Paris, 

un concert de K-pop s’organise 

toutes les années, qui attire 

milliers des gens pour aller 

écouter de la musique, regarder 

le concert et les idoles coréens 

ainsi qu’expérience la culture 

populaire sud-coréenne. 2012 

SM TOWN Live in Paris, le 

concert a fait bouleverser la ville 

des lumières, et les fans 

fanatiques à la fin du concert se 

sont réunis pour une 

manifestation devant le Louvre à 

la demande un autre concert. De 

plus, ces dernières années, une 

nouvelle mode se répand parmi 

les fans occidentaux de la K-

pop. C’est de faire une vidéo de réaction dans le but de soutenir leurs idoles, d’exprimer leurs sentiments, de 

donner leurs propres remarques, ainsi de présenter la K-pop à leurs amis. Sur le site YouTube, on peut trouver 

de nombreuses vidéos de réaction des européens une fois que leur MV (vidéo musicale) officiel de prédilection 

est livré au public. 

                                                           
21 Chinanews 10 mars 2015 
22 HOFER Élisabeth. (2014) Médias et industries créatives dans un contexte de mondialisation culturelle, à travers le cas du succès de la musique pop sud-coréenne en France. 

In : Sciences de l'information et de la communication. <dumas-01064892> URL : https://dumas.ccsd.cnrs.fr/dumas-01064892/document consulté le 4 mai 2017. 
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Considéré comme 《 le plus grand export sud-coréen》 , la K-pop a gagné en Europe une popularité, représentant 

un impact culturel et il a reçu ses fans fidèles notamment parmi les adolescents européens par distribution sur 

internet. 

 

 

Manga Japonais 

En consultant les informations sur internet, une définition bien précise s’écrit :   Un manga est une bande 

dessinée japonaise. Le mot « manga » est parfois utilisé pour désigner, par extension, une bande dessinée non 

japonaise respectant les codes des productions populaires japonaises ou pour nommer, maladroitement, 

d'autres produits visuels rappelant certaines de ces bandes dessinées (dessins animés, style graphique, etc.). 

Les mangas traduits en langue française se lisent généralement de droite à gauche. Le manga japonais est 

nommé également « le film sur papier » qui nous donne 

clairement une impression directe et forte. La plupart des 

mangas sont en noir et blanc. Le mot japonais « manga » traduit 

souvent littéralement par « image dérisoire » ou « dessin non 

abouti », ou toute image dessinée - comme l'estampe). Ainsi on 

peut aussi bien traduire ce mot par « dessin au trait libre », « 

esquisse au gré de la fantaisie », « image malhabile » La 

création du manga était initialement pour les salariés moyens 

un dérivatif ou une lecture récréative qui les aide à tuer le temps 

dans le métro chaque jour. Tous les auteurs savent que chaque 

page ne sera lue qu’environ 6 secondes, tournée avec frénésie. Après un très court trajet, le livre sera jeté dans 

la prochaine station négligemment. Donc, afin d’économiser le coût de production ainsi que la ressource du 

bois, le manga est imprimé sur du mauvais papier. Bien sûr, un autre caractère très évident, c’est sa taille. 

Toujours sous une forme de « livre de poche », cela facilite l’apport et la lecture facile du manga aux salariés. 

Aussitôt acheté, aussitôt lu : le manga sous sa forme magazine, la plus courante, est à consommer 

instantanément23.  

Le Manga japonais a fait sa conquête en Europe, il y a plus de vingt ans. Malgré un arrête de croissance, voire 

une baisse de vente ces dernières années, les mangas, souvent qualifiés de « phénomène éditorial de la 

décennie », représentent aujourd’hui encore un genre majeur sur marché de la bande dessinée européenne. 

Plus de 40% des nouveautés parues en 2008 sont des Manga. Aujourd’hui incontournables, l’arrivée des Manga 

en Europe a cependant connu des débuts timides. Les lecteurs potentiels en avaient déjà intégré le graphisme 

propre au genre par le biais de la vague de dessins animés qui a déferlé sur les écrans européens dans les 

années ’80. Mais l’aventure éditoriale qui s’en est suivi a débuté de façon presque fortuite. Le succès du Manga 

en Europe n’est pas occasionnel. La bande dessinée, avant l’arrivée du Manga, a déjà sa base dans la société 

européenne. Du roman feuilleton, la caricature, le strip jusqu’à a bande dessinée après, la tradition de cette 

façon d’expression artistique n’a jamais cessé de faire son apparition dans les mass médias, et ce qui est adoré 

par les intellectuels ainsi que la population moyenne24. Au début, le manga a aussi connu des difficultés. Il était 

pris pour les animations superficielles que pour les enfants. Après, le Manga était critiqué pour la violence et 

l’indication sexuelle dans le contenu. Avec la progression de connaissance sur le Manga, les européens ont 

changé au fur à mesure les idées préconçues, et se portent un nouveau regard sur cette culture populaire venant 

                                                           
23 HAUDOT Jonathan, « Paul GRAVETT, (2006) Manga : soixante ans de bande dessinée japonaise, trad. de l’anglais par Fr. Brument », Questions de communication [En ligne]. 

URL : http://questionsdecommunication.revues.org/7955 consulté le 02 octobre 2016 

24 KERRIEN Fanny et Auquier Jean. L’invention de la bande dessinée Dossier pédagogique. Centre Belge de la Bande dessinée Bruxelles 

URL :https://www.cbbd.be/uploads/fichiers/pages/invention-de-la-bd-web.pdf consulté le 3 mai 2017  
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du Japon. C’est à partir du février 1993, la publication de Dragon Ball fait entrer le Manga dans le marché de 

band dessiné de France. Après, la publication du manga se multiplie pendant les dizaines d’années suivantes 

et atteint le sommet vers 2008. Quadruplée entre 2001 et 2008, la vente de manga en France marque un recul 

de 15 % en volume entre 2008 et 2011. Le manga en France a connu des périodes comme le développement, 

la montée, la stagnation, et le déclin. L’évolution du marché du manga en France n’a rien de surprenant, et tient 

en grande partie à la spécificité du format éditorial qu’il a introduit, à savoir le format périodique.  

Le Manga a devenu aujourd’hui une culture populaire vraiment important, non seulement de la qualité du dessin, 

de l’histoire impressionnante, mais également il a fait son expansion dans d’autres domaines comme les jeux 

vidéo, la culture de Cosplay, les idoles virtuelles, les produits commerciaux, etc. Ces expansions s’agissant de 

presque tous les domaines de la vie ont devenu un nouveau moteur du développement du Manga. Tous les 

ans, Japan Expo, une grande exhibition dont le thème est la culture japonaise, se tient à Paris, attirant des 

milliers de visiteurs français et ceux de l’autres pays européens. Dans cette exposition, le manga contribue 

souvent à la moitié du volume de vente. 

  

COMMUNICATION INTERCULTURELLE ET PAYSAGE CULTUREL 

Dans l’étude du paysage culturel, la communication interculturelle est une méthodologie extrêmement 

importante. Elle aide à comprendre le concept du paysage culturel, ayant pour l’objectif de mieux gérer le 

paysage culturel d’une façon interculturelle, pluraliste et complète. De plus, dans la société moderne, la 

communication technique aide à l’interaction entre les pays et les cultures d’une façon rapide et facile. En 

profitant de la construction de la société informatique, toute humanité partage les informations et les 

technologies communicatives, ce qui facilite l’étude pour le paysage culturel. À travers cette communication 

interculturelle, des nouveaux regards se donnent vers la compréhension pour le paysage culturel.25  

Du point de vue occidentale, la définition du paysage culturel se limite en quelque part. Selon deux experts 

pionniers de mi vingtième siècle, J B Jackson and W G Hoskins, dans ses réfléchissements sur c’est quoi le 

paysage, ‘the old fashioned but surprisingly persistent definition of landscape : “A portion of the earth’s surface 

that can be comprehended at a glance.” ’il considère paysage comme ‘A rich and beautiful book [that] is always 

open before us. We have to learn to read it.’ Avec la progression de la recherche en la matière, le paysage est 

divisé en paysage culturel et paysage naturel. Car dans les idées occidentales, le peuple est totalement séparé 

du paysage et de la nature. La nature et la culture sont antithétiques. Au contraire, les Chinois pensent que le 

paysage culturel est problématique. En Asie, le peuple fait toujours une partie de la nature et du paysage ainsi 

que l’expérience du paysage du peuple fait aussi une partie du paysage. Comme la définition du paysage, ce 

n’est pas ce qu’on voit mais la façon de voir et comment on comprend. Donc, simplement, au point de vue 

orientale, tous les paysages sont paysage culturel, ce qui fait bouleverser le concept qui avait dominé en la 

matière avant. Ainsi dans certaines idées occidentales, comme celle de Tim Ingold,26 une autre différence 

concernant du paysage nous suscite de l’intérêt. Selon lui, du point de vue occidentale, paysage est plutôt 

considéré comme un objet qui a un privilège du processus, celui se cache derrière le paysage qu’on pourrait 

contempler. Au contraire, dans les cultures non-occidentales, ce qui compte plus, c’est le processus de former 

le paysage qui fait aussi partie du paysage. Une raison est qu’on croit le paysage comme un objet est court-

terme et facile à effacer mais le processus, par contre, possède un avantage de transmettre.  

De plus, une autre différence sur le paysage entre l’occident et l’orient, c’est la vision occidentale concentrant 

la réalité et celle orientale l’imagination. Dans la vue traditionnelle chinoise, particulièrement le paysage en 

                                                           
25 GUDAUSKAS Renaldas (2016). Science communication in the context of digital networks: developing the next generation of scientists. In Sustainability and sociocultural 

matrices transdisciplinary contributions for cultural integrated landscape management, publication of Apheleia p65-75 

 

26 INGOLD Tim (1993) The Temporality of the Landscape Source: World Archaeology, Vol. 25, No. 2, Conceptions of Time and Ancient Society, pp. 152-174 Published by: Taylor & 

Francis, Ltd. Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/124811 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/124811
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peinture, on croit que le paysage reproduit par les artistes est plus esthétique, que l’expression d’un côté spirituel 

est plus importante qui crée par l’émotion humaniste.27 En générale, la dimension intangible en Orient est plus 

importante dans la société qu’en Occident. 

Ces points de vue différents venant des cultures différentes soit orientaux, soit occidentaux rencontrent et 

échangent, grâce à l’aide de la communication interculturelle. On pourrait mieux comprendre le paysage culturel 

avec les visions différentes, ce qui complète notre connaissance, donne des réfléchissements et nous fait 

revisiter ce qu’on pense.   

 Du point de vue de l’histoire à long terme, en adoptant la méthode d’analogie, on comparait les régions 

culturelles différente du monde : le monde occidental, le monde islamique, le monde chinois pour analyser les 

tendances historiques et prévoir les avenirs. Parce que, en raison des trois forces qui forme le développement 

de la société : biologie, sociologie et géographie, les différentes régions du monde, dans leurs propres 

développements, disposent certainement des différences mais aussi des convergences, similarités. Cette 

méthode interculturelle nous permet de voir les tendances actuelles et plus important d’estimer où elles vont 

nous amener. 28 

 

CONCLUSION 

La communication entre les civilisations, entre les cultures, entre les philosophies fournit toujours à l’humanité 

une méthode comparative, progressive, autocritique pour toutes les connaissances science humaine et sociale, 

y compris certainement le paysage culturel. Dans l’histoire ou dans la société d’aujourd’hui, l’impact culturel de 

l’Asie de l’est exerce une influence importante sur l’Occident, soit les philosophies chinoises, soit la musique 

sud-coréenne, soit le manga japonais. Ce qui compte plus, c’est ce qu’on pourrait en retirer ainsi que comparer 

et combiner les idées. Mais l’objectif, au lieu de trouver la différence simplement, est plutôt comprendre la 

différence, réfléchir les raisons et unifier les pensées différentes afin d’avoir une connaissance précise et 

correcte de la relation homme-nature et les environnements autour de nous. Donc, dans cette essaie, nous 

avons analysé la communication entre l’orient et l’occident à travers des incidents historiques comme la route 

de la soie pour présenter un fait que la communication de deux civilisations a une longue histoire. En outre, on 

a analysé les tendances et les phénomènes culturelle dans la société européenne actuelle en prenant deux 

exemples représentatives, K-pop et Manga, pour donner un regard contemporain. Enfin, dans la dernière partie, 

on concentre à l’influence culturelle exercée par l’orient dans le domaine du paysage culturel, montrant 

l’importance de la communication interculturelle à améliorer, à compléter et à mieux comprendre la gestion du 

paysage. Nous vivons dans un monde abondant des ressources culturelles. On doit profiter de cette diversité 

culturelle qui peut nous fournir des pratiques innovatrices et utiles à traiter certains problèmes, particulièrement 

sur le paysage culturel et le patrimoine qui disposent d’un lien extrêmement strict avec la culture, la tradition et 

la façon d’apprécier.    
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International knowledge transfer: the case of Russian viticulture 

 

OLGA IAKHINA 

Abstract 

The first written records about viticulture in Russia date back to 17th century. It is important to note that on all 

stages of its development this practice was a product of “transplantation” and adaptation of technologies mainly 

by foreign specialists invited by tzars and entrepreneurs. 

Giving a historic outline of Russian winemaking (XVII-XXI) this article explores the history of Russian winemaking 

through the prism of knowledge transfer. 

Résumé 

Les premiers temoignages écrits de la viticulture en Russie datent du 17ème siècle. Il est à noter que sur toutes 

les étapes de son developpement cette pratique était le résultat de la «transplantation» et de l’adaptation de 

technologies principalement par les specialists étrangers invités par les tzars et entrepreneurs. 

Cet article donne un bref apercu de l’histoire de la viniculture russe en regardant I’aspect historique dans 

l’optique de transmission du savoir-faire. 

 

Keywords 

Viticulture–Knowledge Transfer–Foreign specialist–Private-public partnership 

 

Introduction 

Why Russia? This country frequently borrowed various practices from abroad, open for foreign innovations. Its 

position between East and West, Orient and Occident has been a positive and a negative factor in its growth, 

impeding clear self-identification, creating doubts as to where Russia belongs and what way it should follow. 

One of the most obvious signs of the readiness to accommodate foreign inventions is the number of loanwords 

in Russian language.  

Why viticulture? This ancient activity appears to be peculiar in the sense that it shapes cultural landscapes, 

considerably transforming the land and customs of the people cultivating the grapes: it needs to be tended to all 

year round, requiring complex methods of care and serious strategic thinking. In addition to this, harvesting the 

crops is far from being the last stage of creating the product, and the process of its preparation is sometimes 

unpredictable. On top of that, the product has a recreational and sometimes even a spiritual value (rather than 

simply sustaining life like food). All of it makes winemaking a curious example of an activity involving rather 

elaborate processes of exchanging experience. 

Where do both meet? Russia is not an obvious choice when it comes to growing vines, majority of its territory 

having unsuitable climate and soils. But at the same time it makes it a perfect ground for experimentation and 

adapting old techniques to a new environment. The main winemaking regions (Krasnodar region and Crimea) 

while having some similarities to the globally-known wine producers such as France and Italy, retain, 

nevertheless, their unique character and terroir. 

 

Methodology 

The author examined various historic summaries about viniculture, searched for the details relevant to the topic 

of knowledge transmission and verified dates in order to investigate what was the input of foreign specialists and 

foreign knowledge. 
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The historic records were obtained by search in archives in Russian, English, and French languages. Online 

resources were mostly used. 

Timeline and territorial limitations. Russia as a state has gone through multiple stages ( Kievan Rus – Muscovy 

Duchy – Russian Empire – USSR – Russian Federation). In this article the author considers "Russian 

winemaking" that occurred on the territories only at times when these territories were part of these different 

forms of state. This precision is important since: 

a) On the territory of Georgia (which during a certain period of time was part of Russian Empire and later, 

of the Soviet Union) there are traces of viticulture dating back to 6000 BC,  

b) On the territory of Krasnodar krai [region] (which was fully incorporated into Russian Empire only in the 

end of 18th century), there existed multiple Ancient Greek cities such as Phanagoria, Panticapaeum and 

Chersonesus (all part of the Bosporan Kingdom) and viticulture was actively practiced by Greek settlers in 5-4th 

centuries BC. 

 

Historic overview 

In this brief historic outline the main stages of Russian viticulture development are described with special 

attention given to the role of foreign specialists who contributed to this development. 

Wine has been known in Russia since very long ago. Since the adoption of orthodox religion in 988, wine, as an 

essential element of the Eucharist rite, became familiar to most socioeconomic groups in Kievan Rus'. However, 

production of wine on the territory of the duchy did not start until much later, in the beginning of 17th century, 

one of the key impetus being wars with neighbouring European countries and subsequent inability to import this 

crucial product for the church.  

The pioneer region in this process was the city of Astrakhan, located on the Volga River, about 100 km from the 

Caspian sea. Though it might seem an unlikely candidate for grape growing, there is evidence by a medieval 

Moroccan traveller, Ibn Battuta, that Mongols of the Golden Horde already practiced this activity in the 14th 

century in Sarai, the capital of their empire, which was located where Astrakhan nowadays is. 

The first written source mentioning the Rus' making wine is the 1636 book "Travels of the Ambassadors sent by 

Frederic, Duke of Holstein, to the Great Duke of Muscovy and the King of Persia" by a German geographer 

Adam Olearius (born Adam Ölschläger). He claimed that it was not many years since that the Inhabitants of 

Astrakhan had been cultivating grapes, the first vine stocks being brought by Persian merchants, which an old 

monk of a Convent planted in his Garden in the suburbs of the city. This monk was a former Austrian soldier, 

captured young by Turks, sold to Rus' and converted into Orthodox Christianity. Olearius wrote: «The Great 

Duke [Mikhail Feodorovich] hearing that it had taken with good success, and having tasted the Grape, sent order 

to the Monk, in the year 1613 to improve his stock, which he did, and that with such increase, that at the time of 

our being there, there was no house almost, but had its Arbours and Walks set about with Vines, to the so great 

advantage of the Planters, that the Master of the house where I lodged told me, the Vines he had about his 

house had yielded him a hundred thalers the year before. These Grapes, with some other Fruits, were either 

sent to the Great Duke, or sold to the Weywodes [governors] of the neighbouring provinces» (Olearius, 1656: 

127). He also mentioned that the tzar later invited the court winemaker and gardener of the duke of Gottorf-

Holstein, Jacob Bothmann from Schleswig who, for instance, replaced the mechanical water lifting devices set 

in motion by animal power by those using windmills. 

Alexei Mikhailovich in 1651 gave the order to develop viniculture in Terek river region and for winemakers to 

learn from German specialists (Complete Collection of Laws of Russian Empire 1648-1675). His son, Peter the 

Great, an innovator and admirer of all things European, after conquering Azov, gave a start to viticulture in the 

Don river region, which he hoped to turn into a likeness of the Rhine valley. He also ordered to improve Astrakhan 

viticulture by introducing Hungarian and Rhine grape varieties in addition to the existing Persian ones. With this 

intention, in 1717 the emperor sent a French winemaker Pierre Possiet de Roussier to Azov, and later to 
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Astrakhan, where he introduced new grape varieties and improved the taste of the product by blending 

techniques ( Ballas, 1895: 196) 

The development of the scientific basis of the winemaking did not start before the end of 18th century. The most 

important and systemic initiative consisted in creating the two very first winemaking schools in the country: 

• The first one, in Crimea, in the city of Sudak was run by Peter Simon Pallas – German biologist, professor 

or St. Petersburg Academy of Sciences since the beginning in 1804.The councilor of commerce Guillaume 

Rouvier organized the arrival of three French winemakers for the school, as well as winemakers and vine stocks 

from Malaga, Spain for his own domain. (Köppen, 1832: 48)Pallas was succeeded as the headmaster by M.S. 

Vorontsov, prince, namestnik [viceroy] of the region of Bessarabia, who put a lot of effort into the development 

of the Nikitskiy botanical garden (also in Crimea) as a centre of scientific viticulture research. 

• The second school, opened in Kizlyar in 1807, profited greatly from the experience of a cooper and two 

winemakers from Eltville am Rhein, and Biebrich, near Wiesbaden (Rhine region), who during their 10-year 

contract helped to increase both the vineyard territory and the yield, introducing such grape varieties as Riesling, 

Malvasia, Silvaner, Knipperlé, etc. (Ministry for Public Education, 1842: 159) This school in the Caucasus 

mountains was presided by Christian von Steven, Russian botanist of Swedish ancestry, who also briefly worked 

in the aforementioned Nikitskiy garden. 

Another prominent enthusiast who represents the process of international knowledge transfer is L.S. Golitsin, 

the Polish-born duke who gave an impetus to the creation of the Viticulture Committee which had the purpose 

of coordinating the biggest producers. He also organized the production of sparkling wines in the domains of 

Novyi Svet (Crimea) in 1878 and Abrau-Durso in 1894.This latter one was discovered by a Czech agronomist 

Bedřich (Feodor) Heyduk almost 30 years earlier in 1867 on Black Sea coast, near Novorossiisk. He found that 

its climatic conditions were very similar to those of the Champagne region in France. During the phylloxera crisis 

in Europe this outstanding researcher was sent to France, Italy, Spain, Germany and Austria-Hungary in order 

to study vine-harming pests and diseases and ways of tackling them. 

In 1914 there was 215 ha of vineyards in the country, total yearly wine production equaled 3 million hectoliters. 

But as a result of the First World War of 1914-1918, the October Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 and the 

subsequent Civil War until the 1922, the resource base of winemaking was cut down more than by a third, the 

production of vintage wines and champagne as well as cognacs was almost stopped.  

Even though by the year 1940 the vineyards were restored and even enlarged, during the Second World War 

almost a quarter of vineyards was destroyed and majority of what was left suffered serious damage, most 

winemaking domaines were destroyed. Wine production was only a third of the pre-war numbers. 

During the post-war period until 1985 viticulture was quickly developing as a part of larger agriculture five-year 

plans, which led to vineyard territory going up to 200 thousand ha. 

In 1985 as a result of an anti-alcohol campaign and a prohibition, a destruction of viticulture began: hectares of 

vineyards were cut down. The "transition" to a new economic system led to free mechanisms of determining the 

price of machinery, materials, a new scheme of taxation was introduced, which made Russian winemaking 

industry non-competitive. Budget allocated for viticulture was significantly reduced. During the period 1986-2000 

the area occupied by vineyards went down by 2,5 times, yearly wine production – by 4. 

As a logical consequence, Russia is one of the last countries in Europe according to the wine consumption per 

capita. Wine accounts only for 7-8% among other types of alcohol consumed by Russians.  Nevertheless, these 

latter years witnessed a growing interest of Russian consumers towards wine in contrast to other alcoholic 

beverages. 

It is equally important to mention that the latest events on the international political arena and the resulting refusal 

of Russia to import any food or beverages from European countries gave way to the so-called "phase-out of 

import" and stimulated Russian wine producers. (Breen, 2013) 
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Current stage 

There are multiple examples of big Russian wine manufacturers that employ world-famous consultants (mostly 

French). To name just a few: 

• Lefkadia – Patric Léon, actively using Georgian autochtone varieties. 

• Gai-Kodzor – Alain Dugas and Noel Rabot Chateau La Nerthe from the famous commune Châteauneuf-

du-Pape. 

• Chateau Tamagne – Jérôme Barret, specialising in sparkling wnes. 

• Abrau-Durso – Hervé Jestin, who introduces the biodynamic viticulture. 

 

An often-repeated recommendation of these foreign specialists is that Russia should follow the world-wide trend, 

which means, paradoxically, not being more similar to, for instance, France or Italy, but, on the contrary, being 

more different and unique. Simply put, local varieties and traditions should be preserved in harmony with latest 

advanced technologies so that the wine doesn't lose its individuality (Serdyuk, 2013). 

 

Conclusion 

Considering everything mentioned above, it is clear that there has always existed a massive predominance of 

knowledge import as opposed to knowledge export. 

Why are we so dependent on foreign specialists? There is a number of reasons that prevent a generetion-to-

generation knowledge transfer within the country and make Russian viticulture so unstable and incoherent in 

comparison to European countries that carefully preserve their traditions.  

Firstly, one of the factors is certainly geographical: distance between wine-making regions is too big to allow 

neighbouring populations to exchange their knowledge and by transferring it, preserve it.  

Secondly, since viticulture is to a certain degree elitist, plus know-hows tend to run in the families, or, more 

precisely, dynasties, an important factor impeding transmission of the successful viticultural practices was the 

revolution of 1917 since a lot of noble and wealthy families were banished or exterminated.  

In the soviet period, the biggest obstacle to the improvement of wine-making technology was inherent to the 

communist economic model: since all industries were state-owned, there was no competition, hence no stimuli 

to improve the quality - companies were basically monopolies. Another fundamental problem of soviet viticulture 

consisted in separation between grape-growing and wine production. 

To conclude, it is necessary to point out that the overcoming all of these negative effects of the past 

mismanagement of the viticulture should be based not only on catching up on the international practices and 

borrowing foreign experience, but also on researching the local long-forgotten traditions. 
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International knowledge transfer: the case of Russian viticulture 

 

OLGA IAKHINA 

Abstract 

The first written records about viticulture in Russia date back to 17th century. It is important to note that on all 

stages of its development this practice was a product of “transplantation” and adaptation of technologies mainly 

by foreign specialists invited by tzars and entrepreneurs. 

Giving a historic outline of Russian winemaking (XVII-XXI) this article explores the history of Russian winemaking 

through the prism of knowledge transfer. 

Résumé 

Les premiers temoignages écrits de la viticulture en Russie datent du 17ème siècle. Il est à noter que sur toutes 

les étapes de son developpement cette pratique était le résultat de la «transplantation» et de l’adaptation de 

technologies principalement par les specialists étrangers invités par les tzars et entrepreneurs. 

Cet article donne un bref apercu de l’histoire de la viniculture russe en regardant I’aspect historique dans 

l’optique de transmission du savoir-faire. 

 

Keywords 

Viticulture–Knowledge Transfer–Foreign specialist–Private-public partnership 

 

Introduction 

Why Russia? This country frequently borrowed various practices from abroad, open for foreign innovations. Its 

position between East and West, Orient and Occident has been a positive and a negative factor in its growth, 

impeding clear self-identification, creating doubts as to where Russia belongs and what way it should follow. 

One of the most obvious signs of the readiness to accommodate foreign inventions is the number of loanwords 

in Russian language.  

Why viticulture? This ancient activity appears to be peculiar in the sense that it shapes cultural landscapes, 

considerably transforming the land and customs of the people cultivating the grapes: it needs to be tended to all 

year round, requiring complex methods of care and serious strategic thinking. In addition to this, harvesting the 

crops is far from being the last stage of creating the product, and the process of its preparation is sometimes 

unpredictable. On top of that, the product has a recreational and sometimes even a spiritual value (rather than 

simply sustaining life like food). All of it makes winemaking a curious example of an activity involving rather 

elaborate processes of exchanging experience. 

Where do both meet? Russia is not an obvious choice when it comes to growing vines, majority of its territory 

having unsuitable climate and soils. But at the same time it makes it a perfect ground for experimentation and 

adapting old techniques to a new environment. The main winemaking regions (Krasnodar region and Crimea) 

while having some similarities to the globally-known wine producers such as France and Italy, retain, 

nevertheless, their unique character and terroir. 

 

Methodology 

The author examined various historic summaries about viniculture, searched for the details relevant to the topic 

of knowledge transmission and verified dates in order to investigate what was the input of foreign specialists and 

foreign knowledge. 
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The historic records were obtained by search in archives in Russian, English, and French languages. Online 

resources were mostly used. 

Timeline and territorial limitations. Russia as a state has gone through multiple stages ( Kievan Rus – Muscovy 

Duchy – Russian Empire – USSR – Russian Federation). In this article the author considers "Russian 

winemaking" that occurred on the territories only at times when these territories were part of these different 

forms of state. This precision is important since: 

c) On the territory of Georgia (which during a certain period of time was part of Russian Empire and later, 

of the Soviet Union) there are traces of viticulture dating back to 6000 BC,  

d) On the territory of Krasnodar krai [region] (which was fully incorporated into Russian Empire only in the 

end of 18th century), there existed multiple Ancient Greek cities such as Phanagoria, Panticapaeum and 

Chersonesus (all part of the Bosporan Kingdom) and viticulture was actively practiced by Greek settlers in 5-4th 

centuries BC. 

 

Historic overview 

In this brief historic outline the main stages of Russian viticulture development are described with special 

attention given to the role of foreign specialists who contributed to this development. 

Wine has been known in Russia since very long ago. Since the adoption of orthodox religion in 988, wine, as an 

essential element of the Eucharist rite, became familiar to most socioeconomic groups in Kievan Rus'. However, 

production of wine on the territory of the duchy did not start until much later, in the beginning of 17th century, 

one of the key impetus being wars with neighbouring European countries and subsequent inability to import this 

crucial product for the church.  

The pioneer region in this process was the city of Astrakhan, located on the Volga River, about 100 km from the 

Caspian sea. Though it might seem an unlikely candidate for grape growing, there is evidence by a medieval 

Moroccan traveller, Ibn Battuta, that Mongols of the Golden Horde already practiced this activity in the 14th 

century in Sarai, the capital of their empire, which was located where Astrakhan nowadays is. 

The first written source mentioning the Rus' making wine is the 1636 book "Travels of the Ambassadors sent by 

Frederic, Duke of Holstein, to the Great Duke of Muscovy and the King of Persia" by a German geographer 

Adam Olearius (born Adam Ölschläger). He claimed that it was not many years since that the Inhabitants of 

Astrakhan had been cultivating grapes, the first vine stocks being brought by Persian merchants, which an old 

monk of a Convent planted in his Garden in the suburbs of the city. This monk was a former Austrian soldier, 

captured young by Turks, sold to Rus' and converted into Orthodox Christianity. Olearius wrote: «The Great 

Duke [Mikhail Feodorovich] hearing that it had taken with good success, and having tasted the Grape, sent order 

to the Monk, in the year 1613 to improve his stock, which he did, and that with such increase, that at the time of 

our being there, there was no house almost, but had its Arbours and Walks set about with Vines, to the so great 

advantage of the Planters, that the Master of the house where I lodged told me, the Vines he had about his 

house had yielded him a hundred thalers the year before. These Grapes, with some other Fruits, were either 

sent to the Great Duke, or sold to the Weywodes [governors] of the neighbouring provinces» (Olearius, 1656: 

127). He also mentioned that the tzar later invited the court winemaker and gardener of the duke of Gottorf-

Holstein, Jacob Bothmann from Schleswig who, for instance, replaced the mechanical water lifting devices set 

in motion by animal power by those using windmills. 

Alexei Mikhailovich in 1651 gave the order to develop viniculture in Terek river region and for winemakers to 

learn from German specialists (Complete Collection of Laws of Russian Empire 1648-1675). His son, Peter the 

Great, an innovator and admirer of all things European, after conquering Azov, gave a start to viticulture in the 

Don river region, which he hoped to turn into a likeness of the Rhine valley. He also ordered to improve Astrakhan 

viticulture by introducing Hungarian and Rhine grape varieties in addition to the existing Persian ones. With this 

intention, in 1717 the emperor sent a French winemaker Pierre Possiet de Roussier to Azov, and later to 
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Astrakhan, where he introduced new grape varieties and improved the taste of the product by blending 

techniques ( Ballas, 1895: 196) 

The development of the scientific basis of the winemaking did not start before the end of 18th century. The most 

important and systemic initiative consisted in creating the two very first winemaking schools in the country: 

The first one, in Crimea, in the city of Sudak was run by Peter Simon Pallas – German biologist, professor or St. 

Petersburg Academy of Sciences since the beginning in 1804.The councilor of commerce Guillaume Rouvier 

organized the arrival of three French winemakers for the school, as well as winemakers and vine stocks from 

Malaga, Spain for his own domain. (Köppen, 1832: 48)Pallas was succeeded as the headmaster by M.S. 

Vorontsov, prince, namestnik [viceroy] of the region of Bessarabia, who put a lot of effort into the development 

of the Nikitskiy botanical garden (also in Crimea) as a centre of scientific viticulture research. 

The second school, opened in Kizlyar in 1807, profited greatly from the experience of a cooper and two 

winemakers from Eltville am Rhein, and Biebrich, near Wiesbaden (Rhine region), who during their 10-year 

contract helped to increase both the vineyard territory and the yield, introducing such grape varieties as Riesling, 

Malvasia, Silvaner, Knipperlé, etc. (Ministry for Public Education, 1842: 159) This school in the Caucasus 

mountains was presided by Christian von Steven, Russian botanist of Swedish ancestry, who also briefly worked 

in the aforementioned Nikitskiy garden. 

Another prominent enthusiast who represents the process of international knowledge transfer is L.S. Golitsin, 

the Polish-born duke who gave an impetus to the creation of the Viticulture Committee which had the purpose 

of coordinating the biggest producers. He also organized the production of sparkling wines in the domains of 

Novyi Svet (Crimea) in 1878 and Abrau-Durso in 1894.This latter one was discovered by a Czech agronomist 

Bedřich (Feodor) Heyduk almost 30 years earlier in 1867 on Black Sea coast, near Novorossiisk. He found that 

its climatic conditions were very similar to those of the Champagne region in France. During the phylloxera crisis 

in Europe this outstanding researcher was sent to France, Italy, Spain, Germany and Austria-Hungary in order 

to study vine-harming pests and diseases and ways of tackling them. 

In 1914 there was 215 ha of vineyards in the country, total yearly wine production equaled 3 million hectoliters. 

But as a result of the First World War of 1914-1918, the October Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 and the 

subsequent Civil War until the 1922, the resource base of winemaking was cut down more than by a third, the 

production of vintage wines and champagne as well as cognacs was almost stopped.  

Even though by the year 1940 the vineyards were restored and even enlarged, during the Second World War 

almost a quarter of vineyards was destroyed and majority of what was left suffered serious damage, most 

winemaking domaines were destroyed. Wine production was only a third of the pre-war numbers. 

During the post-war period until 1985 viticulture was quickly developing as a part of larger agriculture five-year 

plans, which led to vineyard territory going up to 200 thousand ha. 

In 1985 as a result of an anti-alcohol campaign and a prohibition, a destruction of viticulture began: hectares of 

vineyards were cut down. The "transition" to a new economic system led to free mechanisms of determining the 

price of machinery, materials, a new scheme of taxation was introduced, which made Russian winemaking 

industry non-competitive. Budget allocated for viticulture was significantly reduced. During the period 1986-2000 

the area occupied by vineyards went down by 2,5 times, yearly wine production – by 4. 

As a logical consequence, Russia is one of the last countries in Europe according to the wine consumption per 

capita. Wine accounts only for 7-8% among other types of alcohol consumed by Russians.  Nevertheless, these 

latter years witnessed a growing interest of Russian consumers towards wine in contrast to other alcoholic 

beverages. 

It is equally important to mention that the latest events on the international political arena and the resulting refusal 

of Russia to import any food or beverages from European countries gave way to the so-called "phase-out of 

import" and stimulated Russian wine producers. (Breen, 2013) 
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Current stage 

There are multiple examples of big Russian wine manufacturers that employ world-famous consultants (mostly 

French). To name just a few: 

• Lefkadia – Patric Léon, actively using Georgian autochtone varieties. 

• Gai-Kodzor – Alain Dugas and Noel Rabot Chateau La Nerthe from the famous commune Châteauneuf-

du-Pape. 

• Chateau Tamagne – Jérôme Barret, specialising in sparkling wnes. 

• Abrau-Durso – Hervé Jestin, who introduces the biodynamic viticulture. 

 

An often-repeated recommendation of these foreign specialists is that Russia should follow the world-wide trend, 

which means, paradoxically, not being more similar to, for instance, France or Italy, but, on the contrary, being 

more different and unique. Simply put, local varieties and traditions should be preserved in harmony with latest 

advanced technologies so that the wine doesn't lose its individuality (Serdyuk, 2013). 

 

Conclusion 

Considering everything mentioned above, it is clear that there has always existed a massive predominance of 

knowledge import as opposed to knowledge export. 

Why are we so dependent on foreign specialists? There is a number of reasons that prevent a generetion-to-

generation knowledge transfer within the country and make Russian viticulture so unstable and incoherent in 

comparison to European countries that carefully preserve their traditions.  

Firstly, one of the factors is certainly geographical: distance between wine-making regions is too big to allow 

neighbouring populations to exchange their knowledge and by transferring it, preserve it.  

Secondly, since viticulture is to a certain degree elitist, plus know-hows tend to run in the families, or, more 

precisely, dynasties, an important factor impeding transmission of the successful viticultural practices was the 

revolution of 1917 since a lot of noble and wealthy families were banished or exterminated.  

In the soviet period, the biggest obstacle to the improvement of wine-making technology was inherent to the 

communist economic model: since all industries were state-owned, there was no competition, hence no stimuli 

to improve the quality - companies were basically monopolies. Another fundamental problem of soviet viticulture 

consisted in separation between grape-growing and wine production. 

To conclude, it is necessary to point out that the overcoming all of these negative effects of the past 

mismanagement of the viticulture should be based not only on catching up on the international practices and 

borrowing foreign experience, but also on researching the local long-forgotten traditions. 
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Damaged-cultural landscapes by new-cultural landscapes. 

Transmission of knowledge of three underwater bridges in Tagus river. 
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ABSTRACT  

The increasing significance of knowledge in our societies has generated a desire of control and efficiency in 

transmission of knowledge processes. The aim of this research is to reevaluate the management and the value 

of ancient bridges over the Tagus River, which formed part of cultural landscapes, through tourist strategies. 

Due to the building of Alcantara’s Dam (Caceres, Extremadura), the development of these bridges would be 

modifying in different ways.  

KEYWORDS 

Transmission of Knowledge, Touristic management, underwater bridges, Tagus River, cultural landscapes, 

Caceres. 

  

RESUMEN 

La creciente importancia del conocimiento en nuestras sociedades ha generado un deseo de control y eficiencia 

en los procesos de transmisión del conocimiento. El objetivo de esta investigación es revaluar la gestión y el 

valor de antiguos puentes sobre el río Tajo, los cuales formaron parte de paisajes culturales, a través de 

estrategias turísticas. A partir de la construcción de la Presa de Alcántara (Cáceres, Extremadura), el desarrollo 

de estos puentes se vería modificado de diferentes formas. 

PALABRAS CLAVE 

Transmisión del conocimiento, Gestión turística, puentes sumergidos, Río Tajo, paisajes culturales, Cáceres. 

 

 

INTRODUCTION 

From 1960, several dams have been built along the Tagus River. Because of that, too evidences were swamped 

aside from bridges, from previous time. The aim of this report is to manage and to value with tourist strategies, 

three bridges which were part of cultural landscapes in former times around Tagus Rives and, nowadays they 

have been modified by new cultural landscapes. Every bridge has to be studied to a different way, one of them 

is kept in-situ, another had disappeared, and the last one has been moved. 

Tagus River breaks up Caceres’s territory into two. A lot of bridges for pedestrians, vehicles and for the use of 

the railroad were built to communicate both places. The roman bridge of Alconetar, the railroad bridge built by 

Gustave Eiffel in Garrovillas de Alconetar or Cardenal’s bridge are examples of these structures. Piecemeal, 

cultural landscaped were being built around these sites, where architecture and nature mixed creating a socio-

political environment because of the different dealings that were carried out there. 

The first bridge is from Roman times (image 1); it was built to give continuity to “Vía de la Plata” in the century II 

(Fernández, 1980). It measured 250 meters and it consisted of 15 half-point-recessed arches. Their gears had 

too preciseness as well as the uniformity in their ashlars. In 1969, this bridge was moved to the kilometer 515 of 

the road 630 to be saved of a safe flood in Dam of Alcantara. 
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Image 1. Roman bridge of Alconétar. Current location. Source : http://aliso.pntic.mec.es/ 

 

The railroad bridge was built by Gustave Eiffel in the century XIX (image 2); it is located also in Alconetar’s 

crossing. This bridge was formed by a metal section of 368 meter, adjoining beams which formed up eight 

lengths that are supported on seven mainstays and two outer buttresses. This bridge was studied to enable the 

passage of people, mounts and cattle but it was not realized (Villalón, 2013; Lozano and Plasencia, 1986; 

Lemoine 2002). Finally, in 1933, due to the building of a substitute bridge, its metal was disassembled and, only 

the pillars remained in that place (Lemoine, 1986).  

 

 

 

The last bridge is known as “Bridge of the Cardinal” (image 3) and it is located in the confluence of Tagus River 

and Tietar River, in the National Park of Monfragüe. The function of this bride was to communicate the cities of 

Trujillo and Plasencia. Because of different rebuilding’s, the bridge will change its structure of century XV. It 

consists of five round arches; their cutwaters were reduced for making four portholes. Finally, a cornice was 

added to the ledges (González, 2013). In its historical baggage, this bridge has been affected during 

Independence War, several wars against Portugal furthermore of fierce terms (Ponz, 1778; Machimbarrena, 

1926; Cadiñanos, 2003).  Attached to it, a house, where the person responsible for collecting rights to cross for 

it lived, was built. The Cardinal Bridge can be visited nowadays, when the water level pretty decreases, it states 

of conservation is right except the cornice that is demolished on its pavement.  

 

 

Image 2. Railroad’s Bridge. Source: “Proyecto de Puente de Hierro para el paso 
del Río Tajo en Alconétar. In: Archivo de la Unidad de Carreteras de Cáceres. 

Demarcación de Carreteras de Extremadura 

http://aliso.pntic.mec.es/
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Image 3. Cardinal’s Bridge. Source : José María Jiménez Barco. In: http://lascarreterasdeextremadura.blogspot.com.es/ 

 

1. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

For the election of these three bridges, firstly the location was taken into account: all of them were bridges over 

the Tagus River and later, they were flooded in the Dam of Alcantara (Caceres). Besides, the situation in which 

they find at the present time has been overriding: the Roman bridge of Alconetar was moved, the medieval 

bridge of the Cardinal is in-situ and the railroad bridge, built by Eiffel, was disassembled. 

For its study, a review of their bibliography was carried out. These bridges were studies previously to the building 

of the dam and, in the last years, there has been a growing interest in its revaluation, conservation and 

revaluation of this heritage affected by the water. 

Furthermore, their building processes and their reconstructions were analyzed in Historical File of Iberdrola 

“Salto de Alcántara”, in File and Library of Diputación de Caceres and, in File of unit of Spanish highways where 

building blueprints were extracted.   

Finally, to know more about the primitive orography, a lot of web sources were visited where several photos 

were pulled out, of this way the researchers could bring original emplacement closer. The web source 

“Alkonetara” offered desired result about Alconetar. Nowadays, the Bridge of Cardinal can be visited and 

photographed in years of drought or when the water height decreases drastically, as it has been said; it is the 

unique underwater bridge of these three. To appoint that the Railroad Bridge was not dismounted as a 

consequence of the building Alcantara’s dam, but it must be studies because of its importance and it played an 

important role in ford of Alconetar. 

 

2. KEY ACTIONS  

“Diffusion is one of the three pillars in which it backs up heritage management and its mission is to lay down the 

necessary link between Heritage and Society” (Martín, 2007) 

http://lascarreterasdeextremadura.blogspot.com.es/
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Image 4. Dynamic of inherited affairs. Source: Martín, 2007. 

 

In this diagram, diffusion offers a double aspect: on the one hand, to give accessibility to the use and enjoyment 

of the heritage and society and on the other hand, such as activity of transmission of knowledge whose main 

aim is to make aware to the society of three concepts: fragility, belongings and durability. 

 

2.1 MUSEOLOGY IN-SITU. THE CASE OF FORD OF ALCONETAR AND THE BRIDE OF THE CARDINAL 

The museology and interpretation are disciplines that show the heritage in public, either in it actual emplacement, 

or out of its context. (Op. Cit. Martín, 2007). In the case of archaeological sites and of historical properties, to 

musealize is to make these places accessible, to turning into them in a stable exhibition, such as it was a 

museum. (Lasheras and Hernández, 2004) 

Following the steps of some authors (Layuno, 2007; Fuentes and García, 1996), to musealize in situ it has to: 

 

I. To adapt the visit with interpretative sign posts. 

Firstly, depending on the economical resources, it is necessary to express on explanatory panels: 

- Location  

- Graphical presentation about how this cultural landscapes were after and before of their flooding (images 

5, 6, 7, and 8) 

- In-depth information of these bridges: historical context, building process, artistic description, 

rebuildings… 

Due to delimitation of the area, if extra information would be added, “Qr codes”, could be included, considering 

that they have a capacity for 7,089 numbers; 4,289 numbers and letters and 2,953 bytes of 8 bits (Gómez, 2010) 

or the implantation of “Ibeacons Apple Inc.”, this technology connects a Smartphone or tablet to a beacon to 

transmit information (Iscar, 2016). 
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Image 5. Ford of Alconetar. Source: http://lascarreterasdeextremadura.blogspot.com.es/ 

 

 

 

Image 6. Ford of Alconetar nowadays. Source: Own image 
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Image 7. Bridge of Cardinal. Source: http://lascarreterasdeextremadura.blogspot.com.es/ 

 

 

 

Image 8: Bridge of Cardinal nowadays. Source: Own image and http://edugasteiz.blogspot.cm.es 

 

II. To complement the visit through of a permanent exhibition that explains and shows the research 

works, the rebuilding process, or any discourses well connected with their patrimonial surroundings. 

It could show more extra information about their aesthetic alterations. The Roman and the medieval bridges 

suffered rebuilding’s, due to the demolition of some arches. The bridge of the railroad did not suffer any 

http://lascarreterasdeextremadura.blogspot.com.es/
http://edugasteiz.blogspot.cm.es/
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rebuilding, but somebody tried to modify its primary structure by a footbridge for people, carriages and mounts. 

For it, G. Eiffel was in charge to carries out the planes for clearing up how the works had to carry through. 

The bridge of Alconetar remained intact until 1230, when the Muslim people destroyed it such as defesca 

because of they were thrown out of Galisteo by Alfonso IX (Madoz, 1845-1850). In 1340, it was cut off again 

and later, some authors believe that it was knocked down by some swelling (Paredes, 1897). Around 1770, 

there was a new attempt of rebuilding. Between documents of Army, a report signed by Joseph Garzia Galiano 

(image 9) appeared.  

  

 

Image 9. “Front, lateral and top view of the bridge called of Alconetar over Tagus River and Monte River” around 1770. 

Source: Geographical Service of Army. Ref. nº 67 

 

In 1797, Fernando Rodríguez carried out another attempt of rebuilding. 

 

 

Image 10. Attempt of rebuilding by Fernando Rodriguez in 1797. Source : 

http://www.wikiwand.com/es/Puente_de_Alconetar 

 

The Bridge of Cardinal suffered also demolitions in its arches caused by wars and flouts. In 1739, two architects 

made an assessment of the bridge. Ignacio Lordele, one of them, made a trustworthy graphical document of this 

period (image 11) and he say that in the bridge only felt short of 14 stones on its central arch and some stone 

slab. Any rebuilding was realized until 1855. In 1808, the Prieto General ordered to destroy the central arch of 

the bridge, to become stumbling blocks to the advancement of the French troops. 

 

http://www.wikiwand.com/es/Puente_de_Alconetar
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Image 11. Bridge of Cardinal in 1739 for Ignacio Lordele. Source: Moráis, 2013. 

 

In 1854, this bridge was accessible thanks to some planks but it was pretty dangerous. Until 1855 a new wood 

rebuilding. The final result is known thanks to a print posted by Machimbarrena (Machimbarrena, 1926) (image 

12). This rebuilding lasts only four year due to bullocks passed by them. Finally, in 1860, the Engineer Sanguino 

Cobo carried out its last rebuilding and, he believed that the best solution was to reduce the cutwaters and open 

four portholes such as spillways, the central arch ceased to be a pointed arch and it added it a cornice in the 

parapets formed by big stone slabs. 

 

 

Image 12. Bridge of Cardinal in 1856. Source: Machimbarrena, 1926. 

 

The bridge commissioned to Company of Eiffel was built in 1880 and it was inaugurated on 1881 the 8th of 

October by the kings Alfonso XII of Spain and Luis of Portugal. While, there was a need to enable the bridge 

with a footbridge for people, carriages and mounts. Once the Plan was passed by provincial council and other 

competent authorities, Segismundo Moret received an unfinished construction project (image 13), following 

several conversations with G. Eiffel, but enough to begin preparing it. 

The plan was received in Caceres, but anybody knows is these steps toke place because the documentation 

found, it finishes on 8th of April on 1882 with a writing where it can read that some motives made the non-approval 

because “there was some scientific approval showing that the bridge could suffer serious consequences with 

the construction works” 

Finally, in 1933, the metal portions were disassembled, keeping there, only the pilasters. 
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Image 13. Blueprint to the awarding of a footbridge in the Bridge of Tagus. Author: G. Eiffel. Source: Archive and library of 

Diputacion de Caceres 

 

Furthermore, of these bridges, around them, different building were making there. Due to the number of buildings 

and the artistic diversity and architectural of them, it would make up too important cultural landscapes through 

time. 

In the ford of Alconetar, a group of dolmens were discovered in the century XIX which have helped to explain 

the megalithic age in Extremadura (Guerra, 1883; Paredes, 1909; Mélida, 1920; Leisner, 1956; Plasencia, 2012; 

Cerrillo 2003…), besides it arose the roman city of Turmulus such as stopping and rest area in the “Vía de la 

Plata” (Majada, 2011; Benavides, 1964; Molano, 1997; Roldán, 1971; Viú, 1852; Sanguino, 1906); The Garro 

Bridge was built in the mouth of Almonte River (Acero, 2003; Villalón, 1989; Fernández, 1980), later a Visigoth 

basilica was discovered between the Roman bridge and the bridge of highway 630 (Caballero and Arribas, 

1970), Arabian people built the Castle of “Floripes” to monitor who crossed the Roman Bridge of Alconetar 

(Muñoz, 1961, Hurtado, 1927; De Sande, 1947; Sanchez, 1957; Velo, 1968), finally the bridge to destinate in 

cars of the highway 630 (File and Historical Library of Iberdrola, 1956; Ribera, 1929), and another concrete 

bridge which would replace to the bridge of G. Eiffel (Del Pino, 1933). 

Around bridge of Cardinal, the archaeological and heritage remains are scarce, except for a house built next to 

the bridge which would therefore be property of the tenant while the contract would be in force. 

 

III. MUSEOLOGY, IT CAN INCORPORATE A MUSEUM OR INTERPRETATION CENTRE.  

Archaeological research offers to contemporary society, an integrated insight into past landscapes and their 

human dynamics, contributing to disseminate awareness of adaptation mechanisms and of the need to value all 

levels of information. (Oosterbeek, 2011)  

 On earlier studies, (Plasencia, 2012), three touristic spaces were suggested around Alconetar’s landscape. One 

of them was an engineering museum built to understand all the engineering elements. In this point, all information 

mentioned before could be embodied on informative panels, in addition to expanding touristic routes and to 

provide of territorial milestones.   

As a proposed in this study, for understanding more about this cultural landscape and to improve to the museum 

or interpretation center a better significance, furthermore various explanatory panels, next initiatives could be 

carried out. 

- Counting on a museum, the more relevant information of the explanatory panels could be available in 

Braille 
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- Small model making of every element could be drawn up. Thus two things would be achieved: on the 

one hand some of the submerged remains definitively, people could observe how they were and, on the other 

hand, these small structures would be tangibles for blind people. 

- Making a documentary where observe the evolution on the ford of Alconetar, from the first settlers to the 

buildings of the last bridges. Of this way, people could see how the landscapes have been modified. With this 

initiative should lead to a collective with hearing problems. 

- Besides, every archaeological remains discovered in this area and located in other museum could be 

assembled for the exposition together there, such us sword of Alconetar (image 14), nowadays located in 

National Archaeological Museum, in Madrid or the primitive idol of Guadancil (image 15) located in Provincial 

Museum of Caceres. Faced with the impossibility to return these elements where were discovered, a real-size 

replicas could be made. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 In the area of Bridge of Cardinal, enough remains do not exist to realize an interpretation center. This 

study recommends including in one of the interpretation centre located in Villarreal de San Carlos, next to the 

bridge, a special section for knowing more about it. 

 Furthermore, adding to the explanatory panels all historical-artistic information written and Braille, it could 

realize a documentary film and such as an innovative aspect to promote “The legend” that exist about the building 

of the bridge. 

 In this sense, small festivals or theatre acting could be interpreted in the vicinity of the bridge: it would 

represent how the Cardinal ordered to build the monument where he looked forward, how he bought off throwing 

golden coins to the river.  Another scene could be acting about all historical process, since the Prieto General 

instructed to pull down the main arch when Napoleonic troops wanted to save the river for there, until it last 

rebuilding. 

3. CONCLUSION   

Both cultural landscapes have been studied taking three affected bridges such as central point. The touristic 

strategies projected nowadays are minimums, existing only an explanatory panel in the Bridge of the Cardinal, 

the ford of Alconetar does have anything. 

Image 14. Sword of Alconetar. Source: 

www.celtiberia.net 
Image 15. Idol of Guadancil. Source: 

http://www.wikiwand.com 

http://www.celtiberia.net/
http://www.wikiwand.com/
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Advising that the last data provided from Observatory of Tourism in Extremadura, a 46.4% of the motivation of 

tourist is to know the historical-artistic heritage and a 28.3% is to know a natural landscape. The need to promote 

these underwater cultural landscapes is more necessary than ever. 

To implant explanatory panels with technological proposals of “Qr codes” and “Ibeacons” would involve a 

technological progress which helps to get the attention of a high number of people with disabilities collectives. 

The possible creation of museums or interpretation centers, with visual support, it would assume a better and a 

larger version of the heritage to the tourist in spite of their non-vision but they are parts of the history and 

idiosyncrasy of these landscapes of Extremadura. Besides, with the layout creation and material showroom, 

Extremadura could offer “Tourism of senses”  
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The Silver Way in Extremadura: A Powerful Tool for Education, 

Professional Training and Communication. 

 

LOURDES ROMÁN ARAGÓN 

 

Abstract 

Extremadura Silver Way (Vía de la Plata) can be used as an educational tool in order to combine exploring 

different historical periods and enjoying nature in the dehesa, a perfect example of sustainable man-made 

grazing land wooded with sparse holm oaks and cork trees.  

Projects Alba Plata I & II entailed more than 40 fruitful initiatives along the 185-mile Extremadura stretch of this 

Roman Empire main road. Nonprofit Alba Plata in Equal trained dozens of female workers to manage the new 

pilgrim hostels and museums. 

Unfortunately, the Vía de la Plata is little known and its resources remain underexploited. 

This paper aims to contribute a modern educational model, by providing some tools and resources to take 

advantage of our cultural heritage for educational purposes, as well as to develop effective communication 

strategies to increase awareness of this important route –in collaboration with surrounding Spanish regions and 

Portugal. 

The ancestral Vía de la Plata brings together an authentic historical, environmental and cultural heritage of 

unquestionable unitary coherence, unparalleled throughout Europe. Almagro-Gorbea, M., (2008). 

 

 

Keywords 

local development, open museum, strategic planning, catalyst, sustainability, educational value. 

 

 

 

The Starting Point  

During the period of Roman rule, the Silver Way (Vía de la Plata) became the western road corridor of the Iberian 

Peninsula. It appears in the Antonine Itinerary, which dates back to the third century AD and registers the stations 

and distances along various roads, mentioned as an important communication axis between Emerita Augusta 

(present-day Mérida), capital of Lusitania, and Asturica Augusta (present-day Astorga).  

After Roman times, when it proved essential to pacifying the last rebel strongholds and consolidating imperial 

rule, this route continued to be used through the Middle and Modern Ages. Both as a road and as a livestock 

trail, the stone-paved road (Via Delapidata) has been a major factor contributing to sustainable development in 

Extremadura by helping preserve the dehesa, a perfect example of sustainable man-made grazing land wooded 

with sparse holm oaks and cork trees; a whole ecosystem combining grazing and farming activities. 

It became obvious that it took coherent policies, joint courses of action and a common strategic line to deal with 

such an essential part of Extremadura’s cultural heritage. And the 300 km of La Vía in Extremadura act as a 

backbone that supports the whole intervention programme.  
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That is the main reason why the Alba Plata Project came about, co-financed by the European Investment Bank 

and the Extremaduran Regional Government (Junta de Extremadura).  As a result, several interventions at 

regional level took place, and another 34 were performed in towns and villages or at places where the remains 

are unique.  

 

Image 1. Port of Bejar, The Silver Way 

http// www.rodadas.net/foro/topic/viadelaplata 

 

The Fundamental Change 

The Alba Plata Project intervened to restore monuments, archaeological sites and some other tangible or 

intangible items of cultural value throughout history: Iron Age, Romans, Visigoths, Middle Ages, the 

Renaissance… up to industrial archaeology. Ruiz Mateos A., (1998)  

 

I. Interventions at Regional Level: 
 

1. Rehabilitation of La Vía de la Plata.  

It involved reconditioning, arranging, signposting and protecting the environmental and territorial integrity of the 

Roman causeway Vía de la Plata in Extremadura and surrounding communities: 

Territorial arrangement of the layout of La Vía and surrounding areas, securing a higher level of protection of 

the cultural heritage; clearing, excavation, consolidation and interpretation of the causeway; reconditioning the 

causeway and surrounding areas to make it more accessible, including rest areas. Improving the environment 

and the infrastructures that support the layout of the road; designing all signposting: layout of the road, cultural 

heritage, natural environment. As well as all other supporting items; legal treatment and administrative 

processing of all issues regarding the preservation and accessibility of the causeway and the private properties 

it crosses; resource management, tourist exploitation and promotion of the route and surrounding areas. 

 

2. Full Survey of Bridges.  

It was the result of a co-operation agreement signed by the Culture Council (Consejería de Cultura) and the 

Public Works Research Centre (CEDEX). It focused on producing a complete report that would enable future 

interventions for restoration, reconditioning or consolidation of any of the bridges. 

http://www.rodadas.net/foro/topic/viadelaplata
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Image 2. Roman city Cáparra. 

http://turismoextremadura.com/viajar/shared/galerias/rrtt/monumentos/monumento_00027/img/ 

 

II.  Local Interventions: 

 

1. Cultural Heritage. 

They focused on the rehabilitation of endangered tangible items of cultural value, in order to prevent further 

deterioration: St Anthony’s Hermitage. Villar de Plasencia, Cáceres; Montemolín (Badajoz). excavation, 

consolidation and rehabilitation of the fortress; construction of public parking areas. Guadalupe (Cáceres); 

rehabilitation of the sentry walk. Consolidation of the town wall and of the Mudejar-style apse of Nuestra Señora 

de la Asunción Church. Galisteo (Cáceres); consolidation and rehabilitation of the castle. Mirabel (Cáceres); 

consolidation and rehabilitation of the castle. Marmionda de Portezuelo (Cáceres); excavation and consolidation 

of Los Términos, a Roman vila in Monroy (Cáceres); cultural Space in Convento de San Francisco. Arroyo de 

la Luz (Cáceres); study, photogrammetry and consolidation of the aqueduct de los Milagros. Mérida (Badajoz); 

excavation, consolidation and rehabilitation of the archaeological site Oppidum republicano de Hornachuelos. 

Ribera del Fresno (Badajoz); consolidation and rehabilitation of the castle. Medina de las Torres (Badajoz); 

excavation, consolidation and rehabilitation of the pre-Roman fort Castro Los Castillejos II. Fuente de Cantos 

(Badajoz). 

 
Image 3 Castle Medina de la Torres. Via de la Plata. 

Source: Project manager Alba Plata at EQUAL 

 

2. Interpretation Centres.  

 

Monesterio (Badajoz). Rehabilitation of the old-school building to house the Centro de Interpretación General 

de la Vía de la Plata; Pintor Francisco de Zurbarán, in San Diego de Franciscanos Descalzos Church. Fuente 

de Cantos (Badajoz); la Arquitectura Popular en Extremadura. The building of Santa María de la Encina Church 

was rehabilitated to that purpose. Burguillos del Cerro (Badajoz); los Cascos Históricos de Extremadura, in the 

infirmary chapel of San Benito Franciscan convent. Zafra (Badajoz); excavation, consolidation and rehabilitation 

of the Roman Circus. Mérida (Badajoz). Construction of a newly-designed, annexed Interpretation Centre; 

Morerías. Mérida (Badajoz). It is located in the hub of the region; Poblado Minero de Aldea Moret (Cáceres), 

located in an old mining facility; Campamento Romano de Cáceres el Viejo, located in an old farmhouse 

rehabilitated to that purpose; Ciudad Medieval de Plasencia (Cáceres). It entailed the restoration of a wall tower 

(la Torre Lucia) and rehabilitating it partially to hold the centre; Ferrocarril en Extremadura, Hervás (Cáceres). 

Located in what once was the travellers’ building of the railway station; Ciudad Romana de Cáparra., (Cerrillo 

http://turismoextremadura.com/viajar/shared/galerias/rrtt/monumentos/monumento_00027/img/
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Martín de Cáceres, E., 2000) Excavation, consolidation and rehabilitation of the archaeological site. Construction 

of a newly-designed building to house the Interpretation Centre. The Tetrapylon Arch became the Project’s logo; 

Baños de Montemayor (Cáceres). Rehabilitation of a traditional house to become the Centro de Interpretación 

de la Vía de la Plata. 

 

3. Hostels 

 

According to Extremaduran legislation, tourist hostels are businesses that regularly and professionally provide 

lodging services, in collective dormitories preferably, with or without complementary services. They also 

encourage sporting, recreational, environmental, leisure and cultural activities. 

This kind of lodging business consolidated as the reference for all the hostels taking part in the project and, 

although their buildings may be quite different, they share the same criteria regarding quality and service 

standards.  

They are located in Baños de Montemayor, Hervás, Oliva de Plasencia, Garrovillas de Alconeta in province of 

Cáceres and Torremejía, Villafranca de los Barros, Zafra, Puebla de Sancho Pérez y Fuente de Cantos in 

province of Badajoz.  

Both the Culture and Economy Councils intervened in the implementation of the Alba Plata Project.  

Once the Project was approved by the European Investment Bank authorities, the Alba Plata Management 

Office was created and new personnel were hired: tourism managers, cultural heritage experts (archaeologists 

and art historians) and economists and lawyers. 

 

Alba Plata and Employment  

In addition to such direct jobs, many businesses took part in the regional and local Alba Plata projects, thus 

creating indirect jobs to perform the different interventions: construction and rehabilitation, musealisation…. 

Montalvo Frías, A, (2005) 

During the first phase of the Project, more than nine hundred jobs were created, and further jobs were expected 

depending on the development of the different interventions. 

 

Project Continuity 

Broadly speaking, the Alba Plata Project had a positive outcome, considering the fact that it was an initial boost 

that should be pursued further. 

That commitment brought about Alba Plata II. It was also funded by the European Investment Bank, but the 

figures were significantly lower.  

We are all aware of the need to keep intervening in La Vía de la Plata, since a project strategy takes continuity 

in order to create new opportunities of employment. 

 

 

Current State of Affairs 

There are many ways to exploit the 185-mile Extremaduran stretch of the Vía de la Plata quite profitably. 

Nonprofit Alba Plata en Equal, applying a gender-based perspective, trained dozens of female workers to 

manage the new hostels, interpretation centres and museums. But, when the Programme ended, there were no 

further attempts.  
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First of all, if we want to increase profitability, we must promote our product more efficiently, especially outside 

Extremadura.  

At present, the Roman causeway Vía de la Plata needs, broadly speaking, some improvements to make it more 

accessible: opening new stretches, limiting access in some cases, clearing some areas and building some small 

bridges on small creeks that occasionally flood the way. Signposting also needs maintenance and 

enhancements. Some hostels remain closed and they must be reopened as soon as possible. Private hotels 

and guest houses also need support.  

In parallel to these proposals, it is necessary to carry out a diagnosis of the cultural resources of La Vía de la 

Plata to gain public recognition of their great value, as well as the analysis of their social uses; in other words, 

to ensure their proper restoration and preservation, documentation, research and promotion.  

More than ever, we must underline the importance of continuity in the investment effort. It is the only way we 

can guarantee that we will be included in the Council of Europe's 'European Cultural Routes'; not in vain, when 

this way of ours reaches Astorga, it joins the rest of historical ways leading to Compostela. 

Teaching Approach and Materials 

This project is based on three pillars: Gathering and studying the existent information sources; visiting and 

describing the net of archaeological sites, interpretation centres and hostels which resulted from the two Alba 

Plata projects. Such description will enable proper assessment of their current state; Promotion. It is essential 

to gain public awareness and recognition of its great value. We intend to contribute some new strategies to 

improve the management of all the resources and a plan for a promotion campaign. 

The research literature on La Vía de la Plata as a whole is scarce. Special mention should be made of the books 

by Roldán Hervás (1971) and Griñó Frontera (1997); and of two collective volumes published in 2005 and 2008.  

This meagre catalogue can be complemented with the travelling exhibition La Vía de la Plata. Una calzada y 

mil caminos (“One causeway and a thousand paths”), organized by the Ministry of Culture through the Sociedad 

Estatal de Conmemoraciones Culturales. It focuses on La Vía itself, also paying special attention to many of the 

main cross-cutting Roman ways of the western Iberian Peninsula. 

There is an extensive bibliography on Mérida and Cáceres, the two most important cities that La Vía goes 

through. 

We must overcome the concept of a museum as an enclosed space if we really want to gain public awareness 

and recognition of its great value. We should move towards a more dynamic model that displays the cultural 

resources as an integral part of the landscape. It must, of course, show the original historical testimonies, 

whether tangible or intangible, as well as the existing buildings and remains. Troitiño, (1998). In other words, the 

“places of memory”… the human intervention on the environment… the cultural landscape. 

J. A. García Fraile (2008) concludes –and we could not agree more– that education is the main instrument for 

social mobility and socialization, i.e. it contributes to individual social promotion, thus helping to achieve a 

genuine democratisation of society.  

As for the materials employed, we have drawn from both primary sources (original objects, literature and music 

of the different historical periods) and more modern items, such as flashcards, games and quizzes or puppet 

shows… And, of course, all sorts of IT materials: three-dimensional videos, Websites, Android and iOS Apps, 

as well as databases containing information on cultural resources, whether tangible or intangible: traditions, 

tales, popular festivals and customs. In a nutshell, amusing experiences that tell fascinating stories and 

adventures. Another innovative didactic resource is merchandising, which has been successfully used by the 

Didactic Department of the London Museum. 
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The Silver Way in Extremadura: A Powerful Tool for Education, 

Professional Training and Communication 

 

La Vía de la Plata stands as an essential element for sustainable development. As a true living, open, inhabited 

museum, in continuous movement and transformation. Campesino, (2006). It embodies the rich cultural heritage 

that enriches and reaffirms the cultural identity of communities, groups and individuals. Besides, in a different 

dimensión, it is an economic, job-creating resource that favours sustainable growth. Interpretation centres help 

visitors to position themselves in a territorial and historical context, thus enabling them to learn and enjoy 

themselves.  

 

I. La Vía de la Plata as an Educational Resource   

 

Education is “the art of transforming societies”. Raffinof, (1998). This transformation effect is produced when it’s 

counted towards that education don’t happen only at the school. It should prompt beyond of the classroom. In 

turn, new learning models have emerged, such as association, as acquisition of knowledge and as elaboration 

or building of knowledges. Rodríguez González, (1997) 

All this leads to a new culture of design with several environments or contexts of knowledge, Sánchez Delgado, 

(2004), the environments of knowledge opened, environment to learn through the practice, and learning by 

problem resolution in collaboration. The three of them belong to the model of constructivist learning. They don’t 

exclude the traditional model of learning. 

To sum up, the aim of this dynamic approach is to the knowledge complementation in establishment traditionally 

considered of non-formal education (museums, archaeological sites, interpretation centers…) as well as, to 

motivate the assistance of them, such as a way to rebuilding the knowledge by mean of the pupil as main 

character of the acquired knowledges. 

 

New Proposals to Increase Closeness to Citizens 

1. La Vía de la Plata “goes to School” 

 

Taking into account all the applicable education legislation, we intend to put forward proposals that will make it 

easy and enjoyable for all citizens to familiarise themselves with their cultural heritage. These proposals must 

be engaging and adapted to all kind of visitors or local inhabitants. We must create high-quality, significant, 

“culturally powerful products”.  

With these initiatives, we will manage to increase public awareness of the great value of the different 

archaeological sites and interpretation centres, the landscape and wildlife, etc. To that purpose, we will take 

advantage of the creative and educational potential of all historical periods, including contemporary art, always 

letting practice and theory complement each other. 

If we are to improve the knowledge, preservation and promotion of our cultural heritage, we must certainly rely 

on education, so these are a few of the projects that we would like to put forward:  

“My School Adopts a Monument” entails direct involvement of all school members in the care of the monument 

“adopted”, with onsite and classroom activities.  
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Image 4. Student in class. Source: Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of Merida 

 

Aim: To raise activities that promote notions of research, interaction, interpretation and intrinsic motivation 

Image 5. Students in the celebration of the adoption of the Aqueduct of Miracles. Via de la Plata. Mérida. Source: 

Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of Merida. 

 

Aim:  Education in values prevails and Builds an identity that enhances personal autonomy and social 

commitment. 

 

Roleplaying. With special emphasis on the preservation of our heritage. This teaching technique achieves better 

results when approaching complex content.  
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Aim: Through role-playing of facts and situations, the pupil could be accomplishing a complex understanding 

of these subjects. Encourages the development of critical thinking. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Image 8. - Children's guides of the Heritage of Mérida. Source: Periódico de Extremadura. 5 -3- 2017. 

 

 

Dynamic Visits. 

Aim: To encourage visits to museums, archaeological sites, theatre… making of them in a attractive resource, 

besides being a educational support to the teaching staff when they want to discover this cultural area to the 

scholars.   

 

Image 9. Dynamic visit in the Roman fort.: Source: Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of 

Merida. 

Image 6. Winning poster. 
Competition convened by the 
Spanish World Heritage 
Cities on environmental 
protection. 

 

Image 7. Painted aqueduct, 
2016. Source: Documentary 
archive of the Monumental 
Consortium of Merida. 
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Projects evening of theatre, Poetical evenings … 

 

Aim: to encourage visits to museums, archaeological sites, theatre, cinema…  

Some activities to emphasize are the workshops “Phersu” and “Deo Invicto”. 

 

Image 10. -Workshop. Source: Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of Merida. 

 

Classical Culture Workshops:  

Aim: a closer approach to the pieces through the “application of method of inductive discovery structured. García 

Blanco, A. (1998). 

  

Examples to highlight: One of Romans; Looking for Proserpine (mythology); You, Archaelogist in the Museum. 

Museo Nacional de Arte Romano (MNAR).  

 
Image 11. -Workshop. Source: Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of Merida. 

 

Programmes to Promote Cultural and Environmental Awareness. 

 . The environment subjects are very much present in educational curricula. 
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Image 12. Dolmen de Lácara. Source: 

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/tgRQAWT82W0/maxresdefault.jpg 

 

The International Day for Monuments and Sites (18th April). The wide range of activities is aimed at ensuring 

respect for our heritage, as something fragile that must be preserved. 

The participants make a lot of activities around the monuments: a symbolic union to the monuments, theatrical 

and musical performances, painting outdoors, games next to the river, storytelling, fashion shows, presses, 

elaboration of informative brochures, guided tours by pupil… The main idea is to remember the vulnerability of 

the heritage and the requirement of involucrate everybody in the conservation of them. 

 

 

Image 13. Visigoth church Santa Lucia del Trampal. Alcuescar, (Caceres) 

Symbolic hug to the monument adopted. Source: Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of 

Merida. 

 

El Cubo de la Basura (The Dustbin) is a game. Students learn some archaeological concepts as they play it. 

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/tgRQAWT82W0/maxresdefault.jpg
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Image 14. Child image reproducing the work of an archaeologist. Source: Documentary archive of the 

Monumental Consortium of Merida. 

 

Audiovisual Content: 

Some examples to highlight are Arqueología somos todos, Patrimonito, ¿Qué es el patrimonio? 

 

Contest: An international mascot of the World Heritage Education Program (2002) 

Each participant must choose as a theme a site declared a World Heritage Site. 

The four proposed topics are: 

1. conservation of the world heritage and the role of the Communities (eg people living on 

and around World Heritage sites). 2.World Heritage and Sustainable Tourism (Responsible 

visits). 3.World Heritage and Sustainable Development 

 

World Heritage and Biodiversidad 

Sites that are crucial to sustaining life, nature or species, including those in danger of extinction. 

 

Image 15. Network. After a brief talk about the importance of plants to conserve biodiversity, children plant oaks.  

Source:https://3.bp.blogspot.com/IIs_Wnpf30A/V1GjrPJSzyI/AAAAAAAAETE/vQE61GtL3tUNy3bOuLTA2vodg

sqmAjZ_gCKgB/s1600/022.JPG 

 

Stories to Tell: 3-D animations. 

https://3.bp.blogspot.com/IIs_Wnpf30A/V1GjrPJSzyI/AAAAAAAAETE/vQE61GtL3tUNy3bOuLTA2vodgsqmAjZ_gCKgB/s1600/022.JPG
https://3.bp.blogspot.com/IIs_Wnpf30A/V1GjrPJSzyI/AAAAAAAAETE/vQE61GtL3tUNy3bOuLTA2vodgsqmAjZ_gCKgB/s1600/022.JPG
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Image 16. • 3D video image Interpretation center of the Roman City of Caparra. Source: Project manager Alba 

Plata at EQUAL. 

 

 

Roman Cooking and Tasting. 

 

Educational Workshops. 

 

 

Image 17. Students playing in a workshop. Source: Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of 

Merida. 

 

Merchandising. through of this service, the student should differentiate between goods and services. They 

learn to differentiate the differences between profit-making companies and charitable organizations. To analyze 

the advertising, it text and it objective. To identify functional areas of a business, revenue, and marketing 

strategies. 

 

 

Image 18. Roman games. Source: Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of Merida. 

 

 

2. La Vía de la Plata in our Community. It encompasses medium- and long-term projects involving 

associations and social groups with varied social and cultural backgrounds. There are also some specific 

projects for people with significant disabilities (physical, intellectual, psychiatric, sensory…). 
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Image 19. Exhibition of sculpture by Perez Comendador for visually impair. 

Source: Manuel López Pessini 

 

 

 

Roleplaying of Historical Events. Emerita Lúdica was a historic recreation festival on the Roman world. In the 

Roman Circus, some military manouvers of Roman legions were recreated by local amateur actors. Horse races, 

including a four-horse chariot or quadriga could also be seen. 

 

 

 

Image 20. • Gladiators in the Amphitheater. Source: Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of 

Merida. 

 

Theme Dinners. Convivium recreated a Roman Empire dinner. The room, the decorations, the tables and 

crockery… even the “slaves” serving the food looked as Roman as can be. 
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Route Design: Standard Route. Theme Routes. Landmarks.  

 

Playful Parties for Family Enjoyment. They are held on site or at the interpretation centres. Example: 

Nundinae and Saturnalia. 

 
Image 23. • Family visits 

https://aobpv2dqiek1gwxxe3svfwlr-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/lh.jpg 

 

Courses and Workshops, addressed to specialized audiences, scholars and teachers, women without 

resources. 

 

 

Image 23. • Course for unemployed women and young people. Source: Project manager Alba Plata at EQUAL. 

 

Image 21. Catalogue of the 
Gastronomic Day. Source. L. R. A 
 

Image 22. • Roman menus. Source. L. R. 
A 
 
 

https://aobpv2dqiek1gwxxe3svfwlr-wpengine.netdna-ssl.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/07/lh.jpg
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Guided Visit carried out by Senior volunteer program. 

 

 

Image 24.  Volunteers of the senior citizens' program teaching the Roman circus of Mérida to students. Source: 

Documentary archive of the Monumental Consortium of Mérida. 

 

Alternatives visits: very innovation experiences, such as: 

 

Hacking on visits (Metropolitan Museum of Art) 

 Aim: To get publish in paper-based newspaper to achieve a greater visibility and to 

engaging the interest of a non-habitual public of museum. They are designed such as spectacle, similar 

to stand-up comedy, where the improvisation is allowed. Ex. Party Single farewell, charity parties. 

 

 

Image 25. Party Single farewell. Source: http://www.metmuseum.org/-

/media/Images/Events/Ongoing%20Programs/MetCelebrates/Benefit%20Events/YMP/YMP2017_marquee3.jp

g?w=1440&amp;hash=D7D2E28D7E37B6448A2F2C823FA19AE5D558D658 

 

Image 26. Wedding celebration in theater Regina. Source: Air Drone View 

 

http://www.metmuseum.org/-/media/Images/Events/Ongoing%20Programs/MetCelebrates/Benefit%20Events/YMP/YMP2017_marquee3.jpg?w=1440&amp;hash=D7D2E28D7E37B6448A2F2C823FA19AE5D558D658
http://www.metmuseum.org/-/media/Images/Events/Ongoing%20Programs/MetCelebrates/Benefit%20Events/YMP/YMP2017_marquee3.jpg?w=1440&amp;hash=D7D2E28D7E37B6448A2F2C823FA19AE5D558D658
http://www.metmuseum.org/-/media/Images/Events/Ongoing%20Programs/MetCelebrates/Benefit%20Events/YMP/YMP2017_marquee3.jpg?w=1440&amp;hash=D7D2E28D7E37B6448A2F2C823FA19AE5D558D658
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 The Prep-room (NUS Museum of Singapur), 

It consists in an opened room where visitors can observe the ongoing research projects. Visitors can 

noted their reaction, suggestion and reflection about the project with chalks, markers, post-it and a 

guestbook.  

 

 

Image 27: Room where visitors can observe the ongoing research projects. 

Source:http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-UknruDTIvDA/VAfpTI0Ba-

I/AAAAAAAAGE4/toM9gVO7gvU/s1600/Pic%2B4.jpg 

 

Co-operation with the visitor 

 

Steeped Experiences, APPS. 

 

 

Image 28. App program 

Source:http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-1_3qd6xV26Y/VBp2MMh1o-

I/AAAAAAAAGOk/TfWstGdI87A/s1600/thislandisourlabss.jpg 

 

Courses and workshops  

Intended to a specialized public, college students and educational practitioners (CPRs) Visits- Study 

New Technologies of Geographic Information applied to the Archaeology (TIG) 

 

 

II Local Professional Training 

 

1. The Equal Project 

Nonprofit Alba Plata en Equal trained dozens of local female workers to manage the new hostels and 

interpretation centres.  

http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-UknruDTIvDA/VAfpTI0Ba-I/AAAAAAAAGE4/toM9gVO7gvU/s1600/Pic%2B4.jpg
http://4.bp.blogspot.com/-UknruDTIvDA/VAfpTI0Ba-I/AAAAAAAAGE4/toM9gVO7gvU/s1600/Pic%2B4.jpg
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New Sources of Employment 

It is increasingly accepted that cultural heritage creates new jobs. They have to do with rehabilitation, rather than 

with construction itself. Some traditional trades must be recovered: timbrel-vault building, quarrying, forging…  

 

 

Image 29 • Anagrama Source: Project manager Alba Plata at EQUAL. 

 

2. ARIS. An Innovative Project. 

The Áreas de Rehabilitación Integral (Areas designated for integral rehabilitation) were offices established in 

historic areas of La Vía de la Plata. We will cite only two examples: Hervás, in the north; and Burguillos del 

Cerro, in the south. Either office processed more than one thousand applications for some sort of rehabilitation 

project. 

These ARIS created direct jobs by hiring architects and building engineers, cultural heritage experts 

(archaeologists and art historians) and administrative staff. Besides, they were a catalyst for local communities 

because they worked on site. 

In 2011, the ARIS Project was suspended. 

 

 

III Necessary Communication 

La Vía de la Plata does not only arouse interest among those who live in the vicinity of the route. It is in the best 

interest of the whole region.  

First of all, because it crosses the region from north to south; it is like our backbone. All other roads are cross-

cutting: they all lead to La Vía de la Plata. Even Portuguese pilgrims, on their way to Compostela, will have to 

use this route. 

Strategical Alliances 

• Seeking alliances with three other Autonomous Communities: Castilla y León, Andalucía y Galicia.  

Target: Getting to be declared a Cultural Feature of National Interest, and then applying for UNESCO’s 

declaration as a World Heritage Site.  

 

• Collaboration with Portugal: Coordinating each other’s cultural itineraries. 
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Conclusions 

 

▪ The relative isolation of this part of Europe has contributed decisively to preserving a privileged 

environment. Extremadura has countless natural havens: el Tajo Internacional, Monfragüe, puente Ajuda, presa 

de Alqueva… Its location on the border with Portugal has left us plenty of walled towns on both sides. Places 

like Coria y la Sierra de Gata, Plasencia, Cáceres, Badajoz, Olivenza o Zafra are really worth visiting. The truth 

is we have many resources that should be better managed and exploited. 

 

▪ La Vía itself should be fully rehabilitated as a Cultural Itinerary.  

 

▪ As Extremadura’s backbone, La Vía de la Plata interests us all, as a unifying factor for the entire region. 

We could design some other parallel or cross-cutting secondary routes, since they provide some really appealing 

cultural features. For instance, from Cáceres towards Trujillo and then Guadalupe. Or from Mérida to Badajoz, 

in the west; and to Medellín, in the east. 

 

▪ The full rehabilitation of La Vía to gain the recognition its value deserves would take continuity in the 

investment effort of the Alba Plata Project. Unfortunately, the present authorities do not think this is a priority. 
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An Educational Aspect of Brno Zoo 

 

ALŽBĚTA KOLIBAČOVÁ 

 

Abstract 

 

The education is one of the basic aspects of zoological gardens. In my essay I focus on a specific zoo – the one 

located in city of Brno. This project introduces the educating and training ways of Brno Zoo. 

 

Keywords 

 

Zoological garden, environment, ecological education, protection of the nature, education programmes, 

sustainability, natural value, animal, biodiversity 

 

Abstrakt 

 

Vzdělávání je jednou z hlavních funkcí zoologických zahrad. V mé eseji se zaměřím na jednu konkrétní zoo, 

která se nachází v Brně. Projekt představuje způsoby vzdělávání a výchovy Zoo Brno. 

 

Klíčová slova 

 

Zoologická zahrada, životní prostředí, ekologické vzdělávání, ochrana přírody, vzdělávací programy, trvalá 

udržitelnost, přírodní hodnoty, zvíře, biodiverzita 

1. Introduction 

 

Concept of reorganization and new pavilions creation for our city zoo in Brno was the main task of our student 

studio. Next to designing of new pavilions, we focused on the aspect of education as a possibility to raising of 

visitor’s public awareness step by step of the way through the zoo. Public education is one of the main functions 

of the zoo. In this time of a progressive global environmental degradation, the environmental education is 

growing its importance wit zoos as excellent place for implementation of this concept. The goal of environmental 

education in zoos is to mediate the basic environmental rules and principles of sustainable development on the 

example of breeding animals participating in creating a positive relationship with other living organisms of the 

planet and the natural environment. The more and better public is familiar with the issue, the more likely they 

will behave nature-friendly. In this respect, the educational function of zoos is quite crucial and irreplaceable, 

since it affects masses and, unlike schools, it operates in an entertaining and completely casual (voluntary) way. 

The main difference is that children must go to school, but they want to go to the zoo. In every zoo there are 

plenty of information panels and interactive elements that brighten up interesting information about animals in 

an entertaining way. In addition, the zoo helds many accompanying events for the public, e.g. commented 

feeding, holidays at the zoo, May Day etc. They offer educational programs, competitions, debates and many 

other activities for students from all types of educational levels.  In my essay, I´m going to present the function 

of education system applied in Zoo Brno, which I know best.  
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2. Materials and Methods 

 

The project started with a literature study. Numerous magazines like annual report and zoo-report magazines 

were studied to learn about educational activities of Zoo Brno in last years. The main source of information was 

the Zoo Brno webpage that provide lots of information its environmental education, educational programs, public 

events and other activities. These available data and materials have been organized and analysed. Several 

knowledge have been gotten by interviewing the employees of educational department of the zoo to receive 

specific information and opinions about the subject in question. 

 

3. Theoretical part 

3.1 Concept of Zoo Brno 

 

Since its establishment in 1953, The Brno Zoo is fully dedicated to education and awareness of children, pupils 

and adult visitors. The education of its visitors has always been in the first place for this Zoo.  

First I will briefly introduce the concept of Brno Zoo, which is different from all other zoos in Czech Republic and 

has educational character. It is closely associated with the legacy of Gregor Mendel, the founder of the basic 

laws of genetics who operated at the Old Augustinian monastery and who greatly affected the reputation of the 

city of Brno. In this context, the Brno Zoo chose a concept of evolutionary, developmental perspective. 

Obviously, in many zoos of the world the developmental perspective is mentioned, especially in the context of 

the historical development of the Earth in general and the development of life on earth. In many zoos evolutionary 

trees of various animal groups or the whole animal kingdom are presented.  

But as far as I know, there is no other zoo, where all the animals were exposed by a developmental moment or 

criteria. This evolutionary concept established in Brno Zoo does not want to show a single species or groups of 

species in whole evolution contexts, but wants to present the species or groups of species from the perspective 

of certain, mostly very simple, evolution moments. These moments called “Evolution Stops” must be as diverse 

as possible to be interesting and attractive for visitors. These "stops" in the Brno Zoo present examples of 

animals from geographical territories, which takes a certain and interesting role in shaping of actual faunas. 

These complex exposures are named Beringia, Caribbean, Wallaceia and Kalahari. Individual enclosures are 

interconnected with educational-adventure trails where one notionally evolves from hunter to protector of animal 

rights and the natural environment. Every enclosure is themed by original place, where animals came from, e.g. 

rocks, woods and plants. 

 

3.2 Environmental Education and The Centre of ecological education Hlídka 

 

Zoos have excellent preconditions for the implementation and development of environmental education. The 

goal of environmental education in zoos is to provide basic ecological rules and principles of sustainable 

development on an example of keeping animals and contributing to creating a positive relationship with other 

living organisms and the environment. The function of environmental education in zoos is currently growing its 

importance and has started to even slightly prevail over the original idea of the zoos focused mainly on keeping 

animals. The environmental education of Brno Zoo has developed a number of very successful activities, 

including training programs, various events organized for the occasion of feasts or baptizing new-born animals, 

holidays at the zoo, regular meetings of children and youth in organized activities and competitions. For this 

purpose, the centre of ecological education Hlídka (The Watch) in 2015 was built. This centre has eight 

employees, of which 4 are zoo educators, teaching rooms, multimedia classrooms and a projection room. It 
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offers workshops and hobby groups, environmental education programs, ecological-historical programs, 

exhibitions and lectures focused on environment and sustainability, public awareness events, holiday camps for 

children and more to pupils, parents with children and even for the general public. We can find various eco-clubs 

and association there. In addition, the centre of ecological education Hlídka with its educational activities is 

developing competencies for teaching, solving communicational, personal and social problem, it is promoting 

perception and environmental responsibility. In all activities the zoo employees are paying attention how children 

and pupils learn to express and defend their opinions, to respect the opinions of others and to interact and 

collaborate with others. Support of the development of competencies to learning consists of the fact that children 

are led to concentrated work, linking together knowledge from school or nursery with new knowledge, making 

decisions and searching for useful information. The zoo supports creative thinking and working with information 

sources. Searching, sorting and analysing information, presentation of ideas, listening to others and asking them 

questions, evaluating, accepting constructive criticism, etc. contribute to develop communication skills. The 

education department of the zoo uses various forms and methods of work, organizes competitions, field classes 

and workshops. The ability to solve problems is developed by inclusion of problematic tasks and projects, where 

the participants have to find the necessary information and analyse them. Respecting of social rules, active 

cooperation, assertive behaviour, healthy relationships between students and teaching staff contributes to the 

development of social and personal abilities. The zoo also leads pupils to protect the cultural and natural 

heritage, to care about the environment, to respect rights and duties and to reject violence. Moreover, 

participants of educational activities work with the different kinds of material; they are led to order and economy, 

to prevent vandalism, to protect the social and cultural values.  

          

 

 

3.3 Public events 

 

The Brno Zoo employees organize lots of public events which can be divided into short-terms (usually one-day 

and repeated annually) and long-terms. Short-term events are held mainly on weekends and holidays, for 

example at the start or end of the season or school year, such as Zoo-ball, Masquerade for children, St. Nicholas 

at the zoo, feeding the animals on Christmas Eve, Easter in the Zoo, Spring opening of the Zoo, Spring and 

Autumn zoo-trophy, Bird Day, Earth Day, Day of Natural Sciences, the first May day, International children's day, 

Biodiversity Day, Meeting adoptive parents and sponsors, animals Do not smoke etc. The visitors can also see 

regularly commented feeding sessions. The most favourite long-term event is probably The Holidays at the zoo, 

which has been organised annually since 1997. During the summer holidays week stays for children aged 7 to 

12 are organised and including games, competitions, projections, campfire, tour around zoo and zoos backstage, 

whole-day trips to nearby Brno dam, the visit of the Permanent aquarium exhibitions etc. Spring holidays are 

organized in similar ways. Holidays at the zoo are really popular and the demand is greater than a capacity 

every year. Other major long-term event is a competition The Protection of the nature has no limits, which has 

started in 2000. Moreover, competitions with the theme of protecting the nature, protected areas in the Czech 

The centre of ecological education Hlídka 

Source: Archive of Brno Zoo  

 

Educational program in Hlídka 

Source: Archive of Brno Zoo 
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Republic, Slovakia and Austria, zoos and their meanings etc. are organised for students of elementary and 

grammar school levels. This event, organized by the zoo staff significantly contributes to the international fame 

of Brno Zoo. Not only employees of the zoo but also students from Masaryk and Mendel Universities are also 

participating and helping to organize these events. They help with organizing public events, co-create the 

educational programs and prepare marketing actions. Students cooperate with zoo as a part of their regular 

content of study as well as in preparing their final thesis for their bachelor or masters degrees.  

     

     

 

 

3.4 Educational programs 

 

The staffs of Brno Zoo have developed educational programs for nursery, primary and secondary schools and 

the zoo also cooperates with universities. For children from kindergartens excursions to the zoo with a guide are 

prepared. The most popular one is a visitation of the Petting Zoo, which allows direct contact of the child with an 

animal for example with rabbits, Cameroon goats, Shetland ponies or guinea pigs. Thanks to the physical contact 

with the animals, children create positive attitude and learn to perceive them as living and vulnerable organisms. 

For the Petting Zoo there are selected animal species that are naturally tame and not dangerous for children of 

course. The zoo has developed 11 educational programs for primary school children. Each of these programs 

has two parts, the first one is focused on theoretical training and another one on a practical examples. 

Educational programs take place in the lecture hall and on zoo tour with expert guides. There are also 

educational programs for secondary school children. Currently they use educational program focused on the 

description of primates and learning about one of the possible scientific theories of the man origin. For university 

students the zoo prepares lectures and zoo tours with expert guides. The aim of the staff of the educational and 

promotional part of the zoo is to include educational programs organized within the zoo to the standard school 

curriculum at public and private schools in Brno. 

Biodiversity Day; source: Archive of Brno Zoo  

 

Earth Day; source: Archive of Brno Zoo  

 

Day of Natural Sciences; source: Archive of Brno 

Zoo  

 

Commented feeding; source: Archive of Brno Zoo  
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3.5. Young Naturalist Station 

 

The Young Naturalist Station is a hobby organization for children and youths aged 8 to 18 and it has been based 

at Brno Zoo since 1978. The children learn about natural science, laws of natural world and the reasons for its 

protection. The station is composed of 13 specialized groups which organise excursions to natural areas, trips 

to other zoos and biological stations and they also keep animals, which children and youth can take care of – 

for example stick insects, phasmatodea, geckos, grass snakes, turtles and tortoises, guinea pigs and gerbils. 

The Young Naturalist Station is also visited by 8 clients of the Srdíčko (Little Heart), home for handicapped 

persons. At the station they are getting to the touch with contact animals, which makes them very happy and so 

they are not afraid of unknown animals anymore. Similar cooperation is organised together with the Valenta 

Association and Teresa community care centre. The employees take therapy animals on visits to the Elpis 

School for pupils with special needs.  

     

 

3.6 Out-threshold club  

 

One of the specialized groups of The Young Naturalists Station is the Out-threshold club intended for children 

and youths from socially and culturally disadvantaged environments and was founded in December 2001. 

Activities of this station are realised in the lecture hall and in the area of zoo always with guides. Children learn 

about nature, the environment, animals in the wild and animals kept at zoos. They use a computer with internet 

connection and printer, video games, funny games for smaller kids, strategy games such as building your own 

zoo, instructional videos and encyclopaedia focused primarily on nature. The Brno Zoo is currently the only zoo 

in the Czech Republic, which has opened a club of similar orientation. 

 

Elpis School; source: Archive of Brno Zoo  Out-threshold club; source: Archive of Brno Zoo 

Source: Archive of Brno Zoo  Source: Archive of Brno Zoo 
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3.7 Cooperation with the child oncology clinic 

 

Department staff are also arranging zoo visit for patients from the child oncology clinic, in 1998 for the first time. 

They have founded a tradition of cooperation which deserves respect. Visits are now held once a month. After 

the arrival from the hospital, cars with children pass the zoo and stop at interesting places where children can 

get out of the car. After visiting the zoo children usually relax and have refreshment in the clubhouse and then 

they go back for lunch to the hospital. In the following days, the zoo staffs visit them in hospital and for example 

painting pictures about their visit of the zoo. Apart from these regular meetings, the zoo also organizes Christmas 

parties and visit of other zoos for children, which can attend a whole-day trip. Visits to the zoo have a positive 

effect on children patients, although the organisation of such events is very difficult, because all children are 

seriously ill. But it is definitely worth it to go on and help. 

 

3.8 Cooperation with the retirement home 

 

Brno Zoo has been also collaborating with few retirements’ homes since 2013. Employees of Education 

Department visit this place for friendly talks and bring animals that older people like to pet. The Home for seniors 

in Brno city part of Bohunice has adopted a parrot called Eda. Seniors watch documentaries about the animals 

and then discuss about news at the zoo. People from retirements' homes also visit the zoo, where they can learn 

about news in the zoo in the hall of the administration building and then go to excursion. 

     

 

3.9 Rescue programs 

 

Brno Zoo also participates in rescue programs for some of the most endangered species in the world. One of 

the current international projects is Kura-Kura focusing on the protection of sea turtles. The Kura-Kura project 

also includes building an education and rescue centre on the island Nusa Penida near Bali in Indonesia. Others 

projects are for protection of Steller’s Sea eagle and Manchu crane. This zoo also participates in realisation of 

rescue programs of endangered species of the Czech Republic, for example Little owl, Barn owl or the European 

ground squirrel. The zoo is also a member of the campaign "Let it Grow!". The aim is to keep native ecosystems 

and to protect our continent from biodiversity loss and invasive alien species.  

 

4. Conclusion 

 

To summarise, there is an increasing need to educate people, especially in the field of environmental education. 

Brno Zoo has become increasingly integrated into the events and educational programs, and doing so it fulfils 

strategies of EAZA (European Association of Zoos and Aquariums) and WAZA (World Association of Zoos and 

Source: Archive of Brno Zoo  Source: Archive of Brno Zoo 
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Aquariums) which support zoos in environmental education, animal care and welfare and global conservation 

and protection of the nature. Zoos have very good predispositions for educating, after all annually over 700 

million of visitors worldwide.  

For the presentation of all its activities the Brno Zoo uses its websites, website of the centre of ecological 

education Hlídka, Zoo-report magazine, annual report and other channels. Moreover, mobile application that 

informs visitors about holding animals in the zoo by the entertaining way has been recently released. Zoo Brno 

is trying to develop positive relationship of public with nature and the motivation to spend some time nature 

seems to be a crucial part of such an effort. They pay special attention to influence of human activities or culture 

to the nature and to distinguish what helps and what harms the environment. The zoo also supports direct 

contact with nature, which has positive influence on human being. Brno Zoo leads to protect the nature and 

animal species and to support care of environment and sustainability with slogan: Even small changes in our 

behaviour can help saving environment. 

 

Three words relevant within sustainability 

 

1. Environment - a world that is inhabited by living organism and is used by it, changed by it, and which the 

organism must adapt to. It consists of natural, artificial and social elements. It includes air, water, soil, 

ecosystems, natural resources, flora and fauna, humans and their interactions. It is represented by the 

surroundings or the conditions which a person, animal, or plant lives in. For man the air is one of the most 

important components of the environment. The air we breathe and everything it contains is getting into the 

human body and has an effect on one´s health. The environmental situation is continuously monitored and 

evaluated, so every year we have a chance to make it better.  

 

2. Biodiversity - the natural diversity of species of animals, plants and their communities. It includes diversity 

of species, across species and diversity of ecosystems. The rate of biodiversity determines the quality of nature. 

Preservation of biodiversity is essential because it keeps the stability of ecosystems. The main aim of biodiversity 

is preservation of the diversity of species and the diversity of environments where these species are located. 

Currently biodiversity around the world is decreasing. It is caused mainly by human interventions into the natural 

environment - for example the emergence of new development, agricultural use of soil, deforestation and so on. 

Another menace is the invasion of alien species into an environment where they have no natural enemies. Their 

population may grow at the expense of another species. 

 

3. Protection of the nature - it is a discipline that is trying to protect the landscape, diversity of flora and fauna, 

inanimate nature, natural values, the environment and the atmosphere. It has three levels. General protection 

of land is applied by protection and the creation of territorial system of ecological stability, protection of significant 

landscape elements, protection of the landscape and establishment of natural parks and temporarily protected 

areas. The general protection of species is trying to protect all species of animals and plants from destruction 

and general protection of the inanimate nature and landscapes provides protection to caves and natural 

phenomena on the surface, which is connected with caves and paleontological findings. 

 

1. Životní prostředí – svět, který obývá živý organismus, používá ho, mění ho, a kterému se musí organismus 

přizpůsobovat. Skládá se z přírodní, umělé a sociální složky. Zahrnuje ovzduší, vodu, půdu, ekosystémy, 

přírodní zdroje, rostliny a živočichy, lidi a jejich vzájemné vztahy. Představuje okolí či podmínky, ve kterém žije 

člověk, zvíře nebo rostlina. Pro člověka je jednou z nejdůležitějších složek životního prostředí ovzduší. 

Vdechovaný vzduch a vše, co obsahuje, se dostává do těla člověka a má vliv na jeho zdraví. Stav životního 

prostředí je průběžně sledován a hodnocen a ročně můžeme provádět nápravná opatření. 
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2. Biodiverzita – je přírodní rozmanitost všech druhů živočichů, rostlin a jejich společenstev. Zahrnuje diverzitu 

druhů, mezi druhy a diverzitu ekosystémů. Míra biologické diverzity určuje kvalitu přírody. Zachování biodiverzity 

je nutné, protože udržuje stabilitu ekosystémů. Hlavním cílem zachování biodiverzity je uchování rozmanitosti 

jednotlivých biologických druhů i různorodosti prostředí, ve kterých se tyto druhy nacházejí. V současné době 

se však biodiverzita po celém světě snižuje. Můžou za to především zásahy člověka do přirozeného prostředí 

organismů – například vznik nové zástavby, zemědělské využívání půdy, kácení lesů a tak dále. Další nebezpečí 

přestavuje invaze nově zavlečených druhů do prostředí, kde nemají přirozené nepřátele. Jejich počet se 

navyšuje na úkor ostatních druhů. 

 

3. Ochrana přírody - je obor, který se snaží chránit krajinu, diverzitu rostlin a živočichů, neživou přírodu, přírodní 

hodnoty, životní prostředí a ovzduší. Dnes má tři úrovně. Obecná ochrana uzemní je uplatňována ochranou a 

vytvářením územního systému ekologické stability, ochranou významných krajinných prvků, ochranou 

krajinného rázu a zřizováním přírodních parků a přechodně chráněných ploch. Obecná ochrana druhová se 

snaží se chránit všechny druhy živočichů a rostlin před zničením a obecná ochrana neživé přírody a krajiny 

poskytuje ochranu jeskyním a přírodním jevům na povrchu, které s jeskyněmi souvisí a paleontologickým 

nálezům. 
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An Educational Aspect of Zoological Gardens 
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Abstract 

What is important to you when choosing a way of spending your free time? You probably don´t want to be 

lectured yet still learn something new. In my essay I´d like to introduce the educational aspect of zoos in general. 

How they manage to fit learning into what seems to be just fun. 

 

Key words: 

Zoological Garden, WAZA, EAZA, Visitors, Strategy of Zoo, Protection, Education and Awareness of Public, 

Expositions, Special Programs, Education of Staff, Partnership 

 

1. Introduction 

Nowadays you can find an original landscape only in national parks and in protected landscape reserves. 

Present-day towns and cities are growing with a breathtaking speed and together with them the number of 

people who understand the urban environment as a natural one. Everything is subordinate to the man. The 

human eye does not see far enough to notice devastated landscapes, felled forests, areas destroyed by acid 

rains and barren plains without life. We take hold of the countryside, which however never should be only ours. 

We take hold of the Earth, which we are supposed to share with animals. The way to solve a problem is to 

understand it. The way to understanding starts with the realization that there is a problem. It is up to every 

organization and every man and woman what attitude they assume towards ecology, conservation of nature and 

animals.  

I have spent the last two terms studying the issue of zoological gardens. Within the framework of the Kalahari 

exposition in the Brno zoo I have been designing the enclosure for giraffes and the enclosure for hippopotami. 

Both enclosures belong to the new concept of an extensive exposition. The enclosures have been regrouped 

and new ones have been added based on exhibited species. The middle of the evolution stop in the Kalahari 

exposition is the location of the educational centre. Visitors are presented with the Kalahari desert, its atypical 

annual precipitation cycle, ecosystems and the connections between climatic cycles and the migration of animals 

in search of water and food. The more effective the education and upbringing of people are, the more extensive 

their effects. Zoological gardens play an important role in the process of the education and upbringing, 

establishing the respect towards conservation. I would like to present the educational component of the zoo in 

relation to an international organisation that functions as an umbrella organisation for zoos.  

1.1 The Methodological Approach 

In this paper I will describe several main methods of how to educate the visitors of zoological gardens and 

present examples of the application of these methods in some zoos. The processing is based on analyses from 

specialised publications, interviews with the workers of the selected zoo, and the sorting and summarization of 

the collected data from official websites of organisations and zoos. 

1.2 The Objectives of Work 

My main objectives especially focused on the exposure of the reader to the issue of education in relation to 

zoological gardens in general. I want to point out the existence of binding documents and organisations and 

communicate the possibilities available to and used by contemporary zoos as far as educating is concerned. 
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2. The Theoretical Part 

2.1 WAZA and Its Objectives 

The World Association of Zoos and Aquariums (WAZA) is an international organisation uniting zoological 

gardens all over the world. The membership in this organisation with the seat in Gland near Geneva amounts to 

over 1000 zoos and aquariums. Its official website states that its goal is to guide, encourage and support the 

zoos, aquariums and like-minded organisations of the world in animal care and welfare, environmental education 

and global conservation [www.waza.org]. WAZA publishes and shares general plans and strategies for the 

development of the modern zoo. Besides the support of cooperation among zoos and aquariums, the 

coordination of cooperation on the regional and international level, the support of environmental education and 

the protection of animals in the wild, the representation of zoos among other organisations and the support of 

conservationist organisations, WAZA also puts emphasis on the educational component of its agenda. This 

component can be discussed at several levels. Zoos are indispensable collections of flora and fauna, sources 

of professional knowledge about their natural ecosystems and also an important pillar of the conservation 

activity. Zoological gardens are therefore obliged to provide their visitors with the widest possible context of 

information for the understanding of the lifestyles of species and the methods of their conservation and 

protection. 

2.2 A Summary of EAZA Principles  

In Europe zoological gardens and aquariums are united under EAZA established in 1992. The principles of the 

educational and enlightenment activity concerning the zoo were summed up and enacted by the Council of 

EAZA in 2001. For example one principle is to require a written document specifying, in clear terms, the role of 

each zoo, discussing in detail its purpose and focus. The zoo shall have a written strategy of enlightenment and 

education with a methodology of work, activities and target groups. The focus on the general public, not just 

schools, is of great importance. Other points sum up the informational component in individual expositions, the 

presence of professional staff during shared activities between animals and visitors, the focus framework of 

special programs and the steps for their success and the integration of education and enlightenment into the 

whole process already at the stage of the preparation of expositions and strategy of the zoo. Last, but not least, 

emphasis is put on source materials in the form of leaflets, guides, educational packages for schools etc., which 

a zoo should provide and share. [WAZA, 2005] 

2.3 The Audiences of Zoological Gardens 

Typologically speaking, zoos classify as museums. For several decades they have been popular cultural and 

educational centres, which combine recreational, educational and conservative functions [Tempírová, 2013]. It 

is advisable to bear these facts in mind when creating the strategy of the zoo. The zoo is not a dedicated and 

strictly professional workplace with restricted access, quite the contrary. Its visitors literally come from every 

walk of life. Over the week we can meet young couples, individuals on a walk. During the morning the visitors 

are composed of mothers pushing prams, senior citizens, participants of school excursions. Weekends belong 

to families with children and to organised tours. The weather and the season may influence the number of 

visitors, but not their spectrum. Each of these people should be, in the zoo, provided with proper education 

concerning endangered species, conservation, ecology, sustainable development and other thematic issues. 

This is done through live expositions, informal activities according to one’s own choice or within an educational 

program. Awareness of a visitor in his integration into solving the problems of sustainability and protection of the 

landscape increase the social and cultural level of society. Topics intended for the enlightenment of the audience 

should be discussed at more levels to make them comprehensible for all age groups and social strata. The main 

objective should be the positive effect on and the enlightenment of the visitor secured by the friendly environment 

of the zoo, adequate expositions, professional staff, which all are aspects that make up a complex impression 

of the justified cause of conservationism and rouse the interest in animal welfare and care for nature in the 

visitor. 
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2.4 Live Expositions 

Live expositions are the essential pillar of zoos. They are the main reason for the visitors to come and therefore 

they have the highest potential to have effect on man and influence the way he or she thinks. Since it is important 

to interlink the educational and enlightenment component with all activities of the zoo, experts should play their 

part when expositions are designed. Expositions should be created in accordance with the educational strategy; 

they should be its integral part. As stated in a document from WAZA, the design of expositions should provide 

the visitor with the clearest possible idea of the biotope of the exhibited species. A sample of human culture 

related to the given species is also important. Thus a good exposition, besides the exhibited animal itself, also 

gives references to a local human culture, portraying in complexity the biotope of the animal with plants, trees 

and bushes, or with sounds and a climate, when possible. All this helps in establishing the understanding of 

mutual relations between biotopes, species and ecosystems and human activity. Messages carried over by the 

enlightenment activity have to be positive, therefore it is undesirable to present animals in poor conditions 

[WAZA, 2005]. An interesting example of one exposition with a good attitude is the educational exposition “The 

Czech River” in the Plzeň zoo. It was opened in 2008 and shows, in the form of an educational path, the life of 

individual fish zones that are typical for Czech rivers from spring to end. It includes a visual imitation of the 

natural environment with flora, fauna and climate [www.zooplzen.cz]. 

2.5 Individual Education in the Zoo 

In order to achieve the desired results and influence the behaviour of the visitors in positive direction the visitors 

must be allowed to educate themselves in less formal ways than those possible within the premises of 

expositions. Most visitors wish to spend a day filled with recreation and fun, a fact we have to adjust ourselves 

to. The menu of educational and recreational activities shall be wide enough to engage the entire spectrum of 

visitors in the zoo, focusing attention on one particular target group (e.g. school children) is discouraged [WAZA, 

2005]. The visitor chooses for themselves whether to spend the visit to the zoo with a guide following a carefully 

planned itinerary, or whether they select one of the routes recommended by the zoo, which displays a concrete 

biotope or ecosystem. Children, on the other hand, are captivated by encounters with animals, presentations of 

the falconer craft or when allowed to feed giraffes, which is accompanied with professional commentary. It is the 

task of the professional staff to carry over the enthusiasm for their cause, positive thinking and the support for 

the activity which they are already performing for the protection of nature and species living in the wild. The 

Prague zoo handled this problem very well. It maintains permanent contact with its visitors through its website, 

showing videos and live streams from animal enclosures, thus engaging the visitors in the daily life of the zoo, 

offering several options of informal tuition in the form of travellers’ lectures, celebrations of animal birthdays, 

commented feeding [www.zoopraha.cz]. The zoo in Jihlava has been organising a festival for lovers of Africa 

under the name of “Splinters of Africa” for several years. Two busy days present a rich agenda filled with lectures, 

workshops, presentations, artistic workshops and tastings of African specialties. The event hosts significant 

travellers, photographers and writers. Thanks to this overlap with the cultural sphere and cooperation with very 

important people this project has become very popular with big audiences each year [www.zoojihlava.cz]. 

2.6 Special Educational Programs 

If we define individual education in zoos as informal education, it is also possible to cooperate with organisations 

and schools; participation in educational programs can be classified as formal enlightenment-focused work of 

the zoological garden [WAZA, 2005]. Modern zoos should make efforts to create partnerships with schools and 

organisations engaged in the conservation of nature. This need not only mean lectures for pupils from 

elementary schools on the zoo premises. Within the concept of life-long education it is advisable to maintain 

several schooling programs divided according to the ages of the target groups, which would provide 

environmental education also for teachers, the tours of lectures should also stop in orphanages, homes for 

senior citizens etc. Similarly as the majority of zoos, the zoo in Brno offers educational programs and excursions 

for schools. One interesting program is the vacation stay called “Can you look after your darling?", which teaches 

children how to care properly for their pet animals [www.zoobrno.cz]. The Prague zoo, as one example from its 

rich menu, offers a zoo circle for young biologists under the guidance of trained employees of the zoo. The 
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members learn about the functioning of nature, get to know the lifestyles of animals living in the wild as well as 

animals living in the enclosures of the zoo. The tuition includes learning about ecology, biology, landscape and 

the environment. The circle’s excursions are innovative in not being restricted to the zoo premises. As stated on 

the website of the zoo itself, the main objective of this program is to motivate children to love and respect nature 

[www.zoopraha.cz]. 

2.7 Training the Staff and Partnerships Between Zoos 

The professionalism and qualifications of the zoo staff go hand in hand with enlightenment for the public. Zoos 

should encourage the education of their employees throughout the entire cycle of their employment. We are 

getting back to the strategy for zoos that identifies and develops the qualifications of the zoo staff. Some fields 

require special qualifications with certification, others suffice with the successful completion of necessary 

courses. Employees should have an option to educate themselves in the course of work, take part in workshops 

and courses of lectures. Also cooperation with specialised institutions and universities may prove desirable and 

productive, leading to other precious information and an extension of the education of the zoo staff. Conferences 

and workshops can be held as in-house events organised for the employees of the zoo or in cooperation with 

other zoos [WAZA, 2005]. The broader the spectrum of participants, the better results in communicating and 

sharing information. The focus can be expanded from the professional public to the general public that manifests 

interest in the issue. The zoo as an organisation may also enrich its educational and enlightenment component 

through the membership in uniting organisations, such as the European Association of Zoos and Aquariums 

(EAZA), the World Association of Zoos and Aquariums (WAZA), the International Zoo Educators Association 

(IZE), or the International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN). It is the very objective of IZE to create a 

forum for the sharing of information and experience and a platform for discussions concerning pressing topics 

[Jiroušek, 2005] 

2.8 The Evaluation  

The evaluation of the applied procedures is necessary for the creation of new expositions, improvement of the 

strategy and the constant development of zoos. Complex evaluation and its publication for the professional as 

well as general public may have influence on further planning of zoos, with the additional benefit of collecting 

requisite data and improving the efficiency of other organisations in the chain, be it conservation centres, 

research institutes or universities. Thanks to the information and feedback are organizations able to develop 

direction so they can help solve paradigms of sustainability. "The techniques of evaluation may include 

comparative analyses of the effects of enlightenment activity of various expositions, overviews and 

questionnaires, observations of the visitors’ behaviour, conversation and evaluation of satisfaction, records 

about the sales of products in the zoo linked to a concrete message or campaign, records about received gifts, 

feedback on undertakings and petitions, records about presentation in news media and feedback from tutors in 

the case of formal programs."29 It is witty to combine the evaluation with some attraction for the public, thus 

making it possible for the visitor to express his or her opinion on the spot or through the Internet. 

3. The Conclusion 

The educational and enlightenment component of zoos is the critical factor for their positive development, the 

only one that may in itself influence the thinking of people and encourage them to take active participation in the 

conservation of the environment and species in the wild. The strategy of zoos should take this factor into account 

as soon as the stage of planning the concepts and the construction of expositions. The cooperation of trained 

experts with architects leads to a better representation of species in self-contained and realistic relations that 

consider both the comfort and the ethical aspect of living. The understanding of the issue and mission of zoos 

is deepened by educated staff, which is continuously trained and updated not only within the zoo institution itself, 

but also through all-country and international organisations.  

As a student of architecture I make efforts to reflect the educational aspect in my work. Not only may the architect 

create the background for the educational component, he or she may also fulfil its task through his or her work. 

                                                           
29 Vzdělávání a školení: Hodnocení. Budoucnost ohrožených druhů zvířat: Světová strategie ochranářské práce zoo a akvárií. Bern, 

Švýcarsko: Výkonný sekretariát WAZA, 2005, 8 stran. ISSN 3-033-00427-X. 
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The architecture of sophisticated compositions, visually and otherwise illustrative enclosures and inventive 

details shall support the force and uplift the educational component and enhance significantly its action on the 

premises of the zoo. A creative idea, which may be invested by the architect into the construction of the zoo, in 

extensive and small expositions likewise, gives a new dimension to purely utility structures. It is the complex 

approach to the educational component, the consideration and interconnectedness of all levels with architecture 

is something that may be the path towards the successful existence of zoos and the fulfilment of their mission. 

 

4. The Attachments 

The Attachment concludes image examples mentioned in the document.  

 

1. The Exposition "The Czech River" in Zoo Plzeň 

 

2. The Festival "Splinters of Africa" in Zoo Jihlava 
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3. The Program "Can You Look After Your Darling?" in Zoo Brno 
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4., 5. Special Education Program for Training Staff in Zoo Praha with the Partner Organization Natural 

Encounters, Inc. from USA 

 

A Definitions of Chosen Words 

These keywords are used in the essay are crucial for understanding the problematic.  

Ochrana 

Ochrana v souvislosti s environmentální politikou rozvoje zahrnuje témata ochrany ovzduší, vody, přírody a 

krajiny, klimatu. V oblasti ovzduší se zřizují emisní limity a programy pro snižování emisí v ovzduší. V oblasti 

vodohospodářství je to například ochrana před povodněmi nebo ochrana množství a jakosti vod. 

Environmentální vzdělávání má jako hlavní úkol vedení k ochraně životního prostředí, udržet v přirozeném 

prostředí volně žijící druhy zvířat, původní floru, nerozbíjet ekosystémy. Projekty ochrany životního prostředí, 

jehož dobrý stav je základem zdraví obyvatel státu a atraktivního území pro život, jsou většinou realizovány z 

veřejných prostředků a fondů EU. 

A Protection 

Without the context of protection under the word we understand some obstacle from damage. Protection in 

connection with environmental policy development includes themes of air, water, nature and landscape 

protection and climate protection. In the area of air emission limits and programs for reducing emissions in the 

air are established. In the water sector, we talk about flood protection or the protection of water quantity and 

quality. The main task of the environmental education is a leadership in the environmental protection subject 

and maintaining the natural habitat of wild species, indigenous flora and ecosystems. Projects of Environmental 

Protection, whose good condition is essential for healthy population and an attractive space for life, are mostly 

implemented by public and EU funds. 

Osvěta 

V souvislosti s problematikou zoologických zahrad je nejčastěji zmiňována osvěta spolu s environmentálním 

vzděláváním a výchovou návštěvníků k ochraně přírody. Environmentálně odpovědné jednání je to nejlepší 

možné pro současný i budoucí stav životního prostředí. Osvětové a vzdělávací programy jsou rozvíjeny na 
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různých úrovních a většinou stojí a spolupráci více složek, např. veřejné správy, škol, vzdělávacích organizací, 

výzkumných institucí a dalších poskytovatelů environmentálního vzdělání, výchovy a osvěty. 

 

An Awareness 

Awareness in the general sense of the word means enlightenment, dedication, raising awareness by raising 

knowledge. It is a consequence of human education and knowledge of certain issues. On the topic of zoos is 

awareness frequently mentioned along with environmental education and education of visitors to nature 

protection. Environmentally responsible behaviour is the best possible for present and future state of the 

environment. This issue is being developed for decades and as a system it is enshrined in policy and strategy 

documents, both globally and in the Czech Republic. Awareness and educational programs are developed at 

different levels and are mostly cooperation of more components, e.g. public administrations, schools, 

educational organizations, research institutions and other providers of environmental education, upbringing and 

education. 

Strategie zoologické zahrady 

Strategie zoologické zahrady je dokument o přístupu zoo k trendům jejího rozvoje. Obsahuje základní 

identifikační údaje, údaje o dostupnosti, popis organizační struktury a činností, ekologického vzdělávání v 

zahradě. Hlavní částí dokumentu jsou informace o chovu zvířat, počtech, expozicích. Strategie dále shrnuje a 

hodnotí ekonomiku zahrady a marketing, technické vybavení, náklady na provoz. Součástí spisu je analýza 

SWOT, cíle a opatření a přílohy. 

The Strategy of Zoological Garden 

According to the World Organization of Zoos and Aquariums should zoo activities geared towards the providing 

rest and relaxation to visitors, casually gathering information about the nature and education in the protection 

and strengthening the positive relationship to nature. The Strategy is a document used by every zoo to react to 

these trends. It contains basic identification data, data on availability, a description of the organizational structure 

and activities of environmental education in a garden. The main parts of the document are information on 

breeding animals, numbers of kinds, exhibitions. The Strategy summarizes and evaluates the garden´s economy 

and marketing, technical equipment and operating costs. Part of the file is a SWOT analysis, objectives, 

measures and attachments. 
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Brno – city of industrial heritage 

 

KAROLÍNA MIKOVÁ 

 

Abstract 

The essey introduces Brno as a city of industrial heritage, culture and a city of universities. It is capacities of 

educational and cultural potential and science-technology development. Examples of museums and galleries 

and their potential connection to educational institutions. 

Keywords: Brno, industry, industrial heritage, culture, education, development 

 

Abstrakt 

Esej představuje Brno jako město průmyslového dědictví, kultury a rovněž jako město univerzitní. Město 

představuje potenciál pro vzdělání, kulturu a také pro rozvoj vědy a techniky. Dále pak uvádí příklady možného 

propojení a spolupráce těchto oborů, což je zásadní pro rozvoj města. 

Klíčová slova: Brno, průmysl, průmyslové dědictví, kultura, vzdělání, rozvoj 

 

Industrial heritage 

Industrial heritage refers to the physical remains of the history of technology and industry, such as manufacturing 

and mining sites, as well as power and transportation infrastructure. The term is often also used in connection 

with museums or historic places related to industry, including worker housing and warehouses. The scientific 

study of such remains is called industrial archaeology. The industrial heritage of a region is an aspect of its 

cultural heritage. The international organization dedicated to the study and preservation of such is The 

International Committee for the Conservation of the Industrial Heritage, known as TICCIH. 

Introduction 

Brno is the second largest city in the Czech Republic. Czech Republic is a small country, which basically lies in 

the middle of the Europe between Germany, Poland, Slovakia and Austria and this position afford very good 

connection with other countries in Europe. There are two parts of Czech republic – Bohemia and Moravia and 

the Brno is the largest city of the Moravian part, located in south-east of the country – it  means, that it is close 

to Vienna and Bratislava.  Brno is multinational crossing of highways – from Prague to Ostrava and next to 

Poland and highways to Bratislava and Vienna. It is also multinational rail junction, besides because of track 

Brno – Vienna.  

Brno is a very important centre of education, culture, industry, development, trade and much more. And in the 

same time this city is surrounded by beautiful nature – for example Moravian Karst. 

These all things makes Brno very attractive city for tourists, young people, who can find here education, 

opportunity and support for research and development. Also it is lucrative place for investors, developers and 

international companies, which have headquarters here (Red Hat or IBM for example).  

 

History of Brno 

Man has lived in the Brno basin since prehistoric times, and there was a  settlement on the site of today's city at 

the time of the Great Moravian Empire. As a town Brno was recognised in 1243 by Wenceslaus I, King of 

Bohemia. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_technology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_industry
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Industrial_archaeology
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cultural_heritage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_International_Committee_for_the_Conservation_of_the_Industrial_Heritage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_International_Committee_for_the_Conservation_of_the_Industrial_Heritage
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Most of the modern history, Czech Republic was part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire (from 1867 till 1918). 

Czech Republic like independent country was established 1. 1. 1993. 

In the 18th century development of industry and trade began to take place, which continued into the next century. 

In Brno there was a concentration of textile and engineering industries, which rapidly adopted the most modern 

technology. In 1839 Brno was conected with Wienna by railway. The development of industry meant also 

expansion of the city and there were need to demolish fortifications. It happend basically in the same time like 

in Wienna and the free space after it was solved by same urbanism principle in both cities by same architects 

(under the leadership Ludwig Förster) – in Vienna know as Ringstrasse. It means they build new prestigious 

buildings (like theatres, opera...) and created public parks. After this, city developed very fast. Because of 

extended industry Brno was caled „Austrian manchester“.  

In 1850, 32 neighbouring communities were added to the city, and the population reached 46 000. Gas lighting 

was introduced to the city in 1847 and a tram system in 1869. Grammar schools, secondary schools and higher 

education establishments were also built (first university in Brno was German Technology School from 1873, 

first Czech university was Technical University Brno from 1899). At the turn of the 20th century the problem of 

nationalism reached its height between the Czech and the German inhabitants; the majority German 

representation in the city administration ended in 1919. 

After First World War in 1918 Austro-Hungarian Empire broke up and Czechoslovak Republic was created. It 

was composed of Bohemia, Moravia, Czech Silesia, Slovakia and Subcarpathian Ruthenia. 

I can say, it was golden age of Czech republic and Brno as well. During this time Brno was the second city after 

Prague – both in terms of its population, and also in importance, as it was the capital city of the  Moravia/Silesia 

Province. It was during this period that the Masaryk University was established (1919), and the Brno Fairgrounds 

were opened in 1928 with an  exhibition of contemporary culture. The city was not only a centre of industry and 

commerce, but also of education and culture. Famous personages who have worked in the city include Leoš 

Janáček, Viktor Kaplan, Jiří Mahen and Bohuslav Fuchs.  

During the Second World between 1939 and 1945 all Czech universities including those of Brno were closed by 

the Nazis. The Faculty of Law became the headquarters of the Gestapo, and the university dormitory was used 

as a prison.  

Industrial facilities such as arms factory Československá zbrojovka and aircraft engine factory Zweigwerk (after 

the war it became Zbrojovka's subsidiary Zetor) and the city centre were targeted by several Allied bombardment 

campaigns between 1944 and 1945. After the city's occupation by the Red Army on 26 April 1945 and the end 

of the war, ethnic German residents were forcibly expelled.  

At the beginning of the Communist era in Czechoslovakia, in 1948, the government abolished Moravian 

autonomy and Brno hence ceased to be the capital of Moravia. Since then Moravia has been divided into 

administrative regions and Brno is administrative centre of the South Moravian Region.  

Today Brno has around 380 000 residents. This number doesn´t include students and workers, who doesn´t 

have permanent residence in Brno, but they are daily in the city.  

Industrial heritage 

How did I say before the strongest industry in Czech Republic and especially in Brno at the turn of 18. and 19. 

century (basicaly till 20. century) was the textile industry. There was the ideal conditions for development of the 

industry -  the good conection with Vienna (by railway), two rivers in the city (the factories was created on their 

sides), good availability of materials and also there was no draper guild so textile manufactures could liberally 

arise. Textile products expanded to all Europe even to Turkey very fast. They constructed first spinning machine 

in Brno and also they used first steam engine in the textile production.  

Next to the textile factories were established machine works, which produced machines for them. As time goes 

by, few of them merged together like První brněnská strojírna and  became independent on textile industry. At 

the turn of 19. and 20. sencury it was one of the most important machine works in Austro-Hungarian Empire. 
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The development of machine engineering in Brno support also developing of railway and coal mining near to the 

city. Next important machine work is for example Zbrojovka, which was at last the biggest industrial factory in 

Brno at twenties of 20. century. It manufactured weapons and cars.  

In 1918, when Austro-Hungarian Empire broke up, Brno strengthened position like a city of industry. It has 

independence from Vienna now and became more important. Side product of industry development in Brno was 

increase of inhabitants and lack of housing for them. It lead to building of new houses and expanding city.  

During Second World War the most of the industry was convert to war industry. Textile industry became less 

important insted of machine ingeneering, which was developed and this change of importance endured also 

after war. Industrial zones was bombed during the war as a strategic targets. Because of this most of the factories 

had to be repaired after war. The most important company after war was Zbrojovka and Zetor. Zetor was found 

after war and it produce tractors. 

In 1989 political regime changed from socialist to democratic republic. The 90´s were the age of economical 

transformation and adaptation to free market. State enterprises were privatized. But our economy was not able 

to compete on europien market, lot of industry colapsed and many of privatized enterprises and bussines were 

sold to foreign investors.  

As time goes by Brno reorientated to light industry, logistics and services. Because of development of education 

and increasing number of universities also research and development become more important. There are lot of 

bussines centres and industrial zones (Zetor...). City is also full of empty industrial complexes (brownfields) even 

in the city center. The revitalization of these areas is one of the conditions for sustainable development of the 

city. There are few successful realization already, for example reconversion old emty foundry to modern shoping 

centre Vaňkova. But usually they are too big for small investor but big oportunity for city development.  

 

 

Education 

Extensive possibilities of different studies on many universities makes Brno typical student city. There are 14 

universities  containing 34 faculties, where study almost 90 000 students.  

The biggest university in Brno (and second biggest university in country) is Masaryk University with 9 faculties. 

You can study law, medicine, natural sciences, philosophy, pedagogy, economy, information technology, social 

sciences and sport.  

The university has lot of buildings around the city, but in 2010 was opened Campus Bohunice, which is modern 

centre of education, research and development for medicine, natural sciences and sport.  

The main interest of university is science and research. It participates in a lot of competitions and usually gets 

very good results. Masaryk University is also important part of culture and social life in Brno. For example it 

established Mendel Museum in Brno, where is genetics presented or it has own cinema for public. It has also 

Mendel polar station in Antarctica.  

The oldest university in Brno is Brno University of Technology. It is focused on technological, economical and 

artistic sciences with long tradition and exellent results. There is 8 faculties  - faculty of architecture, chemistry, 

electrical engineering and communication, information technology, business and managment, civil engineering, 

mechanical engineering and faculty of fine arts.  

Most of the faculties and buildings of the university are situated at one place called Technology park. It created 

student city in the Brno city – there are 4 from 8 faculties, dormitories for students, places for research and 

development. Part of this park are also companies (RedHat, IBM), which usually cooperate with the university 

and offer work positions for graduated students.   

Except these two universities there is also Mendel University (studies of agriculture), Janáček Academy of 

Music and Performing Arts (it is one of two academies of music and the dramatic arts in the Czech Republic), 
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University of Veterinary and Pharmaceutical Sciences, University of Defence (is the only military institution 

of higher education of the Czech Armed Forces, which is responsible for education of military professionals and 

experts engaged in national security system, defence industry and public administration). Also there are 7 private 

universities – mostly focused  on economics.  

These institutions has a high quality of education, they support research and development, they cooperate 

between each other and also with other universities in Europe. One of the proofs of this cooperation is European 

center of sciences – CEITEC. The main goal of the institution is development and postgraduate education. 

Multi-field CEITEC is in fact the first type of a scientific centre in the Czech Republic to integrate research and 

development in the fields of life sciences, advanced materials and technologies in such a large range. The 

research is divided into 7 programmes: 1. Advanced Nanotechnologies and Microtechnologies, 2. Advanced 

Materials, 3. Structural Biology, 4. Genomics and Proteomics of Plant Systems, 5. Molecular Medicine, 6. Brain 

and Mind Research, 7. Molecular Veterinary Medicine. 

 

 

Culture 

Brno is second biggest centre of culture in Czech Republic after Prague. Lot of events has international 

importance – for example Brno is known for Brno Exhibition Center or Masaryk circuit. Brno treats cultural 

heritage, invest into the reconstruction of monuments and revitalization parts of the city. There is large number 

of univerities  – even  artistic and other institutions, which support and create culture life in the city. Brno isn´t 

isolated from its neighborhood but it support culture and traditions in the whole region and cooperate together. 

Despite its urban character, some of the city districts still preserve traditional Moravian folklore, including folk 

festivals with traditional Moravian costumes, Moravian wines, folk music and dances. 

There are lot of accessible sights, museums, galeries, theatres, cinemas, clubs, specialized institution (like 

observatory), libaries, festivals (Ignis Brunensis...) and also lot of independents places. These institutions offered 

a possibility how to spend leisure time for broad audience. They also support education in cooperation with 

universities. For example Brno observatory created platform, where public, students and scinentists can met. 

There are many programs – not only about astronomy, from programs for kids to expert lecture. And in the same 

time it is scientific workplace for astronomers and next to it student of astronomy can use the same highly 

specialized equipment like professionals. Also theatres has program for student of theater studies, who can visit 

their performance almost for free. The same princip works for museums and galeries.  

How I said before, Brno is known for Brno Exhibition Center. The complex of exhibition building is place to 

organizing internacional exhibition and fair and also has architectural value. 

The city of Brno has a tradition of trade fairs, which is inseparable from the industrial development of the city 

into an industrial, scientific and logistics hub in Central Europe. As a result of the booming textile industry in the 

city, the first trade shows were held in the 18th century. Since 1821 regular trade exhibitions were held in Brno.  

Thanks to the tradition of trade fairs and an exhibition centre that is recognized as the leading trade show venue 

in Central Europe, the city of Brno, is also nicknamed as “The Capital of Trade Fairs”. 

Since 1958, Brno Exhibition Center is internationally known through the International Engineering Fair (MSV 

Brno). The MSV served as a business meeting point between “East and West” fostering technology transfer and 

information. 

 

Conclusion 
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Brno has a long tradition like a city of internacional importance in industry. Also like a city of culture and over 

time also like a city of education. After 1989 it lost many of it because of collapse of economy of the country and 

following collapse of Brno industry. The city had to change its focus from industry and it did it well.  

There is no doubt that today Brno is a city of internacional importance in education, culture, development and 

research. Support of education and universities brought success in research and development. Also the cities 

where are universities are usually influenced by typical community of students. It possitively influence the culture 

and life in the city, they are a large part of consumers and producers of culture (even when there are also artistic 

universities).  

But we still have to fight with remains of our industrial history. These times left a lot of brownfields behind and 

we have to deal with it. These areas have potentional in the city development and ve have to use it. 
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Sustainable Partnership Between Museum and Society: Development 
of Social Capital Through Knowledge and Communication 

 

 

DONATA ARMAKAUSKAITĖ 

 

 

Abstract 

Cultural aspect of museum activities creates economic and social value, which is based on the main fields of 

museum’s activities: preservation of cultural heritage, cultural heritage research and heritage communication. 

The aim of the essay is to provide the definition of museum’s social capital, based on the studies conducted by 

R. Putnam and M. McElroy, as well as provide theoretical model of social capital created in the museum, that 

reveals the social impact of the museum in nowadays society. The theoretical model is established by combining 

these two sectors: the intersocial museum capital (closely related with the participation in museum activities and 

sustainable partnership between the organization and society) and Intrasocial capital (that depends on the 

internal working culture of the museum and human resources). It also covers the knowledge and intellectual 

resources accumulated in the museum as well as the public participation in the museum activities.  

A case study of museum’s social impact measurement experience is presented as a successful example of the 

evaluation of public participation in museum’s activities. 

 

Key words: museum, social capital, participation, dialogue, knowledge, partnership, society, communication. 

 

Context  

The aim of the research contains designing theoretical model of additional social value created in the museum 

and museum’s social impact as well as purification of museum’s social capital evaluation methodology.  In order 

to accomplish a comprehensive evaluation of museum’s social capital, it is obligatory to design the theoretical 

model of social capital (created in the museum) and identify the place of knowledge and communication as well 

as the place of sustainable partnership between the organisation and society in the theoretical model. 

For the first-time term “social capital” was used in the beginning of 20th century, but only after the 2nd Word War 

the concept was developed broader. In modern science, social capital is analysed in various contexts: 

sociological, psychological, political and etc.30. The wide spectrum of social capital research and evaluation 

identifies that there is no solid interpretation of the term that would be suitable to identify social capital in different 

contexts. A detail chronology of the social capital term is provided in the article Toward a theory of social capital 

definition: its dimensions and resulting social capital types (Lollo E.). In the context of this research the 

chronology of term is valuable to identify the main features of the social capital – relations and network. 

Considering museum as non-profit organisation with specified activities, museum’s social capital can be defined 

as relations, created inside the museum, which promotes the development of intellectual products focused on 

the improvement of the quality of public life and development of relations between museum and community, 

based on new knowledge and partnership. 

                                                           
30 Laužikas R. (2012), Socialinio kapitalo verčių kūrimas muziejuje: tyrimų metodologiją ir mokslinės problemos. Muziejus 
XXI a. – pokyčiai ir iššūkiai. pp. 15-16. 
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The paradigm of Participatory museum is based on the creation and maintenance of mutual connections 

between community and organisation: the highest rate of social capital will be created in the participatory 

museum, which includes representatives of society to its activities, communication and management of the 

organisation.  

 

Materials and Methods 

The governmental organisation in the United Kingdom, which unites museums, libraries and archives, presented 

a self-assessment tool for cultural organisations that ought to help to purify most important goals of the 

organisations as well as identify the factors, required for the successful community inclusion in the activities of 

organisations. Self-assessment tool also provides an opportunity to observe and improve participatory activities 

that are already applied in the organisation. Norwegian Agriculture and Rural Development College performs 

research on community participation in the culture and also implements practical projects, based on community 

participation in cultural heritage preservation activities. In the context of this research, theoretical principles of 

community involvement in the activities of organisation are very useful.  

The social value, conducted by museum activity and museum’s social impact are discussed widely: C. Scott 

Advocating the Value of Museum; C. Scott Museums and Impact, M. Cassar Evaluating the Benefits of Cultural 

Heritage Preservation: an Overview of international initiatives and etc. Most of these texts include case studies 

that help to evaluate importance of knowledge and communication in the context of social capital research more 

clearly through the specific examples. In the Report 3 – Measuring Museum Impacts, that provides evaluation 

of museum’s social impact, conducted during The Learning Museum Project, an economic and social value of 

museum activities are identified. Report also provides precise methods for the evaluation of aforementioned 

aspects as well as few different case studies of museum evaluation all around the world, that can be adapted 

for the construction of social capital assessment methodology, while taking in consideration the museum 

specifics. 

 

Content Description and Final Discussion  

R. Putnam, while developing the theory of social capital, outlines, that the most important part of social capital 

is a network between people and organisations, which, at the first place, generates additional value for the 

subjects in the network. The external or public value of social capital reveals through community relations, that 

improve their quality of life. The additional value created by social capital in a societal level, according to R. 

Putnam, can be evaluated through satisfaction of life (happiness) researches, as it is directly related with the 

amount of social capital, accumulated in the society31. M. McElroy defines social capital as one part of the 

intellectual capital, together with the human capital and structural capital. Author distinguishes three parts of 

social capital: intrasocial capital, intersocial capital and social innovation capital (Scheme No 1)32. 

 

                                                           
31 R. Putnam (2002), Democracies in Flux: The Evolution of Social Capital in Contemporary Society, New York: Oxford 
University Press, pp. 7-8. 
32 M. McElroy (2002), Social Innovation Capital. Journal of Intellectual Capital, vol. 3 pp. 30-39. 
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Scheme No 1 “The system of determination of cultural organisation market value by M. McElroy” 

 

M. McElroy also defines social capital as relations between individual and organisations, which are based on 

mutual trust, common values and networking. Social capital creates additional value and accelerates 

dissemination of information and creation of new knowledge. As the most important part of social capital, social 

innovation capital is outlined by the author. Social innovation capital is defined as self-organised, independent, 

practical cooperation between learning persons and communities, which develops and integrates common 

knowledge and creates additional value33. Two other important parts of social capital in M. McElroy’s structure: 

• Intrasocial capital (a social result, created by the members of organisation through inner activities, which is 

relevant for the inner structure of organisation and its members), combined from Egocentric and Sociocentric 

capital; 

• Intersocial capital (covering relations between organisation and exterior), which is combined from Customer 

capital and Partner capital. Customer capital can be treated as the establishment and maintenance of relations 

between organisation and its customers, while partner capital covers long-term cooperation between 

organisation and specific community. Customer capital differs from partner capital in that customer audience is 

quite wide and relations, established during cooperation, are not sustainable. Meanwhile additional value created 

during partnership is a long-term and significant to both community and organisation. During creation and 

maintenance of relations between museum and wide group of customers, this cooperation process has a trend 

to become a sustainable partnership. This form of social capital is relevant in the context of the research of 

sustainable partnership between museum and society. 

A model of the interaction between structure of social capital and financial capital in long-term perspective in 

non-profit institutions, created by R. Laužikas, is combined of two wide matrixes, where the additional value is 

located and revealed inside and outside the organisation. In other words, social additional value is created inside 

the organisation and increases the intrasocial capital, accumulated by the members of organisation. Additional 

social value, that occurs outside the organisation, increases the social capital of society, i.e. intersocial capital. 

In order to adapt this social capital evaluation model to the determination of social additional value, created in 

the museums, it is modified considering essential functions of the museum: preservation, research and 

communication34 (Scheme No 2).   

                                                           
33 M. McElroy (2002), Social Innovation Capital. Journal of Intellectual Capital, vol. 3 pp. 30-39. 
34 M. Stonkienė (2013), Teisiniai muziejų veiklos aspektai: komunikacijos funkcija. In E. P. Bazienė Modernaus muziejaus 
veiklos gairės, pp. 54-78. 
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Creative product, identified in the model, can be defined through intellectual products created in the museum 

(educational programmes, exhibitions, scientific production etc.). These products are most important because 

of the new knowledge, innovative forms of their expression and additional social value, focused on the improving 

the quality of life, which appears during the creative process. It means that museum creates social value through 

the process of creativity, which includes society, not through the final results of museum activities. 

 

Scheme No 2 “Theoretical model of social capital, created in the museum” 

Museum communication is mostly related with the promotion of museum’s collections and dissemination of 

cultural and educational information to the society35. It covers all public activities: scientific communication, 

heritage communication, educational activities, promotion of other products, created in the museum. Museum 

reaches society through communication and ensures the possibility to involve society into creative activities, 

during which additional social value is generated (a creativity of involved people is encouraged as well as various 

new competences are developed, tolerance and amount of personal knowledge is being increased). Intersocial 

capital, that covers development and maintenance of relations between museum and society, is created in the 

museum through communication.  

I. Kapleris outlines that museum’s social activities reveal in the paradigms of Third Place and Participatory 

museum, where museums are considered as places for spending free time, assembling communities, 

exchanging of experience and knowledge. Author outlines that the Third place concept is applied to open spaces 

where the communication between visitors is the main activity, while the concept of Participatory museum 

includes activities, implemented together with creative and communal visitors, and the opportunity to exchange 

knowledge and experience between visitors inside the museum36. A main difference between participatory 

museum and museum as a third place can be outlined: it is the creation of sustainable partnership between 

organisation and its visitors/clients/participants. Third place gives the environment where people gather together 

to spend their free time and create mutual relations. Participatory organisation, on the other hand, gives a chance 

to create and develop the content of their free-time themselves. As M. Quagliuolo outlines, the encouraging of 

bottom up-processes are important in order to make the cultural remains of the past act as a driver for future 

                                                           
35 M. Stonkienė (2013), Teisiniai muziejų veiklos aspektai: komunikacijos funkcija. In E. P. Bazienė Modernaus muziejaus 
veiklos gairės, pp. 54-78. 
36 I. Kapleris. (2014), Skaitmeninių medijų raiška Lietuvos muziejų komunikacijoje, Vilnius: Vilnius University, pp. 6. 
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decisions37, which is crucial for the effective cultural heritage communication in order to present museum’s 

collections.  

While evaluating social capital, created in the museum as a third place, on the basis of theoretical model, is it 

observed that the level of intersocial capital in this kind of museums is inferior, because the highest social value 

is created through the consumption of museum products. Sustainable partnership between museum and visitors 

is not the aspiration. Meanwhile the activities of participatory museum, which include society and can attract 

people, create higher social value. To sum up, participatory museum accumulates higher social value, than third 

place museum, and encourages more sustainable connections between organisation and society. 

N. Simon reveals that the main difference between the methods of creating traditional and participatory museum 

is the communication between organisation and visitors. Traditional museum provides already finished content, 

that should be used by the visitors, independently from their age, education or personal interests. One-way 

communication ensures that all visitors get equally accurate and correct information as well as the same quality 

experience. In the participatory museum content is created with the help of museum’s inner resources, 

knowledge and experience of visitors. In this case organisation can’t ensure the identical quality of visitor’s 

experiences as the content of the museum depends from the visitors, who are co-authors, distributors, 

consumers and critics of the museum38. In the participatory museum, a two-way communication is provided 

between the organisation and visitors in thus ensuring that the content, presented by the organisation, is the 

result of cooperation and partnership.  

 

Research of the social capital, created in museums  

Society’s participation in culture (in general sense) helps cultural organisations to create higher social capital 

inside the organisation and in the society as well. In nowadays the “establishment of partnerships and productive 

alliances across communities and institutions (scholarly community/libraries/archives/museums and private 

institutions) based on equality” is also an important part to define the existence of Information Society39. 

Museums must create a platform for cooperation between organisation and individual groups, which have the 

same interests and goals, if they (museums) want to increase their social capital. The most important weakness 

of participatory institution – attraction and retention of truly motivated part of society. Professor D. Jørund 

Lønning from Norwegian Agriculture and Rural Development College claims that the most effective way to unite 

fragmented organisations and personalities is to initiate horizontal dialogue, that is relevant to all parts 

participating in the dialogue (Scheme No 3)40.  

                                                           
37 M. Quagliuolo (2016), Understanding of Cultural Heritage and the Social Conflicts: the HERITY Paradigm. In L. 
Oosterbeek, M. Quagliuolo, L. Caron, SUSTAINABILITY DILEMMAS. Transdisciplinary contributions to Integrated 
Cultural Landscape Management. Instituto Terra e Memória,  ARKEOS vol. 38-39, pp. 169-185. 
38 N. Simon (2010), Chapter one: Principles of Participation. The Participatory Museum. Online book.  
39 R. Gudauskas (2016), Digital Society Dilemmas: Are We Able to Manage Them? In L. Oosterbeek, M. Quagliuolo, L. 
Caron, SUSTAINABILITY DILEMMAS. Transdisciplinary contributions to Integrated Cultural Landscape Management. 
Instituto Terra e Memória,  ARKEOS vol. 38-39, pp. 155-169. 
40 D. Jørund Lønning (2009), Evaluation of Norwegian Support to the Protection of Cultural Heritage.  Oslo: Norwegian 
Agency for Development Cooperation, pp. 9-15. 
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Scheme No 3. “Inclusion of different sectors through development of horizontal dialogue” 

 

D. Jørund Lønning defines dialogue as the main tool for the promotion of involvement to the common activities, 

that can encourage separate persons/groups/organisations reach the same goals. If the dialogue is considered 

as the main tool for the inclusion of communities to participate in the museum’s activities, it should be outlined 

that museum’s position in respect of other dialogue participants is crucially important: i.e. museum should 

participate in the dialogue as equal with the other participants, not as the leading institution. By ensuring equality 

to all participants of the dialogue a self-motivating system, oriented to the same goals, is created. Scheme No 4 

reveals a model of motivation cycle, which can be used to describe the participatory museum’s actions to retain 

motivated participants41. If the participatory museum is inserted in the middle of the motivation cycle as the main 

phenomenon that unites all participants of the dialogue, it becomes possible to identify the main directions of 

the institution, through which the communities are encouraged to involve in the museum activities. This model 

reveals possible directions of the empirical research in order to evaluate social capital, created in participatory 

museums: 

• Interest in the museum activities and promotion ownership; 

• Engagement of communities and motivation to participate in museum activities; 

• Building knowledge through partnership; 

• Place of the museum in the prioritising of time and resources; 

• Sense of responsibility granted to the community. 

 

 

Scheme No 4 “Self-motivating system of participation in museum activities” 

                                                           
41 D. Jørund Lønning (2009), Evaluation of Norwegian Support to the Protection of Cultural Heritage.  Oslo: Norwegian 
Agency for Development Cooperation, pp. 9-15. 
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All parts of the motivation cycle specify the theoretical model of social capital, created in museums and provides 

specific references, how the processes of creation of social capital can be identified in the museum activities. 

These processes go hand in hand with ne development of new knowledge, two-way communication and 

assurance of the sustainable partnership between society and organisation. 

After defining specific activities, through which the social value can be measured, main axes of the evaluation 

of museum’s social capital can be planed and coherent structure of the evaluation can be designed. The 

evaluation of social capital is based on the analysis of qualitative data that can be collected and processed by 

following methods:  

• Interview of the representative group (focus group) of museum leaders. During the interview questions about 

the strategic goals of organisation, their interpretation in the context of participatory museum paradigm should 

be formulated. The data from interview of representative group should be compared with the data from interviews 

with the museum staff. If some kind of discrepancy is revealed, conclusions about the management of 

organisation and inner communication can be formulated. 

• Structured interviews, carried out with the staff of the museum, that works with the customer service, 

educational programmes and other educational activities, communication. Structured interview with the freely 

formed answers gives the opportunity to know the respondent better and to understand the depth of his 

knowledge. The body language of the respondent helps to identify false information, provided during the 

interview. 

• Questionnaire survey of the museum visitors (after visiting the museum) provides third opinion, that is crucial 

for the complete evaluation of the museum. Survey contains questions about exhibitions ant their promotion, 

communication of the organisations and etc. 

Data, collected during the empirical research is assessed by using triangulation methodology, for the data 

procession qualitative content analysis method is used. 

 

Conclusions 

Considering museum as non-profit organisation with specified activities, museum’s social capital can be defined 

as relations, created inside the museum, which promotes the development of intellectual products focused on 

the improvement of the quality of public life and development of relations between museum and community, 

based on new knowledge and partnership. The resources of museum’s social capital are the main areas of the 

museum activity: preservation, research, communication, that generates intrasocial and intersocial capital. 

Intersocial capital in the museum is based on the development of new knowledge, two-way communication and 

sustainable partnership between organisation and society.  

The inclusion of communities to the museum activities is revealed in the participatory museum. The participatory 

museum paradigm is also inseparable from the social capital, created in museum, as it is based on the 

sustainable relations between organisation and community and can be named as the requirement for the 

development of social capital. 

There are lots of strategies to include the society into the museum activities, but the most effective ones are 

based on the horizontal dialogue between the organisation and other self-motivated parties. The self-motivated 

cycle, based on the same goals, is inseparable part of participation in the museum activities, that provides 

comprehensive functioning of theoretical model of social capital, created in the museums. 

The biggest possibilities of the participation in museum activities are carried out in the sector of heritage 

communication: the partnership in creating new educational content, based on the new knowledge; double-way 

communication based development of the relations between organisation and society; maintenance of the 

sustainable partnership while planning scientific, cultural, communicational activities. 
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Case Study 

The Learning Museum Project report identifies 5 most important activities, implemented by the museums as well 

as 6 wide indicators, that can be used for the identification of the museum’s social impact directions: personal 

growth, social inclusion, ownership of the communities, the image of the place and identity, imagination and 

vision, health and wellbeing42. All aforementioned indicators are directly related to the promotion of active 

participation in the museum activities.  

Report provides 9 case studies, based on the economic, economic and social, social, cultural evaluation case 

studies, based on the main activities of the museums.  This case study presents the evaluation of social and 

cultural impact evaluation, named „Measuring the impact of museums on their communities: The role of the 21st 

century museum“43, and based on two major projects: „Investigating the impact of small museums in their local 

communities“ and „Exhibitions as Contested Sites - the roles of museums in contemporary society“.  

 

The Context of the research: Conducted research discusses challenges for museums in measuring impact 

and meeting audience needs by drawing on results from two major research projects: Investigating the impact 

of small museums in their local communities and Exhibitions as Contested Sites - the roles of museums in 

contemporary society. Author notifies that several models of Impact assessment have been developed in Europe 

and the United States, and a number of benefits are claimed for participation in museum programs and museum 

visitation, however these have not been subject to rigorous testing, particularly in Australia. 

 

Objectives of the study: Aim of the study was try replying to these core questions: how can museums contribute 

to discussions on issues of contemporary relevance and importance? How might museums effectively engage 

contentious topics in new ways that acknowledge and embrace conflicting opinions that are non-alienating and 

acceptable to the majority of audiences? In what ways can museums navigate the sensitive terrain between 

facts/opinion, authority/expertise, advocacy/ neutrality and censorship/exposure? 

 

Methodology: The study was conducted by using a multi-method approach combining different methodologies: 

literature analysis, telephone surveys of the broader Australian community (both museum and non-museum 

goers), exit surveys conducted at the Australian Museum and the Australian War Memorial (445 interviews), 

focus groups (5) conducted with museum visitors, online survey and focus group addressed to staff and key 

stakeholder (more than 100 people).  

These two combines case studies are a robust evidence-based research nurtured by different qualitative and 

quantitative techniques. 

 

Main findings: The analysis of the qualitative studies identified concepts such as individual social benefits 

(networking, quality of life, interaction), community social benefits (networking, services to community) and 

individual and community economic and cultural benefits. Broader outcomes were also identified, such as 

developing an appreciation of place and culture, community pride, museums preserving heritage, and 

opportunities for learning across all age levels.  In general, research results show that local communities 

understand and value the role of museums and that museums benefit the local community, in a reciprocal 

relationship of mutual benefit. 

Museums are considered as trusted, reliable and credible sources for information. Museums were seen as 

socially integrative and inclusive experiences, with audiences wanting to be challenged more than they were 

                                                           
42 A. Bollo (2013), The Learning Museum. Report 3 – Measuring Museum Impacts. Online report. 
43 L. Kelly (2006), Measuring the impact of museums on their communities: The role of the 21st century museum. Taiwan: 
INTERCOM conference paper, pp. 1-10. 
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currently. Moreover, for many respondents a key role for museums is bringing out important challenging and 

controversial points of view in a democratic, freethinking society. 

Finally, museums have opportunities to influence, challenge and sometimes change how visitors think, inspiring 

them to take action on big issues and be more informed citizens in an increasingly globalised world. 
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Museum as a Center of  Non-Formal Education 

 

FILIP KINNERT 

 

Abstract 

The essay presents a proposal for revitalization of the Technical museum in Brno and its surroundings. This is 

a concrete study of potentials and opportunities of the location in the city and institution of the museum itself. 

The project derives from local urban landscape and offers reviving part of city and integration of surrounding 

educational and research institution into new public space of the museum. Museum as a third space for 

communication, presentation and non-formal education. 

Keywords 

Non formal education; urban landscape management; sustainable developement; revitalization; integration, third 

space, integration 

 

Abstrakt 

Esej představuje ideový návrh revitalizace Technického muzea v Brně z pohledu urbanismu a architektury. 

Studie specifické lokality ve městě a instituce muzea. Příležitost vytvořit veřejný prostor, oživit městskou část a 

nabídnout muzeu rozšíření expozice i nové funkce pro spolupráci a integraci vzdělávacích instiucí, výzkumu 

produkce technologií.  

Klíčová slova 

Neformální vzdělávání, plánování městského prostoru, udržitelný rozvoj, revitalizace, integrace, třetí prostor, 

integrace  

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPEMENT 

Human effort leading to wellbeing without threatening future generations. 

THIRD SPACE  

“[t]he vaunted ‘third space’ isn’t home, and isn’t work-it’s more like theliving room of society at large. It’s a place 

where you are neither family nor co-worker, and yet wherethe values, interests, gossip, complaints and 

inspirations of these two other spheres intersect. It’s aplace at least one step removed from the structures of 

work and home, more random, and yet familiarenough to breed a sense of identity and connection. It’s a place 

of both possibility and comfort, wherethe unexpected and the mundane transcend and mingle.” [1] 

NON-FORMAL EDUCATION 

Any organised educational activity outside the established formal system – whether operating separately or as 

an important feature of some broader activity – that is intended to serve identifiable learning clienteles and 

learning objectives. In comparison to formal education  is more flexible in structuring a learning process and 

based on voluntary participation. It puts a strong emphasis on experiential learning (by doing and experiencing) 

and the process is more important than achieveing learning goals itself. 

 

REVITALIZATION 

The process of a city or neighborhood improving, after being undesirable. 

INTEGRATION  

Behavior, as of an individual, that is in harmony with the environment. Implemeting a part into a whole. 
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INTRODUCTION 

I would like to share with you a topic of museum from point of view of an architect on a concrete project. 

Specifically it is about the Museum of technology (Technical museum) in Brno, the Czech republic, urban 

landscape management and revitalization of industrial area.   

The design of a project emerges from „function-use program“ Raumprogramm, which shall be given by the 

investor. In this case of the student project we have very little limitations and specified requirements from the 

museum and therefore free to come up with new ideas. We create our own raumprogramm out of analysis of 

the site and existing museums, concepts, trends and demands of todays visitors, questioning what is actually 

the museum for 21st century and what are the moves towards it. However, my main concern is to turn a industrial 

zone into a public space, a living part of the city, expand existing museum and integrate more of a educational, 

comercial and public to keep and share common values.  

The original assigment of this project was to design a museum of transportation in the backyard of the Technical 

museum, where is large assembly shop for many small bussinessis situated. After analysing the location from 

in a broader sense, the idea of museum started to shape into quite different image than the museum manager 

probably imagined. The project is still in the middle of the creation, but this following essey shall be a conclusion 

from a urban analysis and formulation of the raumprogramm. A story how can a museum od technology become 

a kind of a community center. 

„Since the 1990s, urban architects have tried to incorporate these realizations into their designs to create new 

public spaces. In recent years, museums have jumped on the third space band wagon, realizing that modeling 

the concepts of third space would be a great way to reach new and expand existing audiences.During this time, 

museums also realized that audiences were not just focused on educational experiences, but were interested in 

social experiences, too.  Audiences wanted to participate in activities and share in conversations (e.g., ‘I have 

an opinion and my opinion counts’), an idea that has been promoted through access to new technologies and 

the rise of social networking. As a result, communities now perceive museum spaces as more than the museum 

itself, but as places to engage socially, emotionally, and intellectually.“ [2] 

 

SITUATION 

The museum is located nearly on the edge of the town right where is meeting with the residential area and office-

industry zone. The most outer suburb in the north-west is divided from museum by A-class road and it is 

education-industrial area known as TECHNOLOGY PARK. Behind, there is only natural reservation with great 

views on the city of Brno. Apart from university faculties and assembly halls, there are research facilities, high 

school, student dormitories and sport facilities. Overall character of the periphery is apparently functionally 

planned for people to arrive, to study and work enclosed in buildings. Only the newly built part of Technology 

park offers a public space with small commerce services and green park. Quite sad view on huge amount of 

people flowing  through poor urban landscape using public and individual transport to get from point A to B. 

Besides scarcity of public spaces, there’s little accessible greenery around.  

Our museum situated a bit closer to the city center has a direct contact with residential, office and small industry 

buildings and currently inaccessible green area of old private gardens. Revitalizing of the museum area is a very 

big step for reviving of the whole suburb. It is not only the institution of the museum which gains, but most 

importantly the city as a living structure. 

 

THE MUSEUM AND HISTORY 

From the point of view of urban structure is the building of the current musem an important part of the defined 

street line. The streets host two railways for trams and tram stops which are right in front of it, but unfortunately 
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situated hardening the access to the entrance and it lacks entrance open space. Across the street is block of 

enclosed gardens. The building was formally a factory for electron microscopes of famous company TESLA. In 

the mid 90’s was converted into the museum of present form. Large amounts of events take place in the 

museum. Part-time exhibitions, conferences, educational programs, collectors’ gatherings, etc. The institution 

dispose other craft and industrial heritage outside of Brno e.g.: old mill, furnace, ironworks and external deposits 

of public transport vehicles, army vehicles. Generally, the museum deals with lack of space and long term low-

financing by government, on which is dependent. The museum hasn’t changed face since 20 years ago and an 

idea to expand of exposition shall be great chance for a second breath. 

 

PROPOSAL 

My proposal for revitalization is based on connection and accessibility of pedestrian and creation of connected 

public spaces. The museum itself is reconstructed in order to grant more space for exhibitions and displays, 

expand into pavilions in the backyard and integrate more of public facilities and services into the area. To 

consider demands of today’s museums, there’s immense emphasis on interactivity and attractiveness of 

exposition. However, my main interest is to integrate more social aspect and cultivate different relationship than 

just customer-provider. To think about museum as kind of community center, where people can attend courses, 

non-formal education, present the fruits of their activities and interests and spend free time. Immediate closeness 

of high school and student dormitories and even faculties means great flow of creativity, which goes strictly in 

borderlines of the institutions. The reach to the public or contribution to the community is doubtful. By creating 

space for work and entertainment for young and old, at the same time open to the public and connection to the 

museum is promising step for sustainable social and cultural development. 

 

NON FORMAL … INFORMAL 

My personal experience in the study years is connected with looking for places to spend time for studying. 

Whether collectively or on my own, it is not too easy to find a place of peace or concentration for studying and 

creating. Faculty or public library are usual and desired, but often crowded, too formal and not appropriate for 

any relaxed or solitary work. This natural need for a place is connected with identifying one with the city and 

community. Museum as a third place is not new concept, but in Brno or The Czech republic not yet applied. I 

presume that the technical museum has a great potential to become such a place and properly addressed would 

be welcomed by society.   

 

 

PUBLIC SPACE 

There’s apparent need for public space. The urban concept is divided into three main parts. The park, the 

entrance to the museum complex and the finally the courtyard as the heart of the newly growing complex. In 

front of the museum there is green area with private gardens, which create with the sport arena behind 

impassable block. This barrier shall be turned into open public park connecting sport arena, residential houses 

and the museum. Part of the greenery shall be used for Park and ride parking lots. Maximum 3 stories high 

parking house shall be discreetly composed into the terrain and help for sustainability of transport in Brno and 

support public transportation. Above all parking will serve to the Museum and Sport arena Vodova as well.  

The main interference into current building is to define new main entrance  in order to define a grand entrance 

to the complex and the current museum itself and create public open space with tram stops. Volume of the new 

entrance also includes café with view towards town and park, additional exhibition rooms or offices. 

The patio or the courtyard is the focal point of the urban plan. It serves as a city square for gatherings and 

seasonal events, relaxation zone and point of orientation. Surface can be filled up to few centimeters with water 

from the rainfalls and become playfull fountain refreshing microclimate. Underground tank can harvest rainfalls 
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from all the other surfaces for later reuse e.g. in the toilets. Around courtyard is the current museum, round 

pavilion of transportation and main building with grand colonnade. It is the portico to the main building and also 

covered stoa leading to other pavilions.  

Pedestrian bridge leads above the A-road, through Technology park to the natural reservation on hills. This 

bridge is one of crucial point of the landscape management, because it directly connects inhabitants of the city 

and the visitor of museum with the landscape reachable only on foot or by bike. This moment brings to the 

museum another value and so, the start point of hiking trips to the nature. It prevents us pedestrians to walk 

along noisy city roads, nurtures to live in the city as a pedestrian/cyclist and last but not least gives a signal to 

the rest of the city about treating pathways. The important residue of developing technology park is an avenue. 

A calm pathway leading straight to the hills just waiting to be connected with our museum.  

 

So, how this project supports sustainable development regarding cultural diversity; cultural, social environmental 

and global transformations? 

 

Despite of museum preserve historical artifacts, technical heritage which is big part of cultural possession of 

nation, it has more potential nowdays. Revitalization can be made in order to design it more attractively and 

popularize the education, apply new findings about cognitive functions and capacities of the audience. The 

building design shall be done to achieve standards for passive house or earth friendly design. New buildings 

using modern methods and well chosen materials to eliminate too much waste peculiar to the age of 

consumerism and extravagance as today.  

Rethink in the project phase possible future development and count on expansion of the city vertically in order 

to maintain compact build-up and prevent from urban sprawl. Use of energy efficient technology in buildings 

today is questionable (e.g. insulation materials and their durability, cost and production). Building with awareness 

of insecure time and rapidly changing conditions leads us to implement more of a modular systems, types and 

reusable materials that lasts and typology variable enough for changing purpose. 

The proposal deals with management of rainfall waters, uses solar energy for electricity and as a public building 

soon restricted by directive EPBD2 from the European Union.  

 

THE MUSEUM COMMUNE 

If we pass on other building and construction features, there’s one more important aspect I would like to provide 

a space for. The museum as a community center, governmentally supported and publicly participated institution 

is great opportunity for education and broadening of alternative economical systems. Today there are many 

complementary currencies, propagated e.g. by Bernard Lietaer, which promote community relationships and 

although bringing this under formal institution may be risky, it’s the exchange of knowledge and skills which 

people can share and often prevail over material goods or conventional money. What has almost disappeared 

from the city lifestyle is still in some form present in vernacular and less developed countries in the east. A skill 

for a skill, an hour for an hour as introduced in Ithaca hour currency in 1991, New York, Brazil has more than 

300 different local currencies. This is very little known in our country as a valid or effective way of economy. We 

are in a stage of development in which is used such concept as getting points for coffee in McDonald or 

supermarket. Very usual are meal tickets but not recognized as local currency. 

 

CONCLUSION  

To conclude with, as a student of architecture or an architect, my task is to design a place for life and people, 

for function and purpose given, but is that enough today? By this project I appeal and bring up the propose for 

museum to become a third place, to let people gather and co-create within community. Be inspired and educated 
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non-formally. I am aware of the fact, that these kind of implementation doesn’t work from top-bottom directive 

and that people must mature themselves to that point, but allowing students to break from the mechanical-

industrial education model for a while, could lead to more creative and faster personal individual development.  

„...to develop new technology for the use of resources  in innovative ways, to integrate such technology with 

social processes leading to wellbeing.“ ...is also on of the tasks of architecture, meant both art and science co-

creating physical environment influencing the intangible.  „This integration, though is always a cultural process 

of appropriation of the diverse, hence the need to foster and education guided by the value of diversity and by 

genuine interest in cultural differences.“ [3]  In search of the form, nowdays is more important than ever to look 

for diversity in genuine culture. As the world humanities are going through crisis, so architecture does. But as 

long as we are lost and confused in information revolution and „liquid times“, the buildings and places will be 

created sterile, multifunctionally universal, minimalistic and poor in genius loci. It is time to look for new resources 

not only in physical, but also cultural and social. Create new relationships, strenghten valid old ones and 

rediscover our acestors‘ values in digital era, to find commune in a new way. 
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Museum Exhibition as an Educational Medium 

 

KRISTÝNA SIROVÁ 

 

Abstract  

The essay aims to find out the role of museum in education. It examines how have this role developed through 

the history and what is its attitude today. From the point of view of an architect is interesting to know about some 

sociological and psychological studies that implement their findings into the real space of exhibition. The main 

source of my research was the thesis of pedagog Petra Šobáňová dedicated to the topic. Then I follow up the 

role of contemporary museum and its integration in our changing society. 

 

Keywords: museum, education, psychology, designing space, social impact, integration 

 

Abstrakt 

Esej se zabývá rolí muzea v rámci vzdělávání. Zkoumá jak se tato role vyvíjela v průběhu historie a jaký přístup 

zastává dnes. Z pohledu architekta jsou zajímavé poznatky sociologických a psychologických výzkumů, které 

přichází s konkrétními radami při tvorbě výstavního prostoru. Hlavním zdrojem mé studie byla doktorandská 

práce Petry Šobáňové, ve které se této problematice velmi podrobně věnuje. Dále jsem se zabývala rolí 

současného muzea a jeho integrace v měnící se společnosti 

 

Klíčová slova: muzeum, vzdělávání, psychologie, navrhování prostoru, společenský dopad, integrace 

 

Introduction 

Museums collect and maintain objects that are important, that have artistic value, and show them to public. 

Taking care of the objects is the most important activity, but it serves nobody if there is no presentation. The 

exhibition is one of the main forms in which museum presents itself. It is the main product of museum exhibition 

activities and as opposed to temporary exhibitions, it has a long-term character. The exhibitions present the 

most important topics in which the museum engages. The institution of museum provides the insight into some 

issues through the collection of findings, pieces of information and objects. It represents informal educational 

form. So how has it evolved through the time? What are its pedagogical tools? How does the museum affect the 

society today? 

 

A role of museum in the past 

When we look at the history, we find out that the word museum has classical origin. In its Greek form, mouseion, 

it means “seat of the Muses” and designated a philosophical institution or a place of contemplation. Use of the 

Latin derivation, museum, appears to have been restricted in Roman times mainly to places of philosophical 

discussion. Thus, the great Museum at Alexandria, founded by Ptolemy I Soter early in the 3rd century bc, with 

its college of scholars and its library, was more of a prototype university than an institution to preserve and 

interpret material aspects of the heritage. Academic discussion was the main aim of the museum in that time. 

The word museum was revived in 15th-century Europe to describe the collection of Lorenzo de’ Medici in 

Florence, but the term conveyed the concept of comprehensiveness rather than denoting a building.   
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By the 18th century, the term museum described vast collections that were founded by universities. In the 

beginning they were purely academic. Museums were just for privileged and they didn’t serve for education 

purposes. They were meant like base of knowledge for elites. Thus the institution of museum was considered 

as the centre of privileged scientists, it didn’t take into consideration interactive presentation. Thanks to new 

democratic tendencies and the need to support the national consciousness, the institution gradually opened its 

doors to public. That was the first form of museum as a public institution: objects were placed in glazed 

cupboards with a short label that explained briefly the name and a purpose of exhibit. Museums were open to 

everybody, but not anyone could understand everything. Without previous visitor’s education it was very difficult 

to know what to observe to or how to explain what they saw. However, just the possibility of visiting and seeing 

the display was so interesting that nothing forced the curators to change anything or think further about the 

concept of exhibiting. 

 

The change has come during the 20th century, especially in its 2nd half, we can talk about the tendencies of 

user-friendly museums.  The curators started communicate with visitors through presented informations to 

explain well the theme, and to become more comprehensible even to uninitiated. Museum has started to involve 

itself in educating the general public. 

 

 Right language of presentation  

Nowadays, there is a plurality in various approaches to creating exhibitions. There is always a concept of the 

curator in the first place, a message that is meant to be transferred to the audience. Today’s museum culture 

also reflects social influences - such as democratization of society, attention focused on children and disabled 

people’s needs, the arrival of new media and the fall of traditional value system and their replacement with the 

principles of consumerism and entertainment. All these approaches aim to get the visitor’s attention and educate 

him well. Nowadays exhibitions also use more and more objects that have no historic or collector’s value. These 

didactic objects are designed and produced to understand the topic easier. Sometimes we can even see the 

exhibitions where there are more didactic objects than exhibits. Curators are making an effort to create an 

exhibition more interesting and understandable. Right language has to be chosen to make the message 

readable. If the initial message is not understandable and the pieces of information aren’t transferred, the whole 

potential is preserved i the object and energy invested into creating the exhibition is lost. Visitors just pass without 

gaining any new knowledge.  

 

In terms of education and uncontrolled visitor’s learning, a museum exhibition bears a particular educational 

content - thought unfortunately, it does not communicate with a clear language that would be understood by 

everyone in the same way. It can initiate or complicate or even bury people’s desire for knowledge through its 

content, theme and the method of delivery. This desire to convey a knowledge through the exhibition leads the 

curators to a better comprehension of the visitor’s behavior. Why does he come and what does he expect? How 

could the display impress him? What does make the exhibition comprehensible? How to make a visitor spend 

sufficient time to get the whole information? Museums have started to think about their visitors like a client. Like 

the shops target to sell a product, museums target to catch a visitor’s attention.  There are many studies by 

sociologists and psychologists that deal with efficiency of education. So how do we create the space that 

motivates us to learn something new?   

 

Behavioral of visitors 

First, we presume that every visitor enters the museum with some intention or desire to learn something new, 

to enlarge his knowledge or to pleasure his eye with a nice piece of art. The exhibition has to encourage the 

visitors and force these desires.  
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Harris Shettel, 20th century sociologist, mentions in his studies 6 key recommendations that can help the 

exhibitions be more efficient. The first one deals with setting the goals of exhibition in the beginning. The curator 

must determine what is the visitor supposed to learn by the display. Whereas the audience is always 

heterogenous, the information should be multileveled for uninitiated, specialized collectors, for scholars, etc. The 

crucial step is in choice and number of the exhibited objects. Shettel highlights the term operant span, which 

determines the capability of visitor to be able to hold and understand during one visit. Overcoming the operant 

span means tiring the visitor and decreasing his attention.  Another important thing is to organize chosen objects 

well. There are more possible strategies, from the general to detailed, easier to complicated, chronologically, 

geographically. Providing a good system of presentation, the orientation in the topic is increased. Active 

participation is another sign of well prepared exhibition, that supports the ability of getting and remembering new 

knowledge. The goal is to stimulate visitor’s mind and giving them the possibility to use and strengthen gained 

skills. The participation goes very often hand in hand with the carrot and stick method. People tend to repeat the 

behavior, which brought them some reward. The pedagogue Petra Šobáňová, who is interested in museum 

education adds that this finding could explain why some people don’t like museums. They were probably warned 

or punished for improper behavior during the museum visit in their childhood. Otherwise some kind of positive 

valuation motivates to continue in self education and research. The best example is an effective game well 

hidden in a context of exhibition. In a same time, we can’t forget that museum is still not a playground (if we don’t 

talk about science centre) and we have to respect this fact. Recent critics talk about threats of losing museum 

dignity caused by desire of making the exhibition more attractive to public. 

 

Another cognitive behavioral study deals with the impulse and reaction. David Dean, author of the book Museum 

Exhibition: Theory and Practice, named this problematic as entry response. These tendencies of human 

behavior give us some rules, that can improve the manner of presentation. American museums are well-known 

for application behavioral theories and use these rules very often. Here are some of them: When entering a vast 

open space without inner spatial organization, people tend to go right and continue along the right side, they 

stop in front of the first object and they concentrate most on it, conversely the last item or the one situated near 

the exit, is very often overlooked. People appreciate good visibility of exits, they prefer the shortest path, they 

don’t like dark and they prefer light, bright colours and bigger objects. By showing more items, visitors get tired 

easily, studies talk about average limit of thirty minutes, after that our concentration decreases. These and other 

rules are not dogma, but they give the creator some tools in efficiently controlling the visitors behavior during the 

exhibition. 

 

Another trend of research called constructivism merges findings from sociology, psychology and pedagogy. The 

knowledge is not based just on the reaction within the human senses and its impulses, but it emphasizes the 

role the cognition and personal attitude of each visitor. The perception of presentation is never the same. Every 

person evaluates the identical display differently according to his personal, social or professional experience. 

None of presented objects is perceived objectively.  The famous philosopher Emanuel Kant has already 

expressed the thought, that our perception is conditioned by our a priori system. One of the representatives of 

constructivism is George Hein, american professor of art, author of the book Progressive Museum Practice. He 

explains how the concept of presentation and architectural space itself influences our perception. The visitors 

require freedom of movement, feeling of safety and having the situation under control. Good graphic orientation 

system is crucial, because it eliminates chaos, which worsens the ability of learning. Architectural concept takes 

in consideration the physiology of the audience. As mentioned, the audience is always heterogenous, consisting 

of adults, children, elderly, physically or mentally handicapped people. The item and the supporting text has to 

be accessible and visible for everybody. An object that is unsuitably positioned doesn’t exist at all. Another 

thoughts consider that the education supporting exhibition has to take into account the needs of privacy and the 

comfort to stay relaxed and concentrate well.  The museum building has to provide adequately large gathering 

space, but also small, cosy ones. The ambiance has to be friendly, stimulating, but not aggressive. Hein also 
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mentions the importance of the operant span. Presentation of new and complicated fact is more comprehensible 

when it is linked to some well-known facts. For example the exhibition of historical coins can show the old next 

to contemporary and highlight the differences. This approach deepens the knowledge through everyday life 

objects.  Another finding of constructivists encourage the curators to use rare, interesting, unusual objects and 

curiosities like a marketing tool to encourage people to discover more. These visitor-attractive items can also 

become icons for the exhibition. The last finding deals with the influence of emotion on the process of memory. 

The experience related to the strong emotion (positive or negative) rests longer in our mind. Therefore many 

curators use dramatic approach or illusive tools, that sets the visitor to a fictional world. This attitude brings out 

the possibility to live through some phenomenas or historical events. Very efficient is using narrative stories, that 

show concrete experience of concrete person related to the topic. This kind of experience helps us to identify 

with the problematic and deepens our thoughts. 

 

New forms  

New approaches have brought up development of new types of museums, which employ their own specific 

methodology for creating exhibitions and introducing a number of thought-provoking innovations. We can 

mention science centers, archeoparks, virtual, mobile or child museums. 

 

While the science centers and children museums fulfill the aim of educating the youth by arousing interest 

through the game and hands-on objects, the virtual or mobile museums go even further. Virtual exhibitions 

exploit new technologies as websites, smartphone applications or youtube channels. Mobile museums use the 

transport vehicles such as trains, buses or vans. Both of them permit to exhibit also in remote regions, that can’t 

afford to have its own museum or change the temporary displays frequently. The possibilities of bringing an 

education in variety domains of knowledge everywhere where the request is,  provides an interesting tool in 

social integration. These platforms can react to the current needs and open up discussion about social and 

political issues  even outside the regular culture and science centers. 

 

Changes in society 

These technologies brought to our society totally new possibilities in exploring the world. Nevertheless these 

tendencies are not always enriching. Globalization makes the world smaller and little by little unifies it. The 

museums face the challenge of preserving our cultural diversity through the modern findings and its potential in 

education. For example UNESCO already preserves and supports the tangible monuments of architecture, 

urbanism and nature also these intangible ones as cultural, national or religious traditions. The evolution of the 

museums’ role through time shows us that it reacts on the social situation and  public demand.  So the museum 

as cultural and educational platform uses the lectures and workshops to force the preservation or renaissance 

of the intangible cultural heritage that is in threat of disappearance. 

 

Nowadays we are going through cultural, social environmental and global transformations. Museum  has evolved 

from elite institution to a public service. The visitor is no more just a shy student that has to be quiet and can’t 

touch anything. Visitor has transformed into a client, that wants to be entertained, surprised and involved in 

explanation of phenomena. Curators aim through the behavioral studies to catch the visitors’ attention. Besides 

the attractive exhibition, museum has to offer user-friendly services such as cafeteria, restaurant, shop with 

souvenirs and a cosy place to rest. However, the way of presentation is changing through time and this attitude 

works well. The evolution of form is still led by desire of knowledge and museums shouldn’t become a fun parks 

where people are attempted just by the amusement. Museums should still stay respectable and creditable 

institution that opens up our minds and provides knowledge to  the society. 
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The dot-com bubble that came with the rise of internet has overwhelmed us with plenty of information of all kind.  

We have the chance to read, observe and listen to anything we want to.  These tendencies come up with new 

questions what the museum should and could be. The population can reach so many information as ever, but 

does it improve the real cognition? We can find many examples of the false and pseudo facts, that make the 

education confusing.  And therefore the role of museums as a credible medium and educational tool is still 

important. The museums have the possibilities to help the visitor to orientate oneself more within the overflow 

of the topic and give them substantial information. Despite the benefits of subjective presentation that represents 

curators’ opinion, museum as a public medium and academic institution should stay impartial and open to 

possibilities of explanation.  Good exhibition represents well the right facts, explains them illustratively and gives 

curator’s point of view based on further research, but it still motivates the visitor  to find his own attitude and 

encourages the public discussion by submitting the controversial facts and unanswered questions.  

 

Conclusion 

We can consider that the museum still relates to its initial form of mouseion as a platform of knowledge and 

centre of education and constructive discussion. Thanks to its evolution, democratic nature and modern 

technologies it doesn’t affect just the close and privileged society but it is able to address the general public. 

Exhibitions use many studies to design a supportive space that encourages visitors in gaining new knowledge.  

Modern museum dispose of many new abilities and possibility to be an catalyst accelerating changes in social 

situation through the education. 
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Definitions 

 

Co-design 

Co-design is an approach of users participation with designers, researchers and developers during an innovation 

process.  The cooperation can be involved in many fields of designing and several stages of a process: initial 

exploration and problem definition, both to help define the problem and to focus ideas for solution, during the 

development, it helps evaluate proposed solutions. Co-design aims to seeking usable response on real problem. 

This approach is an efficient tool of design, that helps to increase resource and energy waste due to producing 

impractical, useless or needless solutions - products.   

 

Co-design, zkratka z anglického cooperation - spolupráce a design - návrh, je metoda, při níž jsou do procesu 

vývoje zapojeni sami uživatelé, spolupracují s designery, výzkumníky a vývojáři. Tento typ spolupráce bývá 

využit v mnoha odvětvích a v různých fázích navrhování: od prvotních analýz a definování si problému, které 

usnadní orientování se během kreativního procesu vývoje až po závěrečné zhodnocení navrhnutého řešení. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/history-of-museums-398827
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Co-design se zaměřuje na hledání použitelných řešení na reálné problémy. Tato metoda je efektivním nástrojem 

navrhování, která napomáhá snížení plýtvání energií a surovin, způsobených výrobou nepraktických, 

nepoužitelných nebo nepotřebných řešení - produktů. 

 

Model 

Models are physical and abstract. Both of them sideline less important details to let the essence of the 

problematic be more visible and obvious. Model is a tool, used in the field of research and design. It allows to 

study different principals and solutions with minimizing the costs. Physical models deal with different scales, the 

most used one is the human scale, which is the most intelligible for us. Abstract models sideline some physicals 

or social relations to enable theoretical studies in certain level of utopia. Models also serve in the education, 

where they help to understanding the context, structure or relations of the topic.   

 

Modely jsou fyzické i abstraktní. V obou případech model upozaďuje existenci méně podstatných detailů tak, 

aby vynikla základní podstata problému.  Model je nástroj, který je využíván v oblasti výzkumu a navrhování. 

Umožňuje zkoumání různých principů a řešení při nízkých nákladech. Fyzický model často využívá různá 

měřítka, nejčastějším je lidském měřítku, které je pro nás nejlépe uchopitelné.  Abstraktní modely ve výzkumu 

vypouštějí existenci některých fyzikálních nebo společenských zákonitostí, čímž se často stávájí utopickými, ale 

umožňují teoretický výzkum v rovinách, které by v reálném světě nebyly možné.  Modely také slouží v oblasti 

vzdělávání, kdy umožnují snáz pochopit strukturu, souvislosti nebo zákonitosti v dané problematice.  

 

Urbanization 

Urbanization is the process of changing proportion within people living in the rural areas and these who live in 

the cities. The phenomenon has been closely linked to modernization, industrialization and the sociological 

process of rationalization. By the year 2008 more than half of population lived in the urban areas and the 

numbers are still increasing. Urbanization creates enormous social, economic and environmental changes. It is 

a huge thread for ecology. Cities are the biggest producers of pollution, urban areas are about 1°C to 3°C warmer 

than surrounding, biodiversity in this ecosystem is very small.  The question is how to get this growth sustainable.  

 

Urbanizace je proces změnu poměru lidí žijícíh na venkově a ve městě. Tento jev je úzce spjat s modernizací, 

industrializací a sociálními procesy racionalizace. V roce 2008 žila více jak polovina populace ve městech a toto 

procento stále narůstá. Urbanizace přináší ohromné sociální, ekonomická a enviromentální změny. Města jsou 

největšími producenty zněčištění, urbanizované oblasti jsou o 1°C až 3°C teplejší než jejich okolí, biodiverzita 

tohoto ekosystému je velmi malá. Otázkou je, jak tento růst učinit udržitelným.  
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Towards sustainable heritage, eco-tourism, the role of the Botswana 

National Museum and the place of local communities in Botswana. 

 

MALEBOGO MVIMI 

 

Introduction 

 

Today developing countries are progressively leaning towards cultural and heritage resources for various 

purposes that are far beyond just heritage, but for other reasons that are rather social, economic and/or political 

(Keitumetse 2005; 2009). For this to be attainable, the cultural heritage management has to be linked to 

sustainable development, to ensure that there is a balance between the production and consumption of 

resources. (Keitumetse 2009).  

 

Cultural resources entail both tangible and intangible remains of societies‘ past activities on the biophysical 

environment which when re-visited, re-evaluated, re-used and re-constructed transform into various forms of 

cultural heritage. Natural resources, on the other hand could consist of a wide variety of tools that are readily 

available for use by human beings. Human resource also falls in this category. These consists among others of 

natural features that are biological, geological or geophysical formations as well as natural sites that are usually 

areas of outstanding value as far as aesthetic value is concerned or they are interesting scientifically to an extent 

where they need protection or conservation. Just like cultural resources, natural resources could be both for the 

sake of heritage, as well as for political or economic gain. (Flint 2013; Keitumetse 2009; 2013; IUCN 2013) 

Today the management of heritage resources is commonly associated or governed by international conventions, 

particularly those of UNESCO 1972 and 2003 but local communities have long been devising strategies through 

which they managed cultural resources for sustainability using social behavior (Keitumetse 2013).  They have 

resilient relationships with their social environment, which is embedded in local indigenous knowledge systems 

that could be passed from generation to generation.  Furthermore, local communities are similarly able to devise 

coherent local land use planning, with response to the environment; therefore creating rural economic systems, 

such as community tourism development. However, today, a few decades since the formulation of sustainable 

development principles, environmental conservation is still largely centred on environmental sustainability 

according to natural resources value, instead of seeing the environment itself as cultural heritage. This results 

in the overlooking of local communities as key players and the specific link between cultural heritage 

management and sustainability is somehow lost.  

 

Botswana is one of the many developing countries in Africa now paying considerable attention to sustainable 

development and cultural heritage management matters. And as was mentioned earlier, even though most 

Batswana, especially those living in rural areas, are the carriers and direct custodians of cultural resources, not 

enough education and awareness is disseminated to them. In fact this is a trend found across Africa and other 

areas with similar community settings.  

From desktop research, this paper will discuss the goals towards Botswana’s involvement with sustainability, 

cultural and landscape management as well as conservation. It will equally talk about the role of the involved 

stakeholders and how they are performing in doing so. And finally suggestions to how the communities and 

education could be best incorporated in order to benefit all.  
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Cultural and natural resource management for sustainable tourism  

 

Seeking a development strategy to diversify the mining-based economy and to improve the quality of the lives 

of its citizens, the Botswana government identified tourism as one of the economic sectors with a potential to 

contribute to this process of diversification and minimizing environmental impact while offering long-term results. 

(Tourism Master Plan of 2000) 

 

Figure 1. A map of landuse in Botswana. Note the protected areas. Source: 

http://natureneedshalf.org/botswana 

 

According to the Tourism Master Plan of 2000, the general objective of the tourism policy included 

acquiring, on a sustainable basis and within the carrying capacity limits, the greatest possible net 

social and economic benefits for Batswana from their tourism resources, scenic beauty, wildlife and 

unique ecological, geological and cultural characteristics. Specifically, the objectives are as 

follows;  

“ 

• increase foreign exchange earnings and government revenues; 

• generate employment, mainly in rural areas; thus 

• raise incomes in rural areas in order to reduce urban drift; 

• generally, promote rural development and to stimulate the provision of other services in remote areas of the 

country; 

• improve quality of national life by providing educational and recreational opportunities; 

• project a favourable national image to the outside world.” 
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In addition to these objectives, the tourism policy is designed to ensure that tourist activity is carried out on an 

ecologically sustainable basis in order to provide local communities with direct and indirect benefits. But in order 

to attain that, this policy should encourage these communities to appreciate the value of wildlife and its 

conservation and the growing opportunities in rural areas for participation in wildlife-based industries, including 

tourism. 

 

Tourism, Training and Education in Botswana  

 

In Botswana, cultural, archaeological and historical attractions do not play any remarkable role as components 

of the present tourism product, not only for international tourists but also at regional level. 

Therefore Botswana has to lean towards wildlife and the wilderness as outstanding tourism resources. According 

to the Botswana Tourism Development Program (2000), Tour Operator Survey Botswana’s wildlife is regarded 

as one of the best, if not the best in Africa, both in terms of variety and numbers. 17% of the country has been 

designated as National Parks and Game Reserves and an additional 20% as Wildlife Management Areas 

(WMAs) and by then 45% total area of the country was already reserved as protected areas. 

From this lot of tourism possibilities, the Okavango Delta, covering up to 13,000 square kilometres, is considered 

the most important attraction in Botswana followed by the Chobe National Park; Not surprising, given its 

uniqueness as the largest inland delta in the world, a habitat for a vast majority of the country’s flora and fauna 

and a beautiful scenery to match.  

 

Statement of the problem 

 

Although there are a number of archaeological, historical and cultural attractions in Botswana, it is felt that they 

are not in themselves sufficiently attractive to motivate tourists to visit Botswana. But the fact that, there are 

significant differences in their use for tourism is overlooked.  

Some sites and features could become the basis for special interest tours. Or better, heritage tourism could be 

introduced where tourists travel to experience the places, artefacts, and activities that validly represent the 

lifestyles of people of the past and present. It includes cultural, historic and natural resources” (National Trust 

for Historic Preservation, 2008). 

 

Currently, very little information has been published about easily accessible sites. One reason for this is that 

they are unprepared for tourism and unprotected against possible vandalism. Another is that adequate funds to 

develop these sites are not always available. It is clear that there is an inadequate amount of planning because 

the same recurring problems; “no knowledge, no demand, no funds or inadequate presentation etc.” is far from 

being solved. If the tourism industry is to expand outside its present narrow base, there is a need to develop and 

promote Botswana’s archaeological, cultural and historic sites as well as traditional folklore including music, 

dance, handicraft, cuisine etc.  But in recent years the National Museum of Botswana has seen to the 

development of these vandalised and not easily accessible sites by sensitising the communities, choosing 

certain sites and giving the community, promoted community involvement and participation in the resurrection 

and guarding it against any forms of destruction. A custodian is also chosen among the local communities.  

Since most of these local communities are educated on an “informal” basis, they are usually useful on the 

physical carrying out of tasks but still they are left out in cases of decision and policy making platforms because 

they do not have the intellectual competence. While this is beneficial on the basis of employment creation and 

giving a sense of belonging to the community, it is still a drawback because there is a breakdown in 
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communication. The communication becomes one-way because the policy makers will implement strategies and 

the local communities have to listen and apply. 

The ultimate target of tourism development is its sustainability in ecological and economic terms. As other 

possibilities are limited, sound ecology still needs to be necessitated as a background for Botswana’s tourism.  

 

Local communities in Tourism areas; the case of the Okavango delta 

The Okavango Delta was inscribed to the Unesco World Heritage list in 2014. It comprises a mosaic of protected 

lands. About 40% of the property is protected within the Moremi Game Reserve, and the remainder is composed 

of 18 Wildlife Management Areas and Controlled Hunting Areas managed by community trusts or private tourism 

concession-holders. Legal protection is afforded through Botswana’s Wildlife Conservation and National Parks 

Act, 1992 and an associated Wildlife Conservation Policy. The Tribal Land Act of 1968 also applies to the 

property and the whole of the nominated area (and the buffer zone) is communally-owned Tribal Land under the 

control of the Tawana Land Board. (Botswana Tourism, Tourism Master plan 2000) 

  

Figure 2.  Maps of Africa showing the location of the Okavango delta r) in Southern Africa and l) in 

Botswana. 

 

It is the first reserve in Africa where the local residents manifested for its conception as such. Concerned that 

the environment and wildlife in the Moremi area were under threat as a result of uncontrolled hunting and cattle 

encroachment – the Batawana people of Ngamiland, under the leadership of the deceased chief Moremi III’s 

wife, Mrs. Moremi, proclaimed Moremi a game reserve in 1963. (Botswana Tourism, Tourism Master plan 2000). 

It is the only officially protected area of the Okavango Delta, because it holds tremendous scientific, 

environmental and conservation importance.  

 

Okavango Delta has been inhabited for centuries by small numbers of indigenous people, living a hunter-

gatherer existence with different groups adapting their cultural identity and lifestyle to the exploitation of particular 

resources (e.g. fishing or hunting). This form of low-level subsistence use has had no significant impact on the 

ecological integrity of the area, and today mixed settlements of indigenous peoples and later immigrants to the 

area are located around the peripheries of the delta, mostly outside the boundaries of the property. (IUCN 2013) 

However, over the years the prosperity of the Okavango Delta as a useful tourist destination did not come without 

consequences. The competition for resources and causing unsustainable land-use practices and land-use 

clashes in the Okavango Delta could be a sign that the area has undergone an increased population and influx 

of different land users in the last few decades.  Lack of land reforms and improperly coordinated land-use policies 
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have been part and parcel of the problems facing land use and environmental sustainability in the Okavango 

Delta.  

“The Okavango Delta has a history of not quite coordinated developments, with investments in infrastructure or 

facilities running sometimes out of connections with spatial development requirements and conflicts in land use 

continuing to escalate. Communities are currently challenged and driven by multiple modern needs that impact 

negatively on their relationships with their cultural and heritage resources, prompting initiatives of management 

models that can better guide communities to maintain the relevance of cultural and heritage resources within a 

transforming environment.” – Master plan 2000. 

 

To address these dilemmas, the community based model of heritage resources management as proposed by 

Keitumetse in 2013 is a very relative example for Botswana in tackling the above mentioned dilemmas as it 

directly includes local communities from the grassroots level of planning and implementation of ideas and actions 

both for tangible and intangible heritage, therefore bridging the gaps of communication that result in human-

environmental conflicts. 
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Figure 3 Community Based Cultural Heritage Resources Management Model . Keitumetse (2003) 

 

 

The role of the Botswana National Museum  

 

One of the mandates of the museum worldwide today is to safeguard the heritage of a country or region, be it 

archaeological, historical, and ethnographic or natural.  

So, in a country like Botswana where archaeology is relatively not very widespread and the tourism industry 

thrives more in other areas than others, the museum fits well as a link between all stakeholders involved towards 

the common goal of managing and conserving the country’s heritage for posterity, disseminating information on 

the subject as well as training personnel working on the subject, research and supporting tourism, especially 

heritage tourism. The museum works very closely with the institutions such as the Botswana Tourism Board, 

The University of Botswana/Okavango Research Institute, several conservation societies, NGOs, local trusts 

etc. In addition to housing diverse forms of past and present heritage resources, Botswana National Museum is 

an education hub for researchers, archaeology graduate trainees, primary and secondary schools as well as the 

rest of the Botswana community. 

When the Botswana National Museum was established, in 1968, one of its principal envisaged roles was public 

education. Through the Botswana National Museum, the Botswana government had the aspirations to promote 

information relating to Botswana customs, indigenous knowledge systems, and values to Botswana‘s future 

citizens, with the hope that the information and artefacts collected at the time would retell the story of Botswana 

to learners and the public alike. They would see and learn from the evidence of what the economic, cultural, 

social and political life of the Batswana was like in the past. (Rammapudi 2010; Kubanji 1999).  

 

Nevertheless, when the museum was first conceived, in a newly independent Botswana, the majority of 

Batswana did not understand the importance or the value of a museum. Hence, in order to spread museum 

education within a wider radius, a Mobile Museum service to the remote parts of Botswana was established in 

1980. Additionally, the Zebras Voice, which is a quarterly magazine covering cultural events all over Botswana, 

and a weekly radio programme were created.  
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With insufficient resources and expertise, the Botswana National Museum was met with challenges in fulfilling 

its educational mandate. 

For instance, at some point the Mobile Museum Service ceased to exist. This was due to many reasons relating 

to insufficient funds. During this time, the Botswana National Museum shifted its focus to monument protection 

projects (Segobye and Mulindwa 2003). However, the Mobile museum has recently resumed and is running 

concurrently with the monument protection projects. (Rammapudi 2010) 

The Mobile Museum consisted of personnel transporting artefacts to rural schools for day-long exhibitions and 

artefact handling sessions. These exhibitions were coupled with presentations, slideshows and films on 

Botswana‘s environment and cultural heritage. The programme mixed bringing the museum to the people with 

exposing learners to traditional crafts and customs  (basketry, pottery, initiation ceremonies etc.) from different 

parts of Botswana, to instil a sense of appreciation of the country’s heritage. Even tough the mini-museums were 

held in schools and were organised in partnership with the teachers, parents and other members of the 

community were also invited. (Kubanji 1999; Rammapudi 2010) 

Programme the Botswana National Museum seeks to sell itself to teachers in an organised in-service workshop 

format that entails lectures and artefacts handling training sessions.  

 

Successful as it was, a number of challenges arose: teachers felt left out in the development and planning of the 

Museum‘s education programmes in which they wanted to be entirely involved. Secondly, they were just once-

off programmes that were not continued post-museum visits. However for some regions, they encouraged 

certain schools and communities to start their own mini-museums where they displayed their cultures and 

heritage.  

 

Conclusion 

Botswana has come a long way when it comes to making efforts to put in place sustainable measures for the 

preservation and management of natural and cultural resources. This is considerably necessary for a country 

that needs to boost its tourism sector in order to diversify its economy that is mostly based on a single major 

economic aspect. But there are still loopholes in many areas including a) the delay in finding a meaningful 

touristic or economic value in those archaeological, historical and cultural sites that are not “outstanding” enough 

to be considered tourist attractions b) even though local communities are the authors and carriers of interactions 

with environments containing areas of touristic or heritage value like the Okavango Delta, they are still not 

sufficiently educated incorporated and recognised as protectors of cultural and natural heritage c) the national 

museum, is doing a remarkable job as a central point for heritage management information, but proper planning, 

public communication and education at all levels  still need to be reinforced in order to attain a solid national 

appreciation of what it stands for, improve product diversification by promoting “small” sites.  
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Création Des Marques Muséales A L’heure De La Mondialisation : Le 

Cas Du Musée Du Louvre  

 

TU LE 

 

Abstract 

Globalization has considerably changed our everyday life. The breakthrough of communication and information 

technologies has sweeping away cultural boundaries. The risk of the globalization of culture is to instrumentalize 

these cultural vectors and to associate them with an economic dimension in a world of increasing competition. 

The museum, in competition with other cultural establishments, therefore builds its policy according to market 

trends and attempts to stand out from the crowd by working on its visibility and legitimacy. In this respect, 

branding is vital especially in the context that the museums are encouraged by the government to get better at 

attracting wider audiences and at funding themselves. This framework led cultural organizations, in various 

ways, to think more deeply about what they stand for, to manage their identity more deliberately, and to 

externalize it more clearly – both in the way they communicate and in the experience, they offer visitors. It's a 

way for museums to win audiences and funding, to sign up partners and to unify their own people and on top of 

that, to shape its identity and refer to the values which it represents. Having said that, it’s critical important to 

develop proper branding strategies to get rid of excessive commercialization. In this process, it appears as a 

potential challenge for the curator to generate sufficient earning to ensure self-sustainability without losing it 

identity and its values.  

Introduction 

La mondialisation, d'abord politique et financière, avec l'essor des techniques de communication et 

d'information, marque aussi le rapprochement des cultures. Le risque de la mondialisation de la culture est 

d'instrumentaliser ces vecteurs culturels et de leur associer une dimension économique en les introduisant dans 

un marché concurrentiel. Le musée, entré en concurrence avec d'autres établissements, construit donc sa 

politique en fonction des tendances du marché et tente de se démarquer dans un environnement de plus en 

plus concurrentiel en travaillant sur leur visibilité et leur légitimité auprès de visiteurs. Dans cette optique, la 

création d’une marque est vitale surtout dans le contexte où les musées sont encouragés d’attirer un plus large 

public et en même temps, d’acquérir une plus grande autonomie financière. Cela pose la question de la place 

croissante accordée à la communication dans la gestion des musées et au-delà d'en analyser la nécessité pour 

la survie des établissements dans un contexte de mondialisation culturelle. Tout le travail consiste à se 

construire une identité, un positionnement et une reconnaissance qu'il pourra exporter, transformant l'institution 

culturelle en véritable marque.  Ce processus, pourtant, demande un travail à long terme et bien réfléchi sur les 

stratégies de marque afin d’éviter une commercialisation excessif tout en  préservant et améliorant l’identité et 

les valeurs offerts par la marque. 

L’analyse du développement de la marque Louvre qui a mis la communication au cœur de son évolution, 

permettra à la fois de montrer un exemple d’un succès financier et d'émettre certaines vigilances sur les dangers 

que peuvent entrainer un excès de communication et de marketing dans le management des institutions 

muséales. La suite de ce travail pourrait également recontextualiser les problématiques causés par la 

mondialisation culturels, les appréhender ensemble pour mieux comprendre la politique globale des musées et 

envisager une solution pour l'avenir des autres musées dont le développement est moindre. 

1. Les musées à « la mondialisation de l'immatériel » 

La mondialisation dépasse le champ de l'économie, elle affecte aussi la culture et ses systèmes de valeurs. D. 

Wolton, dans son ouvrage L'autre mondialisation44 évoque une globalisation en trois étapes : une mondialisation 

politique avec la création de l'ONU et la déclaration universelle des droits de l'homme. Vient ensuite la 

                                                           
44  D.WOLTON, L'autre mondialisation, Paris, Flammarion, 2003, 216p 
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mondialisation économique se traduisant par l'ouverture des frontières et la mondialisation de la culture et de la 

communication pour terminer. En effet, au XXème siècle, les échanges des biens, services et capitaux se sont 

accrus, notamment grâce au développement des technologies d’information et de la communication (TIC), des 

moyens de transport et d'information. Ce phénomène génère l'ouverture des musées à un public international 

mais également l'intensification des échanges avec d'autres institutions internationales. Cela se traduit par une 

hausse de la fréquentation des musées, des partenariats entre musées ainsi qu'une diversification de l'offre 

culturelle, plus importante et mieux adaptée. La mondialisation de la culture désigne donc l'intensification des 

productions culturelles à l'échelle du globe et c'est un fait de communication. 

Gérard Leclerc affirme : « La mondialisation de l'art, en particulier, renvoie à une intensification et à un 

changement qualitatif des échanges, dans le triple domaine de la circulation de l'art (musée, reproduction des 

œuvres), de la consommation (visites des musées réels, mais aussi des musées virtuels, potentiellement 

facteurs de « mondialisation » du goût des amateurs d'art) et de la production (disparition des écoles nationales 

ou régionales antérieures – homogénéisation et standardisation des styles de création). La mondialisation de 

l'art signifie donc tout d'abord une intensification de la circulation internationale des artistes, des œuvres 

(musées, galeries...), des consommateurs avec le développement du tourisme culturel »45. 

La mondialisation apporte néanmoins son lot de dangers dont le principal est la mise en concurrence des 

différentes institutions mais aussi la standardisation des pratiques culturelles. Avec la révolution du numérique 

et le développement massif des TIC, une véritable économie de l'immatériel s'est mise en place mettant en 

réseau tous les actifs immatériels et renforçant les échanges. Tous les établissements culturels sont mis en 

concurrence. Jouyet et Lévy préconise dans leur rapport l'autonomie des musées sur le modèle américain, en 

créant de véritables marques économiques autour de ces établissements «en proposant dans les pays les plus 

dynamiques en matière culturelle la cession du droit d'utilisation de leur nom »46. Il est prépondérant pour le 

musée de se démarquer en créant une image solide lui assurant la légitimité et l'attractivité nécessaire pour 

assurer sa position sur le marché face à la concurrence. 

2. Création des marques muséales : pour quelles nécessités ?  

La perspective de la mondialisation culturelle et la nécessité de renforcer son image dans un tel environnement, 

accentuent les atouts d'une stratégie de marque aux yeux des musées. 

Le terme « marque muséale » pour certain signifie un paradoxe. La marque renvoie en effet à des notions 

financières et à une logique de profits tandis que la finalité des musées est toutefois différente en considérant 

sa définition : « une institution permanente sans but lucratif au service de la société et de son développement, 

ouverte au public, qui acquiert, conserve, étudie, expose et transmet le patrimoine matériel ou immatériel de 

l'humanité et de son environnement à des fins d'études, d'éducation et de délectation »47. Or il a pour vocation 

de présenter des œuvres d’art au public et d’en assurer la restauration et conservation. Cependant, on considère 

une évolution dans le milieu muséal où la concurrence entre les différents établissements culturels augmente 

et les pousse à se démarquer les uns les autres. Même si la marque est un outil souvent utilisé par le secteur 

privé, il est légitime que les musées puissent aussi tourner vers la stratégie ainsi que le droit des marques en 

tant que instrument de concurrence et instrument juridique. 

En effet, la stratégie de marque est avant tout un moyen de se faire connaître et d'exprimer ses atouts, véritable 

levier de visibilité du musée. La marque renforce le pouvoir communicatif du musée et par là-même accroît son 

attractivité auprès des visiteurs, les marques muséales servent avant tout l'image de l'institution. Elle participe 

à identifier l'identité du musée ou qui y est rattachée et devient un véritable avantage pour améliorer la visibilité 

et conquérir tant du public que des partenaires. G Lewi et J Lacoeuilhe la définissent ainsi : « La marque est un 

repère mental sur un marché, qui s'appuie sur des valeurs tangibles et des valeurs intangibles. »48 On y associe 

                                                           
45 G LECLERC, La mondialisation culturelle : les civilisations à l'épreuve, Paris, PUF, 2000 
3 M LEVY et J-P JOUYET, L'économie de l'immatériel. La croissance de demain, Rapport de la commission 

sur l'économie de l'immatériel, Paris, La Documentation Française, 2006 
47 Statuts du Conseil International des Musées (ICOM) art.3 §. 1 
5 G LEWI et J LACOEUILHE, Branding management : la marque, de l'idée à l'action, Pearson, 2012 
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donc à la fois une valeur financière et une représentation mentale dans l'esprit des consommateurs. Depuis ces 

dernières années, les établissements culturels, particulièrement les musées ont mis l’accent sur la valorisation 

de leur marque en multipliant les produits dérivés, augmentant les offres de services notamment la location 

d’espace soit pour des événements privés soit pour les tournages de film ou encore les défilés comme le cas 

de Da Vinci Code à Louvre ou Mission Impossible 5 à l’Opéra de Vienne. Parallèlement, les espaces 

commerciaux tels que les boutiques, espace de restauration ont été considérablement mis à niveau, les 

publications scientifiques et grand public sont considérés comme l’un des vecteurs de la connaissance des 

artistes et des œuvres.  

Par conséquent, la marque revêt à la fois l’importance juridique, communicationnel et économique qui construit 

comme signe distinctif dans un environnement concurrentiel en permettant de se positionner sur le marché et 

de multiplier des sources de revenus par le biais des produits et services dérivés ainsi que de l’exportation des 

savoir-faire ou des techniques.  

3. L’exemple du musée du Louvre : stratégies d’extension d’une marque hyperpuissante 

Étant le plus grand musée d’art du monde, Louvre est aussi reconnu comme une excellente affaire financière 

avec une image de marque forte et prestigieuse. Malgré la crise financière mondiale, le musée accueille, chaque 

année, millions de visiteurs nationaux et internationaux et reste toujours le musée le plus visité dans le monde. 

Selon leur chiffre, la fréquentation en 2015 est 8,6 millions dont 75% étrangers49, contribuant au budget de 

fonctionnement du musée une recette importante au-delà de 100 millions euros cette dernière décade. Quel est 

donc l’attractivité de la marque Louvre auprès du public ? Quelles stratégies ont été menées et quels risques 

auxquels le musée fait face dans ce processus ?   

 3.1 Un musée accueillant à l’écoute des visiteurs  

Les musées ont, de plus en plus, accordé une importance croissante aux besoins et souhaits exprimés par les 

visiteurs afin d'accroitre leur satisfaction et par voie de conséquence la fréquentation et la notoriété du musée. 

Alors que les visiteurs sont plus exigeants et experts compte tenu de l'offre dont ils disposent, il s'agit de tout 

mettre en œuvre pour rendre la visite confortable, instructive et fidéliser le visiteur. De plus, le visiteur satisfait 

deviendra par la suite un potentiel ambassadeur du musée à son tour. Face à tous ces bouleversements et ces 

évolutions, le Louvre a su, sur ce point faire preuve d'adaptation et d'exemple pour les autres institutions par la 

mise en place d’une politique de connaissance très développée, plaçant le visiteur au cœur de sa stratégie 

globale. Cette démarche s’inscrit dans une approche marketing tout en prenant compte du rôle social et éducatif 

du musée. 

Pour bien comprendre les besoins de son public, depuis 2004, le musée du Louvre a lancé un « Baromètre des 

Publics du Louvre » et a sans cesse renouvelé ses protocoles d'enquêtes afin de connaître la composition de 

son public ainsi que sa satisfaction. Ces enquêtes apportent des informations précieuses sur la façon dont 

doivent être pensées les activités et la stratégie du musée en fonction de la distribution des nationalités, le 

niveau de satisfaction, l’effet de saisonnalité sur le profil des visiteurs, les visiteurs sociaux...). D'autre part, les 

statistiques de satisfaction du public associée au baromètre permettent d'améliorer certains dispositifs ou 

services selon cinq critères : satisfaction globale de la visite, qualité de l'accueil, confort de la visite, apport 

culturel et orientation. A partir de ces résultats, le musée va pouvoir disposer de cartographies stratégiques 

permettant d'affiner sa stratégie et s'attaquer aux points d'optimisation. Par exemple, selon le baromètre, la part 

de visiteurs se déclarant « très satisfaits» concernant l’apport culturel avait beaucoup baissé entre 2012 et 2014 

passant ainsi de 66 % à 61 %. Face à ce constat, le service des ateliers pédagogiques et des visites conférences 

(SAPVC) a proposé, en 2015, 5743 activités de médiations avec de diverses programmations pour tant des 

individus que des groupes. 

Le musée collabore également avec certains acteurs sociaux afin de mieux connaître les souhaits et les 

habitudes de différents publics et par la suite  de leur proposer les services plus adaptés. Ces acteurs, en 

partenariat avec le musée, peuvent être invités à réagir ponctuellement, à aider à organiser la visite des groupes 

(personnes handicapés, matériel didactique) ou peuvent s'impliquer dans la formation du personnel. Le nouvel 

                                                           
49 Le musée du Louvre, Rapport d’activités 2015 
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espace de la Petite Galerie du Louvre a été conçu pour être adapté aux personnes éloignées des pratiques 

muséales ou en situation de handicap, avec notamment un dispositif d’aide à la visite pour les personnes 

malvoyantes et malentendantes 

3.2 Intégration du numérique à la médiation et communication 

Le musée reste d'abord et avant tout un lieu culturel à découvrir « physiquement». Pourtant, l’évolution des TIC 

depuis ces dernières années transforme radicalement la médiation muséographique. 

De son côté, le musée du Louvre est pionnier en matière de multimédia en mobilisant « les technologies les 

plus avancées pour les mettre au service de la (re)découverte d'œuvres prestigieuses issues des collections du 

Louvre »50. Cette volonté s’exprime par la création du « Louvre-DNP Museum Lab » en collaboration avec une 

entreprise japonaise de technologies informatiques : la Dai Nippon Printing. Museum Lab propose au public un 

environnement multimédia accompagné d’un dispositif complet de médiation y compris le parcours de visite, les 

ateliers, les conférences, la projection de films pour promouvoir un dialogue avec des œuvres, prêtées à 

l'entreprise japonaise par le musée du Louvre. Chaque choix technologique est établi en fonction de l'oeuvre, 

des conservateurs qui souhaitent la protéger et du public qui reste le premier destinataire. L'objectif est avant 

tout d’offrir une information personnalisée à des visiteurs nombreux et variés. Depuis 2010, le projet est entré 

dans une deuxième phase, les œuvresétant progressivement réintégrées au Louvre avec les dispositifs adaptés 

les accompagnants. Cette initiative permet non seulement de mettre en valeur les œuvres en créant des 

espaces de rencontre numérique entre les collections et le public mais aussi de contribuer à éduquer le regard 

sur l'art. 

 Au Louvre, les visiteurs ont désormais la possibilité de suivre la visite grâce à des audioguides ergonomiques 

adaptés aux handicaps, à leur smartphone, à leur tablette au travers d'applications conçues pour la visite ou 

encore via des consoles Nintendo-DS. Ces nouveaux dispositifs 3D et innovants ont été mis en place en 

partenariat avec Nintendo. De plus, de nombreux espaces multimédias, bornes interactives ponctuent les 

parcours tels que les cartes interactives au département des Arts de l'Islam ou la bulle immersive au Louvre 

Lens. En 2009, Le Louvre a lancé, pour la première fois une application mobile proposant alors à ses jeunes 

visiteurs d’emprunter un iPhone pour réaliser une visite originale avec une médiation intégrée. Il s’agit de 

plusieurs parcours différenciés imaginés en partenariat avec un artiste, un philosophe ou encore un historien, 

qui permettent de découvrir des œuvres au travers d’un regard singulier. Le visiteur a aussi la possibilité de 

créer et de proposer son propre parcours, qui pourra être suivi par les prochains utilisateurs51. Désormais, il 

détient d’une vingtaine d’applications pour Android et Iphone dont un audioguide et des applications proposant 

des visites approfondies d’expositions temporaires. 

En termes de communication, le recours au numérique renforce la visibilité du Louvre et lui permet de sortir de 

son image institutionnelle d’un musée classique. Son site internet, à la fois sa plateforme de billetterie, a été 

rénové afin de répondre davantage aux besoins des usagers en accentuant sur le visuel à travers des images 

de très grande qualité, des vidéos et des visites virtuelles de collections. Le choix des langues est significatif : 

anglais, japonais et chinois, pays émergents, au public de plus en plus présent au sein du public du Louvre. A 

cela s'ajoutent des mini sites spécifiques aux différentes expositions et un site éducatif pour les enfants : 

Lupicatule créé en concertation avec l'éducation nationale et utilisé par les enseignants de classes primaires. 

D’autre part, le musée est désormais omniprésent sur les réseaux sociaux avec 14 comptes dont 2 nouveaux 

ont été créés en 2015 (Weibo et Wechat) sur les réseaux sociaux chinois. Ses audiences sur l’ensemble de ces 

réseaux atteignent 3,5 millions de personnes et va sans doute augmenter en considérant son objectif de séduire 

un plus large public sur Youtube par les co-productions des vidéos avec les jeunes vidéastes français ainsi que 

des artistes reconnus à international dont  le chanteur américain Will.i.am. 

3.3 Une expansion territoriale au niveau nationale et internationale 

                                                           
50 Message de Henri Loyrette lors de la création du Museum Lab, http://www.museumlab.jp/francais/greeting/message/index.html  

 
51 LUCIE DAIGNAULT ET CLAIRE COUSSON, Quand la technologie s’invite au musée, in Revue La Lettre de l’OICM, 137-2011,pp. 5-11 
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Le musée du Louvre bénéficie d'une grande notoriété de par les œuvres dont il est le 

conservateur, de par l'excellence de son savoir-faire et de par son expérience qui en font un 

des musées les plus visités et renommés au monde afin de multiplier la présence du musée sur différents 

terrains et renforcer sa position en développant des « marques enseignes » comme « Le Louvre Lens » ou « 

Le Louvre Abou Dhabi » : 

 Le Louvre-Lens : 

En 2004, le musée du Louvre a annoncé l'ouverture de cette antenne en province, demandée par le ministère 

de la culture et de la communication. L'objectif est de présenter hors les murs une sélection d'œuvres de 

première importance et de développer l'action territoriale culturelle en fidélisant un public de proximité. C'est 

l'occasion en innovant par les moyens d'exposition et de médiation d'imaginer un Louvre plus accessible et 

ouvert à de nouveaux publics. Ce musée à taille humaine permet d'éprouver la vocation sociale du Louvre et sa 

mission éducative. 

Ce nouveau musée, annexe du Louvre en région tente ainsi de répondre aux nouveaux 

impératifs des musées, plaçant le public au cœur de sa politique, usant des TCI innovantes et des concepts 

d'exposition totalement inédits. Au total, depuis son inauguration en 2012 jusqu’à 2015, le musée a accueilli 1,8 

millions de visiteurs et 2000 œuvres issus des collections nationales confiées au musée du Louvre52. Grâce au 

développement des prêts et dépôts aux musées de la région et des collaborations scientifiques, le Louvre-Lens 

s’ancre dans un réseau qui a vocation à s’étendre à la nouvelle grande région Nord – Pas-de-Calais– Picardie. 

Le Louvre-Abou Dhabi  

La marque joue un rôle important dans le mouvement d'internationalisation et d'externalisation des musées. 

Dans le cas du Louvre, le musée représente une part importante du rayonnement culturel de la France, de sa 

tradition muséale et de l'excellence de son savoir-faire et de son histoire. La valeur de la marque Louvre vient 

du nom de l'institution et de la notoriété acquise et historique. L'intérêt symbolique du nom mais également 

l'image de prestige et d'excellence du musée permet au Louvre d'exporter son savoir-faire et de « louer son 

nom » sur le territoire comme à l'international. Le Louvre-Abou Dhabi est un exemple emblématique pour 

l’approche de la marque dans les industries culturelles. 

En 2007, Le Louvre a cédé l'usage de son nom pendant 30 ans et six mois en contrepartie de quoi, le musée 

reçoit 400 millions d'euros. Le projet concerne en fait au total 12 établissements français dont le musée d'Orsay, 

le musée du quai Branly, le Centre Pompidou, le musée Rodin, le musée Guimet et le musée de Versailles 

réunis au sein de l'Agence internationale des musées de France, ou Agence France Museum etc.. 

Intégralement financée par les Emirats Arabes Unis depuis l'accord intergouvernemental du 6 mars 2007, cette 

agence est chargée de mener à bien le projet de musée universel du Louvre Abou Dhabi. Elle gère et coordonne 

ainsi l'expertise des institutions culturelles françaises afin de définir le projet scientifique et culturel du futur 

musée, d'organiser les prêts effectués par la France, conseiller la constitution d'une collection permanente 

propre au musée, et aider à mettre en place la politique des publics, et la médiation de l'établissement. L'objectif 

étant de créer un établissement qui acquerra progressivement son autonomie. Le prêt d'œuvres françaises doit 

en effet avoir lieu sur une durée maximale de 10 ans, à la suite de quoi seules les œuvres Emiriennes seront 

exposées. De même le prêt d'œuvres est dégressif : 300 la première année, 250 les trois suivantes et 200 les 

4 dernières. Un prêt d'une œuvre est lui-même limité à une durée de 6 mois à deux ans. Par ailleurs, sur 15 

ans, la France continuera à organiser 4 expositions temporaires par an. Le nom du Louvre est lui engagé sur 

30 ans. 

Exportation des savoir-faire et des œuvres  

Grâce à leur savoir-faire et leur légitimité dans le secteur, le musée du Louvre a mis en place une politique très 

soutenue d'exportation de ses savoir-faire et de ses œuvres sur le plan national comme à l'international.  

                                                           
52 Le musée du Louvre, Rapport d’activités 2015 
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À l’échelle nationale, le musée a mené des partenariats avec plusieurs établissements régionaux en tant qu’un 

musée national qui a pour mission de favoriser les prêts et les dépôts auprès des musées de France, de manière 

à garantir l’accès le plus large possible à ses collections. En 2015, le Louvre a consenti à plus de 640 prêts 

d’œuvres en France pour aider des musées territoriaux à compléter des fonds, proposer des expositions 

temporaires ou pour renouveler leur programme muséographique53. 

Au niveau international, le Louvre entretient aujourd’hui des relations avec près de soixante-cinq pays, sous des 

formes diverses : expositions, prêts d’œuvres, fouilles, expertises, etc. Suivant la même logique que pour le 

Louvre-Abou Dhabi, le prêt d'œuvres et l'organisation d'expositions dans d'autres musées représentent un 

soutien non négligeable surtout quand il s'agit d'un musée tel que le Louvre. C'est un apport culturel important 

pour ces musées qui reçoivent des œuvres symboliques et renommées alors qu'ils n'auraient pas les moyens 

de les acquérir, ni sans doute de les conserver. Concernant le public, l'organisation d'expositions et la circulation 

des œuvres les rendent accessibles à un plus grand nombre de personnes, suivant la logique du droit à l'accès 

à l'art et celle de la démocratisation culturelle. 

Ne se limitent pas aux prêts d'œuvres ou aux expositions, le Louvre met à disposition ses 

savoir-faire dans le cadre de partenariats scientifiques, pédagogiques ou encore grâce à son 

pôle scientifique. En effet, le Louvre est en charge toujours d’un un grand nombre de chantiers de fouilles tels 

que : Gabies en Italie, Sozopol en Bulgarie, Paykend en Ouzbékistan et El Muweïs au Soudan etc… D’ailleurs, 

le Louvre, par ces partenariats, a l'occasion d'aider de jeunes musées en leur apportant son savoir-faire sous 

formes de formations ou d'échanges scientifiques. C’est également une occasion pour exporter  son image 

d'excellence à l'international. 

3.4 L’extension de marque et le risque de marchandisation de la culture. 

En prenant compte des stratégies que le Louvre a mené pour développer sa marque, on y trouve une extension 

complète en termes de géographie, de cible et de produits.   Malgré tous les apports non seulement en termes 

de visibilité ou de reconnaissance mais également pour rendre accessible les œuvres nationales et universelles 

au plus grand nombre, une telle politique d'ouverture implique aussi de nombreuses réserves. L'omniprésence 

du marketing dans la stratégie implique une certaine marchandisation de la culture. La communication risque 

d'occulter l'objet culturel du musée et changer la relation entre l’œuvre et le client de sorte que les services 

annexes pour guider et accompagner les visiteurs et les services périphériques apportant des services 

complémentaires sont trop pris en compte. Le musée possède par exemple 2 librairies, 2 boutiques et pas moins 

de 7 comptoirs de vente au sein des départements, proposant des audioguides et des produits dérivés. Sur 

l'ensemble du domaine du Louvre on trouve également 15 cafés, restaurants ou points de vente à emporter. 

L’apport trop important de suppléments à la visite risque de dévier l’attention des visiteurs envers l’œuvre et la 

richesse culturelle, ce qui devrait mettre au cœur de l’action du musée et de l’intérêt du public. Dans ce cas, le 

Louvre avec son envergue et ses progrès techniques et a tombé dans le risque d’abuser les moyens de 

communications pour un objectif de médiation au-delà de ses missions traditionnelles. En effet, on constate une 

progression de l’indice de satisfaction lié au confort de la visite auprès de visiteurs, tandis qu’en termes de 

l’apport culturel, le taux des visiteurs s’affirme « très satisfait » se dégrade progressivement, passant de 66% 

en 201254 à 58% en 2015. 

La marque a élargi le champ d'action du musée, au risque parfois de perdre de vue les objectifs culturels et 

artistiques, pédagogiques et éducatifs. En plus, les contraintes financières avec l’exigence d’être plus autonome 

provoque une marchandisation du musée. Plusieurs actions dont la naissance de Louvre-Abou Dhabi, la 

construction d'une galerie commerciale au cœur du Carrousel du Louvre, l'exploitation de son image pour la 

déclinaison de produits dérivés aux couleurs du musée, les films et diverses intrigues mis en scène au cœur du 

Louvre en contreparties de revenus pour l'institution, le choix des partenariats étrangers selon les critères de la 
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54 Le musée du Louvre, Rapport d’activités 2012 
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nationalité des visiteurs étrangers et la recherche de mécénat etc… mettre en question la logique financière 

d’un tel musée au sein de ses politiques. 

Conclusion : Vers une marque muséale durable 

La mondialisation culturelle accompagné d’une compétition en croissance exige les organisations culturelles de 

garder à l'esprit en priorité leur vocation et missions traditionnelles de valorisation de la culture et non ses intérêts 

économiques et financiers. Avec les nouveaux outils mis à disposition des musées et les tendances prégnantes 

sur le marché international, il devient difficile de déterminer les limites entre culture et communication. De même 

les intérêts de la marchandisation des musées transforment le musée en un nouveau marché de la 

consommation. La durabilité d’une marque muséale doit associer à un régime de financement mixte et d'une 

certaine autonomie des musées leur permettant d’être plus indépendants et résilients. Pourtant, pour devenir 

durable, il est indispensable pour les musées de rassurer un équilibre entre une promotion nécessaire qui leur 

permettent de se distinguer sur le marché et les valeurs fondamentales qui sont la raison- d’être d’un musée 

depuis toujours.  
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Universal Exposition Pavilions as a Reflection of National Identity 

CALLUM FISHER 

 

Abstract: 

National pavilions create a physical manifestation of an abstract concept of national identity, permitting a state 

both to construct an identity that becomes fixed in space and matter, and to interpret this newly crystallised 

identity, effectively marketing the idea to an international audience. This essay will argue that by defining national 

pavilions at Universal Expositions as monuments to a nation, we can begin to explore how they interpret the 

notions of identity they seek to project.  

 

Key Words: 

Universal expositions, identity, monument, interpretation, transmission 

 

Résumé 

Des pavillons nationaux aux Expositions Universelles créent des expressions physiques des concepts abstraits, 

permettant aux nations de construire une identité qui se manifeste physiquement dans l’espace, et qui fait du 

marketing du pays aux divers publics internationaux à travers l’interprétation de ces structures. Cette dissertation 

va argumenter l’idée qu’en définissant des pavillons nationaux aux Expositions Universelles comme des 

monuments à la nation, on peut commencer à examiner l’interprétation des concepts identitaires qu’ils cherchent 

à transmettre.  

 

Mots-clés: 

Expositions universelles, identité, monument, interprétation, transmission,  

Introduction: 

 

Global history has been intimately linked to the concept of the Universal Exhibition for at least the past 150 

years. The Bureau of International Expositions is a Paris-based organisation that has, and continues, to monitor 

the implementation of these global spectacles around the world. Article 1.1 of the Bureau’s ‘Treaty relating to 

international exhibitions’, originally written in Paris in 1928, and now signed by 169 member states, declares that 

An exhibition is a display which, whatever its title, has as its principal purpose the education of the public: it may 

exhibit the means at man’s disposal for meeting the needs of civilisation 

It is evident in this first article of the treaty that education of the masses is inherent in the mission of the Universal 

Exposition; it appears to be an essential element at the very core of its ideology. The Universal Expo has 

historically been used as an opportunity to present a polished image of a nation’s identity to a vast international 

audience, in a context of sharing and showcasing cultural and technological innovations so that mankind can 

share its benefits. Despite the treaty emphasising a universal focus, the traditional format, which is still prevalent 

today, divides the Exposition into national pavilions, each one seeking the best interests of their own nation. 

Divided and limited by the imposed national divides, each pavilion presents a highly individual and stylised vision 

of its own identity; states take advantage of the vast crowds in order to practice effective means of ‘nation 

branding’. Highly conceptual pavilions are common at Universal Expositions, as countries seek to condense vast 

abstract notions of what their nation represents into a single, temporary structure. These stylised structures can 

be perceived as a crystallisation of national identity, as a range of visual and architectural metaphors are 

employed in order to convey the abstract ideas of nation and identity as effectively as possible. In doing this, 
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they both construct an identity, and provide the means for its interpretation; they simultaneously create a 

monument to a higher ideal of ‘nation’, which at the same time provides its audience with a system to interpret 

these intangible notions of national heritage. Fabio Pollice from the University of Salento states that collective 

heritage should form the basis of sustainable territorial development. (Pollice, p.7, 2014) Does a Universal 

Exposition effectively fit this purpose? How effective are these methods in practice, and which mechanisms are 

used to communicate these vague ideas in a way that a visitor can easily consume? This essay will argue that 

these temporary landscapes can be accurately considered as monuments to the abstract idea of ‘nation’. Having 

established this, it will be possible to analyse the efficacy of the interpretation of this constructed identity, 

following renowned heritage scholar Freeman Tilden’s methodology and using his six principles of Interpreting 

heritage (Tilden, 1977) in order to discern the extent to which national pavilions at Universal Expositions succeed 

in transmitting their respective nation’s self-image. But why should pavilions at Universal Exhibitions be 

considered as monuments in the first place? 

 

Pavilion as monument 

 

In order to successfully analyse the way in which national pavilions interact with and represent this collective 

identity, it is essential that one begins by understanding that these structures act as a physical intermediary 

between the public and what is in essence a body of intangible cultural heritage. Although the pavilions continue 

to welcome millions of visitors, the public is often unaware that these spaces of interpretation allow them to 

interact with an intangible historic construct and understand the nature of a nation’s ideology, thus linking them 

with the past and future of a state. In order to proceed to a discussion of a pavilion’s efficacy in transmitting 

these values, this essay will first define them as ‘monuments to nation’. This interaction between a community 

and complex, intangible notions of identity are typical of structures, that architectural and urban historian 

Françoise Choay describes as “monuments” in her 2009 study, ‘Patrimoine en questions’. She states that we 

can define as a monument any artefact deliberately conceived by a human community with the intention to recall 

to living memory any people, events, beliefs, rites or social norms that constitute an aspect of their identity 

(Choay, p.195). Expositions provide a conduit through which a nation can channel ideas or philosophies. These 

‘monuments to nation’ as we will call them, encapsulate a wealth of intangible heritage, seeking to transmit an 

understanding of a nation’s philosophy. Far from simple entertainment, pavilions are tools in the construction 

and interpretation of a national identity. Having established the significance of these constructions as cultural 

artefacts, as having some heritage to be interpreted, it is possible to proceed to an exploration of the means by 

which this transmission of an abstract notion can be achieved.  

 

The principles of ‘Interpretation’ 

 

Freeman Tilden first published his landmark work, ‘Interpreting our Heritage’ in 1957, for the first time defining 

the means by which people, organisations and events reveal “something of the beauty and wonder, the 

inspiration and spiritual meaning behind what the visitor can with his senses perceive.” (Tilden, p.3, 1977) He 

provides the scholar with a means to evaluate the extent to which a monument or museum can convey the 

essence of its targeted heritage to its audiences. He states that, “National parks or monuments…are exactly the 

places where Interpretation finds its ideal opportunity.” (Tilden, p.33) Thus, having established that national 

pavilions are monuments to an abstract notion of collective identity, we see that Tilden’s methods of analysing 

the Interpretation of heritage become extremely pertinent. It is possible at this point to begin to evaluate the 

means employed at Universal Expositions to translate a state’s vision of itself into a form and structure that can 

be successfully Interpreted and well-apprehended by the visitor. He signals six guiding principals by which one 

can measure the effectiveness of Interpretation, which can here be applied to national pavilions. The principles 

are as follows: 
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I. Any interpretation that does not somehow relate what is being displayed or described to something 

within the personality or experience of the visitor will be sterile.   

II. II. Information, as such, is not Interpretation. Interpretation is revelation based upon information. But 

they are entirely different things. However, all interpretation includes information.  

III. III. Interpretation is an art, which combines many arts, whether the materials presented are scientific, 

historical or architectural. Any art is in some degree teachable.  

IV. IV. The chief aim of Interpretation is not instruction, but provocation.  

V. V. Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part, and must address itself to the 

whole man rather than any phase. 

VI. VI. Interpretation addressed to children (say, up to the age of twelve) should not be a dilution of the 

presentation to adults, but should follow a fundamentally different approach. To be at its best it will 

require a separate program. (Tilden, p.9) 

This paper will treat each principal in turn, seeking to use them as a gauge to establish just how effective national 

pavilions are in communicating the notions of identity that are crystallised in the structure’s symbolic form. The 

structure of the Universal Exposition is relatively standardised today, with each national pavilion given the same 

brief and pitching to the same target audience, with variants on the same set of goals. An analysis of any pavilion 

at a recent exposition will therefore give us a valid insight into the functioning of the ‘Expo’ model today. This 

essay will take 2015’s ‘Pavillon France’, presented over six months at the most recent certified ‘expo’ in Milan, 

as a case study, assessing it against Tilden’s criteria in order to explore and review its capacity to interpret 

France’s national identity. The six month spectacle defined the theme of the expo as ‘Feeding the world, energy 

for life’, necessitating a display of the nation’s proposed solutions to global food production issues. With the 

French government investing €20 million into the project, and six ministries contributing to its creation, one sees 

that much thought had been devoted to its conception. With the pavilion winning the Bureau of International 

Exposition’s gold award for its architecture, effectively achieving the aims and meeting the expectations of a 

national display, it would be logical to take this as the centre of the study in order to ascertain how successfully 

France’s heritage was ‘Interpreted’. Though national pavilions do cater to a domestic audience, this paper will 

however only concern itself with the transmission of national identity to a foreign audience, in order to investigate 

the ways in which they can affect external communities’ knowledge of a country.  

This study will, in addition, focus mainly on principles I, III, IV and V. Interpreting is, according to Tilden, based 

on information. However, in the creation of national identity, we are unable to assess the existence of this body 

of information; there is no ‘information’ as such, and thus principle two will not be treated here. Anderson 

suggests in his groundbreaking book ‘Imagined Communities’ (Anderson, 2006), that national identity is without 

a definable beginning or end; it is impossible to isolate. One could perhaps conclude that the arbitrary nature of 

national identity is not based on ‘information’ at all. For these reasons, principle two, necessitating the 

interpretation of such information will not be considered here, though the relationship between identity, 

information and nationalism does warrant further study. Principle six, necessitating a specific child’s program of 

interpretation will not be considered here, as the principle topic of discussion is the communication of identity 

discourses, which are not changed by the presence of child’s programmes.  

 

Principle I: A Personal Connection 

 

In the second chapter of his book, Tilden explores his first principle, stating that, “the visitor’s chief interest [when 

visiting a heritage site] is whatever touches his personality, his experience and his ideals”(Tilden, p.11) 

Interpretation should be visitor-centred; heritage sites should have an awareness of the background, needs and 

desires of the targeted audiences, for it is the connection with the individual that gives it meaning, and keeps the 

site relevant. This does of course apply to the Universal Expositions too, as pavilion organisers attempt to cater 

to the needs of their audience, in order to act as an intermediary between the public and France’s conception of 

its national identity. What exactly, then, do visitors to national pavilions desire, and how does 2015’s ‘Pavillon 
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France’ create this connection? “With its innovative architecture, the Expo site is an attraction in itself,” the 

website of the Bureau of International Expositions states, “But the interactive exhibitions, the ground-breaking 

technologies that are showcased and the Expo's intense cultural program ensure a truly unforgettable 

experience.”(BIE website) The majority of visitors at Universal Expos will only visit once; the event is temporary, 

and thus an element of spectacle and folly is permitted in the scale and extent of the attraction. These visitors 

are what tourism researcher Bob McKercher defines as the ‘sightseeing cultural tourist’ (McKercher, 2002), 

coming to the pavilion with the intention to discover a new culture, but with a more entertainment-oriented focus.  

 

The French pavilion draws on stereotypes, appealing to the expectations of the tourist who is potentially 

unfamiliar with French society. French gastronomy and the recently UNESCO-listed ‘repas gastronomique des 

français’  are exhibited and displayed alongside the traditional French agricultural model (which is lacking in 

detailed explanation), both topics that are often considered to be ‘typically French’. They are both employed as 

carefully curated elements in the pavilion’s display, used to transmit cultural values. For example, a video 

discusses the apparent success of this agricultural model as a solution to global poverty and hunger: a prime 

example of a manipulation of the expectations of the visitor, which appeals to the cultural tourist, whilst satisfying 

their desire to consume culture for entertainment.  The pavilion anticipates the expectations of the public and 

uses them as a vehicle to transmit key elements of their national identity; they create a connection by appealing 

to the visitor’s quest for entertainment. The idea conveyed is that France respects its traditions, is a nation who 

values its rural farming culture, but who still leads the way internationally. Its traditional farming techniques could 

pave the way in fighting famine, for example: the display was not slow to celebrate that France was the second 

largest contributor to international development by GDP (French Ministry of Foreign Affairs and International 

Development, 2016)  

 

In addition, Universal Expos have become a destination for those seeking artistic and architectural innovation 

and it is therefore logical that pavilions use immense architectural displays that are artistic in their form, and 

almost megalithic, or monumental, in their scale in order to appeal to the cultural tourist. France is among many 

nations to use this technique, constructing its gold award-winning temporary wooden structure, built entirely with 

imported French timber. France respects its traditions but excels and can continue to innovate, holding its own 

on the global field, this seeks to say. 

 

Principle III: Education as Art 

 

The pavilion speaks in large part through narrative, metaphor and rhetoric, aligning well with the next of Tilden’s 

principles to be considered, requiring that we see education as an art, or “knowledge treated 

imaginatively”(Tilden, p.26); in order for the national identity to be effectively communicated, it must involve an 

appeal to the emotions in a manner akin to poetry or storytelling (Tilden, p.27). “It is again through art,” Fabio 

Pollice states,“that a community recognizes itself and represents itself in terms of narration, communicating and 

debating with other cultures about their respective representations.” (Pollice, 2014) It is thus pertinent to discuss 

the use of narrative in the portrayal of national identities.  In his chapter, ‘The Story’s the Thing’, Tilden details 

how form needs to be given to the concepts conveyed. National identity of the ‘Imagined communities’ 

themselves constructed on rhetoric, exist only through the form they are ascribed, and thus also necessitate a 

narrative in order to be effectively communicated, a fact which is unavoidable in ‘Pavillon France’.  With the 

Expo’s theme, ‘Feeding the world, energy for life,’ leading participants to focus on food, we see their reliance 

once more on the UNESCO-listed ‘repas gastronomique des français’ to form the centre point of this narrative, 

as informative plaques inform the visitor that this concept forms the “pilier central du Pavillon de la France”55, 

                                                           
55 See fig.1 in annexe 
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firmly anchoring the French cultural narrative in history. This is plain to see, as the plaque details the 

development of this meal from Cathérine de Médici in 1547 and finishes with the affirmation that “French 

excellence shows itself to be combine tradition, innovation, savoir-faire, creation, work and passion”56. Placing 

‘tradition’ besides ‘innovation’ in this sentence highlights the central mission of the pavilion, to convey a sense 

of an identity that embraces the past, whilst looking towards the future. Thus, in one informative panel, the visitor 

is presented with an entire imaginatively formed narrative, as Tilden demands, taking us from the past, through 

the present and leading the way towards the future 

 

Principle IV: Provocative Interpretation 

The following principle to be discussed is that of provoking the thought of the public, allowing this essay to 

progress to a discussion of the aims of a national pavilion; why bother marketing this identity to international 

audiences? What thoughts do the nations want to provoke in the marketing of their national identities? The 

website of the BIE states that pavilions give countries “a unique stage to present their achievements, culture, 

products, etc. to an international audience. This has an impact on their international image.” (BIE website). The 

page goes on to state how Universal Expositions allow nations to promote their local products and engage with 

new audiences. This seems to indicate that the desire to attract and engage with potential tourists is one of the 

priorities of a state participating at an Expo. It is important to bear this in mind when considering that Tilden’s 

fourth principle dictates that, “the purpose of interpretation is to stimulate the reader or hearer towards a desire 

to widen his horizon of interests and knowledge, and to gain an understanding of the greater truths that lie behind 

any statements of fact.”(Tilden, p.33) The organisers want to draw the visitors’ interest, using cultural material 

tied to the ‘French identity’, towards an appreciation of their national culture. It is important to note, however, 

that in this case, the ‘truths’ referred to are relative, and should not be considered as indisputable concrete facts. 

They cannot be accurately or easily labelled ‘truths’, rooted as they are in rhetoric and heavily interpreted 

viewpoints, as opposed to ‘fact’. The official dossier of the French pavilion highlights how it attempted to appeal 

to these subjective, individual realities, seeking to create a multisensory experience that is intended to stay with 

the visitor after their visit, provoking a reflection on the abstract notion of French identity, rooted in visceral lived 

experiences. “Il apparaît incontournable,” the dossier states, “que tous les visiteurs puissent déguster au moins 

un produit du patrimoine gastronomique français à l’occasion de leur passage sur l’espace.”(VFC Press 

Documents, 2015) There is here an insistence that visitors engage with French culture though experiences that 

are well-oriented towards what this essay has already identified as the target audience: the sight-seeing tourist 

who seeks a sensory, entertainment-based cultural attraction. Using methods, the pavilion offers memorable 

experiences, shaped and funded by two of the French states largest tourist initiatives, Atout France and Air 

France (VFC Press Documents, 2015). Here, as defined above, we see French stereotypes used as tools to 

advertise some of the most marketable elements of French culture. In this way, the narrative of the national 

identity is well communicated and continues to be perpetuated by tourists beyond the boundary of the pavilion.  

Principle V: Wholeness of Identity 

Arriving at the final section of this essay, an analysis of Tilden’s concept of ‘wholeness’ allows for a contemplation 

of the extent to which a nation can successfully communicate the whole of its national identity, a concept without 

a definable beginning or end. “Interpretation should aim to present a whole rather than a part,” he states (Tilden, 

p.21). Tony Bennett, author of The Exhibitionary Complex, observes that an international exposition was “a 

micro-world which claimed to be representative of a larger whole”(Bennett, pp.97, 1988). He suggests that 

organising states historically intended for their expositions to be physical, metonymical representations of the 

entirety of the nation or empire. This applies particularly the 19th century European expositions, which sought 

to display every societal element of the host nation, from industry, engineering and art in continental Europe, to 

agriculture, construction and ethnology in overseas colonies. Bennett’s emphasis is however focussed on 

historical expositions, which “claimed” (in the past tense) to literally represent the whole of a nation’s society on 

one site. On the other hand, the case of 2015’s Universal Expo in Milan vastly restricts this possibility, limiting 

                                                           
56 See fig.1 
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the participants with spatial restraints and imposing an annual theme that can be extremely restrictive. In this 

case, nations must instead rely, as the body of this essay suggests, on implied, subtle and artistic 

representations of national identity, here housed within the French interpretation of nationhood. 

But again the question arises of how ‘whole’ the vision of the identity portrayed is. What is it possible to consider 

as part of a whole identity? Tilden is careful in stating that he refers to ‘a’ whole, suggesting that an understanding 

of ‘the whole’ is not possible (Tilden, p.40).  Referring again to Anderson’s ‘Imagined Communities’ (Anderson, 

2006) to better understand the representation of identities, it is interesting to note his suggestion that the idea of 

one’s personal biography and the formation of one’s identity is comparable to that of a nation: there is no clear 

beginning, it is impossible to quantify, yet it is nonetheless decidedly present. In this sense, to understand a 

nation’s identity is to understand that of an individual; it is an understanding based on suggestion, inference and 

feelings. Seeking to understand the wholeness of the suggestion or inference being conveyed, it is pertinent to 

ask oneself whether it is ever possible to convey half a feeling. Assuming that ‘half a feeling’ is an impossible 

concept, one could here argue that every time the pavilion makes a visitor feel something about the nation, it 

succeeds in conveying a whole truth about the heritage contained within. 

Conclusion 

Having used Tilden’s principles to assess the French Pavilion in Milan it is possible to conclude that Universal 

Expositions are a valid and effective means of dissemination of a notion that is incredibly difficult to apprehend. 

Through this creation and careful management of a temporary landscape, it is possible to foster a stronger sense 

of national identity. In the same way that a religious monument seeks to impart some truth of a God, drawing 

from a vast unending sea of sources, so too does the national pavilion communicate some knowledge of a 

greater collective identity. Following this idea, it is pertinent to note that the French pavilion defines itself as “a 

market, a barn and a wine cellar, a cathedral and a hive, a laboratory of innovations” (VFC Press Documents, 

2015) Drawing on Choay’s work, and the analyses undertaken in this paper, it would be reasonable to move 

beyond ‘cathedral’ and add ‘monument’ to this list. In a time of growing uncertainty, it is not so much the cathedral 

that people turn to, but increasingly it is towards the nation. Perhaps today we might question the use of such 

structures and the role they play in fostering a sense of identity in local, national and international communities. 

In today’s post-Brexit, pro-Trump context, what role do they play? 
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Annexe 

• Figure 1:  Informative plaque inside French Pavilion, Les arts de la table et de la gastronomie française 

(Author’s photo 17/10/2015) 
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Architecture and communicated architecture, history and variables of 

the architectural project’s representation 

 

CARLO RICCI 

 

Abstract 

The “communication-understanding” binomial should never be separated because these two phases feed and 

influence each other in all disciplines. New expressive methods have enormously extended the communication’s 

possibilities in the discipline of architecture, making it accessible to everyone. Not the same for understanding: 

without considering where when and how (and the relationships between them) architecture, built or future, loses 

its meaning. The purpose of this article, divided in a brief historical analysis and final reflections, is to show how 

cultural transformations are expressed in different dimensions57, economic, social, environmental, but also in 

the discipline of architecture and in the way to represent it. 

 

Keywords: architecture, representation, communication, technology, cultural landscape. 

 

Studied theme and methods 

 

“Tra tutte le arti, l'architettura è l'unica ad utilizzare un vocabolario tridimensionale che include l'uomo: è una 

scultura nella quale si può penetrare e camminare".58 

 

Before starting this short essay, it seems useful to spend time on the theme and on the two keywords 

"architecture" and "communication" to limit the research field, which otherwise could appear infinite. The first, 

obvious, consideration is that architecture has an objective that goes far beyond communication: protecting 

human activities, creating an environment that can influence positively or not the people’s life. About that, it is 

not my intention to do the critique of architectural space whether built or imagined, though it is certainly true that 

communication technology will increasingly influence the building process. Just for example, because of the 

BIM, the building information model system, it is already possible to reach precisely the coincidence between 

content and container, with more and more control in the design phase. 

 

“Si può dire che la storia del progettare coincida con la storia dell’architettura, e che l’evolversi del concetto di 

conformazione dello spazio sia indissolubilmente legato al modo di rappresentarlo e prefigurarlo”. 59 

 

Another aspect inherent in communication is the use of metaphorical language, according to which, often, 

buildings not only meet specific functional needs, but refer to other. The symbolic-iconic architecture universe is 

as vast as interesting and has been, for centuries, one of the major thrusts to the development of the discipline, 

just consider the many times it was at the service of political power. If it is true, in this case, that the message 

(political-social-religious) is in the form (architecture), the objective of this text is to take a further step back and 

                                                           
57 Samassekou A. and VV. AA. (2017), Opening Addresses in Sustainability and Sociocultural Matrices, transdisciplinary 
contributions for a cultural integrated landscape management.  
58 Zevi B. (1994), Architettura in nuce, Sansoni editore, Milano 
59 De Fusco R. (1984), Il progetto di architettura, Editrice Laterza, p.25 
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analyse the form (sketching, orthographic projection, photorealistic image) to represent the shape (architecture). 

To clarify the trinomial message/architectural form/ representative form of the architecture does not mean to 

consider the three elements as separate but, on the contrary, be aware that they are inextricably linked with 

each other and inserted into a space-time well defined interval. And what is more important to understand past 

or future cultural landscapes, that properly understand the space-time relations in there contained? To take an 

example often cited: what would Florence be without Brunelleschi, its architecture, its way of representing it? 

 

I also would like to point out that the essay does not have any pretence of completeness, but only wants to 

present historical examples succeeded over time, mostly derived from the experience as architecture student. 

These are just some, subjectively chosen, steps in the evolution of this discipline that has so much to do with 

everyday life. 

 

 

The first examples of functional drawing 

 

In general, graphic production belonging to antiquity is extremely wide and has ancient origins studied by the 

archaeological science. In contrast to the artistic and pictorial production, functional design could not be such 

defined until a few attempts, rather primitive, to draw buildings in plan. These examples come from the same 

time from Mesopotamian and Egyptian civilizations on sheets of papyrus (XVIII dynasty 1500-1200 BC) and 

were utilised for civil construction of military camps or cities for slaves working in the pyramids’ construction. 

Instead, we enter in the symbolic-religious sphere when on tombs are represented places where the deceased 

had been living. In the first case (Figure 1), aimed at practical operations, representation is not subject to the 

rules of traditional iconography (the design is a horizontal section), while in the second case (Figure 2), inside 

the house, plan and frontal view are confused just like the Egyptian human representations. 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Plan of three-quarters of the town of Hat-Hotep-Ûsertesen (Kahûn). Reproduced from Plate XIV. of Illahûn, Kahun, and 

Gurob, W.M.F. Petrie. https://www.gutenberg.org/files/14400/14400-h/14400-h.htm#fig_3 

Figure 2. Plan of a Theban house with garden, from Eighteenth Dynasty tomb painting. http://www.gutenberg.org/files/14400/14400-

h/14400-h.htm#fig_14 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/14400/14400-h/14400-h.htm#fig_3
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/14400/14400-h/14400-h.htm#fig_14
http://www.gutenberg.org/files/14400/14400-h/14400-h.htm#fig_14
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About the Hellenic civilisation, there are no precise testimonies of representation techniques, however, there is 

evidence that mathematic and geometry were considered the basis of artistic expression. Art and architecture 

intertwine to create a system of rules and proportions in which the Parthenon becomes a result of absolute 

precision. In general, the same principle applies to the Roman world, which, fortunately, have survived until 

today more through examples of civic buildings, than through the way in which they were conceived. What we 

do know, is that even large parts of the city start to be carved on the stone for hygiene and public order reasons, 

to anticipate the first town planning elements. 

 

The birth of project and of drawing as working instrument 

 

It is with Gothic architecture, from the thirteenth century onwards, that the need for a detailed architectural design 

begins to emerge. If we think of French cathedrals, to their structural complexity, it is easy to understand that, 

even if not perfectly coded, the principles of static must be explained and fixed on paper even before those of 

aesthetics. A great example is the work of Villard de Honnecourt which his Livre de Portraiture dated around 

1230. The book was first classified as "construction book", but after noting many differences between drawings 

and built architecture, for example in the cathedral of Reims and Laon, we can suppose that his designs were 

only of inspiration for the construction. For sure the plant-prospectus correspondence, as well as the accuracy 

in designing stone cutting methods, foreshadow the engineer-artist figure which describes the technology and 

the building process in detail. In this case it is useful to highlight a new mastery of the concept of scale like 

representation of space through mathematical calculations. For the same reason, when we speak about 

constructive process, we imply the complete mastery of the space-time relationship in order to ensure, in every 

moment, the stability of the building under construction through the reinforcement rod. Around the building also 

gravitate characters, animals, construction equipment, all represented by Villard as part of the same process. 

 

The design’s revolution as a working tool continues with the Italian Renaissance and its most famous architects. 

Among them, in Florence, Brunelleschi is the point of reference because he achieved to go beyond what were 

considered the technology’s limits in the field of architecture. After studying the work of artists as Giotto (intuitive 

perspective) and Piero della Francesca (central perspective), he was the first to use three-dimensional 

representations of the project to complete the Florence’s Cathedral. In this way began the practice of the 

architect to represent his ideas not only in 2D but also with the help of perspective sketches. This allows to check 

the idea’s accuracy but, especially, to make them understandable to clients and construction workers, thanks 

also to three-dimensional physical models made of wood (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3. Filippo Brunelleschi, Wooden model, Cathedral of Florence, 1420-1440 approx., Florence, Museo dell’Opera di Santa Maria 

del Fiore. https://www.google.pt/search?q=artribune+modello+brunelleschi&source 

 

The descriptive geometry, towards the modern project 

 

“Lo spazio è senza limiti; tutte le sue parti sono perfettamente simili e nulla hanno che le caratterizzi e che possa 

servire da riferimento per indicare la posizione di un punto. Di conseguenza, per definire la posizione di un punto 

nello spazio occorre di necessità riferirla ad altri oggetti nello spazio, distinti, che possano determinarla e che 

siano noti tanto a chi esprime una definizione, tanto a chi vuole intenderla” 60 

 

Gaspard Monge is universally considered as the inventor of modern geometry. Although it might seem that 

architectural drawing conventions have been imposed in much more ancient times, it is only from the late 

eighteenth century, coinciding with the foundation of the first Écoles Politecniques, that space will be represented 

systematically minimizing errors in the design process. Descriptive geometry attempts to represent objects 

located in the space on the different floors. It is assumed that each figure is a volume consisting of three 

dimensions (width, height and depth) of which we decide to represent only two. By linking multiple two dimension 

representations, it is also possible to reconstruct accurately the starting volume. The techniques are the 

following: orthogonal projections, axonometric projections, perspective projections to one or more vanishing 

points. Orthogonal projections, which are still named Monge’s projections, are the most used during design 

process because they represent the object in actual size, eventually scaled, but easily linkable to real dimensions 

without elaborate calculations. This method was mainly used in industrial production to represent complex 

objects to be produced in series, we are indeed referring to the years of the industrial revolution. The assimilation 

of descriptive geometry was slow as the so-called academic architects, throughout the nineteenth century, 

preferred to keep on utilising less scientific architectural representations accompanied by shadows and 

watercolours. This different approach reflected the division between the education of students attending fine arts 

academies and those attending engineering institutes, which still remained very different institutions. 

  

                                                           
60 Monge G., Introduction to Géométrie descriptive, 1ª ed. 1794-95. 

https://www.google.pt/search?q=artribune+modello+brunelleschi&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwi81ei7q8nTAhVGuxQKHfZrBT0Q_AUIBigB&biw=1366&bih=662#imgrc=C0-IoISIAugEjM
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The final step towards modern architecture, and therefore also modern architectural representation, was 

accomplished in the early twentieth century with the foundation of the Bauhaus. There, painters, sculptors, 

architects and designers studied together how to achieve the unity between form and function. The movement 

is also called rationalist / functionalist, takes different forms in different countries, but generally indicates the 

emergence of the project’s linearization as a set of several stages, of which the last is the executive design. The 

representation breaks free from manual skills of the author to become symbolic, following a system of 

international rules regarding line-thickness, type of hatching, dimensioning. All these specific standards were 

stated for a faster understanding by the different professionals involved in the building realisation. 

However, it is not accurate to think of the modern movement as a period of mere implementation in the field of 

representation techniques: if it is true that the building is drawn in every detail, it is still true that in the building’s 

conception new possibilities are opened. These depend from the appropriation of cubism theories that modernist 

architects "understood and rationalized in a neoplastic thought"61 with specific reference to Theo Van Doesburg 

and Piet Mondrian. The drawing is a representation of a set of volumes that appear mechanically assembled, 

but they are in fact the result of a reflection on the arrangement of the living space and on the relationships 

created among inhabitants. During this period spreads the use of orthogonal isometric projection, because it is 

perfect to maintain unchanged the relationship between the three dimensions. It is also the best way to show 

how the building’s different parts are assembled. A great example is the phrase “we will say that the isometric 

projection is on the side of the building process and of the production, the perspective on the side of consumer”62 

to indicate how this tool was considered useful in transmitting instructions to the workers in charge of the 

realisation. 

 

The 60s and the architectural utopias 

Nowadays most architects agree in indicating the years after the Second World War were a dark period for 

architecture and urban planning, during which land consumption had not been properly regulated. The suburbs’ 

expansion had been driven more by profit than by respect for the urban quality. Despite this, at the time, 

expectations for an endless future development were high: it seemed that the city could grow with the same 

speed that the man had used to get to the moon. Groups of architects, mostly youth, prefigure with their 

imagination a world populated by huge residential areas connected by gigantic infrastructures. In the Anglo-

Saxon area we remember Archigram, a group founded by Peter Cook and author of projects with futuristic names 

such as Plug In City, Instant City, Walking City (Figure 4). In the Italian context Superstudio comes to the spotlight 

with projects such as Movimento Continuo (Figure 5) and Dodici Città Ideali, on which architectural critics are 

still questioning. Are these movements based on an infinite confidence in technology controlled by human 

capacities or do they anticipate the first criticism for a society that consumes without rules? For sure, ideas and 

representations go paired together: with their visionary images these studies are the very first to use the collage 

technique to show scenarios destined to remain on paper. Henceforth, their visual power will be able to influence 

many architects who are nowadays classified as high-tech. 

                                                           
61 Sacripanti M. (1953), Il disegno puro e il disegno nell’architettura, edited by F.lli Palombi, Roma, p.78 
62 Reichlin B. (1979), L’assonometria come progetto, uno studio su Alberto Sartoris, in Lotus International, vol.22 
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Figure 4. Ron Herron, The walking city, 1964. http://dzinetrip.com/ice-lab-recalls-archigrams-walking-city/ 

Figure 5. Superstudio, Il Monumento Continuo, New York, 1969.  http://www.artribune.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/Superstudio-Il-

Monumento-Continuo-New-York-1969-courtesy-Fondazione-MAXXI-Roma.jpg 

 

The present and the visual marketing 

Since the '90s design software gained control of architectural design. About 2d drawings Autocad has made 

digital the Monge’s projections, but still did not introduce great innovations in terms of project design. This is 

what modelling software achieved, which allowed us to create 3D models before the construction of the building 

begins. In order to obtain images not only reserved to professionals but also to clients, rendering programs have 

also spread: through the setting of a system made by lights and cameras they bring into reality what is built by 

imagination. So far, all good to the service of understanding. Except that, with advancing years, images have 

gone beyond limits of photo-realism, preferring a pictorial-dramatic approach that foreshadows not only 

something intangible, but that is destined not to be materialized. Graphic creators depart from maximum volumes 

to fill them with vegetation, human figures, street furniture, pedestrian zones, all under a bright sun. If for the 

‘60s utopias architectures were overtly unrealizable, today’s images are used to win architectural competitions 

or simply for self-promotion. The debate is open, is it legitimate playing with the evocative power of images, even 

if architecture is, for its very concrete nature, a science of living? Even more important are doubts of those who 

wonder if digital archives and graphical visualization methodologies could produce an architecture determined 

by software, where the designer has lost most of his importance. 

 

Conclusion 

We often speak of the "power" of images and this definition is perfect for architectural representation, whether 

photos, drawings or digital processed, they are able to shape the idea of an unknown space in our minds. 

However, the value of architectural representations, as evidenced by some examples in this essay, goes beyond 

the emotional and spatial instant perception. If you stop to analyse it, every image about architecture also tells 

us about people, places and the period which conceived it, helping us to reconstruct what we can fully define as 

a cultural landscape. To study and understand it completely we need a multidisciplinary approach, which starts 

from history and comes to mathematics through the superposition of multiple layers only recognizable to careful 

eyes.  

To underline how architectural representation may be considered a great "information box", it is useful to recall 

the founding principles of the World Humanities Conference that will take place in Liege in August 2017. As 

reminded by his president, human sciences, between which we can fully consider architecture, “contribute on a 

national, regional, international scale to measure and understand the cultural transformations that express 

themselves in economic, social and environmental dimensions and are linked to the progressive globalization 

http://dzinetrip.com/ice-lab-recalls-archigrams-walking-city/
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of trade”63. An example was presented in the last paragraph of this essay, explaining how architecture studios 

use more and more the visual marketing to present and sell their works. About this phenomenon, the influential 

online-platform Failed Architecture, referring to the last skyscraper designed by Studio MVRDV in Amsterdam, 

accuses: “The visualized building is a symptom. It illustrates how the media represent buildings, with unrealistic 

visuals and irrelevant writing (...) In order not to distort this fantasy, the social implications, political dynamics 

and internal problems of architecture and spatial production are conveniently left out of the picture”64. In other 

words, in order to build faster and with more profit, we overlook probable long-term problems, highlighting a lack 

of foresight. Because of the distance between representation and reality we can also mention alienation (the 

majority of city’s inhabitants) and voluntary omission (by the architecture office and the media) of architecture’s 

complexity and of its necessary dilemmas. 

It is equally dangerous to propose a unique model of architecture, particularly the one recognized as west-

influenced, all over the world. The phenomenon has heavily increased thanks to online images circulation and 

to international success of some architectural firms. We could not lose sight of socio-cultural matrices concept 

and of popular participation as perfectly applicable to architectural discipline, which must start from local needs, 

resources and knowledge to achieve sustainable development. These considerations may seem obvious, but 

buildings made of reinforced concrete in tropical zones or buildings with flat roofs in rainy countries, remind us 

that common sense is often overlooked. 

As seen in the paragraph dedicated to the 60’s utopias, architecture images also are a great indicator of how 

man perceive the city and the possibility to live together. In the last years representations of imaginary urban 

landscapes still support the idea of urbanisation as the only answer to the population’s growth. In fact, cities are 

not more appropriated to provide anyone a good quality of life and we should start to think about alternatives.    

The theory that wants images as synthetic means of communication taking only simplified messages is also 

finally contradicted. On the contrary, architectural representation is a way to understand the human kind and its 

perception of the time, whether characterized by expectation or incertitude.  
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Artistic Education and Transmission of Knowledge 

 

ENRIQUE MELÉNDEZ GALÁN 

 

Abstract 

The sense of ownership plays a critical role in the conservation of our heritage and the best way to create this 

feeling in the population is education. Over the past two decades recent studies have provided important 

information on the history of the school of arts as a part of the cultural life of the regions. The aim of this paper 

is to explain the relationship between the schools of arts and heritage and how the transmission of knowledge 

is fast becoming a key instrument to defend this heritage. 

 

Keywords: School of Arts, Transmission of Knowledge, Heritage, Sense of Ownership, Art from Extremadura. 

 

Resumen 

El sentido de pertenencia supone un aspecto vital en la conservación de nuestro patrimonio y la mejor manera 

de crear este sentimiento en la población es la educación. Estudios recientes de las últimas dos décadas han 

vertido importante información sobre la historia de las escuelas de arte como una parte de la vida cultural de 

las regiones. El objetivo de este escrito es explicar la relación entre las escuelas de arte y el patrimonio y como 

la transmisión de conocimiento está cada vez siendo más tenido en cuenta como un instrumento clave para 

defender este último. 

 

Palabras clave: Escuelas de Arte, Transmisión de Conocimiento, Patrimonio, Sentido de Pertenencia, Arte 

Extremeño. 

 

 

 

1. Introduction: Cáceres, Badajoz, and a view of their heritage. 

Extremadura is a peripheric region which has been linked with different historic events due to its geographical 

situation. Badajoz and Cáceres are two of the most important cities of Extremadura and there is a great value 

in their heritage. The art of the medieval and modern age in Cáceres and the military architecture of Badajoz 

are part of different events which have conditioned the heritage of these cities.  

Because of that, Badajoz conservates the Arabic castle and a modern fortification system which are part of the 

most important examples of military architecture in Europe. A part of this value is the transnational relation with 

Portugal shaped by different conflicts that took place throughout the history of this border. According to this 

common history, there are a number of artistic similarities between Elvas and Badajoz, which explains their 

common plan to protect this kind of architecture. Under the Eurocity Project, Badajoz and Elvas are working 

together in order to “elaborate technical and historical documentation about the bastioned buildings of Elvas and 

Badajoz, seeking to spread them of different ways, and looking to achieve the declaration of World Heritage…”65. 

On the other hand, Cáceres differs from Badajoz in a number of ways. The old town of this city is World Heritage 

since 1986 due to the historical value of its buildings. As a consequence of this declaration, Cáceres has been 
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focusing its efforts on revitalising and promoting this part of the city away of our borders. The relationship 

between heritage and population has been very close in this city being a wonderful frame for the different 

activities developed in Cáceres. Womad, Foro Sur, Folk and Jazz music festivals are part of the inhabitant’s life, 

enjoying the culture and the heritage inside an urban landscape of high value.  

 

2. Heritage as a home for schools of arts 

In 1972, the Convention of Paris established in the Art. 5. a) “to adopt a general policy which aims to give the 

cultural and natural heritage a function in the life of the community and to integrate the protection of that heritage 

into comprehensive planning programmes” and in the Art. 27. “The States Parties to this Convention shall 

endeavour by all appropriate means, and in particular by educational and information programmes, to strengthen 

appreciation and respect by their peoples of the cultural and natural heritage defined in Articles 1 and 2 of the 

Convention”. “Education” and “function in the life” are two keywords of these sentences which are crucial to 

establish a correct vocabulary to study the conservation of the heritage.   

The latest trend of thought is working with an alive heritage. This theory seeks to protect buildings, giving them 

a daily use for the local communities. Many authors now argue that the strategy of conservating heritage as an 

isolated element has not been successful. Hauser-Schäubling66, for example, explains that “freezing the past” 

has been a problem to achieve an emotional bond between inhabitants and heritage. This writer argues that 

flexibility in management and respect of the local feelings are absolutely needed to reduce problems and have 

good relationships between the different conservation agents.  

In this respect, understanding the city “as a historical entity” was one of the points showed in the ICOMOS 

“Charter of Itaipava” where it was valued the everyday living experience of the inhabitants in their heritage. 

According to that, the charter showed how the traditional activities in cultural sites revitalizes constantly these 

places.  

A notable example of alive heritage is found in two schools of arts of Extremadura. Cáceres and Badajoz have 

two important centres to educate people in artistic teachings. These cases have shown a use of our heritage as 

a framework of different activities. Julián García Blanco studied the history of Godoy’s Palace in Badajoz, 

currently home to the School of Arts and Crafts. As this researcher said, this building is a “summary of the history 

of Badajoz”67. The construction of this building began in the first half of the 18th century and over the years it 

has had various uses. At first, this building was the Rocha-Calderón’s palace but José de Rocha granted the 

building to the Church in order to create an hospice. In 1784, a new hospice was created and at the beginning 

of the 19th Century Manuel Godoy bought this old palace, which was in a poor state of conservation due to 

flooding. However, Godoy was the owner just for a short time because Castilla’s Council seize the properties of 

this person after the Revolt of Aranjuez. During the Independence War, the building was a hospice again before 

the half of the 19th century the building shifted to Carlota Luisa Manuela de Godoy y Borbón. After that, the 

municipality bought the building with the object of creating a jail inside and finally, the ancient jail became in an 

educational centre focusing firstly in science and after in arts68.  

On the other side, the School of Fine Arts “Eulogio Blasco” in Cáceres is located in the Ulloa’s Sunhome; one 

of the palace which are part of the old town. This building belonged to the Ulloa’s family, which was a noble 

family with Galician roots. Built in the 15th Century, this house has received different restoration along the 

centuries69. The last one, in 1989, had the aim of becoming in the new artistic educational center of the city 

managed by the Cultural Institution “El Brocense”. But the school of arts not only was located in this place, but 

also before this centre ran through different cultural buildings such the Convent of St. Francisco, the ancient 
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Seminar, or the School of the Preciosa Sangre70. The current location of this school received a thorough 

remodelling and restoration in order to structure different rooms according to cover the needs of the subjects71. 

The role played by principal Juan José Narbón was essential to organise the different spaces of this historic 

building72. The architect Alfredo Fernández followed the advice of this artist and adapted the project to his 

recommendations. 

In this regard, it should be noted that certain activities are linked to the heritage of these cities. In this case, two 

school of arts are part of the heritage, helping to protect and conservate the life of these old buildings. Having 

an alive heritage as point of reference for the artistic education implies that the population is integrated in a part 

of their history.  

 

3. Transmission of knowledge and emotional bonds 

As it was noted above, the students of these schools of arts are physically surrounded by heritage where the 

studies of art are developed in. But this is not the only way to create a relationship between historic buildings 

and population. The students who learn in these spaces not only are creating a physical bond with the Godoy’s 

Palace or with the Sunhome of the Ulloa’s family but also are creating feeling with the past of these places. 

Students of school of arts are part of different generation who are running over the years. The transmission of 

knowledge between teachers and pupils is an intangible heritage but is not the only benefit of these buildings. 

The community created in these centers, with people of different ages, interests, and jobs are an example of 

social development. The three pillars upon which this development rests are, firstly, the “continuity”, linking our 

past, through the present, with the future; secondly the “legacy”, keeping the memory of this past; and thirdly the 

“adaptation” to the social realities73. 

The latest study about the School of Arts and Craft of Badajoz74 shows a work of art created by a student which 

exemplifies this situation. The work reveals four visions of rooms of the school and how its soul is trapped on 

these canvases. This building is not only an educational place; it is an institution, with past, present and future. 

The artist Vicenta Chica painted in a conscious or unconscious manner each part of the poliptych with pictures 

hanging on walls. These pictures are memories of former students who studied in the school. We can read on 

this oil the transmission of the essence of the School. The Chica’s work is currently part of the collection in the 

same way that the represented objects are. Because of that this picture is important to explain the transmission 

of knowledge. Everyone who is studying in this School of Arts is being “observed” by the different pictures which 

are hanging over them. The pupils can see old works of art searching for inspiration to copy, learn or simply 

searching for an idea. The spirit of the former students still alive in these works painted by Chica like a museum 

which oversees the academicism of the new students. But the most important thing is that this “museum” is 

visited every day by all the alumnus of the school taking part of a cultural experience. Furthermore, it is an alive 

museum because it is growing every year with the best pieces of the students and it is a didactic museum too. 

In the older pieces the student can see rights and wrongs or difficulties to create some parts of the piece and 

the way to solve them.  

The former and the current students are sharing techniques and problems. The tradition continue on these days 

searching for “reliving” artistic procedures and because of that the essence of the tradition will “eternally” remain 
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in the “collective and living memory” 75 of our communitie of students. They can identify themselves with the 

other artists. 

In this respect, Robert Adam explains that “social cohesion comes precisely from shared identity. To strengthen 

or even support that social cohesion it is essential that the way communities identify with their heritage is 

understood and supported”76. According to this, the community created in these school of arts shares identity as 

a part of a social matrix constructed over the years77. 

 

 

 
 

Vicenta Chica, The soul of the School, 2007. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

There are two points of view to understand the bonds between heritage and community. At first, we have a 

physical part where students are learning and creating a particular museum of the best work of arts. On the 

other hand, it is seen how the essence of the school still alive in the collection through the memory of the former 

pupils. For this reason, there is a dual interpretation of this heritage tangible and intangible.  

The first one is “easy” to protect just using money and restoration programmes, but it is the second one the most 

difficult to conservate and give him a value for the society. Because of that, the transmission of knowledge is a 

vital instrument to protect the heritage. In the school of arts, the students are not only learning to draw, paint or 

create, but also, they are learning to love the past of the school as a part of his own essence. This sense of 

ownership is the key value of the different centres because is the best way to respect the past as a part of our 

identity.  

In conclusion, the transmission of knowledge is a way to protect the heritage according to the adaptation to the 

social realities. If the people who are taking part of these educational centres feel that they are part of this 
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tangible and intangible heritage, there will be no doubt that they will protect as part of themselves, not only 

keeping the building in safe, but also keeping the tradition in the procedures. 
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School Education and the Creation of Identity Narratives. Narrative 

thinking, construction of collective identity, and a discussion of trans-

border identity spaces through narratives 

 

SIMON WYRWOL 

 

Abstract: 

 

Identity is constructed as a multi-layered narrative, a ‘life story’ that is created through personal experiences and 

their verbal interpretation. Collective identities, like national identities, are partly created by education and the 

construction of a narrative that takes elements of the past and aligns them with the current ideology of a 

community body. These elements range from myths, hymns and symbols to history lessons and seemingly ‘fact-

based’ scientific representations like geographical maps. Focusing on borders and transnational areas which 

create intercultural meeting-spaces, this essay tries to give an outline to the question of whether the creation of 

the above described narratives would be possible for a transnational cultural space through the introduction in 

education.  

 

Keywords: Narrative, collective (cross-border) identity, cultural landscape, education, curriculum 

 

Résumé : 

 

L’identité est construite comme un narrative à couches multiples, une « histoire de la vie » qui est crée à travers 

des expériences et leur interprétation verbale. Les identités collectives, comme des identités nationales, sont 

partiellement créées par l’éducation et la construction d’un narrative qui prends des éléments du passé et les 

aligne avec l’idéologie actuelle d’un organisme communautaire. Ces éléments vont des mythes, hymnes et 

symboles aux cours d’histoire et aux représentations qui semblent être basées sur des « faits » comme des 

cartes géographiques. En se concentrant sur les frontières et les territoires transnationaux, qui créent des 

espaces de rencontre interculturelle, cet essai cherche à donner une perspective sur la question si la création 

d’un narrative, tel que décrit ci-dessus, serait applicable à un espace transnational culturel à travers son 

introduction dans l’éducation.  

 

Mots-clés : Narrative, identité (transfrontalière) collective, éducation, programme scolaire, paysage culturel   

 

Introduction 

 

In a time of acceleration, change and uncertainty, fuelled by globalisation and its effects on local communities, 

the question of identity and its construction become increasingly prominent in research, especially in the field of 

community sustainability discourses (Crowley 2016, 37). Previously being the domain of psychologists, it now 

engulfs subjects of discourse in sciences that are normally separated (Crowley 2016, 37). Furthermore, the 

questions of how communities are created, how they create a feeling of belonging, and how collective identity is 

integrated in the life story and identity of the individuals of a group, become more urgent for many communities. 

How are narratives, ‘life stories’, created, and how are they passed on in communities on a group level?  
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To tackle these questions, it is necessary to address education and its impact on identity in the designated 

territories, such as nations, regions, trans-border areas or cultural landscapes. How are narratives created and 

how is collective identity embedded in them? The article is organized in three steps. Firstly, the concept of 

identity is defined, and the human way of thinking in narratives and the ways in which these can create an 

individual identity are also explained. The second part examines the impact of narratives in the creation of 

collective identities (in nations or other spaces) through education, and lastly an outlook on borders and trans-

border space identity is presented, discussing whether a narrative creation of a trans-border identity is possible 

and desirable. Methodologically, the essay is based on articles and books and takes information from various 

sources concerning narrative and nationalistic education. The article fully consists of literature reviews and 

analysis of fundamental works of pertinent authors and scholars. For the first part that focuses on narrative 

thinking, scholar Eero Ropo’s text on identity development is the principal source, whereas the second part on 

nationalism draws conclusions from several scholars, primarily Benedict Anderson and Michael Billig. The third 

part is then built on an article of scholar John Agnew about border thinking. 

 

I.) Identity and the human way of thinking in narratives 

 

To find a starting point, a short definition of the concept of ‘identity’ used in this article is required, because 

definitions of the term largely vary. In today’s research, many scholars see identity as a multidimensional 

narrative process, as McAdams points out. This narrative process can also be described as a story of the self, 

in which the individual processes its developing and ever-changing integrative self-narrative (McAdams 2008, 

242). The question ‘Who am I?’ is thus answered by every individual through the creation of a story of the self 

that aims at incorporating the increasingly complicated lives of individuals in a world of ever-faster globalisation 

and cultural diversity, especially in the life of adolescents, that becomes even faster through modern 

communication and virtual interaction, early on in primary stages of life (Ropo 2009, 125). But the process of 

identity-forming is not restricted to this adolescent age of growing up. It is a lifelong process of work around our 

personal narratives that generate a unified entity (Ropo 2009, 125-126). A narrative can thus serve to create 

certainty in this uncertain world and promote feelings of safety in individuals as in communities, such as nations, 

regions or cultural landscapes. Like this, a personal narrative, that gives strong anchorage to a person, can 

arise and furthermore, on a wider scope, an identity created through a narrative for a cultural landscape can 

become a reference point for peoples’ lives and give purpose to communities. As scholar Ian Morris puts it, 

humans are thus able to “invent cultures” and therefore respond to crises and changed circumstances and can 

consequently create a narrative that allows them to tackle their problems (Morris 2015, 2-3).  

But why are all these identities created as a narrative? Why did the research focus switch to them and discard 

older identity theories? An answer can be found in the way that human beings think. In reference to scholar 

Jerome Bruner, there are two different general ways of thinking within the human brain. Bruner states that there 

is a narrative and a paradigmatic way of thinking and remembering (Olson 1992, 2). The paradigmatic explains 

science and logic, whereas the narrative way serves story-telling purpose about the self and the communities 

the individual adheres to (Olson 1992, 2). Claiming that these two systems are two distinctive interpretative 

systems, it can be deduced that a school system that teaches and interprets history in a narrative way, for 

example, can influence the students’ minds by inserting a collective historical narrative, which suits the school’s 

governing body. Therefore, by implementing a school system and a certain curriculum, a community body of 

every size and sort can introduce its own narrative and create a layer of identity for its students (Ropo 2009, 

131-132). This identity layer is likely to outlast the period of adolescence and influence the individual’s 

conception of the world and their identity throughout their life, whilst the person goes on to interpret the 

knowledge learned in the past, relating it always to his personal experience (Ropo 2009, 131-132). The power 

of curriculum thus becomes immensely important for the purpose of community building and for the formation of 

identity in groups. Who shapes the curriculum, therefore shapes the community and can even shift the 

importance in the curriculum from a paradigmatic to a narrative emphasis, consequently strengthening the 

impact of the collective identity created through narrative.  
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Following McAdams and Ropo further, narratives are constructed on three levels that interpret meaning through 

personal experience and verbal interpretation of this experience (McAdams 2008, 242 see also Ropo 2009, 

125). These three levels encompass autobiographical identity, which is a description of selfhood and personal 

identity, social identity that is constructed by relationships with others through life in communities and networks 

and finally, cultural identity that is for example part of an ideology such as nationality or other global phenomena 

(Ropo 2009, 126). In this framework, collective identity depicts the generalized conception of the self of a group, 

that identifies as a collective, with a certain narratively created uniqueness to characteristics of the group (Ropo 

2009, 126-127). This identity could further be national, regional or local, or linked to a cultural landscape.  

But to promote any sort of collective narrative, one needs a place where a story can be introduced and where 

narratives can be taught. In the history of mankind, folklore and stories have been the main way to transmit 

knowledge and experience from generation to generation (Ropo 2009, 132). Whereas narratives were 

communicated mostly in family and close social life, and therefore in the private sphere, the creation of 

nationhood moved that place from the private to the public realm, by creating state schools and compulsory 

school attendance (Ropo 2009, 131 and O’Leary 1997, 194). Examining nationalism and the role of education, 

scholar Ernest Gellner even goes so far as to say that education has become “the minimum political unit” in 

which people operate and the state organizes itself, being more important for the system than defence or 

economic requirements (O’Leary 1997, 194). In these national school systems, pupils are formed with narrative 

learning structures, that offer them a story of their nation, and that provides them with a new layer of collective 

identity of nationhood. The strongly defining period in the creation of this identity is adolescence, during which 

people are intensely bound within the structures of education, which are normally defined by regional or national 

curriculums (Ropo 2009, 131). Curriculum therefore becomes an ideology-defining means of power as depicted 

above. The children are consequently forced to adhere to this narrative concept and to integrate it, by using their 

episodic memory, where experiences are stored and where autobiographical and collective parts of identity can 

be found (Ropo 2009, 131). 

Considering the above-stated importance of narrative structures in school teaching, the next analytical step is 

to explore the creation of community narratives in more detail and in relation to nationalism in particular, which 

provides a clear example. Even though nations are the focus, the following creation of a narrative can 

nonetheless also be applied to other territories, such as regions, cross-border spaces or cultural landscapes. 

These cultural landscapes can be more than just territories; they depend on the viewer, their position and their 

perception of the landscape, and also on the contextual social frame that is charged with symbols and meaning, 

which they share with members of their community (Muñarriz 2010, 51; see also Donadieu 2007, 19). Regarding 

this definition of cultural landscapes, it becomes clear that a cultural landscape must be constructed through 

discourse and narrative, because a common point of view can only be formed and expressed through discourse 

and the passing on and communication of knowledge. 

 

II.) Narratives as a means to create collective identity (nationalism as an example) 

 

There are a vast number of aspects that must be taken into account for the creation of collective identities, such 

as national ones. This article cannot treat all these aspects and therefore points out the most important 

characteristics of narrative creation of a collective identity. After clarifying in the first part how fundamental 

narrative structures are in the organization of human trains of thought and in creation of personal identity, the 

second part concentrates on the establishment of national collective identities.  

To ingrain a nationalistic idea early on in citizens’ minds, it is most effective to introduce the national narrative 

at school. It is not for naught that Eric Hobsbawm states, “The progress of schools and universities measures 

that of nationalism, just as schools and especially universities become its most conspicuous champions” in his 

work The age of Revolution (Hobsbawm 1962, 133-134). Education is one of the main pillars of nationalism and 

anchors the national narrative in civilians’ thoughts, through state controlled curricula that create social cohesion 
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and, thus, enable the intelligentsia of the nation state to drive its population in certain directions for their purposes 

(Schissler and Nuhoglu Soysal 2005, 1). A very useful tool in these educational systems and projects was, and 

is, the work of academic historians, and history teaching in general. These create narratives which are seemingly 

legitimized through continuity in time and brought to the citizens via state influenced text books that convey 

national identity (Schissler and Nuhoglu Soysal 2005, 1). This legitimization through historians, finding its way 

into curricula and textbooks, justifies the narrative through connection with precursor entities of power, such as 

dynastic states and religious communities (Anderson 2006, 194-197). Deriving their consolidated reign and 

exploitation of power from historic connections with these entities, the nation states create a narrative that unifies 

territories of different origin and connects regions that did in reality not have a connection in history (Anderson 

2006, 194-197). Next to education, Anderson also identifies other core factors of the successful creation of 

collective identity, such as symbols that represent the collective identity (Anderson 2006, 40-43). The curricular 

aspects that shape a collective past and temporal and spatial memory are loaded with meaning and nationalistic 

symbols (Schissler and Nuhoglu Soysal 2005, 1-2). Another powerful aspect that is related to education is the 

creation and preservation of objects that are charged with meaning for collective identity through the depiction 

of group gesture. These objects “show us what we are, what our potential is and what our constraints are” and 

can thus be integrated into a curriculum (Oosterbeek 2014, 16). Thus, these symbols and objects directly 

contribute to the content of the taught national narrative. 

The learning experiences, provided in the curriculum, are also dependent on other manifestation of national 

narratives in physical form such as monuments, in the use of national symbols and the demonstration of the 

nation in representations like geographical maps or state museums and administrative organizations in everyday 

life (Anderson 2006, 178-181; Mose 2009, 215). Without these contents and more ‘palpable’ representations, a 

solely implanted educational narrative has a small chance to really implement effective nation building, because 

an effective national narrative normally consists of several elements and characteristics (Anderson 2006, 67-69, 

88-91, 101-103). These elements are for example powerful symbols that influence everyday life through their 

mere presence, as Anderson adds in his revisited version of his work Imagined Communities in 2006, in which 

he underlines the importance of everyday representation on the simplest levels of life (Anderson 2006, 163). 

Also, Michael Billig evokes the ‘flagging’ of nationalism that creates a form of ‘banal nationalism’, a physical 

presence of the narrative in the world, which is not actively perceived as national ideology, thanks to its ‘normal’ 

apparel in everyday life (Billig 1995, 5). Examples for these banal presences are monuments, logos, oaths and 

pledges that are recited for example at schools before lessons start every morning, or actual flags that fly over 

public buildings including educational facilities (Billig 1995, 37). Another part of these banal representations is 

geographical maps, which depict territories as nationalists might see them, and that interpret space as belonging 

to a certain national ideology in a seemingly scientific and objective way. These maps create a territory that 

clearly defines the ‘us’ space of the collective identity and the ‘them’ unfamiliar part, that is not part of the 

community territory. The shape of these territories also works as a symbol for the whole of the nation, or narrated 

identity in general. Furthermore, these portrayals of territorial identity suggest that the depicted terrain is a 

homogenous territory (Mose 2009, 215). It flattens the differences that can exist inside the territory and suggests 

that the territory consists of people that share one common, unchallenged identity. Geographical maps, symbols 

and the representations of narratives in general omit the fact that the national narratives are in reality describing 

intercultural spaces that have been rendered unified by the above described tools, including historic 

interpretation, teaching, the creation of a myth and symbols of unity. All these banal representations in everyday 

life create an unconscious constant knowledge of the existence and presence of the nation or collective identity, 

which is repeated every day and deeply internalized.  

Together, the creation of the personal life story and its connection to the narrative learning of the national identity 

discourse at school, create a story of the self and also of communal belonging with a bigger group. The 

experiences gathered at school that are linked in a storytelling fashion with the contents and symbols of the 

nationhood narrative taught at school, and represented with textbooks, create context bound memories that, 

following Ropo and Ricoeur, try to create a life plot out of the school experiences (Ropo 2009, 131).  
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As a consequence, it can be deduced out of the first two parts, that collective identity can be created and 

maintained through education. The last part of the article will focus on an outline on territories that are less easy 

to grasp than nations: trans-border areas and cultural landscapes.  

 

III.) Can a trans-border narrative create trans-border communities through education? 

 

Following the human way of thinking in narrative structures, as laid out in the first part of the article, and the use 

of narratives to implement ideologies and collective identities in the second part, the third part subsequently 

discusses the application of these narratives in relation to trans-border spaces and trans-frontier cultural 

landscapes. Is it therefore possible to create a transnational, intercultural narrative through education? And why 

is it desirable to create such a narrative in a border region? What would advantage of such an identity layer be? 

First of all: What are borders? Looking at it from a simple point of view borders are just ‘facts on the ground’, or, 

as John Agnew points out in his article Borders on the mind, borders can be seen as the remnants of discursive 

processes that demarcated territory and people from one another (Agnew 2008, 175-176). Agnew then argues 

that the discourses can be modified and that the original purpose of the border might be lost, but that the frontier 

will remain in most of the cases, which makes them “complex human creations that are perpetually open to 

question” (Agnew 2008, 175-176). He even goes so far as to say that borders are increasingly redundant (Agnew 

2008, 175-176). Staying with this idea of the general redundancy of global borders, it becomes possible to think 

in terms of borderless areas, or, to stay realistic, of cultural landscapes that are not limited by the constraints of 

borders, even if they might exist. These cultural landscapes or trans-border areas could provide meaning, reduce 

complexity caused by the border, and craft awareness for the people on ‘the other side’ and their needs.  

Agnew proposes an interesting approach that neglects neither the merits nor the problems borders can have, 

but that sees them as evolving constructions made by the human mind, that need constant re-evaluation (Agnew 

2008, 175-176). How to create these spaces Agnew proposes? Education, as described in the first two sections 

of the essay, can provide the means for the implementation of a trans-border space that can adapt and be 

constantly re-evaluated, as Agnew demands in the aforementioned approach. A cross-border narrative in school 

education, that overcomes old border obstacles in thinking, planning and cooperation, can be introduced. This 

narrative can then, through solidarity and feelings of belonging, appeal to a sustainable discourse in the cross-

border area that is actually “listened to” and debated openly (Crowley 2016, 44).  

Agnew criticizes furthermore that borders not only minimize physical things, such as economical goods, but that 

they also reduce the application of intellect, political possibility, will, resourcefulness and imagination in general 

(Agnew 2008, 175-176). Referring to this criticism, a narrative created through education would be the perfect 

solution for this lack of imagination. Also, Agnew rightly points out that the current borders are kept in place by 

discourse and practices (Agnew 2008, 177). It can thus be concluded that these practices, and the outdated 

discourse, can be replaced by new, different practices and discourses, and hence a new narrative.  

But the creation of such a narrative, however useful and desirable it may be, is met by a variety of problems, 

because changing the above-mentioned practices comprises more than just a new curriculum and narrative in 

education. An open narrative, such as the trans-border one, or one of a border-challenging cultural landscape, 

can be taught at school, but it can never rely on the strong and reliable help of the ‘experiences’ and symbols 

outlined in part two of this article, that nationalism relies on. Institutions, such as museums and public 

administrations, that help the narratives of nationalism to be carried into the everyday lives and into the ‘banal’ 

repeated representation that Anderson and Billig describe, can only be motivated and activated with tremendous 

expenditure of effort for a narrative that seemingly acts against their own interest. New institutions would have 

to be mustered for such a new story of trans-territorial cooperation. Furthermore, there may be a lack of symbols, 

hymns, chants and other traditions and customs of integration. These can only be easily created in a territory 

that already has experience incorporating many different layers of identity. The only easily applicable 

aforementioned element is the creation of objects that are charged with meaning by the people, which reflect 
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trans-border potential and relinquish constraints that have been on their minds before (Oosterbeek 2014, 16). 

However, all the additional requirements mentioned make it unlikely that a narrative created through education 

is enough to generate a functioning trans-border community. 

To take all these problems into consideration, and to sum up the major difficulty of the idea to create a trans-

border cultural landscape narrative, able to be taught through education: It is possible, but only with a 

tremendous cost and the difficult task to provide the new cultural landscape with symbols, objects, traditions, 

customs and representations of everyday life, that make its ‘banal’ representation and everyday reproduction 

possible. The narrative structure of thinking and teaching provide the creators of all sorts of landscapes and 

ideologies with the same means. Thus, a cultural landscape across ‘classic borders’ can be created, exist and 

be maintained over time if a narrative can move enough people to believe in its cause. Still, people have to be 

moved though and the easiest way to make them feel this new identity is through symbols and everyday 

representations that can then be explained in an educational system.  
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The importance of intercultural communication in diplomacy and 

everyday life 

 

ŽIVILĖ KAREVAITĖ 

 

DIFFERENT WAYS OF COMMUNICATION 

 

Human is a creature which can communicate verbal and nonverbal. Therefore, sometimes he cannot even move 

and still communicate by his appearance, clothes, cleanness, physique, eyes etc. We can understand our close 

friend or family member just from the look or grimace, but it is not so easy with unknown people, having different 

culture, religion, traditions and habits. Their understanding of life can be completely opposite. So, how to 

understand each other then? 

 

Dr. Ian Tattersall, in “Becoming Human – Evolution and Human Uniqueness”, says humans represent a “totally 

unprecedented entity” on Earth, and “It is the spirit of man that allows us to communicate” and “the ability to 

make moral judgments”. Conversation is a spoken interaction between people, which involves an exchange of 

information and thoughts. The biggest problem with conversation is that once spoken, the words cannot be taken 

back. In order to be the interaction positive, we have to think twice before saying, showing gestures or making 

moves. Especially in diplomatic or business sectors, where people represent countries or quality of goods and 

24/7 are followed my media, politicians, society or critics. 

 

“The human body is the original and, also, the richest medium of nonverbal communication. It includes posture, 

hand movement, the use of space, facial expression and head movement. The body, in fact, is the source of an 

entire sign language”, – that is how nonverbal communication understands and particularly describes R. Cohen 

in his book “Theatre of power: the art of diplomatic signalling”. It shows how important is the knowledge of 

etiquette, protocol of appearance, manners, small talks and so on. 

 

TOPICS AND MANNERS OF SPEAKING 

 

Conversational taboos are topics considered inappropriate when communicating with people in one's own 

culture and with people in another culture. Martin J. S. and Chaney L.H. in their book “Global business etiquette: 

a guide to international communication and customs “releases topics considered inappropriate in the United 

States: it is religion, politics, terrorism and disasters, because they are considered too controversial. They also 

talk about other country’s controversial themes and compare them. For example, in Saudi Arabia avoid asking 

a man about his wife or political discussions. In Israel, politics is an inappropriate topic for conversation as well. 

In Egypt, avoid personal questions until you get to know the person better. In Iraq, do not bring up religion and 

politics, avoid asking personal questions or making comments on birth control policies. In Nigeria, avoid such 

words as witchcraft, jungle, and hut. In Europe, conversational topics to avoid include their personal lives or 

such personal questions as age or marital status. You would also avoid bringing up your own personal life. This 

guide shows us how different people are across the globe and how differently they react to similar topics which 

can be differently inappropriate. In general, questions about personal income, how much a person paid for 

clothes or personal be-longings, why they are still single or have no children are too personal. Comments on 
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body smell and body weight are too personal as well. Unless the person has lost weight, in which case 

commenting on a person's appearance would be a welcome compliment. 

 

Actually, the whole question of people using different speech styles and wielding their language in the national 

manner inevitably leads to misunderstandings, says Lewis R.D. in his book “When cultures collide: leading 

across cultures”. According to the author, the Japanese and English may distrust Italians because they wave 

their hands about, or Spaniards and Arabs because they sound emotional and loud or prone to exaggeration. 

The French may appear offensive be-cause of their directness or frequent use of cynicism. Germans may take 

the English too literal and completely miss nuances of humour, understatement or irony. Northern peoples may 

simply consider that Latins speak too fast to be relied on. Languages are indeed spoken at different speeds, 

levels of emotions and manners. For example, Hawaiian and some Polynesian languages barely get through 

100 syllables per minute, while English has been measured at 200, German at 250, Japanese at 310 and French 

at 350 syllables per minute. 

 

 

THE IMPORTANCE OF EYES, SMALL TALKS AND SPACE 

 

Topics and manners of speaking are not the only aspect people react differently. Negative feelings can occur 

even because of the contact of the eyes or its absence. The eyes are very important source of communication 

during conversations. People in most of the cultures favour eyes contact, whereas in other cultures avoiding 

eyes contact is the sign of respect. In countries where eyes contact is a must, failure to give eye contact during 

conversations is viewed with suspicion and is associated with a lack of attention and respect. It can also be 

associated with a lack of self-confidence. However, people with Asian, African, Caribbean and Latin American 

backgrounds have been taught that avoiding direct eye contact shows respect. According to Martin J. S. and 

Chaney L.H., this avoidance of eye contact, which is interpreted as disrespect, has resulted in confrontations 

between cultural groups in various parts of the United States. 

 

Small talks is the most frequent and usual form of pre-dinner or after-dinner entertainment in official meetings, 

says Mccaffree Mary Jane and Innis Pauline in their book “Protocol. The complete handbook of diplomatic, 

official and social usage”. Usually seating arrangements in drawing rooms and sitting rooms allow for small 

groups to converse. Here topics play the main role and it is important not to slip on too sensitive or controversial 

theme. It could be better first time to start the conversation with a compliment, discuss about this evening and 

basic information of yourself and your interlocutor. 

 

Knowledge of suitable space and touch between people while communicating for the first time can also bring 

the success or destroy good relations. Standing too close to people who need a lot of personal space can be 

intrusive. It is important to respect the other person's personal space and it would be clever to ensure the smooth 

communication keeping an arm's length distance and not to try clap on the shoulders or somehow differently try 

to touch your interlocutor. 

 

Smile can also be tricky thing and not in all cultures means happiness or agreement, as we are used to think. 

For example, the Japanese smile can be positive or negative, they may smile when are frustrated, sad, angry 

or embarrassed. That is why trying to interpret and guess their feelings can be difficult. 
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SLIPPY AREA OF JOKES 

 

 

Sense of humour and jokes are next tricky themes where different culture people could slip. Typically, humour 

is used to establish and relax atmosphere before getting down to business, politics or some other serious 

themes, but if you not be perspicacious enough, dialogue can even not to come till the serious part. There are 

different styles of humour and it is categorised to five sections: absurdity, exaggeration, human situations, playful 

ridicule and surprise. A joke, which could seem very funny to one person, can appear banal or hurtful to another, 

so in formal situations you would show bad taste by using off-colour humour, sarcasm and ethnic, racist or sexist 

humour. And even your joke is not the one from the named categories, you should think twice be-fore saying it, 

because different cultures have different places and time where to laugh. For example, Germans do not mix 

humour with business, the same as French. They take business or politics seriously and do not use humour to 

make a point. I can assure that for Lithuanians it would be strange to see formal slideshow starting with funny 

cartoon as well. People in a meeting would be flustered, stressed and absolutely not ready to laugh. It is always 

better idea to wait for the informal meeting or evening part of the event, when people can chill out and enjoy 

funny stories. 

 

 

I AM ONE OF YOU 

 

 

People’s dress is also a message which we send first to our interlocutor. Our clothes can show respect or 

disrespect, overestimate the importance of this meeting or just take it down to casual level. Neil Kokemuller in 

his article “The Importance of a Dress Code for Professionalism” writes that we form first impressions and overall 

judgments about people by the way they dress. If the way someone dresses affects the perception of your 

company's customers or business partners, it is important to maintain a standard of dress that creates a positive 

impression. No standard or casual dress standards may make employees comfortable, but the point of 

professionalism and etiquette is to make others comfortable. Different societies and cultures will have different 

dress norms although Western styles are commonly accepted as valid. 

 

As the R. Cohen writes that the adoption by a visitor of local dress is certainly a readily comprehensible and 

prominent way of indicating good will. “I am”, – the gesture signals, – “one of you.” For politicians and diplomats 

protocol lays down detailed guidelines for the form of dress appropriate for various occasions. There is no space 

for improvisation and even if it would be, diplomats probably would not wish to draw attention to their 

appearances during the visitations or official ceremonies. 

 

If we would talk about everyday life, it is very important to follow your flair and try to find the “sweet middle”. 

There is almost always “more than meets the eye “regarding someone’s appearance, and to take the cliché one 

step further, one shouldn’t “judge a book by its cover”. In other words, outfit does matter when it comes to job 

interviews, seminars, ceremonies, meetings and other official events, where we can meet unknown people and 

construct their opinion about ourselves. Clothing is important because it reflects an individual’s culture, 

personality and preferences. What you wear can inform passers-by of your type of employment, as well as your 

ambitions, emotions and spending habits. Too extravagant or raising too much attention outfit can prevent from 

making a good first impression. Useful to remember that outfit is important, but not as much as your personality, 

character, speaking manner and charisma. Making sure that private parts of the body are covered is very 

important for maintaining a decent appearance in public in the majority of world communities. 
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It is not always so important to know all the intercultural communicating nuances, clothing and speaking protocol 

or manners etiquette. Sometimes it is not even necessary to know the same language. Especially, if you are not 

diplomat nor working in international business. People can understand each other even from the gestures. 

 

COMMUNICATING CULTURE 

 

 

If we would talk about communication sector of culture in general, and the museums they are changing their 

traditional paradigm of management, compelled to combine cultural production with market needs. Nowadays 

they all try to create new strategies to demonstrate their viability as much as possible. “Strategic communication 

becomes a key resource for cultural institutions since it is needed to attract visitors, to obtain private founding, 

to maintain employees, and to engage with local communities and society at large”, – writes François Colbert 

and Manuel Cuadrado in their article “Marketing de las artes y la cultura”. Interdisciplinary become a key word, 

describing the need to work globally, interactive and sustainable. 

 

The museums earlier aimed strictly at the acquisition, conservation, research and exposition of objects. As 

Stephen Brown in his article “Do Richer Media Mean Better Learning? A Frame-work for Evaluating Learning 

Experiences in Museum Web Site Design” writes, museums were oriented to a reduced group of people and 

highly concerned with cultural interests and pedagogic activities. They were closed communities, focused on the 

objects and were isolated from their environment. In this perspective, centred on the management of objects, 

strategic communication does not have a relevant role for museums, since the relationships with their publics is 

not a priority for them. However, a lot of scientist writes about how in the last 40 years, the changes in the social 

needs, political arena and cultural environment have forced the museums to redefine many aspects of their 

management and to face new challenges. Due to the Paul Capriotti and his article “Managing Strategic 

Communication in Museums. The case of Catalan museums”, one of the main challenge is reflected in the 

transition from being used by a very small minority to an increasingly large-scale and widespread use. 

 

The mission of the museums is significantly changing as well. They have become entities of knowledge and 

leisure in one time. Within this leisure environment, museums compete with other museums and with other 

leisure actors (shops, parks, etc.) for the time of people, and the need for a museum to be favourably 

differentiated and branded becomes a key issue, Roger Vaughan in “Images of a museum” writes. In this case, 

the relationship (communication) between the muse-ums and their publics becomes as important as their 

collections. 

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

In this new context, author Hooper-Greenhill in his article “Changing Values in the Art Museum" suggests that 

museums should be mainly considered as “communicators” that adopt relational strategies with their publics. 

Strategic communication is, then, a relevant part of the daily global management of a museum and become a 

strategic function of it. In this way, Paul Capriotti says, the strategic management of communication can 

decisively contribute to the development of the new mission of the museums in many forms: by disseminating 

the cultural heritage of the museums, by managing the communication and the relationships between these 

institutions and their different publics, by helping the museums to differentiate them from other leisure and 
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cultural actors, and by changing their publics’ attitudes to improve their reputation. There is only one difficulty 

already formatted approach to the museums as closed and mystic organisations and it can be removed only by 

mainly focusing on this problem. As social networking sites are becoming popular and widely used, it is the 

easiest way for the museums to reach their targeted audiences through them all over the world. It is important 

not only to communicate as a brand of the museum, but also to create an image of social networks’ leader as a 

director of the museum, as an archaeologist working in that particularly museum and so one. Active and popular 

accounts of museologist in social networks can guarantee visitors in museums, participants in cultural events 

and active members in creating open organization. It is the newest opportunity of strategic communication for 

organizations which museums should not to dismiss. “The key challenge for each organisation in every nation 

is to become the architect of revolution in its industry, leaving others to play catch-up”, - writes R. Gudauskas in 

his essay “Digital Society Dilemmas: Are We Able to Manage Them?”. In other words, the museums have to 

lead the way of culture in societies and to become the leaders of promotion of science in case they want to 

change their current situation. 

 

“Maintaining the characteristics of a culture require the people who produce and use a particular culture. This is 

because they are trying to show a characteristic of their culture to the people of other cultures as well as other 

cultural groups reveal their culture”, – writes A. Ferdianto in his essay “Culture resource management approach 

on Sindangbarang sites”. The main task for the museums here is to reach as much societies as possible and to 

make them interested in its particular traditions. This task also reminds as the importance of museums, which 

takes the main role in the play of culture. 

 

“Culture makes people understand each other better. And if they understand each other better in their soul, it is 

easier to overcome the economic and political barriers. But first they have to understand that their neighbour is, 

in the end, just like them, with the same problems, the same questions”, Paulo Coelho once said. The main idea 

is to follow your heart, beliefs and be open minded to people around you. 
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Abstract 

La circulation et le transfert d’informations au sein d’une culture peut être considéré comme un processus normal 

surtout lorsqu’il s’agit de la transmission de savoir-faire et de connaissances spécifiques. Ce transfert 

d’informations, ainsi que l’état d’esprit et la qualité des expériences partagées et des types de savoir transmis, 

peut aussi conditionner la manière dont l’individu d’une culture donnée va interagir avec le reste de la société.  

En tenant compte de cela, j’espère définir la communauté des personnes handicapées à fauteuil roulant en tant 

que culture. A cette fin, j’utiliserais les concepts de récit personnel (personal narrative) et d’identité comme outils. 

D’autre part, je présenterais des pistes de réflexions sur la transmission de savoir-faire au sein de cette culture 

et comment cette expérience peut affecter la façon dont les membres de cette communauté communiquent 

avec les individus extérieurs à cette communauté. Je mentionnerais aussi les possibles effets négatifs auxquels 

pourraient aboutir la formation d’une culture pour les personnes en fauteuil roulant. Enfin, je souhaiterais que 

cet essai offre au lecteur une différente perspective sur la culture handicapée. 

Introduction 

Being part of a particular culture can be defined as belonging to a community of people who share a common 

identity. An Identity which can be constructed by a set of shared values, beliefs, language, tradition, knowhow, 

life experiences and even the everyday work patterns, leisure activities and material goods. When applying this 

definition to the concept of cultural landscapes, Ken Taylor (2008) says that the ordinary everyday features of 

the landscape within which our culture thrives, “reflects deeply who we are and is a storehouse of private and 

collective memories.” (Taylor, 2008).  Within APHELEIA, Luiz Oosterbeek says “Without memory there is no 

knowledge progress, but memory is also the foundation for cultural divides and building segregation” 

(Oosterbeek, 2012). In the case of wheelchair users, and people living with disabilities in general, segregation 

is a phenomenon they are faced with. 

Wheelchair Users as a Culture 

In my opinion, people living with a disability face an uphill battle when it comes to self-definition and identity. 

Based on societies pre-constructed notion of what is “normal” they, disabled people, apparently do not fit in. 

They are considered different. While researching this paper I was introduced to the great debate around the 

different language used to label this community and I personally struggled when it came to deciding which term 

I should use when talking about people living with an impairment. It was an email exchange with an 

acquaintance, Stephanie Chipeur who is a doctoral candidate at McGill University, which reminded me how 

important language is and the meanings certain terms hold. In our society commonly used words such as 

disabled, disability, adapted, crippled and handicapped all come with a negative connotation focusing on the 

physical impairment and communicating an inability to perform. According to Tom Shakespeare, people with 

disabilities are identified by society based on two approaches. One of these approaches focuses on a medical 

point of view. Which is looking at the body, the physical impairment and what makes the individual different. This 

approach defines disabled people as “that group of people whose bodies do not work; or look different or act 

differently; or who cannot do productive work” (Shakespeare, 1996). A second approach is based on social 

model concepts developed by academics such as Michel Foucault which present disability as a label or category 

that has been socially constructed. In other words “disability has been conceived as an outcome of social 
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processes or as a constructed or created category.” (Shakespeare, 1996). We can go further and say “from 

popular culture to government policy, society has evidently assigned you a membership.” (Girlin, 1994). This 

means that a person who is living with an impairment is told to feel loss due to their physical disability and, in 

the social context, they will always be looked at as somebody belonging to a preconceived social category. 

Although both of these approaches provoke negative self-identity, the social approach allows room for a change 

in personal narrative. Shakespeare explains that personal narrative gives people with disability the opportunity 

to personally define their relationship with their impairment, it allows for better self-understanding and it is an 

outlet for various coping strategies. 

Personal narrative plays a big role in our identity and involves “the stories we tell about ourselves and our lives” 

(Shakespeare, 1996). In the context of disabilities, coping strategies can take on the shape of negative identity 

narratives. For example, Shakespeare describes the disabled individual who uses their impairment as a rational 

excuse for their failures. He also gives the example of the person who seeks to regain “normal” status by 

engaging in superhuman activities or sports. These can be considered negative narratives because they either 

allow societies’ labels to affect the person’s view of themselves or they involve a denial of their impairment. 

Many negative forms of denial and coping strategies “involve a significant element of external definition, of 

accepting external disempowering agendas” (Shakespeare, 1996). The alternative to this is approach is the 

difficult process of positive self-identification which rejects the categories set by society and enforces subjectivity 

and collective power.  For someone living with a disability the process of positive self-identification may transpire 

privately in the form of personal development and growth. However, according to Shakespeare it will most likely 

involve a collective or community context.  Weeks (1990) says “Identity is about belonging, about what you have 

in common with some other people and what differentiates you from others. At its most basic, it gives you a 

sense of personal location, the stable core of your individuality”. In the case of wheelchair users, as in the case 

of the disabled community in general, the individual positive identity narrative is strengthened by self-

organization into a common culture and community. Sian Vasey ( in Lees, ed, 1992) explains this idea when 

talking about disability arts, which is art executed by disabled people, by saying that “ disability culture really 

does offer people a key to the basic process of identifying as a disabled person, because culture and identity 

are closely linked concepts.“. Moreover, the feeling of belonging to a community and a culture can be an 

empowering and positive experience, especially when an individual faces forms of adversity, oppression or 

subjection from the rest of society. When speaking about the disability movement that establishes disabled 

people as a self-organized collective of experts with a political identity; Baynoe et al. (1991) recognize the social 

benefits of disability culture by saying “Disabled people no longer ask for change, but demand it.”  

Being among other people who face similar daily social and physical challenges, and who can share the 

knowledge they’ve gained through their personal experiences, can magnify the feeling of belonging. This is 

especially true in the wheelchair community where someone recently introduced to life in a wheelchair, or who 

might be starting their process of positive self-identification, can learn the most from other members already 

within the culture and gain courage from identifying themselves as part of that community.  

Reflections on Knowledge Transfer and Wheelchair Culture 

For the purpose of this article I strived to properly identify and define disability culture, and as a result the 

wheelchair sub-culture. I approached this from an academic perspective and used only credited sources of 

information. It was imperative for me to understand and to highlight the fact that being a part of disability culture 

involves a difficult process of creating a positive personal identity narrative. The process involves changing one’s 

self-understanding. Shakespeare sums up this process, which normally starts with a negative identity narrative 

caused by a predetermined social model, and aims to reach a positive identity and self-empowerment; “From 

self-blame, one is enabled to blame exclusionary social processes; rather than explaining one’s situation in 

terms of personal failure, one can justify one’s identity on the basis of discrimination and prejudice. This is about 

embracing identity and coming to terms with one’s political status in the world. What is more, it is about opening 

up the possibility of changing one’s world.” (Shakespeare, 1996). It is important to note that not everyone living 

with an impairment will identify themselves as belonging to a disability culture, this depends on where they find 

themselves in their personal identity narrative. 
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 My original thought process, when considering this topic, did not involve the journey of self-identification 

as an indicator for culture. That indicator was mainly a product of my research. In fact my inspiration was founded 

on the most basic of elements within a culture: know-how and knowledge. Within any culture the transfer of 

know-how and knowledge between members of a given culture and between generations of that culture is 

prevalent. An example could be an indigenous group where a parent teaches their children which plants to use 

for medicinal remedies. In my view, the same transfer of knowledge can be observed within the culture of 

wheelchair users. The clearest example that I could present would be that of someone suffering from a recent 

Spinal Cord Injury (SCI), and who is very suddenly introduced to this culture and way of life. Though this person 

will go through months of rehabilitation in the hospital to learn the basic skills required for daily life, it is only 

when they interact with other people already living within the culture that they will learn what it takes to live their 

new life and build a positive identity.  

 During my brainstorming on types of knowhow and knowledge that could be transferred within the 

wheelchair community, I only considered what could be perceived by some people already familiar with 

wheelchair culture as obvious skills. Skills that involved mobility such as methods used to get down curbs, how 

to open doors, ways of getting in or out of your chair, methods of getting up or down a hill and how to roll through 

snow or sand or mud. Each of these types of skills are used to overcome daily physical obstacles that the rest 

of society would barely notice. Furthermore, in the context of paralysis, the use of certain methods or skills will 

differ depending on the type of injury or the level of paralysis. So for someone recently introduced to these 

challenges due to an SCI, learning from the experience of others and observing the different ways they approach 

these challenges will help this person adapt to a new way of life. Other types of knowledge I was able to identify, 

involved information about tools and equipment that are used on a daily basis. This knowledge category is broad. 

It involves knowing about everything from what kind of chair, seat cushion and wheels best suit your life style; 

to what kind of mattress to use in your bed or stove to use in your kitchen or shower in your bathroom; to how 

best to adapt your car so that you can drive a fancy convertible rather than a mini-van. These are all types of 

knowledge, information and details that can only be gained within the culture by interacting with other members.  

 Some other categories of specific knowledge were more difficult to identify and clarify without outside help. 

They include the Social and the Medicinal. These categories only came to light after I reached out to a friend 

and former colleague of mine who agreed to be interviewed for this paper. Dominic Shaw has been using a 

wheelchair since he suffered a spinal stroke many years ago. He is currently the president of the Calgary Sledge 

Hockey Association, founder of the Third Wheel Mobility Company, guest lecturer at Mount Royal University and 

a leader as well as a strong voice in the adaptive community in Calgary, Canada.  

 When I asked if he could give examples of knowhow that could only be obtained by interacting with others 

in the culture of wheelchair users, the answer was brief but insightful. His advice to all the physical obstacles I 

previously mentioned was “practice, practice, practice”. They are important skills, and to go into the world with 

confidence to face those daily physical challenges means that there are some skills that need to be mastered 

and become second nature. For example, for a paraplegic, being able to balance on your two rear wheels makes 

it easier when going down curbs or hills or rolling over rocks.   

 Dominic went on to mention medical knowledge, such as “dealing with cathing issues”, for personal health. 

This type of knowledge is vital for quality of life. It might entail the more intimate details such as; how to go to 

the washroom (which is what he meant by “cathing issues”), how to deal with blood circulation problems, how 

to take care of bed sores or how to handle muscle spasms. Someone that goes through a traumatic spine injury 

is forced to re-learn how to do some of the more fundamental life tasks, while also trying to adjust to a “new 

body” and new reality.  Meeting and talking to people who are confident with their identity and who have 

experience dealing with these more intimate issues can be a tremendous help and comfort for someone just 

starting the process of adjusting.  

His next example of knowledge transfer, though quite blunt, introduced me to the social category of cultural 

know-how. “For guys, it’s how to pick up chicks” are the words Dominic used to describe what can be considered 

a basic but important scenario. At its core, this scenario addresses standard social questions about relationships 

and sexuality. These are topics that are as common in wheelchair culture as they are in the rest of society. So 
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when Dominic talks about the night he had with his sledge hockey team after a game, he does not fail to mention 

any girls that they might have met at the bar. For many people living with an SCI, this type of scenario might 

seem out of reach as they struggle with self-image and confidence in a new reality. In fact for some people it 

may take several years before they attempt to interact socially with the rest of the world. So finding yourself in 

an atmosphere that promotes discussion about these topics among people who have had similar worries and 

questions provides a form of support.  At a different level, Dominic’s scenario also shines a light on the interaction 

and flow of information between the community of wheelchair users and the rest of society. 

Talking to girls at the bar or colleagues at work is one possible interaction. However other interactions with 

people who are not familiar with wheelchair culture may be a bit more complicated. Because of society’s 

predetermined definition of disability, the interactions between someone living the wheelchair culture and 

someone not familiar with it will normally start with an existing prejudice. So there might be a level of pity or 

condescension on the part of the non-disabled person; there may also be a level of curiosity or fear of what they 

don’t understand. A person in a wheelchair can expect questions such as “what’s wrong with you?”, “what 

happened to your legs?”, or going as far as “Can I pray for you?” and so on. There will be questions about the 

“weird” equipment being used or people staring as someone in a wheelchair gets into the driver seat of a car 

and drives away.  

“It is not only physical limitations that restrict us to our homes and those whom we know. It is the knowledge that 

each entry into the public world will be dominated by stares, by condescension, by pity and by hostility.” (Morris, 

1991, p. 25) 

Jenny Morris indirectly highlights some of the dealings that people using a wheelchair, or living with a disability 

in general, may be expected to face. This reality can be daunting and scary to confront alone as an individual 

who is still trying to build their personal narrative. “One of the most important features of our experience of 

prejudice is that we generally experience it as isolated individuals.” (Morris, 1991, p. 37). With this in mind, would 

the feeling of belonging to a culture and positive atmosphere help in interacting with the rest of society? When I 

asked Dominic this question he said “Yes. It’s huge. I’ve seen it in me and others many times. I mean anyone is 

stronger in numbers and stronger in an environment they are a part of and helped create.” He went on to agree 

to the fact that the result of being a part of a positive cultural atmosphere would help in making someone in the 

wheelchair culture more open or patient when interacting with non-disabled people, and more willing to educate 

the rest of society about the culture. This is important because it provides an opportunity for change. One of the 

most beneficial results produced by the strength gained within a positive wheelchair culture is the courage and 

the will to face society’s prejudice and change those predetermined definitions and perceptions that society has 

about people with disabilities. This can only be achieved one interaction at a time through education and 

productive positive discourse.  

Potential Negative Effects 

So far, I have painted a picture that presents self-organization into a wheelchair culture, through positive identity 

narrative, as a perfect concept. However, this is not entirely the case since the subject is much more complex 

than I am able to elaborate. With a critical eye, it is possible to find exceptions and argue that there are potential 

negative consequences to the concept. In his article, Shakespeare explains some complex areas of tension and 

of unexpected consequence. He touches upon problems regarding essentialism and constructionist theories. 

He also addresses the fact that when considering race or gender, within the disability culture, the experience 

may be felt completely differently. For the purpose of this paper I will focus on the simpler more obvious 

consequences as observed by Dominic and my-self, and I will assume that disability culture transcends race, 

gender and sexual orientation, as it has the potential to do. When we discussed potential negative aspects of 

the concept of wheelchair culture, Dominic mentioned “The way some sci’s teach others to fight back, sometimes 

may not work out so well. For example my cheeky comments to people (non-disabled) that ask me strange 

things sometimes”. This is a situation in which some members of the culture may take on the political or social 

cause to a level where it starts to change into an “us against them” discourse. In this case, one side is defined 

as the good and the other as the bad. Consequently the transfer of productive information between wheelchair 
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culture and society at large is cut off. Instead of an educational or open approach to the interactions, the 

conversations will consist mainly of cheeky comments or apprehension on behalf of the person with a disability. 

This is not a clear or productive form of communication and paints a picture of aggression. This type of interaction 

can result in isolating the wheelchair culture from society and would not help in improving the understanding or 

changing the minds of non-disabled people about the culture. As Dominic’s statement indicates, this “good 

against bad” mind set can be caused by members within the culture who may transfer their aggressive 

philosophy to others. The hostile tone can stem from a bad experience or an intense focus on the fight for 

inclusion and political cause. Dominic says it is important to fallow a fine line when it comes to interactions within 

the wheelchair community or with the non-disabled society: “I always am careful to balance the good with the 

bad in my stories, so as not to pollute the listeners into thinking the world is bad or this guy is just toxic.” 

The truth is, that achieving and maintaining a positive identity narrative is not easy. When facing prejudice, 

subjection and oppression on a regular basis, the resilience of a person is tested. To maintain the will to educate 

and change the minds of those who oppress or do not understand requires the capacity to “keep a particular 

narrative going” (Giddens, 1991, p. 54). When I discussed this with Dominic, he could only agree. He said “As 

the world moves faster we [wheelchair users] have to adapt faster, to keep up regardless of work or laws that 

get passed. It’s a constant battle every day.” 

Conclusion 

Wheelchair culture is a process. It involves an individual who faces prejudice and subjection on a daily basis, 

who finds the courage to celebrate their differences and rejects the negative definitions imposed by society in 

order to construct a positive identity narrative. “Disability identity is about stories, having the space to tell them, 

and an audience which will listen. It is also about recognising differences, and isolating the significant attributes 

and experiences which constitute disability. Some we might choose to change, others to recuperate or 

celebrate.” (Shakespeare, 1996). 

Sharing common elements of that positive narrative with others is the foundation for coming together as a culture 

and community. The dissemination of knowhow within the culture gives the chance, for those who might need 

it, to develop the skills or acquire the knowledge required to overcome the daily challenges that are unique to 

people using wheelchairs. In the social context, a positive and supportive cultural atmosphere can help in the 

way members of the community will communicate with the rest of society. It may help develop a patience and a 

resilience towards any negative interactions with non-disabled people. Also, it can enhance the will and 

openness to educate non-disabled people and change their minds as well as perceptions of the community as 

a result of positive discourse. However, it is important to note that not everyone will identify themselves as being 

part of this culture, and that the dialogue can become negative depending on what kind of information and 

experience is being circulated within the wheelchair community. If the information involves a call to fight back 

against the condescension projected by society, then the interactions will stray from being educational. The 

transfer of positive information will stop and the culture will lose the opportunity to change the way people view 

their cultural landscape.  

Dominic Shaw, who is continuously battling to maintain his own positive identity narrative as a wheelchair user, 

best sums up the way the interaction and communication with society is felt by someone within the wheelchair 

culture: “The last thing that I want to hear from anyone is that I’m an inspiration. I’m just me, trying to fit in and 

do my part as a human with a brain. I don’t need sympathy or pity, I need to be challenged and questioned.” 
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Multi-genre music education: a solution for diverse music 

sustainability? 

 

SUZANNE WEDEKING 

 

With the political agenda that has been unraveling in the United States over the past few months, there are many 

serious human rights concerns on the table. One concern is that of the rights of immigrants and refugees. Others 

are concerned with the defunding of the healthcare system. Many others are concerned with women’s rights and 

LGBTQ rights. Amongst all this discussion of human rights, in what some might call their most literal context 

(with relation to life/death, sickness or well-being, etc.) comes another question, one that is arguably related to 

human rights, albeit human rights of a different kind: the question of the arts, their role in our society, and the 

discussion of their defunding. In the U.S. president’s most recent budget proposal, he proposed the complete 

erasure of the National Endowment of the Arts and the National Endowment of the Humanities. Even 

organizations such as UNESCO, which supposedly stand for “culture”, are favoring “pedagogy” and 

“technology”, showing a lack of concern even amongst international organizations for the arts. (Oosterbeek, 

2016) And we, the artists and the art-appreciators, are concerned. But at the same time, we ask ourselves, is 

this concern in vain?  

At first glance, art is not a necessary component to the survival of the human species, like water, air, or food. 

Nor can art replace shelter, safety, or medical care. Yet, our relationship with art goes back in time as far as 

anyone can tell. When we consider music, it is uncertain as to whether music and language developed as one 

and then branched off as “separate” entities or whether they developed alongside each other from the beginning, 

with some distinguishing factors between one and the other. (Sacks, 2008) But regardless of that debate, music 

has clearly played a role in some form throughout the history of humankind. (Soundfutures, 2014) So as we 

consider the role that music plays in societies across the world, how can anyone take that for granted and 

assume it will always exist just because it always has? Just as our natural resources will not exist just because 

they have always existed, music in its diverse forms across the globe will not always exist in this same way. 

Perhaps, as with our natural resources, as musical forms are destroyed around the world, we will soon become 

solely dependent on one form of music. Just as with natural resources we see that this would pose problems 

and be an unsustainable solution.   

To consider this idea of music sustainability we must first consider the current debate within the sub-category of 

intangible cultural heritage, ethnomusicology. Since the existence of this field in the Western academic world, 

there have been many shifts in its understanding. Early on, (1890s) the typical image of an ethnomusicologist 

would have been one “of a man—it was typically a man—hiding behind a tree in a village somewhere with his 

recording gear, trying to capture whatever he could in the community, then take it away, perhaps log it an archive 

somewhere....The community [might] never see any benefit from the research.” (Grant, 2016) But activity such 

as this leads us to ask what is the point? Often when you take a musical tradition out of its natural context, the 

meaning is lost. Who can interpret musical traditions in any more of an “authentic” way than the people who are 

involved in their realization? Thus, ethnomusicology has come a long way since the 1890s, and today it is most 

often attempted with a collaborative methodology in mind. One of the most integrated approaches takes place 

when research is designed with the specific needs and interests of the community in mind as the leading catalyst. 

This work based deep within the community is becoming more important.   

The musics of the world can be compared to the languages of the world. Just as the thousands of languages 

across our globe are an indicator of our cultural diversity and of our rich ethnosphere, so then are the musics of 

the world proof that there are thousands of interpretations of our existence, our surroundings, and our everyday 

lives. Over the last two decades, linguists have begun making more concerted efforts to slow the disappearance 

of languages, and yet the prediction has been made that 3,000 languages will disappear by the end of this 

century. What will this language loss mean for humankind? Many will argue that it is the inevitability of change, 

of time passing on. And as time moves forward, we do indeed have to make room for flexibility in our customs 
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and traditions. It will be much easier to accept this, however, when it is not our own language which is 

disappearing before our eyes, amongst our younger generations, those in whom we see hope for the future. As 

anthropologist Wade Davis highlighted this haunting possibility, he asked “What could be more lonely than to be 

enveloped in silence, to be the last of your people to speak your native tongue, to have no way to pass on the 

wisdom of the elders, to anticipate the promise of the children”? (Davis, 2007) We must consider the situation 

of the disappearance of culture as if it were our own culture disappearing. All cultures are ethnocentric and a 

shift in perspective is essential in understanding the importance of preserving the world’s cultures. As 

Anglophones, it is easy to assume that as English becomes the dominant language, it is a “natural” progression. 

But what if it were our language that was disappearing? What if a language as foreign to us [as Anglophones] 

as Thai started to become the dominant language? What if it were our own children who could not understand 

the subtleties of the sayings and the proverbs that our grandparents taught us when we were young?   

Nonetheless, we must indeed be prepared to accept certain changes in our world. Within the field of 

ethnomusicology, it is acknowledged that the disappearance of some musics is a part of the natural rhythm of 

time and progression of humankind. Ethnomusicologist Catherine Grant has emphasized the role communities 

can and should play in this progression of humankind’s musical preservation. In an interview during which she 

was posed the question “You must come across communities that simply don’t see the point,” she cited the 

example of an ethnomusicologist in the 1960s who studied rowing boat songs amongst the Maori population of 

New Zealand: “Those songs were dying out but for the very simple reason that Maori people were beginning to 

use motorboats. So they had no need for us to come in and tell them to keep on singing those songs even 

though they didn’t want them anymore.” (Grant, 2015) In the same interview, Grant discusses how some of her 

colleagues disagree with her, saying that “music genres naturally rise and disappear like languages or like 

civilizations themselves.” This example of the rowing boat songs is proof of this, she admits, but holds her 

argument that “the process of loss is at a far greater rate than the natural growth and attrition of music genres 

and indeed cultures, perhaps [in a way that’s] analogous to the environmental crisis.” (Grant, 2015) In the same 

vein, Davis talks of endangered cultures and their intangible heritage as being “killed”, not as disappearing. His 

use of this transitive verb “to kill” as an alternative to the more intransitive verb “to disappear” provides an 

opportunity for the contemplation of the active nature of humans in the endangerment of cultures, and echoes 

what Grant says when she uses the metaphor of the environmental crisis to understand what may also be 

happening to cultures and their musical genres.  

 

Multi-genre music education for music sustainability? 

 

Before I began my second master’s program, I was living in Iowa City, Iowa, where I was teaching Spanish at 

the University of Iowa, and teaching violin lessons to young students in my private home studio. During this time, 

the funding in the public-school system for elementary school orchestra was cut, along with that for foreign 

language learning in the 7th and 8th grades. I remember the conversations in our liberal, academic bubble which 

exists in an otherwise somewhat-conservative state. I recall feeling saddened by what seemed at the time to be 

a dramatic shift in the priorities of our state government. But in fact, as I reflect on this time, I realize that this 

was nothing new. Arts funding is never a guarantee and we must remind ourselves that there are many countries 

where there is no such thing as the National Endowment of the Arts at all. There are many countries in which 

the government makes it more complicated to work with such programs than to not. (i.e. nationalist agendas and 

freedom of speech) There are also situations where a long-time government funding program of the arts is 

suddenly cut as seems to be happening in the U.S. We see, then, that government funding cannot be a reliable 

source of arts funding—the situation is fickle and easily affected by many factors that quickly convert it into a 

low priority. 

 In a world of uncertainty within the arts, then, what types of projects can be meaningful in the struggle to 

keep our musical world diverse? I propose music education as a solution for music sustainability. In the Western 

world, the phrase “music education” will likely incite images of young students playing the “greats”: compositions 
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by European composers from the Baroque, Classical and Romantic periods. For both trained and untrained 

musicians, names such as Beethoven, Mozart, and Bach might come to mind. Often, one will envision the 

teaching of sight-reading emphasized alongside music theory, which is founded in the classical European 

tradition of music study.  

 Yet what I propose is not this classic example of music education as it might be imagined. I propose a 

convergence of genres under one roof. By this I do not mean a “multi-culturalization” of music as is often done 

in school classrooms, spending half an hour every week talking about a genre of music from a different country 

(a style of teaching “world music” which, due to a lack of profundity, can only result in an exoticization and 

romanticization of other cultures and their intangible cultural heritage). Rather, I propose a multi-genre method 

convergence. I have in mind an integral approach, meaning that each method used will be offered significant 

energy and time. By the time the student finishes his/her time at such an establishment, he/she will have a sense 

of mastery of all the methods involved.  

High up in the Andes mountains of Peru, there is an organization that is interpreting intangible cultural heritage 

and music sustainability in its own way. The Asociación Cultural de Qantu is a music school located in Cuzco, 

Peru. The association celebrated 20 years in 2016, with performances featuring the diverse spectrum of projects 

that the school represents. The school uses a multi-genre approach to its pedagogical form by integrating two 

teaching methods: the Suzuki method and a traditional Peruvian method of ear-training for the study of folkloric 

music. Through the integration of two distinct methods and their subsequent genres, a flexibility exists within this 

school, and upon observance one sees how the students’ learning process is aided as they are offered not only 

a richer repertoire of music but also a wider perspective, learning about the history of traditional Peruvian music 

as they receive classical training and therefore a history of Western classical music as well. In the video for the 

research project SoundFutures, the metaphor of an “ecosystem” is used to encourage the support of music 

sustainability, and it explains music in the following way: “Think of any music as part of a delicate ecosystem. 

The way people learn music, the way it is positioned within the community, the contexts, ideas and values 

associated with it. The laws and regulations that influence it and its relation to media and the music industry, 

they jointly determine the health and vibrancy of music as a living art.” (SoundFutures, 2014) At the Asociación 

Cultural de Qantu, there is a health and vibrancy of music as a living art, which is strengthened because of its 

multi-genre approach and its strong community involvement.  

One of the methods employed at Qantu is that which first connected me with the teaching position in Cuzco: the 

Suzuki method. Because I was teaching with this method in the U.S. at the time, I was already involved in this 

international Suzuki community and had the required skills for the position as head violin instructor. The Suzuki 

method was developed by a Japanese man named Shinichi Suzuki. Suzuki coined the term “The Mother Tongue 

Method” for his new pedagogical method, but it adopted the name the Suzuki method as it quickly gained in 

success and popularity. Regardless, the “Mother Tongue” approach continues to be the core importance of the 

method and it is manifested in the following structure:  

 

How does a child learn his mother tongue language? 

 

In an environment where people are constantly using language to speak and communicate a child listens and 

observes and begins to recognize pattern and meaning 

 

The child then begins to imitate the sounds he/she recognizes 

 

These first attempts, accurate or not, are praised by the parents and therefore repeated by the child 
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Mastery eventually is developed in a natural way. Just as a parent does not “correct” a child to say “mother” 

instead of “Mama”. The parent is confident that the child will build skill through repetition, and that the word 

“mother” will come soon enough 

 

Children do not beginning reading immediately. They first gain a vocabulary of several hundred words, form 

sentences, and understand stories. Only then does the child realize the symbols and the storybook related to 

the language sounds he/she has been hearing for so long 

 

How is this manifested in the Suzuki Method?  

The Suzuki Method—a language immersion program in which the language is music 

 

Listen and Observe—the student listens to recordings at home and observes other students and parents 

playing the instrument in lessons and classes  

 

Imitate—The observations and listening instill a desire in the student to imitate what the student sees and hears 

 

Praise and Repetition—The teacher guides the student towards increased accuracy, giving the parent clear 

guidelines for how to practice at home 

 

Mastery—Each small success is nurtured and praised, and repetition for mastery is encouraged through games 

until the student begins to take ownership of process him/herself 

 

Reading—Reading takes place only when the student has a strong understanding of the vocabulary of music. 

The symbols the child first sees, then, relate to a sound that the student already knows from experience 

 

Another core part of the method—the Suzuki triangle 

 

The Suzuki triangle philosophy is one reason why the Suzuki method has been so successful. It shows the 

importance of training, communication, and education in the pedagogical approach from the very beginning.  

 

The parent’s role in Suzuki education is of paramount importance. The parent provides the environment, where 

the child can learn and grow. The parent plays recordings, takes the child to lessons and classes, and practices 
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with the child at home. The teacher provides the lesson. The teacher guides the student towards increased 

mastery, provides a model to imitate, and teaches the parent, so the parent can have experience to help the 

child. This also creates an opportunity for the child to listen and to observe his/her strongest role model, his/her 

parent. The child listens to the recordings and practices. (Suzuki Association) 

 This Japanese method of music pedagogy, which has been popularized throughout the Western world, 

especially in the United States, is a method that tends to produce musicians of the classical European music 

genre. However, at the Qantu association, the role of the Suzuki method is adapted in a different way. Not only 

are Qantu students gaining the benefits and technical skills that are most often associated with the Suzuki 

method, but they are also learning traditional Peruvian folk music. This study of traditional Peruvian music is not 

limited to an occasional 30-minute session, but is a significant part of their studies every week for as long as 

they are students at the school. At Qantu, the Suzuki method is only one piece of the bigger picture, and in this 

way the approach differs significantly from most Suzuki schools across the world. The children who enroll at the 

school have many components to their musical studies. The first musical activity they participate in is early 

childhood music class. In this environment, the students are introduced to all instruments they might see later in 

their Qantu students—both traditional Peruvian instruments and standard classical stringed instruments. When 

the early childhood music period completes, they begin their regular regimen of their studies at Qantu, which 

includes: a weekly private and group lesson and one-two additional ensembles. One of these additional 

ensembles is the “Sikuri” class. Here the students begin their Peruvian music journey through the study of this 

traditional instrument, an Andean panpipe (“zampoña” in Spanish). The setting allows the children to 

communicate and interact with one another, while strengthening the ear-training skills that are consecutively 

developed in their individual lessons with their principal instrument. The weekly contact with the Sikuri in the 

social context of a group lesson allows for a normalization of this instrument, making it a natural part of the 

student’s weekly environment. 

 Later, when the Sikuri students “graduate” from this course, they join the ranks of the “Coro y Orquesta”, 

an ensemble named so because of what it has in common with the European style orchestra: it has a conductor 

and “sections” of various instruments. The difference lies in the repertoire and the instrumentation. Instead of 

the European orchestra which has a section for violins, violas, cellos, basses, and perhaps a wind/brass section 

if it is a full orchestra, this ensemble has a section for violins, cellos, guitars, pianos (keyboards are used because 

of the difficulties that the 3,300m altitude of the city of Cuzco presents), and recorders. The type of sound shifts 

from a classical European sound as the guitars and recorders are added, adhering more easily to the chosen 

repertoire, all of which is folkloric music from Peru, the majority coming from the Andean region. The ensemble 

rehearses and performs traditional Peruvian songs that have been arranged specifically for this style-ensemble 

by the school’s director and founder, Flor Canelo.  

 This intertwined, pedagogical relationship of classical music and traditional Peruvian music, side-by-side, 

both given significant importance, allows students to both develop a greater world view and an increased sense 

of pride for what they might consider their cultural heritage. It allows both them and their families to understand 

these two musical examples of distinctly different music histories as valuable and worthwhile investments of 

their time and energy. Developing such a wide set of skills through the mastery of these two practices also 

increases the possibility that the students will continue their musical endeavors into adulthood, whether in a 

personal or professional setting, whether in the classical or the traditional world, or perhaps, as many have done, 

with one foot in each world, setting the example of being an ambassador for both and thus building bridges 

between cultures.   

In the Suzuki world of the U.S., debates have emerged in which the Suzuki method has been heavily criticized 

for what one critic defines as an “overtaking” of American music education. Its main critic is Mark O’Connor, 

founder of the “O’Connor method”, a method that O’Connor calls “an American school of string playing.” He 

criticizes the Suzuki method as being non-relatable for American students, saying “Boil ‘Em Cabbage Down”, 

an old American folk song, is much more relatable than the “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star Variations” (Mozart 

composition, arranged by Shinichi Suzuki) that are so quintessential to the Suzuki method. O’Connor’s argument 

has validity but lacks constructive, innovative ideas. While some American children may indeed relate more to 
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“Boil ‘Em Cabbage Down”, this assumption also shows a lack of understanding of the diverse cultures that the 

United States represents. There are likely just as many children who might have a more complicated relationship 

with this old Folk tune, as its uncertain history has been said to have developed out of the American slave era. 

Instead of touting one method as better than another, why not provide students with options, allowing them to 

decide for themselves with which tradition they most strongly relate?  

 In the field of intangible cultural heritage preservation, we must allow for a certain amount of flexibility 

and innovation in our work and management of traditions and performances. It is our responsibility to reconsider 

our approach to our field, and not to expect that society will conform to the same practices and standards that 

have held together until now. (Oosterbeek, 2016) It is crucial to the success of this work to understand that, like 

languages, musics are constantly changing, adjusting, and developing to adapt to new contexts and generations. 

Nevertheless, the rate at which languages and musics are disappearing is alarming. In a conversation with a 

Parisian woman recently, I was asked about my interest in the intersection of such vastly different musical 

genres. The woman was curiously confused as to how I could be so interested and skilled in both classical music 

and folkloric music—weren’t they extremely different from one another?  

With an approach to music pedagogy that unites more than one genre of music previously considered to be 

drastically different, we are not only creating bridges from one community to the next, but, perhaps most 

importantly, we are leaving the decision in the hands of future generations. In this way, we are giving them tools 

with which they will be able to choose the traditions with which they most strongly identify. Within their 

community, these students will have the skills to practice the preservation of the intangible cultural heritage of 

their choosing through their own interpretations, interpretations that will inevitably adapt to the passing of time, 

and the changing of the world.  
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Communication pour le Changement Social au Service d’une Gestion 

Integrée du Paysage Culturel 

 

Billy Mangole 

 

Abstract: 

 

« Cet article traite de la « Communication pour le Changement Social » en rapport avec la 

gestion intégrée du paysage culturel. L’objectif est double : d’une part comprendre les liens 

pouvant exister entre cette forme de communication et la gestion intégrée du paysage culturel, 

et d’autre part, démontrer comment à travers une bonne élaboration des stratégies de 

communication, celles-ci peuvent soutenir la gestion intégrée du paysage culturel. Appelée 

également la communication pour le changement des comportements ou encore les 3C, elle 

vise par le biais d’une communication participative, à amener les communautés à une sorte 

d’appropriation et à une participation globale des sites qui sont avant tout les leurs et telle que 

la préconise l’Unesco.» 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Les grandes théories de communication sont nées à partir de la moitié du siècle dernier avec 

notamment les résultats de l’école de Palo Alto78 et l’émergence de la communication de 

masse dont l’histoire est liée en partie à celle de la presse. 

C’est durant cette période qu’on commence à parler de la « communication pour le 

changement social79» en partant du postulat selon lequel la communication est liée aux 

comportements des individus et vis-versa.  On étudie les comportements des individus, ce qui 

revient à étudier aussi ceux de la communauté. On ne peut pas communiquer avec une cible 

sans connaitre les éléments (comportements, codes, tabous, sensibilités) qui feront réussir ou 

échouer une communication. 

C’est aussi durant cette période, après la seconde Guerre mondiale, que plusieurs disciplines 

se sont regroupées sous un champ de recherche pour donner naissance aux Sciences de 

l’Information et de la communication(SIC). Les liens entre information et communication 

deviennent manifestement indissociables, partant de l’idée qu’on ne communique qu’une 

information. La notion de l’émetteur, du récepteur et du canal, bien qu’existant toujours de 

manière naturelle, a fait l’objet des plusieurs théories en communication. 

                                                           
78 Dominique Bériot et Chantal George, École de Palo Alto, quels apports ? http://www.systemique.com/la-systemique/ecoles-de-pensee/les-
sources/ecole-de-palo-alto-quels-apports.html , consulté le 20 Mars 2017 
79Ondes de Choc : histoires sur la communication participative pour le changement social, Rapport de la Fondation Rockfeller,  
http://www.communicationforsocialchange.org/publications-resources?itemid=28 , consulté le 20 Mars 2017 
 

http://www.systemique.com/la-systemique/ecoles-de-pensee/les-sources/ecole-de-palo-alto-quels-apports.html
http://www.systemique.com/la-systemique/ecoles-de-pensee/les-sources/ecole-de-palo-alto-quels-apports.html
http://www.communicationforsocialchange.org/publications-resources?itemid=28
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 CANAL     

 

Comment communiquer une information ? Comment faire réagir positivement un récepteur et 

comment évaluer l’impact sur le récepteur ? deviennent inhérentes. Le triangle entre 

l’information, la communication et la psychologie sociale forme donc le levier de la 

communication pour le changement social et définit en conséquence  les quatre facteurs de  

cette forme de communication80 : 

-physique : selon l’endroit dans lequel on se trouve, on ne communique pas de la même façon 

-culturel : selon le style de vie, les croyances et les valeurs 

-socio-psychologique : relations de statuts des interlocuteurs 

-temporel : selon le moment où nous nous exprimons (exemple : enterrement différent d’un 

mariage). 

On identifie les moyens de communication en rapport avec la cible, puis on communique un 

message adaptable dans le souci de susciter une réaction positive de la cible. 

 

II. Communication pour le changement social (CCS) 

Appelé aussi Communication pour le changement des comportements, elle se définit comme 

un « Processus interactif avec les communautés (intégré dans un programme global) pour 

l’élaboration de messages et approches adaptés, en utilisant des canaux de communication 

variés en vue de créer des comportements positifs ; promouvoir et maintenir un changement 

de comportement au niveau individuel, communautaire et de la société; ainsi que le maintien 

de comportements appropriés.81 » 

Avec la CCS, la communication n’était plus simplement un moyen, mais plutôt un ensemble de 

méthodes pour atteindre un résultat. L’objectif n’était plus uniquement de faire passer 

simplement un message, mais plutôt de réfléchir sur quel type de messages pour quels types 

des sociétés/communautés et par quels types des moyens dans le but de faire participer la 

communauté au changement escompté. 

Parce qu’on ne peut pas communiquer de la même manière partout sans tenir compte des 

spécificités de chaque communauté ni sans faire participer ces dernières dans la réalisation 

d’un projet, plusieurs organisations de développement ont adopté cette forme de 

communication après qu’elles se soient rendu compte de l’échec de plusieurs autres projets. 

On ne peut pas mener de la même manière en Afrique comme on le fait en Europe, un projet 

                                                           
80 Aimé-Desire Héma, Module de formation: les grandes théories de la communication, https://hemaad.wordpress.com/2013/02/25/module-de-
formation-les-grandes-theories-de-la-communication/  consulté le 20 Mars 2017 
 
81 Denise APLOGAN, atelier de suivi et d’évaluation sur la Communication pour le changement des comportements, CESAG, Dakar, 
Juillet 2010 
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de sensibilisation sur le port du préservatif, simplement parce que les structures des 

communautés et la logique de confiance ne sont pas les mêmes.  

C’est de cette manière que plusieurs organisations internationales ont commencé dès les 

années cinquante à faire un lien de manière ouverte entre cette forme de communication et le 

développement82.  

Dans les années 1950 et 1960, l'UNESCO et l'USAID ont fait la promotion de quantités de 

projets d'utilisation des médias à des fins de communication, d'information ou d'éducation, en 

vue de faciliter le développement. D'autres grandes agences des Nations-Unies, la FAO, le 

PNUD et l'UNICEF, devaient également promouvoir par la suite la communication dans la 

réalisation de projets de développement et le développement de nouveaux concepts tels « 

Support de la communication au développement » ( PNUD et FAO ) ou « Mobilisation sociale 

» (UNICEF )83. 

 

Au fil du temps les formulations ont changé sans faire changer le contenu de cette forme de 

communication : La communication pour le développement, communication pour le 

changement social et la communication pour le changement des comportements. 

 

Cette forme de communication est devenue impérative avec la Déclaration du millénaire de 

l'Organisation des Nations unies qui avait fixé en 2010 les 8 objectifs du millénaire pour le 

développement(OMD). L’implication des communautés était donc l’une des recommandations 

pour atteindre les objectifs fixés. L’irréversibilité de l’implication et de la participation active des 

communautés s’est confirmée avec l’adoption des 17 Objectifs pour le développement 

durable(ODD) qui ont remplacé les ODD. 

III. Le Paysage Culturel 

La référence juridique internationale du terme « paysage culturel»  remonte à la version révisée 

de 1992  de la convention du patrimoine mondial. Au départ, la convention du patrimoine 

mondial reconnaissait uniquement les sites, soit pour leurs caractéristiques naturelles soit pour 

leurs caractéristiques culturelles, mais une étape majeure a été franchie en 1992 avec la 

création d’une catégorie distincte de sites méritant d’être protégés: les paysages culturels84 

L’article 1er de la convention désigne les paysages culturels comme une représentation «des 

œuvres conjuguées de l’homme et de la nature». Le terme « paysage culturel » recouvre une 

grande variété de manifestations de l'interaction entre l'homme et son environnement naturel85. 

Se basant sur la convention européenne du paysage, Pierre DONADIEU soutient que le 

paysage, qu’il soit culturel ou non, « aurait un rôle à jouer dans la mise en œuvre des valeurs 

                                                           
82 Guy Besette, La Communication Pour Le Développement En Afrique De L'ouest Et Du Centre : Vers Un Agenda D'intervention Et De Recherche,   

https://idl-bnc.idrc.ca/dspace/bitstream/10625/19387/1/104466.pdf, consulté le23 Mars 2017 
83 Idem 
84 Bureau Ramsar, Convention du patrimoine mondial, les paysages culturels et les zones humides : 
http://archive.ramsar.org/pdf/info/cultural_heritage_f07.pdf, consulté le 25 Mars 2017 
85 Unesco, Histoire et Terminologie des paysages culturels : http://whc.unesco.org/fr/PaysagesCulturels/#1, consulté le 25 Mars 2017  

https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C3%A9claration_du_mill%C3%A9naire_de_l%27Organisation_des_Nations_unies
https://fr.wikipedia.org/wiki/D%C3%A9claration_du_mill%C3%A9naire_de_l%27Organisation_des_Nations_unies
https://idl-bnc.idrc.ca/dspace/bitstream/10625/19387/1/104466.pdf
http://archive.ramsar.org/pdf/info/cultural_heritage_f07.pdf
http://whc.unesco.org/fr/PaysagesCulturels/#1
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du développement durable et aurait ainsi à contribuer, demain plus qu’aujourd’hui, au «bien- 

être des populations ».86 Cette vision des choses, renforce davantage l’impératif besoin 

d’arriver à une gestion intégrée du paysage culturel qui tient en compte une communication 

adaptée.  

Dans son article sur le « concept du paysage culturel87», Luis ÁLVAREZ considère qu’il n’est 

pas possible de « comprendre la vie individuelle et sociale des communautés en ignorant 

l’environnement dans lequel elles sont immergées et que de ce fait paysage culturel et 

communautés sont inséparables. Cette approche anthropologique ouvre la voie à une 

compréhension beaucoup plus approfondie sur la relation homme-nature. De ce fait, l’auteur 

insiste sur le fait que « Paysage » fait partie de la vie des communautés et par ricochet de leur 

culture. C’est de cette manière qu’il est considéré comme un témoignage de l’action (traces 

matérielles et immatérielles) humaine qui justifie cette interaction homme-nature; car l’homme 

ne peut pas vivre dans un lieu sans interactions matérielles, spirituelles, affectives, etc. Le 

contraire serait le nomadisme ! Les personnes restent dans un lieu parce qu’elles entretiennent 

une relation avec le lieu et se déplacent lors que cette relation est rompue.  

Et parce que le paysage culturel et les communautés sont indissociables, faire la gestion du 

paysage revient à faire la gestion des personnes. Et on ne peut pas faire la gestion des 

personnes sans user d’une procédure de communication qui tient compte de tous les aspects 

de leur communauté. 

 

IV. UNESCO et Gestion intégrée du Patrimoine/paysage culturel 

Si la réflexion entre la communication et le développement a commencé bien avant, 

l’implication et la participation effectives des communautés locales dans la gestion du paysage 

culturel se sont faites fait tardivement à l’Unesco. Le terme « communautés locales » était 

invisible dans la convention de 1972 sur la protection du patrimoine mondial, culturel et  naturel. 

Il faut attendre 2003 pour constater le caractère juridique de l’implication et de la participation 

des communautés locales. La convention pour la sauvegarde du patrimoine culturel 

immatériel stipule dans son préambule que « les communautés, en particulier les 

communautés autochtones, les groupes et, le cas échéant, les individus, jouent un rôle 

important dans la production, la sauvegarde, l'entretien et la recréation du patrimoine culturel 

immatériel, contribuant ainsi à l'enrichissement de la diversité culturelle et de la créativité 

humaine.». L’article 15 de ladite convention demande même aux Etats parties de s’efforcer 

d'assurer la plus large participation possible des communautés. 

Cette manière de faire les choses rencontre le souci qu’il y avait dans la gestion des 

patrimoines/paysages culturels: Il était impossible de réussir une gestion sans la participation 

et l’implication effectives des communautés locales dont leurs regards, leurs traditions, leurs 

connaissances, leurs pratiques (sociales, rituelles) et leurs savoir-faire faisaient vivre le 

                                                           
86 Pierre DONADIEU, Le paysage, les paysagistes et le développement durable : quelles perspectives ? , Forum Apheleia 2015 
87 Luis ÁLVAREZ MUNÁRRIZ, « The Cultural Landscape concept», University of Murcia : http://ocw.um.es/artes-1/pintura-y-paisaje-

1/otros-recursos-1/cultural-landscape.pdf , consulté le 26 Mars 2016 

 

http://ocw.um.es/artes-1/pintura-y-paisaje-1/otros-recursos-1/cultural-landscape.pdf
http://ocw.um.es/artes-1/pintura-y-paisaje-1/otros-recursos-1/cultural-landscape.pdf
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patrimoine et lui donnaient une image de marque. D’où le terme de gestion intégrée du 

patrimoine car il n’est pas possible de dissocier patrimoines et communautés et surtout que 

ces dernières possèdent des connaissances et sont à la fois des acteurs pour la transmission 

des dits connaissances ainsi que des savoir-faire, et par ricochet sont des relais de la 

pérennisation et de la vitalité des patrimoines. 

Une autre raison -et non des moindres- du recours à la gestion intégrée par l’Unesco est le 

tollé relevé dans le monde après la politique de mise en place des Aires protégées et des parcs 

naturels qui ont conduit au déplacement forcé des populations autochtones88. 

La préservation et la gestion des patrimoines se font de plus en plus avec la volonté d’associer 

les communautés locales, qui sont considérées souvent comme « principales bénéficiaires ». 

La conception des patrimoines ne se limite plus aux sites dédiés ni objets qu’on considère 

comme tels, mais englobent l’anthropisation de ces sites et de ces objets. La notion du paysage 

culturel, vu comme une interaction entre l’homme et la nature, tire par ailleurs son sens dans 

cette conception.  

Ainsi, l’idée d’une gestion ou conservation intégrée émerge. La préservation et la 

protection, qui sont des formes strictes et restrictives de gestion excluant les communautés 

locales, sont progressivement remplacées par des formes souples de conservation et de 

gestion des patrimoines tenant compte et impliquant la présence humaine.   

Dans la même optique, en 2002 le comité du patrimoine mondial a adopté lors de la 26 éme 

session à Budapest (Hongrie) une déclaration qui cible les nouveaux acteurs susceptibles 

d’apporter leur contribution dans la conservation et la valorisation du patrimoine mondial. Le 

point 3f de ladite déclaration insiste sur la participation active des communautés 

locales:«…veillerons à assurer, à tous les niveaux, la participation active de nos 

communautés locales à l'identification, la protection et la gestion des biens du patrimoine 

mondial89.» 

Enfin dans ses objectifs stratégiques de gestion du patrimoine, le Centre du Patrimoine mondial 

a rajouté en 2007, sur demande de la Nouvelle-Zélande, un cinquième C pour 

«communautés90»: Crédibilité, Conservation, (développement des) Capacités, communication 

et communautés. C’est qui est frappant ici est que les 3 dernières C, ajouté à l’idée de la 

participation effective des communautés, riment avec la définition de la Communication pour 

le Changement Social et le constitue en effet. Désormais la participation effective des 

communautés fait partie de canevas de gestion de l’Unesco et en constitue même une 

recommandation. 

 

                                                           
88 Moîse Tsayem Demaze, Le parc amazonien de Guyane française: un exemple du difficile compromis entre protection de la nature et 
développement  
http://www.gitpa.org/Autochtone%20GITPA%20300/GITPA%20300-8%20AIRES.htm , consulté le 24 Mars 2017 

89 Déclaration de Budapest sur le patrimoine mondial : http://whc.unesco.org/fr/decisions/1217/ , consulté le 24 Mars 2017 

90 Le 5ieme C pour «communautés», Centre du Patrimoine Mondial: http://whc.unesco.org/fr/decisions/5197/ consulté le 24Mars 

2017 

http://www.gitpa.org/Autochtone%20GITPA%20300/GITPA%20300-8%20AIRES.htm
http://whc.unesco.org/fr/decisions/1217/
http://whc.unesco.org/fr/decisions/5197/
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V. Description d’un CCS et gestion intégrée du paysage culturel. 

La communication pour le changement social passe par plusieurs étapes majeures qui peuvent 

être adaptées selon l’environnement et le projet. L’avantage avec cette forme de 

communication est qu’elle n’est pas figée, mais s’adapte en rapport avec l’espace et les enjeux 

identifiés. Mais sur la base d’une expérience participative au projet communautaire «Ado 

Bâtisseurs de la Paix91»  réalisée en RD. Congo avec le soutien de l’Unicef, nous avons repéré 

7 importantes étapes : 

1. Le projet de Gestion : C’est l’idée de départ de gestion qu’on porte et qu’on formule 

loin de la cible ayant plus ou moins à travers une documentation, des informations sur 

l’environnement d’exécution du projet. 

 

2. L’analyse de la cible : On procède à une analyse communicationnelle de la cible 

(communautés). C’est ce qu’on appelle le diagnostic communicationnel de la cible qui prend 

en compte tous les rouages pour faire adopter et faire passer le message du projet auprès des 

communautés concernées. Il peut s’agir de : la structure de la communauté, ses attentes, ses 

difficultés, l’identification des canaux de communication, etc.. Cette étape permettra de 

formuler un premier message pour une première adhésion 

 

3. Identification des personnes ressources : Il s’agit d’identifier des personnes qui ont 

une grande influence dans la communauté (chefs coutumiers, responsables associatifs, 

responsables religieux,..), leur faire passer le premier message qui découle de l’analyse de la 

cible et constater les premières adhésions. 

 

4. Constitution d’un comité de pilotage mixte : L’adhésion des personnes ressources 

facilitera la constitution d’un comité de pilotage, lieu de renforcement des capacités de part et 

d’autre, soit en termes de savoir-faire des communautés et/ou compétences des communautés 

face aux problèmes qui sont les leurs, soit en termes de solution classique de développement.  

 

5. Reformulation du message : toutes les parties vont essayer d’identifier les canaux et 

de reformuler le message sur la base des barrières existantes et déclarées par les personnes 

ressources, des facteurs pouvant motiver un changement comportemental, etc… : une sorte 

d’adaptation du message. 

 

6. Campagne de communication pour le changement social : Lancement de la 

campagne avec une participation active des personnes ressources pour une mobilisation 

sociale en rapport avec le projet. 

 

7. Suivi, évaluation et réadaptation périodique des activités par tous les acteurs 

impliqués. 

V.1 bénéfices d’une communication pour le changement social 

                                                           
91  Unicef-Congo, Ado Bâtisseurs de la paix, Manuel d’éducation a la paix et a la citoyenneté 
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Les bénéfices de la communication pour le changement social sont multiples, mais les plus 

importants sont que les communautés se sentent utiles face à la gestion de leur 

environnement. Cela permet également de responsabiliser la population locale à travers une 

participation active, mais surtout cela soutient le processus du changement et de 

développement d’une communauté ou d’une société92. 

 La communication pour le changement social peut s’appliquer dans tous les domaines. En 

France par exemple, une entreprise de start-up de recyclage a réussi son pari grâce à une 

communication pour le changement social.93 Le titre de l’article est par ailleurs frappant : 

Quand communication et recyclage se donnent la main. Il s’agit de l’entreprise Cannibal 

qui voulait rendre recyclable un produit de grande consommation jusqu'à présent destiné à la 

décharge ou à l'incinérateur, grâce a une communication qui prône la responsabilité sociale 

et environnementale94. 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

Aujourd’hui, force est de constater que la gestion intégrée du paysage culturel ne peut être 

effectif sans la communication pour le changement social. Les prises de position ces dernières 

années de l’Unesco par le biais du Centre du Patrimoine Mondial, ont démontré le caractère 

                                                           
92 Laura CAPOMBIANCO, la communication pour le changement social: un outil puissant pour la prévention de la délinquance , 
Centre International de Prévention de Crime : http://www.crime-prevention-intl.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Publications/2005-
1999/2003.FRA.La_Communication_pour_le_Changement_Social_un_Outil_Puissant_pour_la_Prevention_de_la_Delinquance.pdf , 
consulté le 25 Mars 2017 

93Guiletta Gambirini, Canibal : quand communication et recyclage se donnent la main  , article de presse, http://www.latribune.fr/entreprises-
finance/industrie/energie-environnement/canibal-quand-communication-et-recyclage-se-donnent-la-main-626414.html, consulté le 
25 Mars 2017 
 
94 Idem 

http://www.crime-prevention-intl.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Publications/2005-1999/2003.FRA.La_Communication_pour_le_Changement_Social_un_Outil_Puissant_pour_la_Prevention_de_la_Delinquance.pdf
http://www.crime-prevention-intl.org/fileadmin/user_upload/Publications/2005-1999/2003.FRA.La_Communication_pour_le_Changement_Social_un_Outil_Puissant_pour_la_Prevention_de_la_Delinquance.pdf
http://www.latribune.fr/entreprises-finance/industrie/energie-environnement/canibal-quand-communication-et-recyclage-se-donnent-la-main-626414.html
http://www.latribune.fr/entreprises-finance/industrie/energie-environnement/canibal-quand-communication-et-recyclage-se-donnent-la-main-626414.html
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incontournable et indissociable de cette forme de communication avec l’idée de la gestion 

intégrée. 

C’est ce qui justifie aussi le fait que les deux derniers C des objectifs stratégiques de gestion 

du patrimoine sont la communication et la communauté. Communication et Communauté sont 

de toute évidence les deux maillons qui soutiennent la gestion intégrée du Patrimoine. 

Plusieurs autres canevas et recommandations ont été effectués dans ce sens. En définitive, 

on ne peut pas gérer aujourd’hui sous le standard de l’Unesco, sans faire une gestion intégrée 

du patrimoine, qui souhaite cependant une implication des communautés à tous les niveaux. 

Mais ceci ne peut être possible qu’avec la communication pour le changement social. 
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Le rôle de la langue dans les questions culturelles  

 
CRAKER MATHILDE 
 

Abstract: Human language encompasses the whole array of languages used by individuals to express 

themselves and communicate with each other. It is a capacity shared by all humanity, but the concept is 

immensely complex due to its diversity. This essay intends to explore it as a myriad of linguistic cultural 

landscapes within which all humankind meets, and to uncover its dilemmas and potentialities via two examples 

of indigenous languages. 

 

Keywords: language, cultural management, education, indigenous knowledge 

 

 Le langage humain, en tant qu’ensemble de toutes les langues que les individus utilisent pour s’exprimer et 

communiquer entre eux - dialectes, créoles et langages signés inclus - est un concept riche et complexe. Cet 

essai se donne pour but de l’explorer en tant que myriade de paysages culturels linguistiques au sein duquel 

toute l’humanité se retrouve, et d’en examiner les enjeux et potentialités à travers deux exemples de langues 

minoritaires. 

 

1) Définition du langage humain 

 

Existe-t-il une façon systématique et infaillible d’expliquer la formation et le fonctionnement de toutes les langues 

de notre monde ? Humboldt, philologue allemand du XVIIIème siècle, fut le premier à donner une description 

structurelle satisfaisante du langage : comme « un usage infini de moyens finis ». Les « moyens finis » sont 

l’ensemble des signes utilisés (écrits, oraux ou signés) permettant de former un nombre fini de mots, qui peuvent 

ensuite se combiner de façon infinie, selon une grammaire et une syntaxe spécifiques, afin de constituer une 

infinité de phrases porteuses de sens. Cette infinité de possibilités sémantiques montre la puissance du langage 

comme outil de communication et d’expression de la pensée.  

 Le langage humain représente un éventail de plus de 6000 langues, sans compter les langues signées. 

Cette diversité est synonyme de richesse culturelle, mais aussi d’inégalités et de difficultés de gestion.  

 

2) Toute langue est un paysage culturel  

 

Chaque langue est une façon particulière de faire « un usage infini de moyens finis ». Nous allons en étudier 

ses multiples dimensions. 

Chaque langue possède sa propre histoire, car elle est le fruit d’une évolution constante. Ses changements 

peuvent aussi bien résulter de l’interaction avec d’autres populations, que de l’usure de la prononciation 

provoquée par les locuteurs (voir le cas du pronom « você » au Brésil, évoluant à partir de l’expression vieillie 

« vossa mercê »). Notons que certains mots et expressions se chargent de nouvelles significations suivant les 

évènements politiques et historiques (se conférer par exemple au vocabulaire employé en Amérique Latine pour 

désigner les descendants de différents métissages), de nouveaux mots accompagnent les innovations 

technologiques et les échanges interculturels, d’autres disparaissent ou tombent en désuétude. Une langue 

peut être donc comprise comme le témoin de l’histoire de la civilisation qui l’utilise : elle est modelable et s’adapte 

à ses locuteurs et leur histoire. 

Ainsi, une langue s’adapte au territoire physique et social où elle est pratiquée. Les mots employés dépendent 

du paysage vécu. Les Inuits auraient un nombre supérieur de mots pour décrire la neige et la glace, ceci étant 

lié aux particularités climatiques qu’ils côtoient. Chacun est conscient que sa langue est modulée sur et par son 

environnement quotidien. Ce schéma s’applique aussi de façon interne à une langue donnée : les experts par 

exemple (menuisier, biologiste etc.) auront chacun un lexique très pointu, aiguisé par leur domaine de travail, 

qui ne sera pas forcément compréhensible par le citoyen lambda. 
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La langue permet aussi, de façon réciproque, d’agir sur son environnement (social). Elle est le véhicule d’idées 

et de concepts, et permet d’organiser différents individus entre eux. De ce fait, c’est le principal moteur de toute 

coopération humaine, locale ou globale. Sans langue et langage, point d’action commune et organisée.  

Ainsi, la langue fait partie des fondations et rassemble une communauté. Par leur langue, les individus peuvent 

communiquer entre eux et se réunir. Le langage est un outil de cohésion puissant au sein d’une communauté. 

Etant la base de tout échange interhumain, c’est la langue qui permet la continuité et la transmission des 

connaissances, qui permet l’éducation, et l’entretien des relations au sein d'une communauté. Mais le langage 

peut aussi être un facteur d’exclusion : des locuteurs de langues différentes vont échouer à se comprendre ; ou 

au sein d’une même société linguistique, l’emploi de jargon ou d’un certain accent vont différencier les 

personnes en différentes strates sociales. Cette dernière idée a été baptisée ‘glottophobie’ par le linguiste 

Philippe Blanchet.  

Enfin, une dimension importante du concept de langue est résumée par l’hypothèse de Sapir-Whorf, selon 

laquelle notre langue conditionne notre vision du monde : « the world is presented in a kaleidoscopic flux of 

impressions which have to be organized in our minds - this means, largely, by the linguistic system in our 

minds. » (Whorf, 1956). La langue que nous parlons façonnerait et structurerait notre pensée, c’est-à-dire que 

les modalités propres à chaque langue conditionneraient notre entendement du monde. Cette idée d’un certain 

déterminisme linguistique se renforce lorsque nous confrontons notre mode de pensée à celui de populations 

dites ‘éloignées’ : les Hopis, peuple indigène amérindien, n’ont pas de substantif « temps » et ceci semble 

expliquer leur appréhension différente de l’expérience temporelle, qui n’est pas perçue en tant que continuum 

divisible comme dans la conception occidentale, mais comme un phénomène physique qualitatif (Villela-Petit, 

1992). Ainsi, tel que le disait Humboldt, « there resides in every language a characteristic worldview ». 

Ces éléments nous montrent que notre langue constitue un pilier de notre identité et de notre culture : elle est 

le fruit dynamique d’une histoire et d’une évolution, elle porte en elle les spécificités d’un paysage, elle est notre 

principal moyen de communication et participe à la cohésion d’un groupe, et préfigurerait même notre 

entendement du monde. Ainsi, la langue transporte et transmet des caractéristiques culturelles : « The language 

of daily use is also the language of ancestral and cultural heritage, a powerful underpinning of shared 

connotations. », elle rend possible la « continuité culturelle », tout en étant ancrée en celle-ci (Junghare, 2015). 

Mais elle est aussi un pan important et fondamental de notre identité en tant qu’elle façonne notre vision du 

monde. 

L’UNESCO définit en 1992 les paysages culturels comme les « œuvres conjuguées de l’homme et de la nature » 

(Art. 1, Convention du Patrimoine Mondial, 1992), c’est-à-dire le résultat des interactions réciproques de 

l’homme et de son environnement. J’aimerais argumenter que toute langue est elle-même un paysage 

culturel : elle est le produit de l’influence mutuelle de l’homme et de son environnement, ici défini par rapport à 

une communauté (l’histoire vécue, les espaces traversés, les idées partagées). Par conséquent, chaque 

personne est attachée à un ou plusieurs paysages culturels linguistiques et inversement, chaque paysage 

culturel linguistique comporte différentes sphères de locuteurs. 

Si nous amenons cette considération d’une langue en tant qu’un paysage culturel, c’est pour sensibiliser à la 

compréhension de l’importance de celle-ci lorsqu’il s’agit de gestion intégrée de territoire, impliquant avant tout 

les locuteurs de ce territoire. 

 

3) Les enjeux propres au langage 

Nous vivons une ère de globalisation et de mondialisation qui donne un rythme effréné et accéléré à tous les 

phénomènes sociaux et environnementaux. Dans un tel contexte, nous pouvons distinguer deux types d’enjeux 

appartenant au domaine linguistique.  

D’abord, l’extrême suprématie d’un nombre réduit de langues dominantes (telles que l’anglais, l’espagnol et le 

français), leur poids dans l’économie mondiale de la culture, leur visibilité écrasante, ainsi que l’urbanisation 

grandissante causant la disparition progressive de certaines populations marginales (marginalisées ?) 

provoquent et précipitent la disparition progressive des langues minoritaires. Les statistiques disent que d’ici 

cent ans, 50% des langues actuellement parlées auront disparues (Skutnabb-Kangas, 2002), en partie dû au 

fait que les minorités ont tendance à se faire absorber par le groupe dominant dans un espoir de vie meilleure. 
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L’un des plus grands enjeux des langues, c’est alors la sauvegarde et la survie de celles-ci. Si un paysage 

culturel linguistique disparaît, on perd tout un mode de compréhension du monde. Comme le poète Miguel León 

Portilla l'a formulé dans son poème « Ihcuac tlahtolli ye miqui »95 :  

[…] Cuando muere una lengua, 

entonces se cierra 

a todos los pueblos del mundo 

una ventana, una puerta, 

un asomarse 

de modo distinto 

a cuanto es ser y vida en la tierra. […] 

Comment préserver une langue, et comment motiver ses locuteurs à continuer à l’employer ? comment leur 

faire réaliser que la conservation et la transmission de la vision du monde ancrée dans la langue est nécessaire 

à l’humanité et à leur communauté ? 

Sur un autre plan, plus politique et international, un rôle essentiel est donné à la traduction. Néanmoins, les 

traducteurs le disent eux-mêmes : ils échouent à traduire l’intégrité des propos originaux, à cause de nuances 

culturelles et contextuelles très fines. La traduction cause de nombreux dilemmes que Müller résume avec 

pertinence : « [translation is] a conscious ethical-political choice » (2007). La traduction est une opération qui 

recherche la meilleure équivalence, qui joue avec les « grey areas » entre les langues, qui doit se démêler avec 

cette absence d’égalité parfaite. Les traductions hâtives entraînent des pertes, des sens brouillés et le message 

originel s’égare. Dans un monde multi-culturel et pluri-lingue, qui se réactualise à chaque fois que nous butons 

sur un mot ou concept étranger, comment gérer et favoriser une communication planétaire et interculturelle pour 

atteindre un global understanding ? Quels sont les effets de la traduction systématique, comment mettre en 

place des projets internationaux lorsque les concepts se révèlent difficilement traduisibles d’une culture à l’autre 

?  

De similaires difficultés s’observent pour les locuteurs d’une même langue. La population se retrouve 

catégorisée selon le niveau de langue : les jeunes vont être identifiés par leur vocabulaire, des personnes n’étant 

pas passées par le système scolaire vont être repérées par leur maîtrise de la langue... C’est la « glottophobie » 

lorsque des locuteurs vont expérimenter des discriminations ou une incompréhension mutuelle alors que 

l’origine linguistique est la même. 

Or, dans ce monde à la tendance globalisatrice exponentielle, il est crucial de pouvoir se comprendre et interagir 

sans nuisances et perturbations. Voilà donc, le paradoxe inhérent au langage humain : le maintien de la 

diversité, et la compréhension planétaire. Lorsque l’on appréhendera la langue comme un paysage culturel 

particulier et unique, on pourra alors mieux en intégrer et gérer les enjeux : son implication cruciale dans la 

transmission et le maintien des connaissances et des cultures - donc dans l’éducation - et son rôle fondamental 

pour l’identité d’un individu et d’une communauté.  

 

4. La langue et la gestion culturelle 

 

La gestion culturelle se définit comme l’ensemble des actions mises en place pour et à travers des projets à 

vocation de conservation, de recherche, de management ou de diffusion des ressources culturelles. 

Nous allons étudier deux exemples pour lesquels la langue a été, et est toujours, un outil de revitalisation et de 

revendication culturelles et patrimoniales. Nous verrons l’exemple des ‡Khomani San en Afrique et 

des Mayangnas au Nicaragua. 

 

a. Les ‡Khomani San 

 

Les San sont des peuples autochtones d’Afrique Australe. De nombreuses découvertes d’art rupestre semblent 

prouver qu’ils étaient les premiers habitants d’Afrique. Les San sont chasseurs-cueilleurs. Habitués à parcourir 

les grands espaces de leurs territoires, ils ont donc une ample et précise connaissance des écosystèmes locaux. 

                                                           
95 «Cuando muere una lengua», poème en náhuatl. 
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Ils furent malmenés et repoussés sur leurs terres par des migrations successives d’agro-pastoralistes, 

d’explorateurs et de colons européens. Ce sont ces derniers qui ont causé le plus de dommages et de 

destruction aux peuples San : compétition pour les ressources et le territoire, maladies et génocides. En 1931, 

la création du Kalahari Gemsbok National Park (KGNP), lieu de vie des San, conduit à l’expulsion et à la diaspora 

des San en Afrique du Sud, Botswana et Namibie. 

Les ‡Khomani San sont les descendants de plusieurs groupes San. Un grand nombre d’entre eux, après leur 

expulsion de leur territoire devenu un parc national dans lequel ils ne pouvaient plus pratiquer leurs activités de 

chasse, se retrouvèrent à des milliers de kilomètres de leurs terres d’origine à travailler dans des réserves 

touristiques. En 1995, une nouvelle politique post-apartheid encouragea la restitution des terres. En 1996, le 

Working Group of Indigenous Minorities in Southern Africa (WIMSA) et les chefs des ‡Khomani San sollicitèrent 

le South African San Institute (SASI) afin qu’il les aide dans leur démarche de réclamation de leurs terres 

d’origine au cœur du KGNP, dans le désert du Kalahari. Le projet s’annonçait difficile car les persécutions 

avaient éparpillé la population. 

Afin d’accréditer la démarche, des anthropologues de l’Institut commencèrent les recherches des anciens 

habitants San du KGNP. Les ‡Khomani San parlent la langue N|u, que l’on avait déclarée disparue dans les 

années 1970. Les anthropologues du SASI retrouvèrent une femme âgée de plus de 100 ans, Elsie Vaalbooi, 

qui se révéla capable de parler le N|u. Après cette découverte, les recherches s’intensifièrent et quatre ans plus 

tard, environ 25 locuteurs N|u, tous très âgés, furent identifiés. La cause de la prétendue extinction de la langue 

était les persécutions dont les locuteurs avaient été victimes : pour protéger leurs enfants, ils avaient préféré 

cacher et étouffer leur identité San en ne pratiquant plus leur langue et en ne la transmettant pas à leurs 

descendants. Ainsi, les générations suivantes se fondaient dans la culture linguistique dominante de l’afrikaans, 

mais perdaient du même coup une partie de leur identité et de leur héritage aborigène. Toutefois, cette initiative 

de réclamation des terres permit aux locuteurs N|u de se retrouver, ainsi que leurs descendants ‡Khomani San, 

et de travailler ensemble pour reconstruire leur communauté et rétablir leur droit ancestral de vivre sur ces 

terres. 

Pour que la restitution des terres soit effective, il fallait prouver et justifier que les ‡Khomani San étaient 

effectivement des habitants légitimes de ce territoire. Dans un effort collectif de mémoire et de reconstruction 

spatio-culturelle, à travers les légendes, contes oraux, et les anciens registres, les ‡Khomani San purent retracer 

les contours de leur ancien espace de vie. Ce procédé de cultural mapping a été un succès, et le gouvernement 

d’Afrique du Sud a restitué environ 65 000 hectares aux ‡Khomani San. Clark, Sutherland and Young donnent 

une définition très complète du cultural mapping : « [local] cultural elements are recorded [by the community] – 

the tangibles like galleries, craft industries, distinctive landmarks, local events and industries, as well as the 

intangibles like memories, personal histories, attitudes and values. After researching the elements that make a 

community unique, cultural mapping involves initiating a range of community activities or projects, to record, 

conserve and use these elements. …The most fundamental goal of cultural mapping is to help communities 

recognize, celebrate, and support cultural diversity for economic, social and regional development. »  Cette 

méthode permet donc d’associer le patrimoine intangible au patrimoine physique et naturel, de donner sa valeur 

humaine et culturelle aux attributs physiques du paysage. Nigel Crawghall, le socio-linguiste attaché au projet 

des ‡Khomani San, décrit ainsi ce que le cultural mapping lui a fait découvrir : « While making the maps, we 

learned that the elders had their own type of literacy that was new to us. Just as we read maps, place names 

and books, they were reading the land. The marks in the sand, the shape of the terrain, the vegetation, and the 

stories attached to all of these created texts that could only be read by one who was highly literate in this cultural 

and natural language.”. A travers leurs mots, les ‡Khomani San ont pu faire revivre la dimension culturelle et 

naturelle qu’ils attribuaient aux dunes de sables, aux arbres (un lieu culturel à eux seuls), aux éléments du 

territoire, et ainsi se réapproprier non seulement leur paysage d’origine mais aussi leur « dignity and sense of 

belonging » (SAHCR, 2004). 

Dans cet exemple, la réappropriation territoriale et patrimoniale est permise par la revitalisation et 

réappropriation du paysage culturel linguistique. La communauté a pu se retrouver et donner l’impulsion à 

d’autres projets culturels. Les jeunes San ont pu se réintroduire dans la culture et en devenir des ambassadeurs. 
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De plus, ce projet a un impact global au long terme. En effet, « the revivals of the language and culture gives 

proof that 'Khomani San are who they claim to be: the first people of this country who know the truth about the 

natural world and the truth about our painful history. » (Hanekom, 1999). Les ‡Khomani San ont ainsi un rôle 

clef à jouer dans les questions environnementales qui taraudent notre époque. 

b. Les Mayangnas 

 

Les Mayangnas sont un peuple indigène du Nicaragua. Leurs terres s’étendent sur la réserve du Bosawás, 

classée comme Réserve de Biosphère par l’Unesco en 1997. Leur éloignement des autres populations du 

Nicaragua leur a permis de conserver leur langue et leur culture. L’analyse historico-linguistique de leur langue 

montre qu’ils devaient déjà être présents en Amérique Centrale plus de 2000 ans avant notre ère. Ce peuple vit 

d’une agriculture de subsistance et aussi des poissons et tortues qui abondent sur leur territoire. Les Mayangnas 

ont donc développé une connaissance et un savoir-faire complexe de la faune et la flore du Bosawás, et ont 

participé au fonctionnement de l’écosystème du territoire à travers leurs pratiques culturelles depuis des 

millénaires. 

La nouvelle constitution du Nicaragua en 1987 définit le pays comme une « nation multiethnique », et confère 

le statut d’autonomie à certaines régions. A ce titre, et avec la Loi sur les Langues de 1993, les langues 

minoritaires et autochtones ont pu gagner en visibilité (même si l’espagnol reste la langue officielle), ce qui 

permit le développement de l’éducation plurilingue et interculturelle. Ce type d’éducation a permis de revitaliser, 

sauvegarder et promouvoir l’héritage culturel et les traditions de chaque groupe linguistique, tout en étant plus 

respectueux de leur origine linguistique et culturelle. Ceci rend possible une gouvernance juste et entière à ces 

peuples. 

Dans la communauté des Mayangnas, un système scolaire bilingue fut mis en place. L’originalité de ce système 

réside dans le fait que l’enseignement principal est réalisé en Mayangna par des professeurs indigènes, et 

l’espagnol est enseigné en tant que langue secondaire. Avec cette méthode, les enfants ne se heurtent pas à 

des difficultés d’apprentissage dues à l’emploi d’une langue étrangère. Ils apprennent ainsi plus naturellement, 

sont motivés et entièrement intégrés. Même si les enfants doivent marcher durant une heure pour aller à l’école, 

ils ne manqueront pas une classe. Cet enseignement ne va pas à l’encontre de leur culture maternelle et leur 

fait bénéficier du bilinguisme.  

Cette approche linguistique a favorisé la mise en place d’un autre projet en partenariat avec le programme 

LINKS (Systèmes de Savoirs Locaux et Autochtones) de l’Unesco et la Commission Nationale du Nicaragua 

pour l’Unesco. Ce projet constituait en la rédaction d’un livre recueillant les savoirs autochtones mayangnas. 

L’objectif était de pouvoir assurer la transmission aux futures générations, de rendre visible et diffuser au grand 

public ces savoir-faire locaux qui sont cruciaux pour la sauvegarde de l’intégrité de la réserve de biosphère 

Bosawás. Ces connaissances sont des outils pour une gestion durable et intelligentes des ressources. En 2016, 

le projet aboutit et le résultat final est un livre en deux volumes, publié en espagnol et en 

mayangna : Conocimientos del Pueblo Mayangna sobre la Convivencia del Hombre y la Naturaleza : Peces y 

Tortugas96. Y sont présentées : des observations empiriques sur les comportements des espèces (trente 

espèces de poissons, six espèces de tortues), des commentaires sociaux sur le partage, l’apprentissage, la 

pêche et la chasse et des réflexions cosmologiques sur les relations entre humains, animaux et esprits. En 

parallèle à cette publication, du matériel pédagogique en Mayangna pour la maternelle au CE2 a été conçu par 

une centaine de professeurs locaux et des fonctionnaires du Ministère de l’Education du Nicaragua.  

Cet exemple illustre le rôle de la langue dans la conservation des pratiques et des identités culturelles, et comme 

moteur d’une éducation adaptée. Grâce à la valorisation de leur langue, les Mayangnas ont une plus grande 

capacité d’autonomie et de gestion des ressources naturelles et culturelles sur leur territoire. Dans une 

perspective internationale, de tels projets montrent l’importance des connaissances des peuples indigènes en 

général. 

 

Cet essai n’est qu’un aperçu des potentialités, des enjeux et des dilemmes inhérents aux langues et au langage. 

Après l’avoir décrit en tant qu’un paysage culturel forgeant l’identité et la vision du monde d’un individu et d’une 

                                                           
96 « Savoirs du peuple Mayangna sur la Coexistence de l’Homme avec la Nature : Poissons et Tortues » 
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communauté, nous avons introduit ses deux principales modalités : de façon interne, la langue est un outil 

d’autonomisation (empowerment), de perpétuation et transfert de connaissances et d’éducation ; de façon 

externe, la langue est un moyen de diffusion, de conscientisation (awareness) et de coopération. 

Cet article utilise deux exemples, méritant chacun d’être approfondi, de langues minoritaires, car les enjeux 

intrinsèques apparaissent bien plus flagrants lorsque la situation est périlleuse. Ces cas montrent le rôle crucial 

et le pouvoir de la langue dans la gestion, la gouvernance et la revitalisation des ressources culturelles et de 

leurs acteurs. 

Pour finir, réfléchissons au contexte de mondialisation qui caractérise notre époque. Deux aspects sont à 

mentionner. Bien que ce phénomène soit généralement considéré comme néfaste pour la survie des langages 

indigènes, la tendance globale vers le respect des droits humains a eu quelque influence positive sous la forme 

de politiques de langues plus tolérantes et reconnaissant les droits des langues minoritaires, comme dans la 

Déclaration des Nations Unies pour les Droits des Peuples Indigènes de 2007 (Coronel-Molina et al., 2016). Le 

tableau n’est donc pas si sombre en regard à ce phénomène planétaire accéléré. Néanmoins, cette connexion 

permanente de tous les coins du monde, implique la nécessité d’harmoniser les relations afin de pouvoir œuvrer 

vers une coopération globale. Cela requiert l’appréhension et l’intégration des enjeux linguistiques de traduction 

et de communication interculturelle, enjeux qui se domptent par une connaissance plus approfondie de notre 

unité communicationnelle de base (le langage, la langue) et par l’humble acceptation des limites (parfois 

seulement temporaires) de notre intercompréhension linguistique, c’est-à-dire de reconnaître cette marge de 

confusion inévitable lorsque l’on passe d’une langue à l’autre. En bref, diversité des langues et globalisation ne 

sont pas totalement des figures oxymoriques. La seconde doit permettre la diversité, servir de tremplin aux 

peuples et aux individus pour faire entendre leur voix, mais doit prendre garde à ne pas érafler et assécher cette 

multitude culturelle par négligence et hâte. La diversité linguistique, en retour, doit se servir des portes ouvertes 

par la mondialisation pour favoriser et développer la tolérance, le respect et la compréhension interculturelle 

globale. 
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